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PREFACE

The Regional Medical Programs Conference and Workshop on Evaluation, held in
September 1970, marks the first time that coordinators and staff members from rdl 55
Regional Medical Programs met to exchange viewson evaluation and to assesstheir own
activities and programs.

A number OFfactors and circumstances prompted the idea of such a conference-
workshop. Most of the 55 Programs were at least three or even four years old. It was a
natural time for stocktaking. Changes had been slowly taking place within the Programs
and were subtly emerging; gods and objectives, and means and methods for achi@ng
these ends, were being examined; and national priorities and budgetary restrictions were
leading the Congress and the Administration to scrutinize federal programsmore cl$sely
than ever. This current of events emphasized the need for greater self-assessment. ‘

The impetus for the Conference lay largely in the Regions themselves,and most of
the Conference planning and development was undertaken by the Regions.Moreover,the
content of presentations and discussionswere drawn directly from the evaluativework of
the Regions. This fact dlustrates more clearly than anything else the considerablestrides
that Region4 Medicd Programshave made in the past severalyears – not ordy in building
up their evaluation capability, but rdsoin putting it to good use.

The Conference was signifi[mt in its purpose, development and content. Some of
the issues posed were broad and generic to the program itself, such as is “change” redly
the mandate? Others were more specific to evaluation, e.g., how much should be spent on
evaluation? Sttil others were directed to specific aspects of the Regional Medicd Pro-
grams: What is the Regional AdvisoryGroup’srole in evaluation?

If there was a central issue posed by the Co~ference-Workshops,it must, I believe,
have been capsulated by Dr. Donald Schon’spresentation. If the whole RegionrdMedicd
Program is greater than the sum of its parts, those specific activities supported by it – as
its proponents have long argued – then the total programmust be a primary object of
evaluation or assessment.

The Conference-Workshopsprovided few solutions to the great gamut of issuesand
problems that were raised. It did, however, make more explicit than ever before those
questions that had to be answered.That in itself is a considerable accomplishment and an
auspiciousbeginnkg.

Any measure of the relative success (or failure) of a conference such as this one
must of course be deferred. Its major impact, its final cont~bution, WMotiy emerge in
the actions and changes which will foUow.

I iope these “Proceedings” til be useful to those many personswho are concerned
., with, and who wU1carry out and evaluate, the RegionalMedicalPrograms, their activities

and their efforts. This volume itself provides a fair index of the range of both the interests
and work of the Regional MedicalPrograms to date.
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AN APPROACH TO EVALUATION FOR THE
REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRAM

DONALDA. SCHON,President
Organization for SociaI and Technical Inrrovation

htroduction

The questions in which we are primatiy interested
are these:

e

●

●

What are the criteria, methods, and measures per-
tinent to evaluation of the activities of the Re-
gionalMedicalProgram?
How can evaluation be tinked most effectively to
the planning process?
Whatare the appropriate roles for those engagedin
evaluation at project, regional, and national levels?

Thesequestions have a deceptively simple ring. They
raise, in fact, not ody the special problems stemming
from the nature, context and history of RMP but several
more fundarrrenti questions of theory concerning the
evaluationof any activity.

Section1
Towarda General Theoy
of Evahsation

Evahrationis an essential part of intelligent individud
and organizationalbehavior.

It is the protiss through which individuals or organiza-
tions perceive the consequences of action, asses their
meaning for future action, and reformulate plans and
policies.

Within this framework evaluation servesthree distinct
purposes:

Justification:to defend what’s planned or what has
been done. Wejustify in order to assign reward or
punishment (as in “grading”), to decide what re-
sources to commit to an activity, or simply to place
art activity on a scale of excellence. In any case,justi-
fication concerns itself with identifying what has
been done, or what is proposed, and appraising it
againstsome standard.

Control:to monitor an on-goingactivity in order to
make it conform to standard.

Learning:to change activity, to do it better. Learning
may be limited to the selection of means to achieve
gods or to conform to standards, or it may en-
compass change in the goals and standards them-
selves.

For any programsuch as RMP, there are alwaysdemands
for justification, control and learning. But it is not
always recognized that these several purposes have
different implications for’methods and systems of eva-
luation.

We are accustomed to think about evaluation from
the point of view of a rational manager who supervises

Action by Individual

(Work)

(Implementation in organization)

Perception of Consequences by individual
(Judging)

(Evaluation by and of organization)

<A.
Reformulation of Action by Individual

(Planning)
(Policy formulation by management

of organization)

1



the business of an organization or program.The rationrd
manager takes as his reference point a Vstemsrationale
— that is, a set of formal objectives, operations for
achieving them, and methods for appraising the effec-
tiveness of operations in achieving objectives. In a
business firm, the systems rationale makes reference to
profits and return on investment; in the pubtic housing
system, to the provision of standard housingfor persons
cut off from access to the market; in the health care
system, to k$provement in people’s health, in the
quality of care. or in equitable accessto care.

Accordtig t.. the rationalmanager’smodetof evalua-
tion, the systems rationaleisfwed and@“ven.Justifica-

Level 1

Level 2

,,

formance of the components the information is intended ;
to characterize.

AU variants of the rationrd manager’s model and the ‘
evrduation systems that flow from’it suffer in practice
from an overridingconstraint. Characteristically, systems
do not behave as they are supposed to. Even the most
bounded organized activities result in so,cid systems that
do not behave exclusively in terms of the rational pur-
poses assigned to them. As distinct from the rational
manager’smodel, there is.always a real system of actors
and agencies which interact with one another in the
ways they are found to do and with the interests they
are found to have. Their discovered interactions and

Eage:nt

h II II
Production Sales

h ~~

Finance

Level 3

tion consists, then, in assessing the impact of past or
proposed activity on established systemsobjectives.How
effective are these activities in meeting objectives?How
efficiency do they use resources? Control consists in
monitoring ongoing activity to make it conform to
established standards. Learning is limited to the selection
of means for achievingobjectives.

The evaluation process appropriate to the rationrd
manager’smodel depends on the assumption that every-
body in the system is to some extent a rational manager.
People’s accoun~bflities for activities within the system
are supposed to mirror the systems rationale.

Within the organization or program, as within the
systems rationale, activities are organized hierarchically.
Each person is accountable for the activities of his com-
ponent, whose goals are keyed, in turn, to the objectives
of the system. The job of evrduation is to compare
accountabdities with the actual behavior of individud
components within the system. Evaluation tends, then,
to become an auditing process in which a third party
assessesbehavior in terms of the systems rationale, and
sends information toward the top of the system.On the
basis of this information, decisions flow downward to
influence the behavior of the components beIow. At
each successivestep of the way, the primary use of infor-
mation is in justifying and then in controlling the per-

2

interests may have little to do with the interactions and
interests imputed to them under the systems rationale.

The “discoveredsystems” of organizations and pro-
grams tend to have certain features in common. Regard-
less of systems rationale, individuals tend to be h-
terested in:.

● their own survivalin their positions;
● independence of action;
. local conditions and needs (as opposed to “cen-

tr”d’s”viewof them);
● pro,~ectingand extending territory;
● maintaining stabflity.

These interests, characterize the informrd, homeostatic
structure of organizations and programs. But discovered
systems tend also to be open-ended, associated with
emergent objectives and swift changes in goals which
correspond to individud interests in creativity and re-
sponsiveness. Often the rational manager’s model con-
strains creativity, responsiveness and freedom of action
in ways that run directly counter to the interests of
actors and agencieswithin the system.

Within any on-goingprogram, the rational manager’s
model and the ,discovered system always co%xist. The
state of their relationship critically determines the
nature of evaluation.

When the two systems have little overlap and little
interaction, evaluation is limited to retrospective justifi-
cation.



Performative Retrospective

The System of the
Rational Manager

The Discovered
System

In this condition, the evrduation system produces
statements befieved neither by the producer nor by the
consumer, which are generated ritudistictiy in response
to formal demand. Ration4 managersproduce justifying
statements at regular interv~, expressed in the language
of the systems rationale, and resources continue to flow
into the system. Evaluation processes have no other
output than justification. They are used neither to
modify the systems rationale nor to force the red social
systemto conform to it.

were there is little overlap,but the rational manager
seeks to impose a systems rationale on the discovered
system,several things may happen:

1. The discovered system may respond verb~y
without other changesin behavior, by offeringprofoma
retrospective-j~”stification long“onlanguage but short on
substance, a process genera~y known as “conning.” The
two systems operate substantifly in parallel.

2. The discoveredsystem may respond to the controls
that the rational manager seeks to impose by adapting to
the evaluation measures he prescribes but continuing to
operate as much as possible as before. Measuresof per-
formance are always different from performance itself.
For example, in an effort to control expenditures of the
vocational rehabilitation system, Congressdemanded to
know how many “rehabMtations per year” the agency
effected for a given investment. “Rehabditations” were
defined as job placements lasting three months or more.
As a consequence, the vocational rehabtiitation system
began to “cream” its clientele for those most Wely to
graduate to job status leaving out those who were most
in need and least able to qu~fy; to select low-leveljobs
for graduates so as to factiitate entry; systematicdy to
avoid distinguishing between a “case” and a person, so
that a graduate who had achievedjob status, lost it and
returned to training, codd be counted as another
“rehabtitation”; and Systematically to avoid foflow-up
of clients after three months.

3. The discovered system and the rational manager’s
systemmay fight one another more or Ies opedy until
they reach a compromise. From the point of viewof the
discoveredsystem, this is paying a price. Those in the
system do some of what the rational manager wants in
order to preserve considerable abtiity to satisfy the
interests of the discovered system. From the point of
view of the rational manager, the discovered system is
merelydistorting system objectives in the direction of its
own interests; but he has to put up with it to get any
responseat dl.

In none of these dissociated cases is there any interest
in producing or using information that runs counter to....———

, the strategy of evaluation as justification. Were the
systems are operating in parallel but without much
contact, there is common interest in avoiding informa-
tion that threatens dissociation. In the other two cases, ”
there is common interest in information that, supports
the systems rationale; since justification rests on the
systemsrationale, and resource allocation rests on justifi-
cation. The discovered system is content to generate
information that conceals how great the discrepancy is
between the gods of the rational system and the be-
havior of the discovered system in order to protect the
resource docation they’need to continue doing more or
lesswhat it is they want to do.

However, where the whole activity is conceived as a
learningsystem, then relationships between ration’~and
discoveredsystems can be fundamentally different from
those just sketched. The opportunity for learning is
primdy in the discovered system. The discovered
system offers the. most vital basis for reformulating
systems objectives and redesigning Wstems theory.
Discrepanciesbetween the rational manager’ssystem and
the discovered system as perceived by its inhabitants
become the basis for progressive modification of the
system’s rationale, of modifying the rerd interests of

3



individud participants, and of developing relationships
between the toti activity and its constituencies.

It is cn’tiedthat an evaluationsystemaspiringto an
important role in intelligent mariagementrecognize
ratherthanb“urydiscrepanciesbemeen systemsrationale
and the discoveredsystem. The evguation system itself
must become a vehicle for continuing interaction and
continuing mutual influence of the two. Its abtiity to
support intelligent, direct interactions beween the
rational manager’s system and the discovered system
becomes a central function and a central criterion of
adequacy in an evaluation system oriented to learning.
Whfie these considerations are important at W times,
they become essential in a period of development or
instabtiity, when new kinds of activity must be devised
to meet established objectives more effectively and when
program environment changes so as to lead to shifts in
objectives, as we~.

barni~-Oriented Evrduationin
DiscoveredSystems Hooked
to Ration4 Systems

When planning begins to incorporate a mutual modi-
fication of objectives and activities, evaluation includes
much more than mere measurement of the extent to
which activities conform to specification. The evaluation
system that is oriented to learning has special features:

● The conceptual framework for evaluation hm”to
include a description of the discovered system as
well as the rational manager’sstatement of systems
rationale. This includes a description of key actors
and agencies, acturd relationships and modes of
intetiction among them, and the several interests
of dl of them. It must include dso a description of
the red (if informal) evrduation system as dis-
covered – the information that actors in the
system in fact produce, are interested in pro-
ducing, and how they use it.

● An analysis of discrepancies and overlapsbetween
the systems rationale and the behavior of the dis-
covered system. This analysis takes account of the
differing perspectives of actors in the system.

● Strategies for responding to discrepanciesbetween
the discovered system and the rational manager’s
system. Mere analysis is not enough; learning must
be capable of application.

These factors focus on gathering accurate information
about the discovered system. The discrepancy between
the rational system and the discovered system, or the
response of the discovered system to the rational

manager’s efforts to control it, ”may mean that the
rational manager is simply precluded from learning
what’s actudy happeningin ‘the discoveredsystem. But
the rational manager may be able to bargain for this
information by exchanginginformation about resources
and ongoing administrativechanges to which he is privy
for accurate information about what’s reaflyhappening
in the social system. Even more powerful, when centrrd
rational management gains some freedom to modify
systems rationale to take account of real local interests
and activities, th~ basis for wit~olding or distorting in-
formation may disappear.The way may then be clear for
central rational managementand local people to bargain
effectively and directly over changes in systems ration-
ale, local behavior modification, and information flow.
As in au such cases,the bargaintig wfil depend on estab-
lishingand maintaininggood faith.

Several additional consequences for the evaluation
system flow from theseconsiderations:

●

●

●

●

Information intended to modify behavior must
flow upward to influence systems rationale as wefl
as downward to bring the discovered system into
line with preexisting systems rationale.

The evaluationinformation that is gathered should
be limited to amounts, complexities, and preci-
sion determined by the capability and willingness
of actors within the system to learn from it, as
experienced in actual practice. Nobody in the
system shouldbe presented with more information
than he can handle, nor information laid out in
more precisionor complexity than he can respond
to. Analyses should not present actors with a
greater breadth of alternatives than are red for
them. As a coro~a~, the evaluation system needs
to be able to detect the changing capabtiity and
willingness of actors to use information, and
should itself be capable of responsivemodification
in turn.

The evaluation process should be structured to
accommodatethe different kinds of learning ap-
propriate to different roles and levels within the
system (rational managers,project pushers, evalua-
tors, planners,etc.).

The learning objective should dso determine the
content, extensiveness,duration, and accessibility
of information in the evsduation system memory.
This requirement places high priority on accessi-
bility and retrieval capabdity on behalf of many
different levels within the system in addition to
that of the rational manager.

4



● Since the learning derived from evrduationmaybe
applied to evaluation processes themselves, the
conceptual framework for evaluation may itself be
expected to change (sometimes rather rapidly); so
information needs to be gathered and formulated
in ways that make it more or less equally usable in
terms of a broad range of systems rationales. Prior-
ities should be given to those bits of information
that are likely to retain high relevance across a
range of manager’s rationale and discovered
systems.

Casesin WhichThere is
No fiplicit Systems Rationale

What if the activity to be evrduated is itself recog-
nized as so diverse, diffuse, swiftly changing, and open
that no overall systems rationale is credible? This situa-
tion may occur with respect to public problems urgenfly
requiringsolution but for which there are no clear policy
answers, where national willingness to devote resources
to their solution is high, though the credibility of
proposed rational solutions may be low. Agencies may
be funded to work on such problems, constrained only
within very broad lidts as to what thek ”work should
be like. What are the implications here for evaluation
systems?

Each region or subregion (or other entity) saddled
with a whole problem becomes a center of its own
probiem-solvingprocess. The number and location
wfll depend on the number of centers that turn
out to be capable of functioning under their own
individually developed systems rationales. In this
situation the distance between information and
analysis is minimized, and responsibility for
designingand conducting the evaluation process is
very close to the actors who are accountable for
the activities under evaluation.
In this case central management’sevaluation func-
tion is changed with respect to that of the regions.
Central management may now impose on the
localities criteria for the evaluation process,but it
is no longer in a position to impose criteria for
substantiveevaluationof concrete activities. For
example, centrrd management can still ask whether
regional evrduation processes are differentiated in
terms of justification, control, and learning; but
the central evrduatorwfll accord just as him marks
to a region displaying one workable form of
differentiation as to a region displaying another
form, It is ody the region that does not explicitly

●

attempt through its own evaluation processes to
accomplishjustification, control, and learning that
is downgraded. Accordingly, the evaluation infor-
mation flowing to central from the locrd regions
normally reflects the nature of tie processesdevel-
oped for raisingand answeringevaluativequestions
in the localities rather than the anwers to any
specificqllestionsthought up by central manage-
ment.
Central rdso takes on the role of building a net-
work learning system, facilitating information-
transfer from locality to locality and encouraging
specificlocal experiments.

Section 2
RMPin the Context of
EvaluationTheory

To place the Regional MedicalProgram in the evalu-
ationcontext developed in the pretious section, some of
RMP’sprincipal characteristics should be recited.

1. ,There is no singe organk’ationcorresponding to
RMP. WP is a broad-aimedFederal program concerned
with introducing changes of various kinds into a
number of more or less intercomected systems of actors
and agencies involved in health care. Within these
systems, RMP attempts to play a variety of related roles
with respect to other actors and agencies; but for the
most part it cannot directly control them. ~ ‘does
not, therefore, have to do with a singe rational
“system,” in the sense used earlier, and its boundaries
are vagueand shifting.

From the point of view of evaluation, this assertion
has several implications. RMP’sscope and turf do not
have sharp boundaries. We cannot go about anrdyzing
RMP as though it were a unitary organization, like the
Veterans’ Administration, for example. And whfle WP
has formulated broad objectives for itself, its funda-
mental activity in relation to these objectives must be
understood for the most part as “~fluencing” or “facili-
tating” rather than direct control.,

2. There is no sin~e, established systems rationale
either for the health care system as a whole oxfor WP
in particular. There are variousratiofides,.held ?t vario~
times and in various contexts by’different actors in the
system.

3. The larger health care system and the ~ are
changeable.They are not in a stable state: The character
and functions of these systems are themselvesin process
of constant change. Within them, the key actors are
often unsure of their principal:functions or of how best
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to carry them out, and they tend to shift behavior as
they learn and as the system around them changes.

4. Nevertheless, as a federal program NP is locked
into a structure of controls and demands for justifica-
tion. At the national level these include regular reviews
by the Congress, the Bureau of the Budget, and the
Department of HEW. These demands for justification
and for controls over the expenditure of funds are, of
course, passed on to the regional programlevel.

The problem of devisingapproachesto evaluation for
RMP is essentia~y that of meeting what may well be
conflicting requirements for learning, on the one hand,
and for justification and control, on the other. The
vaguenessand changeablenessof objectives, lack of pro-
gram control over components to be influenced, and
sources of methodological uncertainty all argue for a
flexible, processmriented approach to evaluation-as-
learning; whereas the agents of rational administrative
control tend to press for firm, quantitative measures of
program impact.

Like most broad-gauged federal programs,the legisla-
tion establishing ~P represented a series of compro-
mises among the diverse interests of various concerned
groups. The authorizing legislation is, therefore, a kind
of mosaic of objectives, values, and constraints. Among
the more important elements of the mosaicare these:

●

●

✠

●

●

●

●
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Emph~is on the provision of means to improve
the treatment of the three “categorical” diseases–
heart disease,cancer and stroke.
Emphasis on the transmission of advanced tech-
niques and knowledge relating to these diseases.
Emphasis on the method of continuing education
as a device for this transmission;and on the major
academic medicd center as the principal source of
expertise.

Emphasis on maintaining or improvingthe quality
of medicd care.

Concern with the region as the principal unit of
activity; concern, that is, that the program be a
regional one, with regional centers of activity
throughout the country; concern with recognition
of regional diversity of problems and resources;
and concern with “re~onalization” as a processof
knitting together or building regional resources to
rerdizethe purposes of the Act.

Emphasis on the establishment of voluntary
arrangements among regional institutions as the
dominant mode of program activity.

Specific warning against “interference
interface between patient and doctor.”

in the

The authorizing legislation made no attempt to
rationalize these elements or to resolve potential con-
flicts among them, It was understood by many of the
key actors that, as the program matured, the specific
meaning of its legislative provisions would develop and
clarify.

It is not surprising, then, that there have been per-
ceptible shifts over time in the dominant systems ration-
ale for RMP, even though no element originally con-
sidered as the legislationevolvedhas altogether ceased to
exert some influence.

Let us be explicit about an evrduation scheme that is
generally accepted as appropriate to one of the simplest
and accordingly most easfly rationalized interpretations
of RMP. Werefer to the center-periphery regiondization
model based on the diffusion of technology and infor-
mation that is assumed to be stored in the great medicd
centers. In this instance, it is seen as desirable to judge
the program initially, at both national and regional
levels, by its effectiveness in reduckg ra~s of mort~ity
and morbidity for heart disease, cancer, stroke, and
related diseases. Individual projects are seen as means to
these ends, and fall basically into the following cate-
gories: deployment of new factiities (for example, coro-
nary care units); establishment of new linkagesbetween
medical centers and peripheral care-providing centers
(for example, exchange of personnel); the development
of new working relationships (for example, changes in
referral patterns); continuing education (for example,
training of physicians and other medical personnel); and
information dissemination (for example, DIAL access).

The major kinds of evaluative questions under this
interpretation of the RMPsystem are these:

1. What are the kinds of baseline data and measures
of performance by which the impact of diffusion pro-
jects on mortality and morbidity can be assessed?

2. .~at is the’ relative effectiveness and~fficiericy
in relation to cost of the various technologies diffused,
seen as means of achieving reductions in rates of mor-
bidity and mortality?

3. What is the related effectiveness, for particular
technologies and for particular regional situations, of the
various methods of diffusion? This question leads, in
turn, to questions about the optimal “regions” for diffu-
sion, the forms of greatest “diffusion impact” for a given
investment of dollars and other resources, patterns of
utilization of new facilities and the like.

Other aspects of the activities within the center-
periphery model of RMP
ment of new institutional
level – must be judged in

— for example, the manage-
arrangements at the regional
terms of their effectiveness in



leading to enhancement of the quality of care through
the more effective diffusion of advanced technology!’,
with the ultimate effect, of course, of reducingmortality
and morbidity from the categorically identified diseases.

In the minds of many key actors in IVashingtonand
in the regions,the DeBakeymodel came to dominate tie
conceptual climate of the early phases of ~R. But it
was not always or everywhere the dominant view of
MP activity. In the discoveredsystemsof someof the
regions,res”onalco-ordinatorsandotherkey actorstook
aspn”marythe sortsof changesin institutionalarrange-
ments which,from the point of view of the DeBakey
model,fi~lred only assecofidavmeansto anend.

In this interpretation:
* &ifPh centralconcernmay be expressedthrough

categoricaldiseasesor with the diffUSiOllof ad-
vancedmedicaltechnolo~, but MP conscioltsly
concernsitselfwithoverallimprovementinql~ality
of careandequityof accessto care.

e But thesesortsof improvementsrequirecha)tgesin
the struclureand modes of interactionsof care-
providinginstitutionswhichno singleagencycon-
trols– changesthat canbe generallydescribedas
knilting togethercomponentsof the systemthat
arenowfragmentedsoas to permitmoreeffective
andrationalizedplanningandaction.

* Thesesystemschangesarenecessa~conditionsfor
improvementin quality or equiv of care.fiw
must precede any significantimprovementalong
theselines.

In the past year, systems transformation* has begun
to dominate among competing systems rationales for
W (without, of course, completely displacing other
views)at national as well as some regional levels.Jme it
is to some extent a subject for guessworkwhy this shift
has occurred, certain factors suggestthemselves.

There has been a movement into good currency of
certain basic concerns about the national system for pro-
viding medicd care – concerns about rising medicd
costs, about the effective exclusion from the health care
system of large numbers of disadvantagedpeople, about
shortagesof medicd manpower, about the difficdties of
negotiating the medicd care system even for ordinary
midde class people.

*“RMPas process,“ “RMPas facilitator,”“RMPasoppor-
tunisticchangeagent”wereexpressionsheud aseuly as 1967
andconveydthe underlyingideabehindsystemstransformation
beforethis rationafebecameas sj~ificant as it nowis.Recent
!e~sktivepropods conveytheideaeven moreexplicitly.

The effects of substantial investment in Medicareand
Medicaid have begun to convince observers that no
amount of investment in payment for care will suffice to
introduce necessary changes in the provider system.
There is clearly need for some forms of intervention on
the providerside as well.

There continue to appear to be overridingobjections
either to the development of nationalized systems of
care or to such decentralized solutions as community-
based group practice, on a large scale. Shortages of
scarce resources of medical manpower suggest that
changes in the system will have to work with existing
personnel and, very largely, with existing institutions.
This means. to a great extent, attempting to facilitate
voluntary re-arrangements.of existing institutions.

Of the avaflableprogram instruments (Neighborhood
Health Centers, Comprehensive Herdth Planning, Com-
munity Mental Health Centers)j WP presents itself as
perhaps the most promising candidate for intervention
of this kind. Mat WP has been doing, initially en route
to the DeBakey model in some regions or in other
regions as a matter of primary though informal agenda,
now is emergingas a more dominant (though not exclu-
sive) rationale for the program as a whole. It must be
added, or course, that by no means rdl regions regard
themselves as primarily involved in systems transforma-
tion. Some WP’S still regard themselvesas solicitors and
screeners of proposals, and do not yet conceiveof them-
selvesas “programs” in any senseother than as clearing-
housesfor projects. And in nearly dl regions, there is the
residueof the view of MP as a conglomerate of projects
centering around continuing education, training, coro-
nary care units, and the like. At the very least, then,
co-ordinators face, as part of the task of systems trans-
formation, the problem of what to make of and what to
do with the projects initiated under earlier views of
mP.

Under a systems transformation model for WP:

The primary unit for evaluation becomes the pro-
gram; and since MP is conceived as an essentially
regional enterprise, this means the regional pro-
gram. It will be necessary to reach both “above”
this level to the national program and “below” it
to the project; but the regional program is pri-
mary.

Every element of WP takes on a dual aspect. As
we seek to assess projects, regional program and
nationrd program, we must ask both about sub-
stantive changes in the provision of care – chmges
in the quality and configuration of ,,services,
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cnanges m access to serwces, cnanges In nealtn –
and about systems transformation. Seen as systems
transformation, MP functions in two ways:
through the direct efforts of the regional co-
ordinator and those he works with to knit together
or otherwise influence elements of the medicd
care system of his region, and through the.shaping
and selection of projects which become occasions
to effect systems transformation.
Evaluation must take account of regional diversity.
The starting conditions of the region, the array of
resources, the problems to be attacked, the level of
development, the regional strategy – there maybe
as many of these as there are regions. From the
point of view of evaluation, therefore, the content
of regional programs should be expected to be
different. There is no “model” of a regional pro-
gram ‘to be applied to all regions, although we
should be able to develop a conceptual framework
which will allow assessment of diverse regional
models.
Evaluation must not ody take account of this
regional diversity; it must also take account of the
fact that regional programs are in critical ways
open-ended.

Regional programs undertake systems transformation
by engaging the emerging iwues of medical care in the
region. These are ody partly, if at all, within the co.
ordinator’s control; to be effective he must use them and
build on them. Evaluation must take account of the
open-ended or existential character of regional activity;
except within a very bload range, it cannot second-guess
the issues to be encountered in a particular region at a
particular time; and it must not impose on the region a
model of sequential activities independent of the issues
of medicd care which in fact arise.

The central questions of evaluation now become
these:

1. How canwefacilitatelearningaboutsystemstrans-
for~tion, at all threelevels,but with emphasison the
regionalprogram?

2. Given regionaldiversity and open-endedness,on
what basiscan we control regionalactivitiesor hold
themto standard?

3. Giventhe severallevelsof changerelevantto evac-
uationof ~P, howcanwego aboutthejustificationof
pastorprojectedregionalactivity?

The questions of justification demand separate treat-
ment. Given the multiple impacts of W activity, justi-
fication requires methods for identifying baseline data,
ends-in-tiew, and indicators of change at the severai

levels of change in health, access to health care, qurdity
of care, configuration of health resources, as well as
changes in the institutional arrangements, interactions
and attitudes C1!ZIacteristic of the health care system.
The issue of justification raises sharply the problem of
what it is possible to know about these matters, and at
what levelof generality it is possible to know it.

The remainder of this paper will be taken up with
questions (1) and (2), above. Wewill focus on the view
of WP as systems transformation and will attempt to
spell out the bases on which, in spite of regional diver-
sity and open-endedness,judgments about regional per-
formance may be made and learning about systems
transformation may be fostered.

Section 3
The Central-RegionalDialogue

There is a conceptual framework for systems transfor-
mation in W from which we can derive criteria and
questions useful in undertaking and assessing systems
transformation, without violating regional differences
and without second-guessingparticular regional answers
to the substantive questions of medical care.

The essential elements to which attention must be
paid are these:

● Starting conditions (What is to be changed?).
● Ends-in-view(Changedto what end?).
e Processes and techniques @ow can change be

accomplished?).
Broad regional strategiesfor systems transformation
express directions for the process through which the
region may be brought to move from its starting condi-
tions (as they are conceived in a particular instance) to
particular ends-in-view.CharacteristicMy, such a process
proceeds in stagesof:

● Diagnosis(getting started, casingthe region).
● Involvement (engagingthese individuals and agen-

cieswhose interaction is taken to be critical).
c Planningand god-clarification (discoveringfeasible

processesand choosingand testing specific ends-in-
view).

These stages are apt to be cycficalrather than sequen-
tial. The passagefrom diagnosisthrough implementation
leads to a revised picture of starting conditions, and
through the cycle again. Because several streams of
activity often proceed concurrency, the region may at a
given time engage simultaneously in all stages. As the
region nloves through stages of systems transformation,
in its de~’elopmentalcycle, it may extend the scope and
depth of the issuesit tackles.
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Given this skeletal viewof systems transformation, an
evaluative process oriented toward learning must take
the form of a dialogue–a continuing process of inquiry
in which the regional co-ordinator* and RMPSboth raise
and respond to questions. This is for several reasons.
Giventhe open-endednessof “systems transformation,”
prospectivesystems rationales for RMP must be inferred
from (rather than imposed on) regional activities.
Systems rationrdes and systems activities must modify
one another. The evaluativeprocess must detect discrep-
anciess between systems rationales and discovered
systems, and tactics for responding to those discrep-
ancies. Moreover, project and program goals shift over
time. That is often a sign of progress;and the evaluative
process should help to discover whether it is, and in
appropriate casesboth reflect and encourageit.

In what follows, we list guidelinesfor the kinds of,
questions to be raised in such a dialogue; cn”teriafor
systems transformation, from which these questions
flow;and, in some instances, illLIseationsof response.

One test of the didogue is that both co-ordinator and
“central” become able, on the basis of it, to form con-
tinuing, grounded judgments of regional program per-
formance. A second test is that as a by-product of the
dialogue the coordinator becomes more proficient at
designingand carrying out the process of systems trans.
formation. A third is that the national staff is enabled to
formuiate progressivelymore adequate “systems ration-
ales”for MP.

The dialogue follows what we have identified as the
three main elements of systems transformation and,
within them, the stagesof development.

1. Startingconditions.~e co+rdirratorshouti be
capableof articldatinga regionaldiagnosiswhichholds
water,and whichprovidesthe basisfor theformulation
‘ofdirectionsof systemstransformation.
The subject has to be probed to the point that both
participants in the dialogueare convinced that:

* The evaluator understands the spokesman’sview
of the region and has stated enough of it ciearly
enough to reassurehimself and the spokesman.

● The spokesman has stated whether he believesthis
particular array of starting conditions is tough,
average, or a bit simpler to ded with than average
(assuming for the moment the accuracy of what
the spokesmanhas said).

* WeWWuse “regionalco-ordinator”as shorthandforthose
agentshvoivedin fomulattig and carryingout RMPstrategyat
theregion~level.

● Al likely emphases have been tried out by the
evaluator in an effort to test and understand how
the starting conditions fit together dynamicdly.

An adequate response constitutes a diagnosis of the
regional health care system. It also furnishes the eva-
luator with some beginning hypotheses about how
skillfulthe regional core stiff is in casingthe region.

Whenwell explored and laid out in the dialogues,the
diagnosisincludes the data crucial to workingout strate-
gies of systems transformation, both those which define
health issues and health needs and those which define
the organizational and political character of the health
care system.

● What is the character of the principalhealth prob-
lems of the region?What is their distribution?

. What is the character of the present configuration
of health care facilities and resources?What is the
nature of the health care delivery systemsthat are
dominant in the region?

● What are the patterns of access to care among the
principal population groups?

The foregoing questions aim at establishing starting
conditions at the level of health, access to care, and
configurationof care-protiding resources.

Who are the key actors and powers within the
health care system of the region? How do they
relate to the power structure and to the politics of
the region as a whole?
What is the nature of the linkages, the relation-
ships, the patterns of referral, the tensions and
conflicts, among these key actors?
What do the central actors perceive as the major
issues of health care for the region–whether these
are identified in disease-specificterms, in terms of
access to care, quality of care, or in terms of costs,
manpower, patterns of dominance and distribu-
tion, or other facets of the health mre system?

next set of questions aims at an understanding of
the “political” fo~cesthat can be used or that must be
dealt with in any strate”fl for systems tr~sformation.

Out of responses to these questions come regional
diagnoses which provide the material for designing
strategiesof systems transformation for the region.

At the point of establishing agreement on starting
conditions, the evaluativedialoguehas to involve:

Feed-back to a wideningcircle.
Testing the perceptions of those who first describe
starting conditions, strategies, or other aspects of
RMPand the territory in which it functions.
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●

✌ ●

Some appraisal(i.e., development of a more or less
acceptable description) of the way the local WP
went about dati selection and gathering.
Gradud clarification, through the dialogue itself,
of the specifics on which detafled information is
needed.

The fo~owing are excerpts from regional diagnoses
which Mustrate something of the variety of starting
conditions to be discovered.

X Region. X is a prosperous, relatively homogeneous
society. Good medicinek practiced here, and the profes-
sion is in relatively good repute with the Iocd politicd-
socid establishment. As yet medicine and the other
health profewions are facing only tentative questions
about the “relevance” of where sub-specialization and
bigger-betterhospitals take us. But somethingvery real is
brewing in the state legislature’s effort to force a
“Fa~ly Practice” Department on the distinguished
speciahsts of the Universitymedical faculty. Additiond
intimations exist in the reluctance and opposition of the
Academy of General Practice to the way the medicd
faculty had first plamed to go about teaching family
medicine.

Layer on layer of mmpetent, skflled,devoted people
workingin hospitals and other health care institutions dl
over the state, au of which tend to emulate or somehow
react or respond to the presence of the internationally
famous institutions: the Central Clinic, the University,
and Rehabtiitation Foundation. There is an apparent
shortage of manpower wfifingand able and wanting to
perform health care senices on the level of ordina~ care
for ordinary conditions. Town-gownissues are real, but
because “gown” somehow includes Central City as well
as “The U,” and because “everybody” was trained at
“The U,” the issues take a special form. Centralization
of the Clinic and decentralization of the University
complicates their association, whenever joint commit-
ments are required or contemplated. Good acute care
general hospitals are a dime a dozen, and comingto view
one another as competitive whether they are or not.
Many are trying to become referral centers both in big
specialist consulting staffs and many high technology
services.

Generally the establishment, medical and non-
medicd, exhibits a tou~~-minded, “show me” con-
servatism, tempered by a very active consensus and
willingness to try out credible ways of improving the
situation (e.g., 40Y0of X-State private physicians have
tried out group practice. They and their patients like it
well enough to stick with it.)

10

~P has to make its way among a number of giants,
d] zealous defenders of quality medicd care, each with
its own tradition of constructive innovation, each with
its own considerable institutional inertia and sense of
independence.

Y Region. In the region’s largest city there is one
large medical school and one large community hospital.
The region consists of five quite different counties.
Three counties made common causewith WP from the
outset. Two are left. In one, a private physician has his
own comprehensive health plan; prepaid medical care
has been attempted under his auspices; success is be-
lieved to be uncertain; critics prophesy failure. The other
county is simply cut off and disinterested. It is difficult
to get medical or consumer representatives from either
county even to meet for reasons that pre-date WP, but
embrace it: several of the major counties are joined in
uneasy alliance, with many rivahies, all felt particularly
strongly in the smallercities.

Z Re@”on.The major hospitals and associated medical
schoolsare all in the major city and dominate the region.
These are set against the smaller community hospitals,
each of which in turn is trying to be a medicd center.
Not surprisingly, there is relatively thin patient use of
these expensive facilities in suburban hospitals. Not sur-
prisingly, too, there are parochkd and compartmen-
talized referral patterns disturbed by conflicts among the
severallarge medicd schools and hospitals. There tend to
be economic and social distinctions drawn between the
largest and the other medicd school complexes, though
these may be decreasing, and certainly keep changing.
With all, tie distribution of physicians to patients is
highly inequitably spread over the region.

● ghetto areas: 1/3000 to 1/5000
● center city: 1/200
● suburban: 1/700 to 1/800
● rural: 1/1000 to 1/2000
The 5 medical centers have limited goals. All are

under great financial pressure, pressure relative to in-
come, to student load, and pressure to pay attention to
the ghettoes. They are beginningto believethat is where
the money is. In the meantime, the cultural institutions
of the major urban center continue to tend to turn
inward, there is very little that can happen “unless you
own it.” So the tendency is rather stronger than average
to want to turn ~fP and training dollars to the enhance-
ment of existing institutions and departments.

Rivalry conditions all attempts to region~ize or
otherwise bring about constructive associationsbetween
people in the somewhat depressed cities of the North
and the rich primary city.



2. Preliminarystrategies.– Proponents of the re-
gional diagnosisshould be capable of meeting challenges
as to the accuracy or relevanceof their analysis.But the
analysisneed be neither exhaustive nor entirely accurate.
It is of greater importance that it be capable of shifting
in response to challenge and that there be, in the inquiry
undertaken by the co-ordinator, a continual source of
chaIiengeto be met. In particular, it is important that
judgments about major issues of health need, qudit}r of
care and access to care, facilities, manpower, cost of
care, and the political and organizational structure of the
health care system, all be subject to the continual test of
the multiple perspectives of key actors in the health care
system. Where important conflicts of perspective arise,
they should be confronted explicitly and actively.Where
they cannot be resolved, these conflicts of view them-
selvesbecome issues for continuing work and inquiq’.

Based on the regionaldiagnosis,the co+rdi~lator
should have formulated preliminaw directionsof
strate~ which reflect defensiblejudgments about
crucialsubstantiveissuesof healthcare,issuesrelatr’rrg
to the politicaland organizationalstructureof the
healthcaresystem, and key actorsand initiatorsof
innovationin thehealthcaresystem.
We the co~rdinator should be capable of arguing

for these directions of movement, on the bask of the
regional diagnosis, these preliminary views about strat-
egy should remain developmental, in two senses.They
should take account of the issues they do not address,
and there should be some thought as to the means by
which these other issuesmay come to be addressed.And
they should be responsive to changes in the regional
diagnosis which come to fight in the course of WP
activity.

The basic question is “Howhave you gone about
formulatingpreliminarystrategiesfor systems trans-
forntion?”

+ Through what process have you gone?
● Wat is the substance of the strategy as so far

developed?
. Why this far, and no further —or why so far in

this direction?
Often, the best way of getting at these issues in the
dialogueis through questions such as these:

Where are the outstanding strengths and weak-
nesses among key agencies and actors in the medi-
cd care system?
What are the patterns of a~iance and conflict, and
how are these chan@g?
For key actors in the system, and for the Mues
they regard as critical, what are the ends~n-view

both for changes in the delivery system and for
changes in their own position within the system?

● What are the critical “starting issues,” and how
might these be used to move toward systems trans-
formation?

But the specific forms of these questions must come
from the regional diagnoses,and must elicit the ways in
which preliminary strategies address themselves, or fail
to address themselves, to the issues raised in these diag-
noses.

The folloting are examples of some of the prelimi-
narystrategies emergent from the fragments of diagnoses
listed above, and questions that the evaluator can or
should raise about these strategies, to push the dirdogue
a step further:

XRegion

The primary problem is the isolation of many Srndl
communities, especia~y rural communities from which
physicians are slowly disappearing, and their disinclina-
tion to collaborate. Coro~aw to and underlying this is
the past success of medicaI education in selecting and
training physicians to want to work in sophisticated
hospital settings, thus creating strong impetus for hospi-
tals to compete, evenwithin communities, and to attract
physicians by offering ever more hi@y differentiated
and costly services, without careful, credible investi-
gation of community needs and how they are satisfied.

The function of WP should be (and is) through
projects, membership on advisorycommittees, and core-
staff activity to facilitate connectionsand collaborations
amongelements of the medical care system, particularly
amongsmall communities and particularly among physi-
cians. The connections and collaborations should be
multiple and smdl-scde, so as not to ruffle too many
feathers.

So ~P, for example, should serve as broker and
supplier of seed money for the merger of hospitals in
adjoining rural market towns; should support short-term
in-residence programs for GPs at the Clinic; shodd dot
coronary care programs around the State; should
promote outreach programs from the Clinic and the
University; should use’the RAG and its committees to
involve all elements of the medicrd care system and
representatives of its consumers, in order to connect
small communities with one another and with the
centers.

The object is to build larger movements toward colla-
boration and more ambitious ends-in-view from the
successand the fallout from many smdl-scde efforts, in
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the process of learning what is feasible and helping the
various interests and groups involved to assume as con-
structive leadership roles as possible.

Some questions:
●

●

●

●

●

Will the small-scale collaborations ever get big
enough to make an impact on medical care in X
Region, and will they happen so slowly that one is
forgotten before the next happens? What is the
threshold level of scale and pace for facilitation if
it is to have a building effect?
Have you taken into account what needs to
happen in order to get the Clinic and the Univer-
sity really involved in the medicd problems of the
smaller communities? How much “involvement”
do you want and why? Can you do that without
confronting the “family practice” issue, and help-
ing to attain a viable resolution to the conflict
among the Academy of General Practice, the Uni-
versity medical faculty department heads, and the
legislature? Would sponsoringmore activity within
the allied health manpower field force or encour-
age a more valid solutfon to the general practice-
family practice problem – or just convince the
MD’sthat RMP is against doctors?
How do you propose to respond to the conserva-
tive stand of many GPs, particularly in southern
areas who don’t see what RMP has in it for them,
and who feel threatened by or disagree with what
they hear?
What stance wfllyou take toward groups currently
left out of the strategy – for example, hospital
administrators, dentists, mental health practi-
tioners? Are there parts of the State in which it
would make sense to do so?
Does the current mix of efforts respond, at the
level required, to the serious problems you have
identified – i.e., to the problems of rural medi-
cine, isolated communities, care for the small but
clustered populations of minorities, the deficien-
cies associated with the (otherwise desirable) pro-
liferation of specialist physicians and the dis-
appearance of family physicians, both in the
central parts of the large cities and in rural areas?
If you cannot envisage any adequate response in
first-round activities, how do you plan to build
toward such a response? If manpower shortages
seem to you the central questions about the
response, how do you plan to attack the question
of manpower over time?

Often the formulation of preliminary strategies de-
pends upon the involvementof key actors and agencies.

The coordinatorshouldhavefound waysof includ-
ing actorsand elementsof the region medicalcare
system idenofied as key in the reg”onaldiagnosis;
wheresomeof thesecannotbe includedat theoutset,
the problemsabouttheirinclusionshouldbe explic-
itly confronted and strategiesdevelopedfor over-
comingtheseproblemsovertime.

“IncIusion”may,be indicated by participation in a
range of WP-related activities, including involvementin
RMP committees, in project work, or in ventures initi-
ated or supported by WP. ”The difference between
significant and proforma inclusion must be resolvedby
tests that vary from case to case.

What is to be appraisedincludes:
●

●

●

●

●

Whether th~re has (or has not) been a red attempt
to arrange for specific people to be included in
RMP. (Was the labor union representative redly
invited to RAG meetings?Did he feel invited? Was
there anything for him to do?)
How well the attempt is related to the co-ordi-
nator’s senseof starting conditions and his strategy
and objectives (which depends on having learned
those things first).
How expticit the co-ordinator can be about who is
not to be included, and under what circumstances
those personswould or shodd be included.
How much the co~rdinator and core staff learns
about the process of including people from the
experience of doing it. (If they had it to do over
would they do it another way? Are they increas-
in~y imaginative and increasingly direct in their
approaches to people?)
The impact on others of tile co-ordinator’s at-
tempts at including people (clumsy or skflled,
relevant or irrelevant, useful or useless, we~
planned and well understood or otherwise).

A case in point is the fo~owing:

YRefl”on

The WP has taken the position that it is a clearing-
house for projects; it soficits and processes applications
from elements dl over the region. RMP is, therefore, a
conglomerate of projects; how can it have a program
strategy for systems transformation or anything else?

But there is the sense of need to involve the two
counties currendy disengaged from the program. The
preliminary strategy has impacted on the starting condi-
tions in a way that permits, encourages, and partly
specifiesa revisionin approach.
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One county, medically under the leadership of a
strong physician, has no involvementin the M pro-
gram. And there are 250,000 people there. The belief in
the county is that the big city always wins, and that’s
wherethe money is.

In spite of its apparent roIe as a “clearinghouse for
projects,” the R\fP turns out to be operattig on a strat-
egy which mys, “Get every major actor and every
county active in ~P.” Their tactics are based on this
strategy.

The major physician in the isolated county is con-
cerned about diagnosis of cancer, and about the
100-mile round trip required to get specialized diag-
nostic screening in the large city. He is encouraged,
therefore, to propose the establishment of a diagnostic
center in his county.

Some of the relevant questions, especiallyappropriate
to early involvement phases:

1. Is the investment worth it? How much does it take
to “purchase” inv~lvement? as a percentage of the over-
J1 budget? compared to the costs of confronting other
urgent health care issues? Are there other excluded or
isolated elements of equal importance (geographical
areas, professions, voluntary associations, health depart-
ments, medicd societies, hospitals, or a combination)?
What are the potential future consequences (enmity,
retribution, etc.) of failing to try to involve somebody
now? HOW does an effort to include Dr. H. relate to the
region~ diagnosis?

2. What are the signs that investment has been suc-
cessful in involvingDr. H and his county? How do you
distinguishpro forrrrufrom significant involvement? For
exampie, visibility at WP meetings?Attitudes of Dr. H.
toward the proposals of others? Wtiingness to permit
some“teaching days” in the area? Other projects coming
out of ke county? Willingnessof Dr. H and others in the
county to lend voicesin support of WP activities? Will-
ingness of Dr. H. to share his emergent strategies for
development of medicd care system in his county, or to
participate with others in formulating such strategies?

3. Ends-in-View.– out of interactionsof key actors,
ends-in-viewshouldhave been established.Thesemust
confrontat leastsomeof thekey issuesearlieridentified
as cmcia[ in the re~”on.On the level of substantive
h@lth care, they must confront at leastsome of the
constanthealrhproblem themes, or eme~ent issuesin
healthcare.

At a zone in time, attention shifts from the problem
of “getting all the key actors active in WP” to the prob-
lem of formulating the more specific ends-in-viewand
the strategies for achieving them which are to emerge

from the interaction, planning, bargaining and negoti-
ating of the key actors.

These ends-in-view are the specific rearrangements
sought in systems transformation. They, too, have many
qualities that are subject to evaluation. The emphasis,
again, is first to discoverwhat attempt has been made to
identify these qualities, and to deal with them. Evalu-
ationof specific content makes sense only after its clear
and more or less agreed what has been attempted, and
the context for attempting it.

The following are examplesof appropriate questions:
● Have the issues earlier identified as crucial in the

region found their way into the formulation of
ends-in-view?

This is an illustration of what such a list of issues
might look like:

“
—

—

—

—

—

.-

Guidance to get people into the health professions.
Coordination and involvement of the volunta~
agencies.
The urgent need for dentd care in the north.
The lack of out-patient care centers except for
emergency rooms.
Essentially no preventive medicine is done in the
State.
Too many community hospitals trying to beconte
medical centers.
There is no weekend and almost no night-time
medical coverage now in a major rural county
area.”

Is the WP engagingsome of these issues through the
deliberations and interactions stimulated amortg
elements of the herdth care system? “Engaging” means,
here, facilitating the formulation of ends-in-viewand
strategies adapted to them.

. Certain general criteria cut across regions and
across possible activities within regions. Questions
about “relevance” of particular activities apply not
ordy to the match between ends-in-view and
judgments about issues, but to the need for some
attention to these criteria.

—

—

Costs of care, particularly for hospitakatiotii
extended care, and costs as experienced by
lower- and lower-middleincome persons as wefl
as others.
Quality of care, and the distribution of quality
of care across the region.

Access to care, and equity of access to case,

●

across socio-economicstrata, minority and ma~
jority groups, and geographicsubregions.

Have the processesmaking for inclusion, discussed
earlier, extended beyond formal membership in
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WP activities, to formulation of ends-in-viewand
strategies for achievingthem?

● Howarepriorities formulated?*Are priority issues
being confronted explicitly at all? By whom? Do
priority considerations enter explicitly into the
deliberations and interactions of elements of the
medical care system, or are they handled by the
coordinator or core staff alone, or ostensibly or
rea~y left to Washington? If there are conflicts
among elements judged to be crucial to the region
– for example, conflicts between major hospitals
and medical schools, between town and gown,
between professional providersand representatives
of users – are these conflicts Mowed and en-
courage d to enter into the formulation of
priorities? Does the coordinator intend to attempt
to build clusters of these elements into working
groups, through explicit confrontation of these
questions? If he is not doing this, is it a matter of
deliberate intent? Is he working – temporarily, or
as a matter of continuing strategy – on a model of
compartmentrdization, in which conflicts over
priorities and ends-in-vieware not a~owed to come
up, except within limited subsets of elements? Is
he “sub-regionalizing”in this sense? If so, does it
make sense to do so?
Is conflict of ends-in-view being handled as a
matter of “dividing up the pie” among competing
actors, or is there also an attempt to relate such
j udgements to shared judgments about the
urgency of health issues,or about the usefulnessof
issues as ways into systems transformation in the
region?
Majorthemesof ~P activityshouldbedeveloped
and stared.~ese shouldbe not merely a reflec-
tion of what is common to ongoingactivities,but
a sourceof guidancefor the generationof new
activities.Questiorls of pn”orities among ends. fn -

view should have been confronted, througha
processin whichkey actorsill tfzeregionworkon
theirconflictinginterestsnot only on the levelof
ownershipof WP resourcesbut on the levelof
substantivehealthissuesandstrategies.
How appropriate, acceptable and feasible are the
strategies being developed for achievingthe ends-
in-viewadopted? For example,

*
~is may be the fiist time that theme5of Rhlp activity

becomeexplicitand that questionsof prioritiesbecomereal
issues(often fkst stimulatedby conflictsover o}vnershipof
limitedfunds).
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– An outreach center, as a way of’ involving z
major hospitaf and medical school in the problems
of an adjacent ghetto? Who will make it work?
Whowants it?
– A joint coronary care project as a way of
encouraging co~aboration and rationalization of
planning among a set of community hospitals?
Whatwdl make it transcend its originrdfocus?

Questions about such strategies wdl focus on a number
of dimensions:

– Adequacy of scale of the “solution” to the
problem.

– Feasibility of the methods proposed.
– Appropriateness of the strategy to objectives on

multiple levels of the activity (e.g., substantive
health impact, as well as systems transformation
ends-in-view;clarification of ends-in-viewas well as
involvement).

– Appropriateness of the strategy to the constraints
and problems perceived to be underlying the issue.
One of the questions to arise at this point is the
question of “teeth.” Is the issue one that will yield
best, or at roll, to voluntary involvement on the
part of the key actors concerned? Or does it
require some forms of sanction and complusion?
This is a question of ideology, strate~ and legisla-
tive mandate for WP, as well as of propriety:
possibly some other agency is more appropriate.

Wherethe focus is on learning, attention wfllgo not only
to questions of this kind but to questions about the
ways in which the development of strategies is handled:

– Is there evidence of the active consideration of
alternative ways of achieving the same ends-in-
view?

– Does the deliberation over strategies carry with it
consideration of effectiveness of the strategy in
relation to the costs of carrying it out, and con-
sideration of the cost/effectiveness characteristics
of alternative strategies?

– Are there timetables for accomplishment? How
realistic are they?

– Has there been consideration of ways of deter-
mining over time how effective strategies are in
achieving ends-in-view? Tests for their achieve-
ment?

Where the focus is successfully placed on learning, the
impact of such questions will not be to “grade” the
strategies at this zone in time where emphasis is on the
development of specific ends-in-view,but to influence
their development positively, by “accelerating” and
“enriching.”



4. [implementation.– me processof implementation
shouldbe characterizedby involvementof implementers
in selectionof ends-in:viebvand strategiesfor achieving
them;and by a relationshipof co-ordinatororcorestafl’
to implementersjvhich permits continuing mutual
modificationof strategyand end-in-vie~vand of im-
plementingactivity.

The implementation of strategies toward ends-in-view
may take the form of core staff activity, of the conduct
of specific WP projects, or of the activities of comn]it-
tees or ad hoc groups, under the aegis of NP. The
end-in-viewand the strategy may be specific enough to
lend themselves to ordy one of these kinds of activity,
and to a well-defined unit of implementation, or they
may lend themselvesto a widespread cluster of activities.

For example,

End-in-vie!v [tnpletnentation

Tofostercollaborationand Acoronarycareprojectjointly
rationalizationofplanning grantedto the 13hospitals,
among13communityhos- requiringtheuscofcom-
pitals. monfacilities.

Toencouragemulti-level
cofiaborationbet~veentwo
hospitalsin adjacentrural
communities.

Toincreasethe ‘<powerbase”
ofthemedicdcommunity
“ontheothersideof the
mountain.”

Brokeragefunctionsby core
staff,RhfPsupportof one
hospitalstaffmember
chargedwithworkingout
detaifsof themerger.

Aseriesofprojects,fundedin
thatarea,linkedto major
medicalinstitutions.
Brokerageactivities.Useof
RNfPcommitteesto estab-
lishrelationshipscrossing
themountains.

Someof the relevant questions are these:
Are initiators aid leaders of the activity aware of
the ends-in-view,and the processes leading up to
their formulation, on the basis of which the
activity actually came to be undertaken by WP?
Mat are the patterns of access to resources
required for implementation? Is there a basis for
judgments to be made, on a continuing basis, as to
the adequacy of resources to the task?
Is attention given to the possibility of shifting
definitions of ends-in-viewas more of the reality
of the discovered system comes to light? Is the
project or activity leader locked into a potentially
stultifying viewof what constitutes “success”?
~at constitutes progress? Are there operational
tests of performance, short of more nearly find

●

●

b

judgments of impact, which can help to guide per-
fornlance in the course of the activity?
\Vhat is the relation of the regional co-ordinator
and his staff to the activity? If it is not their activi-
ty, do they have, in relation to it, a continuing
monitoring, Iearning%valuative contact which
allows mutual modification of the ends-in-view
and the strategies by which the attempt at
implementation is being made?
How compartmentalized is the activity? Is it con-
nected to analogous activities in the region, or to
activities which are parts of the same program
strategy, so that both learning and concerted
action may occur, where appropriate?
\Vhat is the relationship of these processes of
implementation to the overall strategies of systems
change held by the coordinator and/or his col-
laborators? Has the coordinator attempted to be
explicit about these? Is there an effort to relate
the m t o particular strategies for achieving
particu!lr ends-in-view?For example, to connect a
particular activity as a feature of a “master plan”;
to identify a particular negotiation as part of w
overall strategy which seeks to involve key actors
in a process of negotiation over their interests and
conflicts in relation to the system of medical care.
Is the coordinator able to use the experience of
particular activities to learn from or to influence
his overallstrategies of systems change?

There is one side of the question of impact which
should be treated separately here, because it involvesthe
impact of the process of implementation, which can
reflect back both on the formulation of particular ends-
in-viewand on the regjon’scapabilities for carrying out
further systems transformation activities. This is the
process through which the definition of accepted ends-
in-viewmay shift.

c The connections established and reinforced in a

●

particular activity may lay the groundwork for
new forms of collaboration, e.g., the Joint planning
of a coronary care unit which leads to joint plan:
ning“ofa range of common facilities; the dia~os-
tic screening project in a county previously cut
off from the medical system of the region, which
leads to a series of boundary-crossings.Are these
things happening? Are there attempts to make
them happen?
Learning from an implementation process can lead
to changes which facilitate new processes, e.g., the
cumbersomeness of a process of review and
monitoring can lead to simplificationswhich make
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it easier and more attractive for others to enter the
orbit of RMP activity.
Processes of implementation can display or enable
development of “role models” which influence the
character of new activities undertaken, e.g., the
impact of Jim Musseras broker-facilitator on other
key actors in the North Carolina region, or of Paul
Ward in California, e.g., the influence of the few
emerging medical care corporations in California
on simtiar, varying approaches to medical corpora-
tions.

Questions about impact of implementation, then,
need also to be addreswd to the impact of the process of
i~lementation itself.

At this point, RMPS criteria for systems transforma-
tion in the region take the form of meta-criteria for the
evacuationprocesses carried out in the region.

.. Without specifying evaluative criteria to be used in
assessingthe impact of implementation on any of
the levels of change, RMPS should require that
such criteria be developed and that they be appro-
priate to the ends-in-viewand strategies adopted.

* These criteria shodd not be limited to program-
matic criteria (e.g., how many nurses trained? how
many cdis received?) but should attempt to assess
change at one or more of the several levels of
change in substantive health care.

● In each instance, consideration should have been
given to the choice of level at which change is
assessed, aiming at health outcomes, then at access
to delivered care, and so on. There should have
been review of the definitions, test-methods, and
measures appropriate to the end-in-view and
strategy involved.

● With respect to the process of evaluation, the
evacuativeframework should have been developed
collaboratively between the regional center and
the implementing agency. There should be an
openness to modification, through the process of
evaluation, both of the implementing activity and
of the original choice of end-in-viewand strategy.
This openness should be evidenced in the demon-
strated capacity of evaluative actitity to influence
the planning of the implementing process, and in
the evolution of the concept of end-in-viewand
strategy during the course of implementation; and
the frequency and pattern of contact between core
staff and implementing agency should be such as
to make that kind of mutual inffuence feasible.
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5.

The evaluative processes adopted by co-ordinator
and core staff should be conducive to learning
across sub-regional boundaries, so that those”
engaged in analogousactivities (continuing educa-
tion for GP’s, for example) can learn from one
another’s experience, and those whose activities
are elements of a larger strategy can interact in the
light of that strategy.

~e Devebpmental @cle. Regional programs
develop iteratively, if at au. @cle succeeds cycle, each
growing out of, but resembling, its predecessor. A
regional program, seenassystems transformation, moves
through its cycle: casing the region, planning md im-
plementing. men through another cycle widening and
deepening its rings of activity. The evaluative questions
of any one phase continue to be relevant; only, new sets
of questions are also relevant to established activities;
and to other sets of activities. The process of bringing
new elements into RMP, for example, continues even as
the ends-in-view emerging from earlier processes of
inclusion begin to be carried out.

The most relevant new questions help uncover the
directions of change in the scope and purchase of the
whole program as it moves through successive inter-
actions of’ the process. These questions are of several
kinds:

● Is the process increasingits scope?
— ISit increasingin the overallvolume of activity,

as measured by actors involved, dollars
mobilized, number of separate activities under-
taken?

. Is there a widentig range of parties involvedin
interaction and negotiation? Is the level of ag-
gregation of the parties increasing? For
example, is the interaction beginningto involve
clusters of community hospitals rather than in-
dividual community hospitals? Is the level of
aggregation 4s0 decreasing? For example, are
individual physicians as well as medical society
representatives coming to be actively involved
in a way that extends the scope of the program?

. Is there an increase in the number of health
issues engaged? Is there an increase in the
coverage of the region represented by those
issues and by the ends-in-view and activities
generated? Within each phase, the map of the
issues confronted and their location in the



region should reveal changes of the following
kind:

Regional Location

issues x x
x

Phase 1

Issues
RegionalLocation

x x x
x x

x x x

x x x x
Phase 2

* Is the process increasing in depth and intensity?
— Is there an increase over time in the perceived

importance, urgency, and ambition of the issues
engagedand the ends-in-viewformulated?

— Is there an increase in the connectedness and
“clout” brought to bear on the issuesengaged?

— Is the level of aggregation of the parties de-
creasing? Are individual physicians as we~ as
medical society representatives coming to be
involvedin a way that deepens the program?

We can provide an example of the development of
ends-in-viewand strategies in a regional program as it
beginsto go throu@ a succession of cycles:

Dr. P., the coordinator, came from a program of
continuing education in the one large medical school, a
program of continuing education for GPs which, by his
own present view, was not too successful.He began by
seeingthe creation of ~ as an opportunity to expand
his own education~ program, and ob)ained a planning
grant to create K.~p. He visited local medicd societies
over the region ~d with them set Up a program around
tumor registry, corona~ care units, and continuing
edueation. Boundaries of the region were set Upby the

expressionof interest of the parties approached who at-
tended the meeting.

As the ~)rogr:llnhas begun to expflnd, its emphasis has
shifted awtiy from the categorical approach. me RAG,
which began with 30 physicians, has begun to change
composition to inc]udc ]aymen. In view of the relative
weakness of other institutions, including the State
Health Department, KMP has moved toward a control-
lingposition for health planning for the State.

Concentration at the beginning h~s been on work
with individual physicians and commllnity hospitals,
with an emphasison education, viewed as the easiest and
least threatening way in. At the same time, core staff
became involved in project-writing for individual hos-
pitals, KRilP has now withdrawn from CCU programs,
except for continuing education. However, a similar
effort based on the earlier experience (establishing
facilities, loaning equipment to communities who could
not afford to bo)r it) is now being carrieclout for respira-
tory programs.

Dr. P. now realizes that in his region,which is poor in
physiciansand clear in its referral patterns and which has
one medical school and not much institutional rivalry,
the provisionof continuing education to physicians and
others is not enough. What is needed is the provision of a
system of care and appropriate facilities within which
the fruits of education can be realized.

Here, since the structure of the program as a whole is
built aroLlndthe coordinator, the development of ends-
in-viewbecomes very much the development of his own
views of the issues that need to be confronted and the
ends-in-viewadopted. Is the process characterized by an
evohrtion of issues, ends-in-viewand strategies, which
reflects learning?

The regional diagnosis of the coordinator, the issues
he takes to be important, the ends-in-viewand strategies
to which he is committed – in short, his own systems
rationale – may shift in response to new perceptions of
the discoveredsystem of the region, as regionalactivities
bringthat system into focus.

This learning may take the form of an explosion of
“rational” plans for the buifding of the heafth care sys-
tem, by contact with the political interests and powers
of the reaI-worldactors in the system. It may take the
form of a shift in priorities about health issues, as
previously“hidden issues” – for example, the depth of
inadequacy of health care in ghettos – come to the
surface. It may take the form of perceivingthe extent to
which the needs of physicians and community hospitals
in “have not” areas are inadequately servedby diffusion
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of the technologies and research findings generated at
the major medical center.

In each instance, the discrepancies between systems
rationale and discovered system, at the regional level,
may lead to the reformulation of regional diagnosisas
well as of ends-in-viewand the strategies corresponding
tothem.

It is not reasonable to set uniform standards for the
periods of time within which regions should have
reached certain Ievelsofmaturity in their developmental
cycles, just as it is not reasonable to apply uniform
standards across regions to the time periods within
which the various stages of development should be
completed. On both levels, the time intervals will vary
with regional conditions. The key factors here are not so
much the sizeof the region as its complexity, its internal
connectedness or disconnectedness, the number of
conflicting or disconnected elements within it, and the
seriousness of their conflicts or isolation from one
another.

Elements that affect the speed of motion include:
— simplicity of the politics of the medical care

system. Few elements to be connected; few
conflicts to be resolved.

. relative weakness of other elements of the system,
permitting ~P to function from the beginningin
dominant or unusually significant health planning
role.

— relatively high degree of connectedness among
elements of the medicd care system.

It may be possible to establish a typology of RMP
regions in terms of their potential for movement,
similarities in strategy, and characteristic types of
activities chosen to carry out the RMP program. There
are, for example, many instances of efforts to stimulate
collaboration among community hospitals through their
joint involvement in some program of approach to
categorical disease; to establish outreach arms of major
medical centers; to reach isolated subregions through
programs using paraprofessionals, continuing education,
and the secondary support of specialists. Regions and
subregions differ as to the constraints they put in the
way of these kinds of activity, but they, too, can be
grouped in terms of the seriousnessof those constraints.

The purpose of such a typology would not be so
much to permit judgments of the effectiveness of one
region against another as to provide guidelines both for
RMPS and for regional coordinators as to the rates of
movement it is reasonable to expect in a given region
and for a ~ven kind of activity.

Judgemen[sabout a region progressin systems
transformationmaybemadeon the basisof itsabilityto
meet criteriawithinanygivenstageoj’development;its
rate of movementfrom stageto stage,given the con-
straintsunder which it is operating;and the levelof
scope,depthand learningevidencedby its overallcycle
of development.

In point of fact, most of the RMP regions are still
primarily involved in the problems of inclusion of key
elements of the medical care system in RMPactivity and
on the formulation of preliminary directions of move-
ment and strategies. In spite of the number of opera-
tional projects, most regionsare only beginningthe work
of fitting projects into strategies for achieving specific
ends-in-view.Most are only now at the stage where the
formulation of themes of RMP activity and the con-
frontation of questions of priority among ends-in-view
become feasibletasks.

Unditions for the
Central-Re@onalDialogue

Having sketched out a national-regional dialogue
aimed at fostering learning in relation to systems trans-
formation, there remain questions about the particular
vehicles through which such a dialogue may be brought
to reality and the conditions under which it can be ef-
fective.

● The two parties to the dialogue must begin with
some commitment to and understanding of the goalsand
methods of this kind of evahrativeprocess. The require-
ments here relate both to the theory of the evaluative
process and the role of the dialoguewithin it, and to the
particular skills and techniques involved in carrying it
out.

● Although we have used simple words like “central”
or “WPS” and “coordinator,” the parties to the dia-
logueswillbe complex.On the regionalside, the dialogue
will be carried on by groupsof varyingkinds, depending
on the makeup of those involvedin carrying initiative at
the regionallevel.In one region, it may be a “strong man
coordinator,” his key assistants, and from time to time
others that he may wish to bring along in order to
involve or educate them. In another region, it may be
the team the coordinator has been trying to assemble
out of core staff, certain RAG members, and certain key
actors in the medicd care system of,the region.

● On the side of the national staff, there is a key
requirement for continuity of involvement in the
dialogue with region over long periods of time - ideally,
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over the life of the region’s development under WIP.
The requirement for continuity becomes particularly
critical, given the diversity and open-endedness of
regionalapproaches to systems transformation; it is only
out of intimate knowledge of the content of earlier
stages of development that central can be effective in
dialoguewith the region.

But, given the realities of life in both central and
regionalbureaucracies, continuity of this kind is to be
achievednot through one man but through smallgroups
whosemembers overlap in the course of time.

From central’s point of view, the small group permits
the inclusion of the varieties of competence required to
carry out effective dialogue with the region – com-
petence to question and respond on issuesof substantive
medical care and on issues of systems transformation,
and skills in the evaluative processof the dialogueitself.

Therewi~be no need to distinguishthe central-re~onal
dialogue from funding decisions, and, concurrently, to
move away from the usual mode of central-regional
contact, in which the region displaysits wares for central
and central and the region then engage in a game of
attack and defense. For the central-regional relation to
be solely or primarily in this mode prohibits learning, in
the senses outlined above, and makes it difficult or
impossible for central even to gain information about
regionalactivities.

On the other hand, the dialogue requires that the
WPS staff be capable of being tough with the region,
raisingissues hard enough to be heard and challenging
the region in the light of findings and commitments
whichemergefrom the dialogueover time.

In order to make these things feasible, there is first a
need to model the roles involvedand to set the tone for
such a dialogue, and concurrently to set apart and
formally distinguish the funding-justification procew
from the central-regional dialogue. The dialogue will
surely feed into WPS judgments about regional fund-
ing, but should be forrndly and operationa~y separate
fromthe funding process.

Willsuch a distinction be feasible,giventhe tendency
of the region to mew central as monolithic and the
region’sknowledge that funding decisions will be made
by central? This problem is comparable to the problem
of the regional evaluator in establishing his “helping”
role, in spite of the fact that his findings wdl be influ-
ential for decisions on project funding; indeed, the
problem is central t. any process of good management
in which the manager seeks both to facilitate learning
~d to exercise control. The feasibility of the effort wfll
dependultimately on tie good faith that central and the

region are able to establishwith one another, and on the
extent to ;~hichthe dialogue is~ound to facilitate learn-
ing.

The dialoguerequires a certain frequency of contact
between central and regional groups. Given the rate of
movement in most regions, once a year is not often
enough. Withinthe interval of a year, too much happens!
and too many decisions are made which lock the region
into patterns of activity. Frequency of contact should be
determined b}’the time required for the coordinator to
take significant steps, or for the regional situation to
shift in signitlcant ways that mark important milestones
in the stages of systems transformation. Intervals are
Ukely to ~ar} over the course of the region’s cycle of
development. For example, contacts might be estab-
lished around key events such as the first formulation of
regional diagnosis,the establishment of themes of WP
activities a~d the first effort at establishingpriorities for
specific ends-in-tiew,or the first “phaseof experience in
implementing a specific strategy. Within the range of
frequency indicated by “oftener than once a year,”
there should be provision for flexibility increases if a
representati~’eof central and the regional coordinator
can maintain contact during intefials between meetings
of central and regionalgroups.

The central-regionaldialogue offers another perspec-
tive on the role and conduct of regional site visits, and
on the proposedprocess of anniversaryreview.

The central-regionaldialogue could become the main
function of the site visit. The site visit team would then
become central’s party to the didogue. Such a concept
would answersome of the problems currently reflected
in regional and central reactions to the conduct of site
visits – for example, the pattern of regional display and
of attack-red-defense which make it difficult or im-
possible to find out what is redly happening in the
“region;lack of continuity k the site visit team; lack of
feed-back to the region;inabflity of the site”visitteam to
respond to the region by clarifying or modifying
central’s “signals.” There are also significant potentials
of the site visit as a vehicle which the central-regional
dialogue may help to tap: the opportunity for on-site
contact with regional actors and agencies, and the
presence in the region of persons regarded as peers by
many of those undertaking regionalactivities.

There is the further issue of the manpower require-
ments ~lPS would experience if it took seriously the
conduct of central-regional dialogues with all of its
regions. The site visit team concept, in which outsiders
are mobilizedalongsidecentral personnel, would provide
a crucial extension of central staff. But the concept
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would dso require intensive efforts at internal training seen, whatever the intent, as a funding-justificatic
and team-buddingfor the site visit teams. process. The site visit team would then come to play

critical role in the anniversary review process, and tl
With respect to hniversary Review,that event would results of earlier phases of the central-regional dialogt

have a very different significanceif it were to function as would then provide the basis for the inquiry conductt
the yearly culmination of central-regional dialogue, and the judgments made in the course of anniversa]
rather than as an isolated contact which wdl tend to be review.
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HOW OTHERS SEE REGIONAL MEDICAL PROGRAMS AND EVALUATION

ALEXANDERM. SC~IDT, M.D.
Dean, Abraham Lincoln School

of Medicine,
University of Illinois

Havingcow in late, I was sitting in the back of the
room, rather than here on the platform; and I am very
pleasedto have been able to hear the elegmt discussion
on Regional Medical Programs and systems change by
Dr. Schon. I was late arriving this morning because our
three upper classesare returning this morning, and I met
with them - about 625 strong - for a re-orientation
session.Tfis is something new for us. Change now is so
great, and the rate of change is so rapid that we are not
ody orienting our incoming freshman class of 225
students, but are re~rienting students who have been on
vacation. The need for such sessions was made evident
by their questions, I thought as I was driving to the
meeting.Amongthe questions asked were:

“1sCook County Hospital sttil dive and wefl?”
“HOWmany medical schools are there in Ilfinois

today?”
And finally, “How many people have you added to

the universitypolice force?”
Andmy answerswere respectively:
“Not very.”
“Ten.”
and “Plenty.”
I was also musing that it was only a couple of years

ago that I gave a tdk entitled, “Is Evaluation a Dirty
Word?” The response from the audience then clearly
indicatedthat they thought it was.

In the ensuingyears, however, it has becomeapparent
that the word “evaluation,” like some other words we
are now hearing almost daily, has had the shock value
wornoff, as more and more people have used the word
in openpublic.

It is redly too bad that evaluation got off to a rather
shakystart in Regional Medical programs. From time to
time I have tried to figure out just why it happened.
Certainlyfrom the viewpoint of the administrator (who
hopefu~yis a good manager) evaluation is a very power-
ful friend. Evaluation ranks along with cost accounting
~d programbudgeting (two other dirty words), as one
of the most powerful management tools we have. WedI
probably knOWthis, and believe in at least the theory,
Yet our responw to the word is too often less than

favorable. It has occurred to me there are three principal
reasonsfor our aversionto the subject of evaluation.

First, there is the general feeling, expressed over and
over to me, that “seat of the pants flying,” if it gets you
there, can’t really be all that bad. Over the past decade,
through trial and error, in both education and health
service,we have evolvedmethods that we think we know
to be both good and effective. It is my belief that we are
far too content with this type of reasoning.

Secondly, evaluation turns out to be hard work,
expensive,time-consumingand technically difficult.

Lastly, it is now apparent that evaluation is a
discipline all by itself, and not many disciples are
available. It seems also true that the discipline is, to
some extent, quite backward in its development. Thus,
application of the discipline is even more difficult.

The great importance to Regional Medical Programs
of evaluation was recognized early by the National
AdvisoWCouncfl and Review Committee. Many of you
wfll recall the numerous early messages from the
Division about evaluation, and the resulting anguish,
frustration and even outright hostility felt in some of the
regions. In retrospect, I don’t think anyone concerned
fully appreciated the three reasons I have given for the
initial negative feelingsabout evaluation.

During the early years of the programs, the case for
evaluation was argued. A significant amount of research
in evaluation techniques was supported by the Division
(wisely, I think) – as we~ as training programs,
conferences, seminars and the We – all designed to
provide needed expertise, As a result, while we are much
better off today than we were four or five years ago, the
problem still remains. I’d like to discussWP evaluation
as I now see it in 1970, from the perspective of a
member of the Review Committee and a medical school
dean. .0

To go back for a moment to the first of my three
reasons for our aversion to evaluation, it seems obvious
to me that the trouble with “seat of the pants” flying’i;
simply that technology has rendered it totally obsolete
except in bush country. Anyone flying a plane
nowadays, almost anywhere, can pinpoint his location
accurately in seconds. And, if he is approaching O’Hare
Field and wants to survive, he must do so, and know
how to use the proper technical devices.
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In point of fact, the methods we have developed by
trial and error over the past 50 years in both the educa-
tion and health service fields simply aren’t doing the
job, and we must now very accurately and scientifically
determine our position, and plot a new course. Wemust
assessour education and health servicesystems, and plan
to make needed changes. I’m absolutely convinced that
RegionrdMedicd Programs are, as Dr. Schon has said,
the best mechanismthat now is availablefor doing so.

Since we are trying to make changes in a lot of
“traffic” - when surrounded by agenciesand organiza-
tions and individual citizens (often irate) trying to do
similar things, I think the O’HareField analogy is quite
appropriate. Anyone trying to get a program”off the
ground today had better know precisely and scientifical-
ly where he’s going, how he’s going to get there, and
very importantly, when to land. “By guessand by gosh”
isn’t good enough anymore. And we should reject the
argument that intuition tells us we’re being good or
successfulin medicine as in flying airplanes.

The importance of regional capability in evahration is
made evident by the current efforts of the Divisionto
decentralize authority and thus enhance regional autono-
my. We are moving to the anniversaryreviewsystem.,to
local project review and approval and to greatly in-
creased overall regional autonomy. In theory, this is
very, very good. In practice, there are definite dangers
and problems.

Early in the program development, the ReviewCom-
mittee often found that regionswere passingthe buck to
the Review Committee when theoretically they
shouldn’t have been doing so. Two reasons were com-
monly ~ven for this avoidance of local responsibility:

First, regions were new, and local expertise simply
wasn’t availableto allow local determination of the value
of the proposed program. The Review Committee early
on saw literally dozens of projects with no stated goals,
no hope of evaluation and really-nohope of accomplish-
ment. Yet, this was the best the region could do at that
time, in that particular field of endeavor. This was very
understandable, and led to the establishment by the
Division of the research and training programs men-
tioned earlier.

More bothersome, really, was to receivea proposal of
much poorer quality than one might expect from a
particular region. This was often justified by the region
on the basis of political expedience: it would be better
for the National Review Committee to turn a poor
project down than for the local program to run the risk
of alienating some faction. I’m sure that early in the
program, many local fights and much hard feeling were

avoidedby this ploy, but such tactics do delay decentra
ization of project review and approval. Happily, I thid
we are now rapidly overcoming these difficulties anc
using Dr. Schon’s analogy, I would agree that th
rnetaphase is upon us, and the diagram on the board t~
your right really is applicable now, if the nuclea
chromatin represents the evaluation and review of mos
activities within RegionalMedical Programs.

I recently have discovered that most regions realiz
that the National ReviewCommittee is only a co~ectio]
of individuals drawn from regions. Several regionshav
begun developing their own specialized review bodies
which often for specific purposes are better than thl
National ReviewCommittee. On two recent site visits,
was provided with sounder, more detailed reviews an{
critiques of projects than the National Review Corn
mittee has had the time to develop. Some regions hav[
mounted their own project site visits, using both thei
own experts and consultants from other regions. Severa
of these project reviewswere so good that the Division
sponsored site visits added little to the understanding o:
the project or activity. I’ll add parentheticrdly that ~
have noted a regrettable reluctance by regions tt
respond to the criticisms of their own experts and reviev
bodies, so that the same deficiencies existed, both at th(
time of the Division-sponsoredsite review and the sub
sequent Review Committee and Council meetings. Bu
of great importance is the growingrealization by region:
of the value of a sound review process, of good projeci
planning, and of good evaluation (of both program anc
projects), demonstrated by the willingness to hire 01
borrow the expertise necessary to do these jobs well.

As for the future, I agree almost completely with Dr
Schon’s estimation of what will be important for us tc
accomplish. Anyone fo~owing developments in tht
health field today, for example, realizes the probabilit~
that private medicine is in danger of pricing itself out oj
existence. As one result, during the next few years t
great effort will be made to control, however possible
the cost of medical care. This may well involveRegiona
Medical Programs. For example, there is currently t
great rhubarb, which interestingly enough is pitting th(
American Hospital Association against the AMA anc

others, concerning the idea of creating “Professiona
Standards Review Organizations.” They represenl
expanded, more powerful utilization review committees
It has been proposed that these organizations be estab
lished by local medicd societies, which would then bt
charged with evaluating medical care and makin[
decisions as to reimbursement for this care. The conflic[
arises over who should have this degree of power. But
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more importantly, the question to be asked is whether
or not county medical societies have available to them
the expertise to do this job. If this legislation passes, I
would imagine that at least in some areas, Regional
Medical Programs wfll very suddenly be in the business
of evaluatingnot only their own programs, but dso the
extent and quality of medicd care delivered in their
region. This should be a sobering thought to a good
many of us here today. I believe that our traditional
involvement with the providersof medical care will soon
be put to very good use, indeed, as we get more and
more directly involved in the problems of quality and
availabilityof health care.

If you have also followed the life and hard times of
medical education, you know that while we need many
more physicians, simply graduating more of the same
type of physicians we now have is not thought a solution
to our health care problems, Weare told that our current
graduates are not able to solve the problems of our
health care system, that our curricula are too narrow,
and the training base, ~argelythe urban specializedteach-
ing hospital, is irrelevant to much of community
medicine. Thus, there is now general agreement that
medical education must be geographically distributed,
for one thing. Aso, medical schools must assume in-
creasing responsibility for graduate and continuing
medical education, and they must train a variety of
types of physicians to practice the profession in totally
newways.Medical schools must engagemore and more
in health services research. Finally, the new physicians
must stay in the state where they were trained, and be
paragonsof virtue and exwllence. What is common to all
these goals is the involvement of what is now called the
“private sector” of medicine. Indeed, what we in
medical education are looking for is some way to create
a brand new education/medical care system out of the
old wparate systems of education and care.

In the past, some Regional Medical Programs have
looked to medicd schools to provide expertise for plan-
ning and for projects such as training programs for
coronarycare nurses. I’m convincedthat medical schools
should now be looking to RegionalMedicaIProgramsfor
help in creating the new education and servicemix, in-
corporating most or alI practicing physicians into a new
system of teaching, learning and service. Our new
graduates, like many physicians now, must all assume a
lifelong responsibility for learning and teaching, for re-
newingtheir own talents and skills and those of others.
If medical societies or the profession as a whole is given
or assumesthe responsibility for setting and keeping its
own house in order, Regional Medical Programs will,

without question, be turned to for the process and the
expertise to do thisjob.

An important key to success in all of these things is
good evaluation. Regional Medical Programs are still the
best instrument our society has created to do all these
jobs, and we must develop the necessarycapabilities. As
the action moves to the regions, whether we succeed or
fail will depend on how well we manage the tasks. If we
know what we want to do, we also have to know how
well we are doing it. And evaluation in these terms is the
otiy possible way to manage our efforts. I believe that
the climate is now favorable for evaluation. In recent
years we have seen significant fractions of Federal
agency budgets earmarked for evaluation. It has become
accepted practice in Regional Medicd Programs to
budget specifically for the costs of evaluation. Thanks to
Regional hfedical Programs and other agencies such as
the National Center for Health Services Research and
Development,growing numbers have been trained in the
science of evaluation. If these experts are not locally
available, they usually can be brought in as consultants

I for a time.
I suspect that as we mature as a program, national

conferences such as this will diminish in number, and we
wdl have regional conferences on evaluation, regional
training programs, and the emergenceof the word “eval-
uation” as a very friendy, cornmordy used, everyday
householdword – safe even for young children.

PETER D. FOX, Ph.D.
Senior Economist, Office of Management

and Budget

I would like to begin by discussingsome of the trends
in Federal health expenditures as background to under-
standing the context in which all health programs,
including Regional Medical Programs, are likely to be
evaluated in the next few years. Federal health expend-
itures are large. They are expected to exceed $20 bfllion
for the first time this fiscal year and represent over 10
percent of the total Federal budget.

Many of the health programs were started during the
1960’s and carry with them the potential for tremen-
dous demand for increased funding. For example, some
80 comprehensive health centers, funded by the Office
of Economic Opportunity and HEW, are now in opera-
tion, and each center receivesan annual Federd contri-
bution of rou@y $2 million. Few of these centers can
be self-supporting without Federal project funds, and
estimates of the number of centers required to meet
health needs in poverty areas run as high as 800.
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Similarly, the Federal Government has supported
staff of community mental health centers on a seed
money basis. Federa~y financed centers now in
operation provide services to less than 20 percent of the
country. Nready, the authorizing legislation has been
changed to extend the time limit on the grants from 51
months to 8 years because many of the centers have not
become self-supporting. Whether these centers will be
self-supporting after eight years is questionable, and in
the meantime, increases in budgets are required merely
to support existing commitments.

Similarly, pressures exist to expand the Medicareand
Medicaid programs. Many medical schools, rightly or
wrongly, say they face insolvency if they do not receive
additional Federal support. The pressures for Federd
support of health research are strong. Some people argue
that health services research is underfunded. And, last
but not least, I see estimates that RegionalMedicalPro-
grams requires at least twice its current level of funding
to be fully operative.

1 will not attempt to project the actual size of the
Federal health budget in the comingyears. However,it is
clear that we must do better with the funds that we are
already spending. This is the environment in which we
live, and it is a considerably tighter environment than
the one to which we were accustomed during the last
decade.

What, then, does the Office of Management and
Budget expect RMP to contribute? The gods of Federal
health programs in general include improving the health
status of Americans, increasingthe efficiency with which
care is delivered, and fostering equity of access to
medical care. RMP is expected to assist in achieving
these goals, and in setting budget levels, OMB must
assess whether the $97 mfllion currently spent on RMP
could have higher payoff if spent on other programs
such as Comprehensive Health Planning or the National
Center for Health Services Research and Development.
Wedso assessthe alternative of not spending these funds
at all.

hfeasuringdirectly the impact of RMPon the achieve-
ment of these objectives is difficult, and one must be
content with proximate measures.These include changes
in decisiomnakingprocedures, in decision outcomes, and
in attitudes. For example, MP should be able to
demonstrate that it has promoted sharing of health re-
sources in a manner that contributes to better care or
increased efficiency. The commonly used argument that
RMP has achieved better communication among those
concerned with the health care system does not in itself
justify the current levelof expenditures.

Most of RMP expenditures are for three types o
activities–support of the efforts of core staff, demor
stration projects, and continuing education and trainin,
programs. Consequently, the questions that the Office o
Management and Budget is likely to ask of RMP i]
future years will largely be directed towards the output
of those activities.

First, with regard to core staff. Are their activities i]
fact promoting new patterns of medical care? Subsidiar!
to this, one can ask whether these activities are success
ful in rationalizing the relationships among the variou
organizations in the region that deliver health care o
otherwise impact on the local health care system. RMI
should prevent wasteful dup~cation in training program
and health care facilities. Core staff should both foste
the acceptance of new technology and promote new ap
preaches to health care delivery. For example, trainin[
programs for physicians assistants and other types o:
nonphysician manpower are now multiplying in an un
coordinated fashion. The problems of the location o:
training facilities, training content, career mobility, ant
physician acceptance of new forms of manpower shoulc
be concerns of RMP. Is RMP successful in achievin[
solutions to these problems? Similarly, is MP bringin[
about proper coordination among health care facilities
Has it achievedan appropriate levelof coordination witl
other government programs such as Neighborhood
Health Centers and ComprehensiveHealth Planning? Is il
providing a vehicle for physician acceptance of nev
forms of medicalpractice, such as prepaid group practict
or improved referral patterns, that may lead to highel
quality or lessexpensivecare?

We also expect RMP to fund only those dernonstra
tion projects, continuing education courses,and training
programs that are an integral part of a well-conceivec
strategy to satisfy the health care needs of the regior
rather than their essentially reflecting discrete and un
coordinated proposals that are simply related to the
interests of the persons applying for funds. Much hat
been said about the diversity that exists among RMP’s
Such diversity is commendable if it represents a response
to local conditions and factors. It is lesscommendable i~
it devolves from confusion over objectives or how tc
carry out these objectives.

Core staff should also avoid funding projects or train
ing activities that the market place is likely to undertake
without Federal support. Nor should it engage in activi
ties that do not result in efficiency increases or medica’
care improvements that are of sufficient magnitude tc
justify the related expenditures.
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In evaluating demonstration projects, market criteri~
seem very appropriate. Funds for these projects are in-
tended as seed money. This implies both that the funds
serve to stimulate new activities that- would not have
been undertaken without ~P support and that the
activities are sufficiently attractive that the medical
market place is willing to support them after an initial
trial period. The extent to which WP-generated
projects are sustained after RMP funds are withdrawn is
an important measure of effectiveness.

Training programs should increase the abflity of
health professionalsto deliverhealth servicesby bringing
them up to date on recent technological developments.
They should also increase the productivity of the
medicalsector. HeAth professionals should be trained to
use new capital-intensive devices. Physicians should be
trained to use new forms of medicd manpower. Non-
physicians should learn new functions so that they can
substitute for physicians and thereby permit physicians
to spend time on activities that only they can perform.
As with projects, one might ask why individuds’ courses
require W funds and why they are not supported in
the private market place.

Program evaluation has at least one function other
than simply leading to decisions on whether program
expenditures are justified. In particular, evahration
should result in redesignof the program. Thus, if certain
program activities appear to be successful and others
not, the successful activities should be emphasked.
SimilarIy,one would hope for information to improve
the functionhg of even the most successfulelements of
the program. The Office of Management and Budget is
interested in the quality of evaluation at all levels. We
are interested in evaluation of the total program, of in-
dividual W’s, and of individual projects and training
efforts. We expect evaluation to lead to assisting or
phasingout weak programs or projects. Whtiean overall
cost-benefit analysis of RMP may not be feasible at this
time, we would like to see a few clear successesperhaps
along with quite a few ambiguous ones. We recogntie
that there wdl always be some mistakes and failures in
this type of program, althou~ one would hope that
thesewould be as few in number as possible.

The health care problems of this country will not be
solvedsimplyby expanding Federal programsto support
health services or by increasing the supply of existing
manpower and institutions. W should be at the fore-
front of promoting the changes required at the local
levelto make the health care system and its reiated tech-
nology more efficient, more effective, and more ac-
cessibleto the American people.

R1Ci3ARDS. WII.BUR,M.D.
Deput} ExecutiveVicePresident,

AmericanhleclicalAssociation

Thank you vcr:,”much f(orthe kind introduction :Illd
the chance to be here before a group of people in whose
work the MIA iss~~deeply’corrccrn(~d.

Now, when 1 s,mak for the AhlA 1 should make it
clear that I am speaki!Igfor all orgtinizatiollof practicil~g
physicians, and ~s suth we arc concerned primarily with
the problems of pr:~cticingphysicia[ls – in the manLIal
aspects of the de!i~ery of heolth care services – the
people who actual]>touch the patient.

Our major prLlblemsare those generul problems you
know so well:

The manpower shortage. . , And I’d like to say this is
mainly a shortage of front-line troops. [f any of you
have followed thr de~;elopmcntof armies over the last
century or so, you know that, in years gone by, if a
generalhad 100,000troops, he could usually expect that
most of them would get into the f~ghton the day of the
battle.

AS you now know, if a general has an army of
100,000, he’s luck}”if 10,000 of these men actually get
into the fighting. . . Or maybe they’re unlucky.

What we find in the medical care field is very much
the same sort of thin:. Everybodywants to be a consult-
ant. There’s little reward or recognition for the primary
physician, and he sometimesgets a little lonely when he
thinks of dl those night house calls he has to make find
dl the people who are planning on how he should m~ke
stti more of them.

So the manpower shortage to us is that of the prac-
ticing physician, although there are many other short-
agesas we]l,

Second, we have a concern about quality of care that
has been expressedbefore.today.

Third, is the much discussedproblem of cost which
needs no elaboration before this audience.

And, of course, we have the problem of remembering
that we are dealingwith human beings.Problems of cost
and human factors are certainly widespread today. At
least we know the feelingsof our college students, who
are well versed as to their educational institutions and
the loss of human factors in some of the larger medical
teachinginstitutions.

The problem periinent to this meeting is how to get
information to those doctors who, so to speak, are in the
front lines.
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We find that what the practicing physician needs
most is help in solving the common problems of com-
mon diseasesin common people.

Sidney Garfield of Kaiser Permanence, in writing for
Scientific Amen”can,speaks of the “slightly sick
and the worried weti.” These people”make up the
volume of patients that these doctors see.

We need help in knowing how to see them iri the
office, and possibly even more so, we need help in keep-
ing these patients well so they don’t have to come to the
office. And what is even more important, we need help
in keeping them out of institutions, particularly, of
course, hospitals.

Being in an institution is not only bad for the budget,
as Peter Fox has just stated, but it’s bad for a patient,
and he should avoid it if at all possible. Being in a hos-
pital is bad for a patient’s morale. And as many of you
know, it’s where most of the side effects of treatment
occur.

The physician needs help in the prevention of disease.
I don’t mean by this just immunization, because we
don’t see many diseases these days that are preventable
by immunization. Maybe it’s because we have im-
munized people so we~ already.

We don’t need help in delivering more physical
exams. I won’t bore you with the argument of whether a
physical examination is worth the money spent or not,
except to say it’s a highly debatable subject – and that I
intend to go on getting them. As a good internist, I
could do no other.

But we do need help in the real problems that face us,
the things that cause people to get sick and to come to
the doctor’s office – tobacco, automobile accidents,
pollution, the lack of exercise, nutrition – in the inner
city, too fittle nutrition, and in groups tike this, too
much nutrition – urban crowding, sanitation, alcohol,
drugs, etc.

And then, of course, what causesus the most trouble,
is the psychic stress of our day which drivesthe patient
into the doctor’s office.

This is where we need help. And as we look at and
evaluate the ability of WP to plan, it’s not just how
many coronary care units are set up, but by working on
the causes of disease, how many people could be
prevented from ever having to use a coronary care unit.

The value to the provider is in helping him to take
better care of people. And, as I said before, he needs
help in dealing with the common diseases which
common people develop commonly.

Now, there is an historical problem that has de-
veloped with getting this help from the medical schools

and other institutions. In times gone by, clinical research
was done by a” clinician, who took an afternoon or
evening off, or even went on a sabbatical and did re-
search.He could then use this research in his practice.

As research became more complex, this evolveduntil
there were two people, the clinician and the research
man. They got together at lunch time or shared common
meetings to exchangeinformation.

It’s often said now that we need a third man, a trans-
lator, who could tell the research man what the clinician
was doing, and who, more particularly in recent years,
was able to explain to the clinician just what it is that
the researcherdid and what it means to the clinician in
terms of his practice.

I think we need a fourth person too, and he is in the
field with which you are concerned – the communica-
tion of this information to the clinician after it is trans-
lated so that he can understand it and can use it. Just as
important is the communication back to the medical
school, of the kind of information that the clinician
really needs, so that it can be translated, at least at the
clinical level – not at the basic research level – into the
kind of research that is going to help him do a better
job.

We need a two-way street. Let me use an example.
Many of you know John Hogness, a former Dean of the
Medical School at Washington. He wrote a very good
article and gave a superb speech about the time he spent
a couple of weeks filling in for a general practitioner in
the rural areasof Eastern Washington.

He’s not quite sure how medical care in that com-
munity fared during the period he was there, or how
much he helped it, but he is very sure that he learned a
great deal that was of value to him in training more
physicians.

It’s a t~io-waystreet, with which we need your help,
because we need practical planning – planning for
people and not just for census tracts.

We need to avoid overspecialization in planning. We
need to avoid the problem we run into when we solve
one problem and, as the old saying goes, we cause two
others. It’s all well and good to solve the problems of
uremia with rend dialysis and kidney transplants and to
make these procedures generally available, but in doing
so we diminish the budget available for housing and for
pollution and for the other problems of health care
which may be more important to more people.

As we solvethe problems of keeping the elderly and
the chronically ill alive, we build up the problems in-
volved in the population explosion. As these people stay
alive there is less for the rest of us. Or, if you believe in
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the theory of population zero, the longer you keep an
older person aliveby new modern techniques, the longer
it is before a new life may enter this world.

We must have overall planning, not single-problem
planning.

The doctor himself must always be concerned with
his own individual patient. He cannot be concerned with
whether keeping his individual patient alive is a good
thing or a bad thing. He is committed to keeping the
patient alive.

And, therefore, you must be concerned with whether
his success and your success will actually make this a
poorerworld for all of us to live in.

Our evaluation may not be as sophisticated as those
which you have heard and which wtil be discussed
further at this meeting, but we will certainly ask: Have
you in your planning helped physicians to deliverbetter
care and have you helped the people of this country to
livea better life?

If you have done this, then our evaluation of your
planningwill be that it is a total success.

JOHN M. BLAMPHIN
Assistant Bureau Chief - WashingtonOffice

MedicalWorldNews

For several years now, I’ve been covering medical
meetings and listening to speakers get up and give their
papers. It alwaysseemed so easy. I figured all you had to
do was to step up to the microphone and say with some
degree of confidence – “First stide please.” And the
projectionistwould do all the rest.

So here’s my big chance and I didn’t bring any slides.
As a result I stand up here this morning with a bit of
hesitation, knowing full well that of all present at this
conference, I know the least about the intricacies of
RMPand the science of evaluation.

But before I jump into the topic of evaluating
RegionalMedical Programs from the public side of the
fence, I thought I should tell you something of what I
do, and how I viewmy own relationship to what you are
tryingto do.

As you know, I work for Medical WorUNews,
McGraw-Hfll’sweeWynews magazinefor physicians. It is
my job, simply put, to tell doctors what is going on in
Washington that is important to their practices. My
primaryaudience is about 200,000 physiciansin private
practiceand on hospital staffs.

In addition, we go to about 5,000 people around the
country who subscribe or are on our “Freebee” list. In
Washington,the list includes dozens of Congressmenand

Senators and their personal and committee staffers, top
officials in HEW and through the department’s health
agencies, and many representatives of voluntary and
professionalhealth association and consumer groups.

We also go to a select mafling list of medical and
science writers on major newspapers across the country.
Hardly a week goes by that MWNis not quoted in the
press, or on radio or television news. So, the public 1
represent is far wider than the medical community.

In Washington, my beat is primarily the political and
economic side of health. I regard my role as one of
evaluator. I watch what is goingon, attend hearings, read
testimony, tak to dozens of policy makers both on the
Hill and in the Administration, listen to the reaction of
other groups, then when the time is ripe attempt to set
events into some perspective for my readers.

As to Regional Medicd Programs? I joined the
magazine during the days of the DeBakey Commission,
and began to cover Capitol Hill during the House and
Senate hearings on Regional Medical Complexes. That
was the time of the mighty 89th Congresswhen passage
of a new federal program was regarded as the answer to
au the problems which plague mankind. You know –
take one RMP, add water and stir. Voila! Instant health
care for all. I believe that approach, incidentally, did you
a great ded of harm. But more about that later.

So I watched what went into the Congressionalmill
and 1 saw what came out. I’vebeen watching and eval-
uating, and reporting your progress ever since. Evahra-
tion of RMPtakes a simple format for me. I merely look
to see what progress you’re making toward a singlegod
—the delivew of high quality medicd care – the latest
medical science has to offer – to patients with heart
disease, cancer, stroke and related diseases.I also look to
see in which ways the means developed to deliver that
specialized care are also used to cope ~th other more
generalhealth problems.

Over the past five years, I have performed this evalua-
tion by reading your annual reports, by hearing your
representatives before congressional committees, by
talking to RMP officials in Washington, by visiting
regions whenever I can find the time, and by listening
and reading what others say about W – the usual
routine a reporter goes through coveringhis beat.

In the course of this evaluation, I have formed some
opinions about WP and health care in general which I
believe are shared by a great many people in Washington
these days. To me, the quahty of care and the way it is
delivered go hand in hand. One is useless without the
other. It does no good to tune an automobile engine
with new points and plugs, and add a fancy fuel
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injection system, if the car’s transmissionis shot, and the
tires are bald. It’s the same in the health biz. Tuning the
skflls of physicians and hospitals to a high degree of
quality and efficiency is no good if the system through
which those skills are passed on to patients has broken
down,

It is my opinion and the opinion of others in
Washington I spoke to about this before coming out
here, that a federal program such as yours which is using
the taxpayer’s money, cannot stop at providing the
physician,the hospital, and other providerswith quality
tools. It must also do what is necessaryto see that these
tools are applied to patients. Many of us have the un-
comfortable feeling that there are those in Regional
MedicalProgramswho feel their responsibilityhas ended
at the conclusion of a continuing education course, or
after the technicians have installed the coronary care
equipment.

Nevertheless, I have seen evidence that you are
moving– albeit slowly– toward a patient-centered goal.
About a year and a half ago, for example, Dr. Robert
Headly, a Bowman Gray cardiologist, took me on a tour
of several small hospitals in the State of Franklin in
Western North Carolina. During our visit, to the 50-bed
C. J. Harris Community Hospital, the doctor showingus
around asked Dr. Headly if he would look at one of his
patients who was in the hospital’s coronary care unit –
staffed incidentally by nurses trained with RMP funds.

Dr. Headly readily agreed and a few moments later in
the hallway I heard this exchange: “If you can you’d
better send her on in,” said Dr. Headly. “You’vegotten
her out of a failure this time. But if it happens again,
she’Uprobably go fast. If we giveher a valve,she’sgot an
85% chance.” The local doctor pondered a moment,
then asked “When can you take her?” “In a day or SO,
I’m sure,” replied the younger man. He pulled a pad of
paper from his inside pocket and began making a few
notes. “You talk with her famfly and I’ll let you know
tomorrow, maybe tonight, when to bring her down to
Winston-Sale m.”

I don’t know the outcome of that case,but I suspect
the exchangebetween rural physician and medicd center
specialist uved a life. I do know that it probably would
never have happened were it not for the North Carolina
RegionalMedicalProgram,

I also understand that after the RMP helped put
coronary care units in several of the small hospitals in
Western North Carolina and also established a mobfle
coronary unit staffed with rescue quad workers and
aided by local physicians – that the mortality rate from

heart attack has dropped better than 60 percent. I cal
that deliveringhealth care to people.

In region after region RMP has successfully brough
the normally fragmented elements of the health com
munity together to tak about the state of health care u
this region, to admit that gaps and weaknesses exist, t(
identify them and then to plan ways to improve th{
situation.

For the private sector of medicine this is a tremen.
dous accomplishment. For the first time, in man)
sections of the country there are evolving systems of
health care which are more than the sum total of theil
parts. ~is advance may we~ have laid the groundwork
for the development of new health care systems such as
the Health Maintenance Organizationsnow being touted
by ~W, which could never come about without the
change in atmosphere which RMP’shave created.

But lest you think I have been completely snowed by
RMP, I must also say that I betieve this successhas been
spotty, and has worked better in rural areas and smaller
communities than it has in higtiy complex metropolitan
areas. As a colleague of mine said to me at lunch the
other day, “The real test of the ~s is not in being
able to organize care where it is uno~anized, but to
organize care where it is disorganized. And this,” he
added, ‘lust hasn’t happened.”

Since I have followed the RMPfor five years, perhaps
more closely than other reporters in Washington, I un-
derstand the significance of what you fiave achieved. I
know also how difficult it is to evaluate this type of
groundwork in terms of the usuti morbidity and morta-
lityindices.

But let’s speak about the public for a moment. By
pubfic I mean just about everyone outside of RMP and
the health professions. Included might be the present
admi nitration in Washington, the Congress and
voluntary and professionalhealth organizations. How do
they evaluate RMP?

The present Administration evaluates RMP in terms
of national goals. And so far as health is concerned, this
means using federd money first and foremost to in-
fluence changes in the organization, and delivery and
financing of medical care. It also means spendingmoney
in a more flexible, non-categorical way. One needs only
to read the Administration’s Health Services Improve-
ment Act of 1970 to get the Administration’s present
evaluation of N.

I must also say in passing that the Administration’s
commitment to health care so far hasn’t manifested
itself in much more than rhetoric. If the President is
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seriousabout solvingthe so-caliedhealth care crisis, he is
goingto have to substitute money for tak.

Now, to the Congress: Here the evaluation has been
more simplistic. It also demonstrates how RMP got off
to a bad start. It goes like this: “If YOUspend all the
money we appropriate, you’re doing a good job. If you
don’t YOUmust be draggingyour feet.” ASRep. William
Springerof Ilfinois said during the hearingson extension
of MP two years ago, “The initial legislativetestimony
was presented before this committee to justify a pro-
gram for a billion dollars, which turned out three years
later to have spent $85 miuion.” But he also shows a
great deal of insight into the nature of new programs,
and especially of K\lP’s when he says, “I think it ought
to be brought out here that what we get in the way of
landslide testimony here is a sellingjob and snow job
cIaimingthat something can be done immediately.”

It has been my observation that the promises which
were made for health care at the beginningwere made in
terms of the original DeBakey Commissionreport. ~ey
were not significantlymodified as the programitself was
modified by the Congress.As a result, the evaluation of
the promises and potentiaI was made before the RMP
even began. And when you try to evaluate what you
can’t even define – and who in 1965 could define a
region in understandable language – you get into
trouble,

OnIy recentiy have members of the legislative and
appropriations committees begun to understand the
subtleties of RMP.But they too, like the administration,
expect RMP to pay more attention to problems of
deliveringhealth care. As Sen. Ralph Yarborou@ said
earlier this year in introducing his bi~ to extend the
RMP program: “Explicitly, the extended legislation
provides that Regional Medical Programs concern itself
with improving the organkation and delivery of afl
health services, and strengthening our primary health
caresystem.”

In the meantime, RMP still has to prove itself on the
HU. One Capital Hi~ staff member told me the other
day that “Regional MedicalProgramshave failed to take
on broadened responsibility in health care and have hung
tenaciously to heart disease, cancer and stroke labels.”

True, you have pointed out that without the disease
categories, medical center specialists may be less likely
to participate. There may be some truth to that. But
many on the Hti read it as a cop out and as an attempt
to maintain the status quo.

Individuals within health associations in Washington
are also skepticaf of RMP progress. But these, of course
represent vest interest groups – hospitals, rnedicd

schools, voluntary health associations – all of whom are
looking for a piece of the action themselves.

Now why is there so much cynicism surrounding
RMPs? I think my friend Ed Friedlander would boil it
down to a problem of communication, of providingthe
facts from which others can make evaluations.

Certainly, not everyone can spend time looking over
the operating projects within one or more regions to
learn first hand what is going on. So, I would su~est
that you consider very carefu~y how you justify your
existence to your publics. In a nutshell they – and I’m
talking about those in Washington– want to know what
you are doing for people, for patients, for constituents.
When they hear you talk in your ownjargon of regional-
ization, of cooperative arrangements, of closed-circuit
TV and other gadgetry, they are going to go away
shaking their heads. Maybe you can translate those
matters into improved defivery of patient care, but t}zey
can’t. As far as they are concerned, you’re off in some
other world.

Let me give you an example of what I mean. About a
year ago during the budget crunch for RMP,the Illinois
program, like a lot of others, wrote letters to its Senators
pleading for reinstitution of ~P funds cut out by the
House, and describing what would happen to the pro-
gram if the money is not put back. The letter was wefl-
written, telling how the region had been organized,
about the progress toward achievingregionalization,and
how after months of planning, grant applications were
pending to put the program into gear. The letter said
that if the money wan’t forthcoming that those grants
could not be awarded.

But nowhere did it say what the money wouId be
used for in terms of helping the people of Illinois who
just happen to be Senators’ Percy and Smith’s consti-
tuents.

You must remember that members of the House and
Senate get dozens of letters a day pleadingone cause or
another. Most of these are handled by aidesand only get
a cursory reviewby the boss. If you had been sitting in a
busy office on Capitol Hdl readhg that letter, knowing
nothing about the concept of regiondization and caring
less,what would your evrduationhavebeen?

To me it boils down to this: If you communicate the
proper information, and by proper I alsomean that it be
honest, and communicate it in the context which your
audience can understand, that is patient care, the
evaluations you get wfll more Mely approximate the
true state of RMP.You will, of course, still have critics
who will say that only total federal control of health
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servicescan eliminate the gaps in deliveryand quafity we program in health care in the eyes of the administration,
now face. of the Congress and of the pubtic, those actions in my

estimation are going to have to be directed more
In the long run, you will be judged by the changes and more toward improvement in the quality of the

that occur in the qu~ity and delivery of health care system through which the best medicine known to
which result from your activities. And in the future, for science reaches the patient where and when he needs it.
Regional Medical Programs to surviveas a major federal At least that is going to be my yardstick.
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LUNCHEON REMARKS
HAROLDMARGULIES,hI,D,

Acting Director, RegionalMedica~Programsand Service

When Dr. Glasgow was introducing me, he talked
about my task of drawing together the threads of the
morning session as a “herculean task.” I remembered
some of the labors of Hercules. One of them was to
clean the Aegean stables. I guess you do remember,
don’tyou?

I was also thinking this morning as I listened to the
descriptions of evaluation and of the Regional Medical
Programs, of something that I had almost forgotten
about – a flashback to my early youth where I once saw
a picture of a man standing on the deck of a ship. He
was the greatest archer in the world, sort of the modern
Robin Hood. He was standing on the ship’s deck with
the deck going up and down. There was an empty keg
floatingin the water with a Iittle cork in the bung, and
hisjob wasto hit that cork with the arrow.

I had the same sensation when someone was talking
about evaluating the RegionalMedical Programs, and it
gaveme the opportunity as I sat there to decide what
the title of may tak should be, because I frequently give
taks without titIes and then somebody wants one.

I have selected one for this one. It is as foflows: “By
the Time I Get to Where It’s At, It’s Aways Where it
Was.”Whichseemshi@y reasonable.

Before I comment on the general discussion this
morning, I must say it was superb from every point of
view.The thanks should go not ody to the participants
but to Pete and the people who have helped him put the
programtogether. It’s off to an awfu~y good start.

I would also like to say a few things about the general
atmosphere, sort of overd environment in which we are
thinking about evaluation, whether in Regional Medical
Programsor in other areas. I was particularly charmed
by the sense of determination to deal rationaUy with
systems which have often been deait with intuitively,
and the expressed preference for the rational over the
intuitive,

At the same time, I had to ”realizethat there is a drift
in this nation, a preferenw for mysticism over thought-
fulness, which expresses itself in interesting ways. The
Rnight newspapers did a survey not long ago of some
1,700 readers to see whit they thought about people
landkg on the moon. Some of them had interesting
,commentswhich giveyou a senseof what at least part of
the count~ feels at the present time. One lady said, “1

can’t see how they could have been on the moon. My
TV set can’t pu~ in New York. How could it pu~ in the
moon?” They talked to a man in North Carolina, and he
said, “You know, if you got on an airplane and went to
Ashvilleand then came back and I saw you again, how
would I know yoLihad been in Ashville?”

I’d like to also point out the fact that 1,200 of the
nation’s 1,700 newspapers carry daily horoscopes – and
a few years ago 90 did. And last year there were 2
million ouija boards sold —which is the greatest bonanza
in the history of the business.Now, those arejust casual
observations, but they are, at the same time, symp-
tomatic of a drift toward the mystic, toward the intui-
tive, toward the doubtful, toward the seeking for
solutions which are non-rational, at the same time that
we are trying to look very strongly in rational directions.

When 1 looked in the New York D“mesthis morning
the present status of important le~slation was listed, but
as always the Regional Medical Programs were not men-
tioned. I think this dso helps you to appreciate the
environment in which we are functioning.

Aside from these general statements, I think we must
recognize that in looking at the Regional Medical Pro-
gram or any other health activity from the evaluative
point of view, we have to enter into a game to which we
are generally unaccustomed. The health profession does
not characteristically evaluate its own practices or its
own institutions. It may do so on an individual basis, but
on a broad basis, little or not at all. If you doubt that,
try to look at your own program sometime, or look
nationally at what you have avaflable if you want to
measure the influence of some health event or the comm-
unity. And Iook very hard to see if you can find any
information that will allow you to say, “Here is where
we stand and here, as a consequence of what we are
doing, is where we are going, and here in retrospect is
where we have been.” It’s an astounding fact that those
kinds of data bases do not exist.

We do not, generally speaking, relate our institutions
to the processes which we have been discussing today.
We do not relate general herdth problems to the efforts
in which we invest. And we allow ourselves little
managing room to set up a conceptual basis for future
planning. To ask Region& Medical Programs, as a
consequerrce,to enter into this kind of a process is to be
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asking for perhaps even more than any of you here
realize.

I think at this point it might be useful for me to
recapitulate as best I can what was said this morning,
which, 1 believe htis set the tone for this afternoon.
discussions. There ,were some general themes, which
were sustained throughout the entire morning. They
were things I have said to you and you have said to me
during the past severalmonths. They included the deter-
mination that this health program, like any health
prog]om :,l~ii!] h:is the bscking of the federal govern-
ment – and probably those with other kinds of backing
.- must be ini!oli’t:d with improving the organization and
delivery of health care.

Words like heart disease, cancer and stroke were
brought up either on a pro forma or on a somewhat
wistful basis. This by no means suggests that people are
no longer concerned with the specificities of these
diseases, nor does it suggest that our legislation or our
legislative mandate htis suddenly changed. What it does
say is that priorities emerge in a society, and the
priorities which have emerged in this society are being
enunciated from several points of view - from the public
point of view, from the evaluative point of view, from
the fiscal point of view, from the provider’s point of
view. We were told that if we are to look at Regional
Medical Programs and evaluate their usefulness, it must
be with the prior determination that we have set some
value structures, that we have a clear statement of what
it is we wish to be in the health care system.

I thought the major speaker of the morning described
,magnificentlythe problems involved. He told us that we
must have some goals which are clearly stated, that are
determined IOCaII!Jby the regions, and that these goals
cannot be controlled with meaning and with purpose on
some kind of a ccntral basis. He described to us a pattern
of Regiorr:d hfcdical Programs which have their own
special knowledge and their own special issues which
must be introduced into their planning flexibility, and
which must design w611 defined goal-related pro-
,,~31nIil;ltic~ilc)l1s that CSIIbe evaluated. He said, as did~
ofhers, that some of this may have to be retrospective,
~nd that makes me :) little nervous,because I think very
little of what we can evaluate retrospectively is going to
have much meaning when we get to the prospective end
point, and a reconsideration of what Regional Medical
Programs are all about. In fact, the issue of which
direction RMPwill take is either an evaluative, a political
iss(le, or a social issue which must be looked at very
:1~tentivel}, tliid l>erh:~psthis lvasa little bit vague in the
prescntalions tliis lnorning or there wflsn’t time to get

into it explicitly. If it is true – and I believe it is – thi
WP has changed its purposes in the very process f
servingits initial requirements, then to carry out evalui
tive activities on what it has been doing runs the risk f
being archival rather than programmatic. We must ver
carefully distinguish between what will be of valu
historically and what will be of value for the purpose c
building a new kind of a program.

In fact, if I were to make a generalization about W
—and we all know that evaluation and generalization al
dangerous companions – 1.wodd say that certainly on
of the great potentialities of RMPis to create an enviror
ment among health care providers that will allow it to b
as well sensitized as possible to the indeterminable
changes that are coming – a kind of preparation for th
apocalyptic – which may be a rather tall order. An
since ~P reaches that far, it has to be thought c
perhaps not too loudy, but at least above a murmur.

I also heard this morning that we must be careful no
to ruffle too many feathers. I suspect my emphasi
would be to ruffle the feathers but don’t smash the birl
in the process, because I thti some feathers will indee~
have to be ruffled.

I heard something else – the need to look at variou
aspects of the evaluativeprocess, the justification aspect
for instance, which from my point of view is a veq
urgent one because I have to defend and justify th{
Regional Medicd Programs at all times in Rockville
Washington,or whereverI may be representing them.

I heard about evaluation. It has something to do witi
methods of controlling what happens, of conformation
to standards - standards which are established accordin~
to the requirements of the program and whiqh ar~
determined Iocdly - and of a process which is cdec
learning in which we perceive new ways of doing thost
things which we do, and their relationship to where W(
wish to go. I was especia~ypleased to hear references tc
the need to avoid replacing the objectives which art
being sought with the measures utilized to reach a god
It is so easy to establish measures - and we in the
bureaucracy are fully capable of doing that – so easy to
establish measures that describe how to get there, and
then concentrate on meeting those measures so fully
that why we established them disappears.

I used to see that a great deal when I was workingir
Asia, where the great game was to have a five-yearplan
The five-yearplan would contribute - whether it was in
education or in agriculture or in health - what was to be
done from point zero to the end of that point. One
could be very sure that at the end of the first year, 20
percent of the goal would have been reached, at the end
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of the second year 40 percent, and so forth. Any
variation from that was easily corrected by replacingthe
fellowwho was doing the reporting. This is one way of
getting where you want to go, but it does seem to
emphasizethe measures more than the goals.

There also appeared during the course of the dis-
cussion some reference to the need to examine all
alternatives instead of simply taking advantage of the
opportunities. And again I was thinking a little of what
might be called a kind of Mae West approach to this
thing. A young lady asked Mae West how she could get
out of the particular dilemma she was in, She said, “I’m
sure I can never do what you have done, which is to find
a man who loves me and has $10,000 and who would
buy me the beautiful kind of a mink that you’re
~vearing.”And Mae said, “Weil, honey, you could think
about getting 10,000 men with a dollar each.” You see,
she understood the discovery system and she understood
the waysin which you do develop alternatives.

I suspect that most of us were thinking during the
course of the morning what all of this discussionabout
evaluation meant with reference to the process that we
are going through at the present time in Regional
iMedicalPrograms. The process is something which is
calledanniversary review,and will obviouslyplace a very
different kind of burden and emphasis on the Regional
MedicalPrograms. If I do nothing else in the process, I
would Iike to say that I am convinced that what you
heard this morning is so highfy consistent with what we
anticipate in the process of decentraltiing the RMP’s,
that it could easily be played back again to you every
morningfor several days to make sure that the message
isclear.

There can be no question not only that RMP’swfilbe
giventhe prerogative, but it will be demanded that they
estabIishprogrammatic directions, and within those pro-
grammaticconcepts, establish projects which specifically
fit those programs. The core activities wdl all have to
movein that direction. There’s no question that this will
be the way in which we will have to go. There is also no.
question that there will be a need to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of that whole process and that the way in
which you evaluate it will have to be based upon your
understanding of where you wish to go and what your
sensesof value are.

If there is anything to add to what was stid this
morning,it is that there was probably lessemphasis on a
sense of expediency than I would have liked to have
heard”.It came out. It was mentioned. It is that part of
the evaluative process that had to do with how rapidly
thingsare to be accomplished. But at the present time, I

am confident that whatever Regional Medical Programs
must do, they will hive to do it more rapidly than seems
at all reasonable,

There are two other aspects of the evaluativeprocess
that I would like to speak about. If RMP, as you have
heard this morning, is to be as diversifiedas it should be,
and if it is to maintain the flexibility which is one of its
great assets, and if it is to mobilize those providerswho
are always goingto have to be involvedwith the delivery
of heaith care services,h is goingto do it in a variegated
fashion. And that’s fine. But this presents a great
difficulty for us in Regional MedicalPrograms Service.
Becausewhile this kind of an activity is going on, there
must also be a sense of coherence, which if not main-
tained, will make the RMP look like another process in
fragmentation and in activities going off in a variety of
directions. As a consequence, I think it is essential that
we establish more effectively within RMPSand among
the Regional Medical Programs an understanding in the
process of programmatic development and in the process
of pursuing programmatic goals, a communication net-
work which lets everybody know what is going on and
whichgivesa better understandingof the expectations in
RMPS, with reference to what represent HEW overall
goals.

For me to pretend to you that this government or
any government can support activities without our own
concept of what those goals should be, and without at
least a broad kind of framework in which we wifl
function, is to be misleading.

Now, it is not likely that at any point we will be so
foolish as to direct the WP’S to do a specificnumber of
things. Wewould fail in that effort. But I think you need
to join with us in the interpretation of what really
matters in this country in the health care system. And
this you have heard over and over again.You heard that
people are concerned about the costs of medical care.
You heard that people are concerned about access to
medical care. You heard that they are concerned – and
I’m not sure in what way this is true – with the quality
of medical care. In the public mind quahty has a lower
order of priority. I think access and cost are far and
away the greater considerations.

You also heard from the people who are looking at
the evaluativesystem, where we will have to go and what
will have to be done, on the basis of what we have.
Simply flooding more into the system is no longer going
to be the answer.

You heard a very strong inference, which I join in,
from the
will have

Office of Managementand Budget, that there
to be greater selectivity in what is supported
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and a readiness on your part to abandon what doesn’t
really seem to be working very well. This will entail
some risks, but careful risks, You will have to eliminate
what appears to be ambiguous, and give heavy support
to what appears to be a strong direction in which to
move toward the kind of goals which we have embraced.
Now, if we can manage this variety of activities in sucha
way that we can interpret them coherently in our own
defense of RegionalMedicalPrograms,I think we can do
well.

Now, mind you, I’m saying this at a time when our
legislation has not yet appeared. We are realIy livingon
borrowed time – and we’re used to that. Westill do not
have appropriations. Weare livingon borrowed money –
and we’re used to that. But regardless of how these
events emerge, and even if the definition of our legisla-
tion is fairly narrow, you as individuals responsiblefor
RMP’s would be most foolish to overlook the elements
of evaluation that have been discussedtoday, and there-
fore the elements of purpose in Regional MedicalPro-
grams.

If we came out with legislation that says: “Confine
yourself to categorical programs and within those pro-
grams to continuing education,” - which for the most
part consists of what 1now describe as episodic informa-
tion transfer - if we indeed are to move, are mandated to
move in that direction and we do indeed respond by
isolated categorical projects, there will no longer be a
RegionalMedicalProgram.

There are times to use judgment. There are times 1
exercise your own knowledge of what is going on an
what needs to go on. And what you will have to do
establish evaluative techniques which anticipate even
and then be ready to prove, when you arrive at tht
event, that you have done what is necessary in th
process of projection. Anything that depends entirel
upon what is here and now is likely to fail. Anythin
that is purely retrospective wfll surely fail,

If you have difficulty in deciding where you need t,
go or what matters, I think a careful scrutiny of th
daily newspaper is very, very helpful. If you need to g~
beyond that, it helps considerably to go where some o
the problems are, to talk with some of the people wht
are not getting the kind of medical care they wish, tf
consider the fact that the quality of care is not merely t
matter of consideringthe exchange between the provide]
and the lucky person who enters the system and get:
quality care. You must also consider that the fina
measurement of quality care is diluted by factors such as
those who do not get care, or where the quality is so bad
that it is a verylargeminus.

These broad considerations can probably be resolved
by a sense of societal concern which has been expressed
wherever I have gone in the Regional MedicalPrograms.
But there is a difference between one RMP and the next
in the determination that a bold direction is a good
direction. In fact, at the present time, the bold ones have
been the wiseones, and in a kind of paradoxical way the
bold have been cautious.
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HSMHA – AN INSTRUMENT FOR IMPROVEMENT IN HEALTH SERVICES

VERNONE. WLSON, M.D.
Administrator, Health Servicesand MentalHealth Administration

Thank you, Harold. There are enough of you who
have heard me speak before, that no one will expect a
flowing, eloquent speech that is “snake charming” in
capability.

I’mdeIighted to be evaluated by this kind of group. It
seems to me if anyone will do this in an objective way,
you will.

As many of you know, the Regional Medical Pro-
gramshave probably been closer to my heart then any of
the other new movements of the federal scene in recent
years. This is not a maudlin sentiment. It is my evdua-
tiorrof the promise of this program.

A substantial portion of that promise arose out of the
opportunity to allow the grass-rootsmobilization of in-
novation and the grass-roots decisionmaking process to
take hold.

In that context there were severaIkinds of problems
with which you’ve been stru~ling over the past few
days. I’m not going to treat anew the things you have
been taking about. But among them, of course, has been
the continuous stru~le between the two polar tugs. One
of these is to give clearcut guidelines so that people
know specificallywhat to do in order to assure a “good”
performance. The other is to wait patiently, Rogerian
style, untfi from au of the massed intelligence, the dis-
comfort of sflencebrings forth the new idea.

This has been an extraordinarily cha~enging sort of
process fo~owing the Rogerian style, because Congress,
which votes money on the strength of local support, has
had some difficulty understanding why there was a
strongmovement.

Some of you need to keep this set of complex
variablesin mind as you look at the way we are trying to
explain to the Congress how extraordinary important
we think it is that we let the grass roots make the
decisions.

If one characteristic of RMP can be set forth, it is
that w has not had a distinct pub~c. There hasn’t
been one particular group, external to the organization
itself, which has gone to Congress and said, “We must
havethis.” Instead, there have been several publics who
have gone to Congress, each with its own image of
RegionalMedical Programs, and therein lies part of the
.?robIemwhich I hope we are beginning to resolve.

If you say HSMHA or Health Services and Mental
Health Administration, the usual reaction is, “What is
that?” I understand that reaction because it wasmy own
when they first talked to me about HSMHAlast May.

Let me give just a precis of the Health Services and
Mental Health Administration for those of you who may
not know what it is.

RegionalMedicalProgramsis one part of HSMHA,as
you well know. The Community Health Service is
another substantial part. Itis a programwith a budget of
some half bfllion doflars a year. Incidentally, this is
where Comprehensive Health Planning fits in. The
National Center for Health Services Research and De-
velopment, which some of you have contacted, is
another component of HSMHA.The National Center for
Health Statistics is another.

In the newly established family planning endeavor,
Dr. Louis Hellman is setting poticy for the Department.
Dr. Frank Beckles,as Director of the National Center for
Family Planning Services,has most of the administrative
responsibilitiesin HSMHA.

The Indian Health Service is another HSMHA
program, as is the hospital program providing care to
merchant seamen and other beneficiaries. These direct
care activities account for a substantial number of our
employees. The Natiomd Institute of Mental Health,
HSMHA’Slargest singlecomponent, has a wide variety of
programs in research, training, and service. The Hill-
Burton program, Maternal and Chdd Health, and the
Center for Disease Control are other constituents of
HSMHA.

To present it in simplisticterms, in the organizational
structure there is a director for each of these major
HSMHAprogramswho has a direct responsibility for our
legal and fiscal relationship to the Department and to
Congress.

In addition, included in our programs are some
guidance responsibilities that we assume for other
agencies. These include, for instance, the Federrd Em-
ployee Health Service, the medicd portion of the Ap
pdachia programs, the foreignprogramsunder P.L. ~0.
And more recently we have been asked to have a look at
the designof the Health MaintenanceOrganization.
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In each of the ten regions, which recently have been
sli@tly reoriented, there is a Regional Health Director.
Roughly one-third of HSMHA’Sresourcesare now being
expended at the prerogative and under the administra-
tive authority of the regionalhealth director.

I answer for these responsibilities directly to Roger
Egebergwho answers to the Secretary.

It’s an interesting and complex organization. I’ll not
go further into this, other than to say that the author-
ities for au of our programs are vested in the Secretary.
And most of them, with other than policy impact, are
then delegated to the Office of the Administrator and, in
turn, to the program directors and regional health
directors.

I hope this outline of HSMHA’sorganization will give
you some idea of the perspective from which I will talk
about WP this morning.

The ~ concept has rdwaysattracted stimulating
and innovative people..This conferericeis simply another
manifestation of this fortunate tendency.

We are at a critical juncture, a decisionmakingpoint
in the health care field generally.There are a substantial
number of evaluations going on at all levelsand with all
degrees of sophistication. Currently, there isn’t an effort
in the health care field, public or private, that is escaping
scrutiny; and apparently no assumption is going to be
taken for granted in the foreseeablefuture.

The Executive Branch itself is engaged in a funda-
mental reexamination of both the appropriateness and
the effectiveness of its health care programs. The
Congress itself is entertaining proposals that are
enormous in their scope and diversity. And all across the
country groups of health professionals, such as this, and
individual patients themselves, are weighingthe options
available to them in choosing courses of action that are
now beginning to determine our health care system of
the future.

Some of these evaluations, like the three-day session
which you have had, are objective and as thorough as the
state of the art wfll permit. Others are very subjective
and based only on anecdotes or fragments of evidence.

It’s tiportant for you, I think, to remember that
sophistication carries no guarantee of acceptance udess
we make sure that our input is registered. The naive
assessments may be the ones that are crucial to our
future.

In the Health Servicesand Mental Health Administra-
tion, we too are deeply engaged in self+valuation.
Rou~y one percent of our total expenditures, which
are in the nature of $1.5 billion a year are set aside for
evaluative purposes, We are trying to find out what the

scope of our agency’s role should be as a responsible
Federal agency in health services delivery, “Andwe’re
looking at HSMHA primarfly as an agent for working
with the systemsof health delivery.

The Federal role in health care has been moving
recently from a passiveto a more active involvement. As
you know, in the past the Federal functions have
emphasized limited direct responsibdity and con-
siderableuse of variouskinds of stimulating mechanisms,
It is my impression that even when it is stimulating
private initiatives, the Federal role in the future will tend
increasingly toward setting the terms and conditions
under which those initiativeswill be carried out.

Now, we in HSMHAhave made some assumptions in
the early deliberations during my 85 days of this in-
carnation; and I should like to share some of them with
you for your thoughts. These are not dicta but are, I
think, bases for departure in the analysisprocess.

The Federal role should alwaysbe complementary to
the private sector insofar as possible.

The Federal role must, however, protect the common
good where inadequacies or inequities appear in the
system.

Maximum effectivenessmust be assuredwhen federal
do~ars are used either as an expenditure or as an invest-
ment.

And Federal leadership must assure coordination of
efforts and common communication among health
activities in both the pubfic and private sectors.

None of these is new. You have all thought of them.
Perhaps the difference is that we intend to act on this set
of assumptions;and that might make a difference.

In our opinion, the government should help the
energy in the health care system to flow where it will do
the most good: Viewedin terms of energy flow, we have
to look at ourselvesin proper perspective. For instance,
we have 25,000 employees who contribute 25,000 man-
years to the health care system; whereas the practicing
physicians of this country account for roughly 300,000
man-years. And the 7,000 hospitals across the nation
have a combined energy input of several million man-
years.

While there is no such thing as a common unit of
health energy, it is evident that our problem is how to
make the contribution we have effective in a very large
system.

Ideafly, the government activity should concentrate,
as we have already said, in the areas where the free
market is unable, for one reason or another, to fulfill the
public need. Such areas tend to occur when the antici-
pated private return provides,insufficient motivation or
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Child Health, the Center for Family Planning, and the
others.

I’m aware that the relationship among these programs
and particularly between RMP, ComprehensiveHealth
Planning, and the R&D Center has been the subject of
endless debate since these programs began. Almost
everybody in the health field has had a piece of this
action. We have had advice from everybody, but the
subject stallremains.

I’m sure this is one of your concerns. It is one of my
highest priority items; so much so, in fact, that wehave
initiated an intensive administrative study tbt is
targeted to the specific mission of defining separate,
distinct identities for these three major programs.

There is an extra special group of consultants who
wdl be functioning in various ways, The work wU1be
coordinated by Dr. William Willard of Kentucky. Dr.
Wdiard wili be spending about eight days a month with
us over the next severrdmonths. His efforts are goingto
be augmented in various ways by Dr. Monty Duvd, Dr.
Ed PelIegrino,Dr. John Hogeness,Mr. Nathan Stark,Dr.
Julius Richmond, and Dr. Ward Darley. I think thoseof
you who know some of the stalwarts in the field recog-
nize that we really have pu~ed out the biggest gunswe
know of to get some administrative discussion of how
we can do this constructively and preserve the tremen-
dous promise of each of the programs.

In a generalizedway, the shape of the distinctions can
be deduced from the terms in which these programs
were originrdlyframed, at least as I understand them,

RMP was originally conceived as a bridge between
human need and scientific advance, if you put it in
simplistic terms. It represented in a senw a practical at-
tempt to link C.P. Snow’s “two worlds,” which maybe
somewhat out of date now, but, nevertheless iswhat was
in mind.

The requirements of the individual patient were to be
better served by creating arrangements that would
enhance the flow of greatest expertise to the patient’s
bedside through an effective linkage of the providers–
and I should like to emphasize the effective linkageof
providers.

it did, as we have already said, give providers an op-
portunity to innovate from grass-rootsideas.

Comprehensive Health Planning approached the same
uItimate objective from a different angle of attack. Here,
by fostering planning processes at the State and com-
munity level, the intent or at least the greatest promise
seemed to be to encourage a pohtical consensus, in the
broadest sense of a political consensus,as to health goals
and the use of health resources.

The planning agency had its greatest promise as I
voice of the people in the political sense, enunciating
the providers the public determ~ation of needs a
priorities.

It has a geopolitical responsibility to assure to
constituents equity of care at the highest possible Iel
of quality through the instrument of planning.

The R & D Center, the newest member of the tria
was’envisioned as an experimental instrument applyi,
scientific disciplines to the model of the health servic
delivery system in the community. Hopefully it was
be a generator, tester, and evaluator of innovative a
preaches in the system, addressingitself to such things
cost containment, equity of access, and efficiency [
resource utilization.

These philosophical differences, however satisfacto!
or unsatisfactory they may be in the inte~ectual sensl
haven’t provided adequate guidelines for practical di
tinctions in the health delivery system of the real worh

It is imperative that this situation be clarified in suc
a way that we maximize cooperation and minimize th
overlap and confusion among these programs. Unnece:
sary duplication, with its resultant waste of effort anl
money is intolerable. In fact, it is destructive in the fac
of a limited budget and an unlimited need for improve
ment in health care.

The effort at clarification to which I am assigningtol
priority is not to be construed as competitive. We ar~
not talking about one program versus another. I view i
as essential if we are to justify and obtain continuing anti
productive support for all of the efforts of HSMHA
wherever they may be.

If you are concerned about administrative arrange-
ments at HSMHAheadquarters that have an important
bearing on the conduct of your RMPactivities across the
country, I am sure that you wfllmake it known to us in
whatever unrestrained or restrained manner you have in
the past. Wesolicit that kind of interest and input.

I have made a fairly fast attempt in a short period of
time here to sketch out for you in broad strokes some of
the dimensions of the broader stage on which your in-
dividual programsare enacting an important role.

RMP is an integral and extremely important part of
HSMHA. HSMHA,in turn, is the agency charged with
exercising appropriate federal stewardship in DHEWfor
health care delivery. It is not simply a collection of pro-
grams; it is a composite. And each of its components is
to contribute to a common mission.

The test of our performance, yours and mine, will be
whether or not we can apply otir combined leverage so
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where the scale of investment required is beyond the
capabfiityof the private resources.

I’d like to give you a few illustrations of fieldswhere
HSMHAbelieves it can perform a valuable serviceto the
systemas a whole.

As a health caie defivery agency of the federal
Government,we can meet one urgent national need for a
central source of valid and creditable information on the
deliveryof health care.

Now, I don’t know how many of you have really
gone at the business of looking at our performance in
the health care field. But it turns out that any set of data
that YOUpursue far enough seems to come back to the
National Center for Health Statistics, often somewhat
mangIed in the process, and discouragingly far from
anything that tells us about the health status of the
nation.

It tells us a little about the absence of disease,but not
a greatdeal about the health status of the nation.

Somewhere there needs to be a competent group of
experts to sift through the diverse health care activities
that are conducted in our many localities under many
different auspices, and to analyze and summarize the
nationalexperience.

To the best of our knowledge, no such source reafly
exists that is capable of providing validated information
on multidimensional and multidisciplinary questions on
hea~thcare delivery.

In my opinion, efficiency dictates a sin#e central
source, and logically this is the role which the federd
Governmentshould do as it has already done in agricul-
ture, commerce, and to a substantial extent in bio-
medicd research through the NIH.

It is our intent to become the 10CUSof such an
activity. Interestingly enough, we have the mandate. In a
substantialnumber of our programs, including Regional
Medicd Programs, Comprehensive Herdth Planning,
Nationrd Center for Health Statistics, and National
Center for Health Services Research and Development,
we even have the models. We have the instruments, and
wehavethe capacity.

The role represents one way in which this small
energyinput can help direct the flow of a larger system.

A second roIe to which we might aspire wdl be
characterized as a kind of guardian of the nation’s
standardsin health affairs. And I’m not thinking here of
regulation as much, although this may apply in’a few
cases, such as in quarantine; rather I am thinking of an
evaluatorof performance–which is exactly what you’re
doing here today–and an activator of the public con-
ssence.

Whenit becomes apparent that a givensegmentof the
population–for example, expectant mothers or migrant
workers–is not receiving the kind of health care it has a
right to expect, someone has to be responsible for set-
ting this forth in clear terms and making it a part of
community thought.

Someone has to begin a stimulation process to a
point that the system wdl respond. This does not imply
direct action in terms of meeting the need, althoughwe
are invoIvedin some of that, but I think more impor-
tantly involved is getting the selected endeavor into
realisticdiscussion.

This function will have in it at least two phases.The
first is a continuing systematic and sophisticated over-
view of what the health care system is doing, projected
against two grids–what it could do and what the needs
are. At this time we don’t have really adequate surveil-
lance of performance, capabdity, or need.

The second phase involves getting something done
about it. And certainly from our relatively smaBfiscal
base, we wdl have to look at communication and
persuasion rather than direct entry into meeting the
need itself.

The tools at our disposd then are going to be com-
munication, persuasion, selective encouragement of in-
novation. And that’s the name of RMP as far as I’m
concerned.

We need to use that instrument well. One instrument
of stimulus for improvement can come from RMP’s
functioning as a center of expertise; and this is the
instrument of information display in which we hope you
wtiljoin us.

I think all of you are aware of the fact that when a
company’sstock is performingbadly, this is made pretty
clearly visible in the daflyhsting on every fmancid page.
And general knowledge is a powerful spur to self-
examination and, change in those whose stock is not
doingso well.

In health care performance, the criteria may be a
Ettle harder to define and the comparative information
harder to acquire, but once acquired and displayed, it
could and should have a similareffect.

Wehave some other instruments for change,programs
that are explicitly designed to stimulate innovation in
health care delivery and effective syrithesis of health
resources for the benefit of the patient. This, of course,
againincludes RMP.

It also includes the planning and project support
activities of Community Health Services and the other
activities we have taked about such as Maternal and
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the total impact of our efforts is greater than the sum of
the parts.

As you go through this evaluation conference and
your further evaluative efforts in RMP, you need to do
so in this broader context. Your evaluation efforts
shouldbe an important input for ours. The results of our
evaluations,in turn, must be factored into the equations
whichinvolvethe total health care system.

For this reason, it is important that we make our
findingsand your findings widely and freely available.
Just as communication is one of the strongest instru-
ments for change within the system as a whole, it is
almost our only instrument for change. It is goingto be
effective in proportion to our use of the evaluation
process.If we don’t make known what we know, we wtil
have no cause for complaint if we are not a part of the
future.

Finally, in dl of our evaluative activities it is
imperativewe keep in mind the ultimate objective of our
endeavors–that what happens to the patient or pre-
patient is rea~y what we are supposed to be concerned
about. That’s the hardest evaluation of all.

The one thing we still lack is the measure of health as
an ultimate yardstick.

In the same area, we’re dealing with the health care
system which is still a crisis-orientedsystem. It pays least
attention to first things–health maintenance and disease
avoidance–the greatest attention to illness after it has
occurred.

We need to be sure, if we are thinking truly about
serving the pubhc both present and future, that we are
not simflarlydistracted in the planning process.
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TheValues and Limitations of National Data

CHARLESA. METZNER

A short presentation on this large subject can only
sketch the topics and arguments. The attempt to be
short results in more direct and unconditioned state-
ments than are strictly warranted, but this may be the
basisof the discussionto follow, althou@ my aim is not
to be deliberately argumentative to stimulate contro-
versy.I shall try to eIucidate problems and lead toward
someuseful conclusions.Explanations are not complete,
either, but questions, if necessary, can elicit more. Mat
I am trying to do ii to stimulate thoughtful considera-
tion.

Censuses are not new. In fact, there is BibIicrd
mention of a census and the ideological response to it
then still has repercussions among fundarnentafists. One
is remindedalso that total counts are sufficient - Gideon
becamefamous b}, applying a behavioral test to select a
subsetwith characteristics he wanted. Now many charac-
teristicsare incorporated into census dam. The attempt
even at health data is”not utterly recent, however. In
i870, the Ufited States Census became very ambitious
and, among many other data, tried to obtain tiorma-
tion on fl~ess. The procedures were somewhat crude,
but the amount of data of au kinds was so VOIUfiOUSas
to threaten the decennhl census by taking over ten years
to Process. This is the point at which the mother of

invention enticed Herman Hollerith to father punched
card procedures for mechanical data processing, which
now make possible, particularly si,nce electronic pro-
cedures have been substituted, the derivation of so many
tables that it is hard to find our way around in them.
One additional historical point may be interesting to
you. It was in 1942, a relatively recent date, that “A
New Sample of the Population” was developed, which
embodied the first practicable methods for probability
samplesof human populations. It may be worth recalling
that these area wmpling methods were a product of the
WA, and later incorporated into the Bureau of the
Census. Sampling enabled many more data to be
generated at much lower cost when estimates ?re suf-
ficient.

sources
There are some guides ‘to data that are useful. The

Statistical Abstract of”the United States presents an an-
nual overviewof data, with references to sources. It is a
good index to availability. It is mentioned (on page ~ve)
in what should become a basic reference, the National
Center for Health Statistics’ short pamphlet, “A state
Center for Health Statistics: An aid in plaming com-
prehensivehealth statistics”. (Re~sed October 1969,) It
is available from the Center or the U. S. Government
Printing Office. Among other items, the chart on page
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11 on input-processing~utput relations describes roles
that may conflict and useful advice is givenfor handling
these. In particular a number of userdesigner problems
are considered. On page 13 is a discussion of the use of
computers and the necessity for thought that makes all
eise commentary, A rich passage, deserving expansion,
occurs on page 14 with respect to cooperative relations
between users and supphersof data.

Some state agencieshave been developed, and many
health and planning departments generate data that
should be looked into. As mentioned later, the more
local the data the more specific the estimates that may
be derived.

As an introduction to problems, another publication
of NCHS is valuable: The 1970 Census and Vital and
Health Statistics, A Study Group Report of the Public
Health Conference on Records and Statistics. Docu-
ments and Committee Reprts. PHS Publication No.
1000- Series 4 - hlo. 10. Government Printing Office,
April 1969. This is a planning volume for the 1970
Census,still useful on issues.

Probkms
National data invol}e many kinds of problems. In

common with other data, becoming knowledgeable
involves not only the names of variates but definitions,
particularly embodied in a questionnaire, the instruc-
tions, and codes - in short - all processes which shape
the find product.

There are some special issues concerning terms and
definitions that arise in a nation like ours. Some of this
my be easy to see national}’,but you should not be too
certain that this applies Od}rto someone else. Ours is a
pluralistic, individualisticsociety, with plural health care
systems. A single basis of definition does not encompass
d]. Ordinary classifications, such as the “International
List”, assume an M.D. etiologicd base, largely micro-
biological. Because we ha~e not recognized the ways in
which other people lii.e and think, we are being tested
again concerning some accommodation to multiplicity.
How far are we willing(or able) to go?

Would we accept a \oodoo health center? The
question is put in this form to test associations. Since
the audience is more or less white, and more or less
Christian (although perhaps not up to the standards of
Dr. Martin Luther King),~~eare inclined to be shocked
but accept the racist implication that this would be a
black enterprise. We should examine our readiness to
accept the implication. Ctifornia does pay faith healers,
Christian Scientists do not get the diseases of the Inter-
national List, and Jehovah’sWitnessesdo not accept all

of the ordinary beliefs concerning blood transfusion
Demoniacal possession is not included in many diseaf
classifications, but you should check with your ow
religiousleaderas to what he thinks your beliefs ought t
include. It is my understanding from nutritionists th:
the usual concept of what constitutes a “bland” diet h:
little more to recommend it than the idea of “hot” c
“cold” foods.

The point should now be made that we have varit
gated subgroups in our population. The discussion ma
have seemed farfetched and rather distant from data.
believe I can make multiple use of the ideas,however, i
trying to follow the implications of a pluralistic societ:
for a) the generality of findings, b) the generality o
concepts used, and c) the necessity, flowingfrom these
for greater freedom of research, particularly in govern
ment.

Implimtions

~le Generaliwof Findings

From the fact of high variation within our society, i
follows that national data have little specificityand hid
variation. Certainly, the mean outlay per person fo]
health care times the number of persons equals tlu
economic load on the private sector for health care. Bui
the mean is not very representative. Not very man)
people get the mean income. The standard deviation i:
so vast as to encompass most of the information and
render the mean almost meaningless.If you look at any
distributions in the health field, you can see this. This is
one reason why insurance is so important a mechanism
for achievinga mean value.

There are several ways in which this is directly
important. The variations in national data can and do
spread between Censusregions,states, and regionsin the
RMP sense. National data do not necessarily represent
your area, to the extent that your area is distinct,
National data must be sorted to yield data for your area,
which may be done, and cognizance should be taken of
the fact that the Census is wiling to do this, and that
one large study is cheaper than several small studies.
However, for sample data, the results may well be un.
reliable for small areas. And equally important, while
sampling distributions for the estimates may be derived,
in general the common statistical tests (t. chi-square)are
not valid for these statistics.

A frequent procedure to “adapt” or “derive esti-
mates” for a particular area from data for another is to
analyze the data by other variables (age, sex, previous
condition of servitude) and use regressionor standardiza-
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tion techniques to estimate values for our specific dis.
~ributionof the analj’tic variables. Unfortunately, the
residual variation also applies, because the analytic
variablescan only transfer as much of the variation as
they absorb, and what remains is error, in both cases.
For health data, our analyses so far do not account for
much variation, and the estimates are correspondingly
poor. The fact that it is done with mathematical statis-
tical formulae on a computer will not improve it. More
complete statistical analyses or a mathematical presenta-
tion would verify the logicalargument above.Any statis-
tical text dealing with multivariate techniques will
explainthis.

~e Generalivof Concepts

Again, there are several timitations encompassed in
the generality of concepts. The first involves com-
municabilityand response. Respondents understand and
report only those terms they know. And much knowl-
edge of what is or was wrong with us comes from the
health care system. This is a feedback process of some
importance. We learn as we use, both in terms of
diagnosis,which must be given us to be at all reliable,
and even in terms of recognking what symptoms are
important by how health professionals respond. What
this implies is a strong bias against reporting by those
not habitual or economically enabled users. The prob-
lems of non-users are not reported by a system
assuminguse, and the resulting confounding conceals
problemsof the system. When a sympto,mlist is used, it
d] help those who recognke the symptoms, but it wdl
not ehcit a misery or a devil bothering a respondent
unlessit includes these. It is much easier to adapt to this
IocaUy,since many terms are regional, although they
may be ethnic ‘or status-related also. To check, find out
from your friends from different parts of the country
when.evening begins for them, and you d] get some
idea of the prob]em. At any rate, the rehability and
validityof data are high only for those usingthe system
generatingthe concepts, and may cause serious under-
reporting of ilkess and the unorthodox treatments
engaged in by those uninvolved with orthodoxy. Of
course,only a national study can demonstrate all of the
vanabtiity, but then only if they are prepared for it. if
one wants to find out about problems, one must be
receptive.

A second issue is the probIem of “general purpose”
data to be used iy many. Of course, agreementon what
reformation t. get is a political and econotic necessity,
but howevervaluable compromise may be in pofitics, it

does not settle conceptual problems, at Ieast correctly.
To settle an issue of the best, which is to say most
predictive or homogeneous, definition of what is an
epidemic or what constitutes group practice, we have to
try them all and find what difficulties ensue or what
utilities be in each. Frequently, we are forced by
circumstance into premature definition which is copied
and standardized. SOInetimeswe just pick up a handy
classification, as in the case of health studies using the
International List, reflecting etiology. This classification
is no doubt valuable for the practice of medicine, but it
does not resolve (o: predict) the use of serviceswhich
forms the basis for manpower and cost studies. At least,
some conceptsuch as the seriousness of the illnessmust
be added when the fiscal or personal impact is what we
rea~y desire, Much more must be done to develop
concepts suited to purposes. And this leads to the
concludingissue.

Freedomof Researcil

The argument thus far culminates, I believe, in a plea
for greater support for many kinds of data and for re-
search more nearly directed toward well specified prob-
lems. Much of this may best be done in the locality of a
problem where the distinctive character of the situation
may be seen, although without effort and receptivity
there is nothing to warrant a belief that being next to a
problem ensures noticing it. Most people with glassesdo
not report any disability, and it is hard to convince
people that they are deaf,

Mainly, I believe, it is necessary for our national
policy to incorporate the fact that to encompass the
variety and subtlety of our national life entails in-
dependent thought and effort and the development of
queer and unpopular ideas, and mistakes. Our affluent
society does have people sufferingfrom hunger. Wemust
acknowledge that we do not ‘with any certainty know
how to interrupt the transmission of poverty from
generation to generation. Uncoveringthe hunger implies
allowing studies, and particularly analyses. Discovering
procedures for bringing ghetto dwellers fully into the
society or organization into the health system neces-
sitates evaluated experimentation. But we all too
frequently constrain those with the information from
usingit for analytic monographs, and insist that a prob-
Iem be fitted with a singleagreed-upon solution, Diver-
sity in the society must be matched by diversity in ap-
proach, conceptually and operationally.

Our national agencies are producing many good and
useful data. If they themselves, who know a number of
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the weaknesses better than those with second-handac-
quaintance, were allowed to use them to draw con-
clusions, we might do better. They are willing to meet us
more than half way, though. There are many special
analyses that may be obtained, if we ask, and althou~
they wfil not “be free, they are less costly than special
purpose studies. The Census Bureau wtil, for example,
design samples for us using their rich data base. Within
the limits of confidentiality, information on special
groups may be obtained.

National data can be exceedin~y useful, but they are
no panacea. They are not universally applicable, they
are not fully analyzed, and they do not serve d] pur-
poses. We must consider the limitations in the light of
our objectives, and we may thereby help to eliminate
some limitations.

Dab for Ambtiatory CareP1wi~

J. WILLIAMGAVETT

American communities are concerned with the in-
adequacies of existing primary ambulatory services,but
do not have quantitative data necessary to plan alter-
native systems for the detivery of ambulatory care.
Studies of primary ambulatory care are relatively new
compared to studies of hospital care. New techniquesare
needed to evaluate existing, as well as proposed facilities,
for the delivery of primary ambulatory health care. The
existing facilities include: private practice (SO1Oand
various forms of group practice), occupational health
services, school health services, hospital emergency
departments, hospital out-patient departments, neigh-
borhood health centers, health department clinics, as
well as various state and federal primary ambulatory
services. Proposed models include facilities differing in
manpower, financing, and utilization patterns located in
different areas under private, voluntary or government
auspices.

Variables to be studied might include legal, contrac-
tual, and business arrangements; availabtiity, acces-
sibility; degree of specialization vs. generalization of
services; consumer payment mechanisms;reimbursement
for services mechanisms; manpower configuration;
equipment; ancillary services; capital, financing arrange-
ments; and characteristics of services rendered. Within
the context of defining the basic characteristics of
primary ambulatory care organizations, consumer at-
titudes, outcome of care, and designcharacteristics such
as: working spaces, procedure and communication
systems, etc. are less important.

The purpose of this article is to consider the relatif
ships between patient classification, data collection, a
facilities and manpower utilization for ambulatory ca
Before doing so three @veatsare offered:

1. The design and implementation of a data syst,
for ambulatory care should proceed concurrently w
the development of hypotheses about the planning a
organization of such care. The data will provide 1
decision maker with the necessary statistical informati
for evaluation of alternative ambulatory care propost
Unless hypotheses about changes are offered prior to
simultaneously with the design of the data system, t
latter effort may be extremely costly for what infom
tion is required and used.

2. There is no single decision maker in the typi
comrntlnityambulatory care system. The communj
system is typica~y fractioned and consists of a variety
independent organizations(Iisted previously).Changes
individualand independent organizations can make ser
from a community systemspoint of viewonly if there
coordinated and cooperative community planning
unless severe legal constraints are imposed in such
manner as to force the consideration of community-wi
objectives. The purpose of voluntary “communit:
planning is to provide the independent decision mak(
(administrators, physicians, etc.) with information th
permits a rational evaluation of their decisions releva
to community objectives.

3. Data and information collection must be related
both the consumer of health mre (the patient) and
the processes (methods) of ambulatory health care. T.
efficacy of a data and information system in aidi
planning will depend on the manner in which bo
patients and processes are classified,described, a]
measured. It is on this issue that the remainder of t.
discussion will focus.

It is suggested that a classification scheme that w
relate health care demand to the manpower, equipmer
and facility requirement is needed. Traditional classific
tion methods include patient characteristics(matern
and child health, pediatrics, veterans services), path
physiologicprocesses(tuberculosis, cancer, hemophilia
servicesrendered (radiology, medical, surgical), ar(
(neighborhood health center), as well as organizatii
rendering the care (private group practice, hospital ot
patient department, occupational health services). Eal
of these classificationshave some use in health care pla
ning. For primary ambulatory care planning, a classific
tion system is needed to categorize, compare, al
project patient utilization for different types of prima
ambulatory care delivery units. A measurement



demandin a givenambulatory unit is the first step in the
conceptualizingof alternate ways of satisfying demand.

The demand or load pIaced upon a primary care or-
ganizationat any giventime can be expressed in terms of
the numberof cases(patients), the episodes(specific
medicalproblemsrequiringmanagement),and the visit
(interfacebetween the patient and the health care
s}tstem].A classification system based upon a set of
criteria related to the characteristics of the case and the
visit as they relate to the servicesrendered is proposed
under the assumption that such a classification scheme
will facilitate the conception of alternate care organiza-
tional designs. This classification method focuses on the
complexityof the case and visit.

The primaw care setting encompass a continuous
scale of
medically

—

case complexities. At one extreme is the
simpie case in which modest resources (man-

Manpower

MDrquired

Oass Likelyteam
A effort

&se.

MDrequired

Possiblyreferraf
Oafs or
B consultation

&se.

MDor nurse

Problemdoesnot
demanda

Qass
c

&se.

power and equipment) are involved. The other extreme
is the critical, medicallycomplex case in which extensive
resourcesare used often within a short period of time. It
is sugested that cases might be classifiedinto categories
such as A, B, and C, where A is the urgent; complex,
resource-intensive case; and C is the simple case, in-
volving minimal resources. The B cases would include
those involvinglong term episodic illnesseswhere diag-
nostic skills, continuity of care, complex therapeutic
measures, and extended support and observation are
required.

Figure 1 represents a definition of each class in terms
of specific attributes. These include manpower and
facility requirements, frequency of visits for the episodic
illness, diagnostic problems and disposition of the case
visit. A fourth class might be developed for psycho-
somaticcasesand minor psychiatric cases.

FIGURE I.–@se CbssificationTable
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The ABC classification, and further refinements of it
to include subclassifications, provides a basis for
considering the questions of ambulatory care organiza-
tion. For example:

1. For a fl”vencommunity, what proportion of caw
visits by A, B, or C type are made to which organiza-
tions; are resources allocated among organizations in an
intelligent manner, e.g. perhaps demand for type A
servicesshould be consolidated at one or more hospitaIs?

2. For a @venambubtory careorganization,what
proportion of case visits are in each of the A, B, and C
classes; are the unit’s resources intelligently related to
the givenproportions?

3. How can a rural community, that cannot attract or
hold an MD, benefit by an A-B-Cclassification of its
ambulatory patient load? e.g.:

a) Could class A cases be serviced by volunteer
community-supported emergency units, higMy trained
to provide on-the-scene first aid and transportation
service to the ,nearest intensive mre unit (presumably
located centrally)?

b) Could class C cases be treated at a private or
community-supported convenience clinic, manned by
paramedic personnel, and organizationa~y finked to the
nearest community hospital or group practice?

c) Could classB patients be provided with long term
episodic care by nearest physician (patient’s choice)but
with routine and non-complex class C visits servicedby
the convenience clinic?

4. Where in the management of A, B, and C casesare
community-sponsored facilities advantageous in the
larger community? For example, what community or-
ganizations shodd sponsor multiphasic screening, con-
venience chnics, special preventive medicine clinics, etc.

5. Can a clinic for the treatment of C cases be ;f-
fectiveIy used also for the purposes of triaging non<
cases to other community health care organizationsfor
those individuals who do not have access to other
primary care organizations?

6. What proportion of ambulatory case visits clas-
sified as C cases involvemaidy support and reassurance?

7. How are the concepts of family medicine and
comprehensive care relevant to the class A, B, and C
cases?

8. How is the question of the use of paramedic
personnel specifically related to A-B-Ccase care? Does
the C case and C visit load on the community consume
significant physician resources such that extended use of
paramedic personnel isjustified?

9. The case classification technique may revealwhich
variables are important and should be incorporated into

ambulatory care data systems for patient care, institl
tiond management, and for community planning.

10. What is the role of the hospital in ambulator
care? Analysis of the Emergency Department and OU
Patient Department by case classification characteristic
may provide quantitative data for reorganization of th
hospital’sambulatory services.

11. Does the measurement of low income urba
ambulatory care demand by the case classification tecl
nique provide insights as to how to organizeambulatol
servicesfor the urban poor?

Information Systems to Meet Common Data Needs
of Health Agencies

~~ARINE G. BAUER

It has been observed that information is to t~
decision-making process what oil is to the intern
combustion machine. It does not itself make the proce:
work, but without it there is considerable wasted effor
misdirected motion, and eventuaf breakdown.l Tho$
who are at the wheel in making health policy decisior
usua~y find themselves in the position of the motori:
with a dry engine in the middle-of a Texas oilfield. Tk
million barrel output of raw material surroundinghim
useless to meet his urgent need for a mere two quar
which have been suitably processed to meet his engine
requirements. We would dl agree that health data gusht
more freely than oil – and that for the most part w
haven’t yet found very satisfactory ways of tapping an
refining it for the particular uses of those who mak
health decisions- whether these involveexpenditures (
thousands of dollars, or of mfllionsof dollars.

My assignment today is to discuss the organization c
a health information system as a means of meeting suc
important needs, particularly those of M evaluate]
and their opposite ,numbers in other agencies.Can such
system be designed to supply, link and refine the man
streams of health data that are routinely being generate
from diverseindependent sources – such as the facilitie
manpower, and vitrd” statistics compiled by Stat
agencies, the various utilization ~d patient origi
records from hospitals and other service providers? AII
can these be more usefully related to tie basic dem(
graphic and health statistics from the U.S. Census an
the National Center for Health Statistics? I was asked t
lead off this discussion by virtue of my association wit
a two-year study of this question at the Joint Center fc
Urban Studies of M.I.T. and Harvard – a study largel
inspired by Dr. Osler Peterson, Director of Research fc
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the Tri-State WP, who made major inputs to it at every
stage.z

}Vhatdo we mean by the term “health information
system?” I suspect this is, one of those in-terms that
people have come to use quite widely without benefit of
definition. For our purposes today, I’m simply goingto
be generic and talk about a systematic approach to
producing, storing and gaining access to many kinds of
health data produced from many sources, for multiple
uses, by multiple users. Also, in an effort to put first
thirigsfirst, this paper focuses primarily on the organiza-
tional process for systematizing this access to data –
ordy incidently on computers. As an analogue – if we
didn’t yet have libraries but many writers were
producing books which many potential readers needed
to read, a frrst step would be to organize some system to
identify the books of interest and to decide on policies
for their acquisition, storage and circulation. Only as a
second step would one commission a computerized
index. The health information broker system recom-
mended by our Boston study naturally differs in many
respects from conventional library organization – yet
thereare underlying similarities of function.

The broker system predicates that it would be
mutually beneficial to a region’s major public and
private health programs and agencies, such as MP,
Blue Cross, State Health Departments, comprehensive
and area facility planning agencies, to join forces to
obtain and share the kinds of data they need in common
for their separate research and planning activities. At the
same time, the study warned against constructing un-
workable multi-million dollar data banks. Before
describingthis model, and teIling you some of the con-
siderations that influenced its design, let us briefly
reviewsome of the reasons it seems particularly timely
right now to promote this or some other type of cooper-
ativeorganization for improvinghealth statistics.

Whya }jealth lrrformation System ?

As budgets in every sector of the health system get
tighter in the face of medical price inflation, it seems
certain that in every type of program, public or private,
the big questions of accountability raised to you yester-
day in the plenary session will be increasin~y posed:
what benefits are patients actually receiving for the
moneyspent? How can the program policies be modified
and adapted to improve these cost-benefits? Obviously
the day is almost over when those who pay the billswill
be satisfied by simple tallies of patient days and 01.D.
visits juxtaposed with total dollars expended and a
requestfor a 1570budget increase next year.

This mcins that throughout ahnost all health pro-
grams, not just ~P, researchers will be trying to
construct various types of performance indicators —to
permit comparisons of past and present experience
within a program. To measure the impact of their pro-
gram on specific target populations over time, and to
compare their program results with those of other pro-
grams which use other techniques or methods. However,
as we all know, the right kinds and quality of data are
rarely available to permit this crucially important re-
search to be carried out. One can make a safeguess that
not only throughout our concurrent workshops now,
but in similar health evaluation researchmeetingsevery-
where, the identical complaints are being voiced: “The
1960 census data were obviously uselessfor computing
1969rates – we simply can’t tell the trend so far . . .“ or
“Unfortunately the reporting system changed, so it’s
impossible to compare past and present performance” or
“we can’t compare our results with those of program x
because they used entirely different age‘breaks – and
besides we have no way to get comparable unit costs.”
One concludes that all concerned have an enormous
stake in improvingthe kind and quality of the data base.

To provide the denominators of the rates they need
for their variouspruposes, researchersin all major health
programs seem almost universally to require certain
common types of data —the demographic,health status,
vital records, facility and manpower and the kinds of
utilization data reviewed here earlier. Some of this
simply isn’t now available – such as disability rates of
populations in cities or small geographic areas. Other
widely needed data, however, such as about health
facilities, are being routinely generated for their own
operating or management purposes by some one agency
which, in turn, may need management – generated data
from other agenciesfor its own evaluation research.

FinaHy, staffs in different agencies quite often
duplicate their research efforts, both in their separate
quests for identical source materials, and in time-
consuming activities such as constructing S.M.S.A.
profiles, or population projections. This costs everyone
money.

Given such common needs and problems it would
seem that major health organizations have everything to
gain by joining forces at least for the limited goals of:

● improving the quality and comparability of exist-
ing data commonly shared,

● identifying commonly needed data now un-
available, and findingmeans to secure them,

s eliminating duplications of researcheffort,
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● arriving at agreements for specific types of data
sharing.

AIthouti funds were not available last year for a
proposed ~emonstration of our Boston model, it seems
possible that within the next few weeks Congress will
authorize federd support for experimental health in-
formation systems of this kind as part of the Health
ServicesImprovement Act of 1970.”

Funding is only one aspect of the problem of data
sharing among independent organizations. Given the
realities of the operating environment, can a satisfactory
means be found to promote inter-agency cooperation?
When one looks at the activities of the Bureau of the
Census and of the N.C.H.S. and other important in-
formation centers at the federd level one can feel
hopeful. But further down the line at the regional, state
and sub-state levels where mixes of various public and
private data sources are sought, issues of agency con-
fidentiality and of inter-agency power struggles inject a
host of complexities. Whether organizational forms can
be devised during the next few years to circumvent the
problems while fulfilling the need remains to be seen.
Our Boston study’s recommendations represent one
possibIe approach – Dr. Wennberg will tell you about
another, and I know that several other people here have
been wrestling with these problems in their own regions
– from New Mexico to Ohio.

me BrokerSystemModel
The Boston study concluded that (and I quote):

C’Theneeds of health planning and research in this
area at the present time will best be served not by a
new prime data processingcomputer system, but by a
mechanism designed to interface between several
newly developing hospital, public health, mental
health, and social welfare information systems at
regional, state, metropolitan area and municipal
levels. Such a mechanism should promote compati-
bility between the subsystems and thereby maximize
the possibilities for mutually beneficial information
spin-offs, now and in the future, A consortium of
health planners, major health agencies and research
organizations should establish a health information
system to serve this broker function, to facilitate the

*“~le Secretaryis authorized,directlyor by contract,to
undertakeresearch,development,demonstrationandevaluation,
relating to the designand implementationof a cooperative
systemfor producingcomparableand uniformhealthinforma-
tionandstatisticsat theFederaf,Stateandlocallevels.”

development, sharing and use of information perti
nent to their common needs. Such an information
system should be planned at the outset as the firs!
step in a more complex communication network
should future expansion seemindicated.”

A broker function between independent health in
formation subsystems rather than a centralized dat~
bank was recommendedbecause it would:

● adapt better to the predictably ever-changingdat~
needs of its users,

● provide better quality information over the lonf
run,

● avoid direct confrontation of the issues of agency
confidentiality and of individual patient privacy

● function better within the present limitations 01
computer software-yet permit adaptation to future
technologicaladvancesexpected there.

Finally, a consortium of users was recommended a:
the policy-making body for the broker system, with
administration temporarily vested in a university. Thif
structure was put forth in order to avoid threatening the
existing power relationships among agencies sufficiently
to foreclosetheir participation.

Before going on to elaborate on some of these points
I’d like briefly to mention some activities proposed ir
the Bostonmodel.

SomePossibleFunctionsandActivities
of a SnaredItlformationSystem

Xfakingdata more available for secondary analysis

inventoryingand catalogingdata sources and files
furnishing detailed descriptions of data files tc
guide the user – such as dates and methods of data
collection and up-date; sample size; format in
which preserved (file folders, magnetic tape, etc.]
person responsible for maintaining files; conditions
of access,etc.,
guiding and helping the user select and use corn.
puter programsbest suited to his needs.
Improvingthe utility of available data by actively

encouragingdata generating agenciesto arriveat:
● compatibility of key items on report forms – such

as age, residence, condition, service,etc.,
● compatible definitions of terms used in such

reporting.
3. Identifying common unmet data needs, and

helpingmeet them by:
● promoting addition of new categories of informa-

tion in existing data sources – such as finer age
breaks in a State census,
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* developingdirectly, or contracting to develop, new
sources of information – such as population
health surveys.

4, Helping users find the computer resources most
appropriate to their needs by:

●

☛

e

*

5
e

●

6

organizing local conferences and workshops –
such as are now conducted by the census,
invent orying and brokering use of agencies’
partially idle computer hardware,
evaluating software packages, and purchasing for
joint use,
demonstrating, through case examples, the uses
and benefits of new advances in computer
science.
Developingpolicies regardingprivacy:
formulating policies governing agreements for
sharingdata,
promoting codes of ethics; specific legal safe-
guards.
Furnishing routine monitoring and special status

reportssuch as:
o trends in the locality’s death rates, health facilities,

manpower, utilization, etc.
c comparisonswith other regions,states, etc.
7. Promoting the integration of separate streams of

data by:
●

☛

☛

It is

negotiating agreements between agencies for data

sharing,
advising on legal matters and computer locks to
safeguardprivacy,
conducting file merging operations and providing
tables and maps – such as county, city or census
tract profiies showing health status, mortality, the
population’s use of hospitals and health resources
— and utilization profiles according to service,
patient characteristics, conditions, and proportion
of community served.

assumed that anv such information svstem would
build in its own evaluation process and would con-
tinuously re-cycle on tie basis of experience, new health
research and planning needs, and new computer tech-
nology.

YOUwi]i note the heavy emphasis placed on staff
activities.One important thrust of their work would be
to inventory and cata]ogue data sources and computer
hardware resources in the region, and to evaluate com-
puter software packages.Another set of functions would
relate t. improving the quality of the data, by
negotiating format compatibilities, and promoting
adoption of common definitions. Again, staff would
‘helpnegotiate interagency agreements for data sharing,

and promote common efforts to contract for or in other
ways gain access to commonly needed new data, such as
from small area population health surveys. Finally, the
broker system staff would provide direct research
services, such as file-merging operations, and would
furnish regular monitoring reports on health and social
indicators requested by users. However,it was assumed
that the system would not require its own computer
facilities at least in the foreseeable future, but would
contract for the use of the necessaryresources.

Whya Systemof Sub-SYstems?

A coordinating mechanism between independently
organizedinformation sub-systemsrather than a central
data bank was dictated by users’ requirements for
flexibility, quality, and privacy – as well as by the state
of computer art. I will touch briefly on these points.

Flexibility.–Hedth researchers need to tap data
flowingfrom many sources. Although much of it comes
from the operational and managementreporting systems
of institutions and programs, it is important to remem-
ber that despite the overlapsbetween the specific types
of information required for good research and good
program management, there are usually marked dif-
ferences in the characteristics of the data required for
these different purposes. For example, instant on-line
inputs and retrieval are hardy necessaryto provide data
for studying the effectivenessof appointment systems in
followingno-show cancer patients, yet can be invaluable
for actual appointment scheduling. Above all, the
particular characteristics of the data a researcher needs
usually changes with every new problem he addresses.
For each study he may need not only different types of
data, but different geographic breaks, frequencies .of
data updating, degrees of individual patient identifica-
tion, etc.

At an even higher levelof generality,maximum flexi-
bfiity is imperative in a system designed to serve the
information needs of policy makers. mere can be no
fixed solutions to the problem of providing health in-
formation since both needs and solutions are dynamic
and ever-changing.Many methods of care and facilities
for treatment we regard as essential today wiU be
obsolete or unnecessary ten years from now. New
methods of payment will be adopted. New health
professions will emerge. Information to serve research
and policy makers must therefore, above au, be designed
to anticipate and to accommodate to change. A network
of sub-systemspermits this.

Quality.–In view of the massivedata base required
and the large number of fdes that might need to be
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tapped for all the various types of health deliverysystem
evaluation !hat might be desired now and in the future it
would be sheer fantasy to expect that any one central-
ized system could incorporate them and manage their
updating and quality control. Nor wodd that be pro-
gress. It is far more desirable that each organizationhave
a genuine and active concern within itself to continually
improve its own information management, while taking
due cognizance of the needs and requirements of others.

Privacy.–The privacy issue was another major factor
in recommending a broker system where every agency
would maintain custody of its own files. Clearly, data
sharing is an area fraught with fears and ambiguities–
where the power of information can be used on in-
dividuals and institutions alike for good or N. And
where the conclusions as to what is good and what is ill
depend very much on who is making them, and under
what circumstances. Or, more succinctly, whose ox is
being gored. Confidentiality of information about insti-
tutions and organizations relates clearly to issues of the
confidentiality of their actions and effectiveness. The
Boston study, as the better part of valor, resolvedthese
issues by recommending data be limited to fiat which
could be used in aggregated form, and by promoting
specific inter-agency agreements on data sharing
designed with appropriate legal consultation. After the
system had proved itself and appropriate controls
designed, moves might be made towards more specific
sharing of fine-graineddata.

Computer Limitations.–A huge, centralized data
system incorporating many files presents problems not
as yet adequately solved by computer science.JVithlong
lead times for design, by the time such a system goes
into operation it is apt already to be behind the state of
the rapidly changingcomputer art – to become a vastly
expensive antique. Such disasters have occured regularly
in the urban information systems so hopefully installed
in the late 60s. The M.I.T. computer scientists on the
Boston study recommended instead, careful develop-
ment towards a network structure among participating
programs, where hopefu~y in the future a variety of
computers of different types and sizes, with different
hardware and software configurations might be able to
talk to each other under the control of appropriate
permissions. They expect that the next decade may well
witness revolutionary software and hardware break.
throughs to make this possible.

ItlIIOPlaysthe Roleof theBroker?

Undoubtedly this is at once the most sensitive and
the most crucial question to be faced in implementing

this model or any other cooperative health information
system. The answer will determine whether the system
ever actually gets funded and into operation; whether
those who generate the needed data will, in fact,
contribute to it, and finally, whether it will truly serve
the purposes of research and policy guidance for which
it was designed.

The National Center for Health Statistics, which as
you may know has recently published a description of a
model for state centers for health statistics, states as a
cardinal premise the absolute need for information that
is completely unbiased and authoritative. I quote: “The
inevitable disagreements on how to deal with health
problems must not be confounded by controversy over
the basic facts of the situation. . .This also means that no
pertinent facts be suppressed. . .In effect, the statistical
function must be dischargedwith high competence and
cannot be captive to a particular point of view.” Thus
the N.C.H.S. model calls for the information system to
be administratively independent of any one planning
agency, though with strong working relations with all.

But how does one identify an administering agency
which will command the trust and respect of all, in an
environment where knowledge is indeed power – and
where, in’rdmostall programs,worry about loss of power
is the name of tie game? If there is an answer at all to
this auspices question, I suspect it will be a different one
in each region or state. Some possibilities to be con-
sidered are:

● a generalizedstate statistical center,
● some other state agency (possibly the university),
● a regionalcommissionor center,
● a quasi-publicinformation authority.
In addition to auspices, many important questions of

staffing and function, of cost, and of the cost-benefit of
such information systems remain to be explored. If
Congressdoes now authorize the funding of experiments
in cooperative health information activities perhaps you
can all soon begin learning by doing. Certainly the
failure to develop satisfactory efforts along these lines
can only mean the continued burden of handicap to
those who try to measure the successesand failures of
our operating programs and thus to give the public the
most value for its health dollar.

IPeter J. Hemiot,“PoliticalQuestionsabout Social Indi-
caters,” ~VesternPolitical Quarterly, Vol. XXIII,No. 2, June
1970.

2MoYnihan,Besher$,md Cydel.Problemsand perspectives ‘n

the Des~n of a Community Health Information System (U.S.
PublicHealthServiceContractPH 110-234),Joint Centerfor
UrbmStudiesofM.I.T.andHarvard,Feb.1969.
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‘fhc Northern New E~land Rcgiond hlcdical Program
Healdl PlanniI~ Data Base

JOHN E, WENNBERG, M.D.

Those of us involved in Regional Medical Programs
are continually reminded that health planning, without
an adequate data base, is more of a visceral than a
cerebral process. We are often asked to support solutions
which clearly are proposed without proper identifieatior
of the problems involvedand are usually made without
reference to other priorities. To a vew large extent, our
informational base for planning decisions in health is
limited t. impressionistic, non-verifiable opinioIl com-
nlonly arranged or provided by parties advocating a
particular solution. Under these circumstances planning
decisionsrun a high risk of being - at best-irrelevant

A prospective population-based health information
system appears as a particularly attractive solution to
our data problems. AS YOUhave heard today! the
necessarytechnology is not obscure. In fact, it has been
available for some time. Why, then, does it remain
generallyunimplemented? The reason for this cannot be
simply cost; it can be convincin~y argued that health
information systems could more than pay for themselves
by providingthe informational base for wise decisions.A
more probable obstacle to establishing prospective in-
formation systems derives from the direct lack of utility
of the system to the provider of the data. TOprovide
accurate data is a bother and the effort to produce it
must be either rewarded or required by law. Under our
existing pluralistic planning and management systems,
good planning is neither stron~y rewarded nor required
by law.Under these circumstances the establishment and
maintenance of prospective health information systems
are expensive . probably intolerably expensive- in terms
of currently avadable management and persuasive
energies.

If the current Re~onal Medical Program and Com-
prehensiveHealth Planning legislation does not contain
the mandate necessary to promote prospective health
information systems, is there an alternative approach
which can begin to achieve the data base necessary for
planningand management systems? I think the answer is
a qualified Yes: under certain circumstances, Regional
MedicalPrograms can establish an ad hoc but systematic
data base which minitizes administrative inconvenience
to participating institutions and is at the same time
hi~ly useful to its own planning and evaluation
purposes, t. Comprehensive Health Planning and other
herdth agencies. In addition to the immediate utility of
the’data, establishment of ad hoc systems affords the

opportunity to accumulate experience with the technical
and rnan~gcmcnt problems of developing large data
systems. 1t also allows one to evaluate the utility of

components of the system. This should be of value to
the future development of prospective, population based
healtl~ inforn]ation systems which, I think, clearly will
be given central 1-OICSas part of the management struc-
ture of a national health insurance system.

The immediatepurposesof the Northern New England
Re~ional kl~di~alprogram data base are to provide in-
formation for health problem identification and program
planning, evaluation and management. It SUPPOrtSPlan-
ning efforts at the areawide and state health planning
levels.A primary customer of the system is therefore the
Vernlont Comprehensive Health Planning Agency
Contractual arrangements have been made with that
agency,to supply them with necessary information. The
data base also supports planning and operating activities
of the RegionalMedicalProgram, includingprimary care
activities and disease control and continuing education
programs. Finally, certain features of the system have
been of use to operating health agencies and in some
instances to planning agencies oLltsideof our area. For
example, aspectshave been utilized by Vermont Planned
Parenthood, l-he Province of New Brunswickin Canada,
The Maine Regional Medical Program and the Maine
FacilitiesPlanningCouncil.

Basically the data system provides a characterization
of the health system in terms of:

1. the communities being served in demographic,
socioeconomic environmental terms;

2. the manpower, facility and do~ar resources of the
health deliverysystem;

3. utilization supply and distribution aspects of the
health care system;

4. outcome, as measuredby morbidity, mortality and
patient satisfaction.

The major products are planning documents and
status reports covering the above mentioned areas.
Examples are available from the Program office on
request.

Establishing the data base has required a major effort
which cannot be systematically reported at this time.
However, I would like to elaborate on five important
features of our approach: (1) choice of the New En~and
town as the geographic base; (2) strategy governing
collection of data; (3) resume of the contents of our
data file; (4) approach to data processing;(5) approach
to data analysis.

The geographic region covered by the data base in-
cludes the entire service area of the Northern New
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England Regional Medical Program. However, in
designing our approach, we wished to use the smallest
feasible geographic unit that was available. The New
England town turned out to be nearly ideal - for the
following reasons: (1) it appears in the census; (2) most
unit records in the region (for example hospitals and
vital records) contain the individual’stown of residence-
thus utilization rates can be calculated on a town basis;
(3) there are a total of 356 distinct towns in the region-
251 towns and gores in the State of Vermont -51 in the
three counties of upper New York - and 54 in con-
tiguous portions of New Hampshire.Populations in each
town vary bstween 35,000 and 10, with a median value
of about 1500. Thus, using the town as a population

base allows for a large number of discrete geographic
units in the system. This in turn provides great analytic
flexibility.

Strategy governing collection of data: dl effort has
been made to avoid duplication of existing data. When-
ever possible, we have used existing sources of data,
either published or existing in unit record files collected
by cooperating agencies:

Existing data includes those collected, procesed,
and published by local, state, federal and national
agencies: for example, reports of the Bureau of
Census, National Center for Health Statistics, Amer-
ican Hospital Association, Blue Cross/Blue Shield,
State Health Department and The State Planning
Agency.

Existing unit record files include those collected
by operating agencies and made avadable to the Pro-
gram by special cooperative arrangements: by way of
example, a three year file of 200,000 patient dis-
charge abstracts obtained from the hospitals partici-
pating in Professional Activity Survey @AS), the
decade files of the Vermont-New Hampshire Vital
Records and the individual tax returns from the State
of Vermont Tax Department for 1967.
Special collection protocols have been established for

“missing” data. This includes surveys, conducted by the
staff, of hospitals, nursing homes and home health
agency records. It also includes a household survey
capability.*

The avoidance of administrative inconvenience to
institutions in providing data is fundamental to success
of an ad hoc data system. When data co]Iection has
required staff time - such as reviewing unit hospital

*Wiie an integralpart of the “database”,this paperdoes
not discusstheNNE/WP socialsurveycapability.

records - we have used part-time Regional Medical Pr
gram personnel under close core staff supervision.Und
these circumstances cooperation has been near
universal.

While much of our data base spans more than O]
year and is updated periodically, the costs involved
fielding special utilization surveys led to a decision
restrict (at least initially) the complete utilization file
the calendar year 1969. Informational items correctt
throu~l special protocols have been kept to a minimur
These include patient record number, age, se:
diagnoses, procedures performed, length of stay, date f
admission, type of insurance, referring and attendir
physicians.

Resumeof Contentof DataFiles:Currently, our dal
files contain the followinginformation:

1. Utilization review: hospitals, nursing homes an
home health agencies.

A complete review- based on unit records - of dl are
hospitals for the year 1969.68,000 records were take
from PAS and 29,000 collected by staff review of th
hospital records. In addition, referral hospitals in Har
over, Albany and Montreal have been reviewed.

A complete 1969 review of au area nursing homes
(85 homes, and 4,000 records).

A complete review of area home health agencies(4
agencies,and 8,000 records).

2. Vital records:
Through excellent cooperation with the Vermont

N.H. and N.Y. health departments, decade files of birtl
and death records have been established. Mortality dat;
is a particularly useful source for defining major healtl
problem areas for measuringoutcome.

3. Manpowerfile:
Hospitals staff tistings have been obtained from d

institutions of the region. Health Department anc
AM.A. registries are being utilized to classifyphysician:
in the re@on by locafity of practice, specialty trairdng
age, board certification etc., both on a current and ar
historical basis.

4. Facilities:
In cooperation with the Tri-State Regional Medica

Program, special inventories of hospital facfitiej
throughout the region have been completed with the
fo~owing areas being stressed; corona~ and intensive
care, emergency care, stroke care, radiotherapy and
chronic pulmonmy care.

In addition, pubtished data encompassing facifity
staffing, size and location as we~ as cost data have been
compiled from a variety of secondary sources for hos-
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PitaIs,home heaIth agenciesand nursinghomes. Sources
ticlude Blue Cross, American Hospital Association and
state agencies.

5. Socio-economicand environmental:

Arrangementshave been made to secure 1970 census
tapes containing avadable processed tables. This wfll
estabbsh age-specificpopulation rates on a town basis.
Of particular importance is intercensd estimates on a
town and other sma~ area basis. Work has been com-
pleted in conjunction with the State He4th Plaming
Agency personnel to construct inter-censal population
age-sexstructure for towns and counties.

Indicators of economic status are being constructed
through the use of income data. In conjunction with the
State Tax Department individual income tax returns
have been analyzedby town, occupation and industry to
provide an economic proffle of the State and its sub-
divisions.

6, Published data:

For example, complete set of reports from the
NationaICenter for Health Statistics,

Approach to Data hocesting. Routine reports
prepared by agencies and organizations in the health
fieid rarely provide direct answers to specific questions
as they arise in planting, management and evaluation
activities within a 1ocaIor reQonal context. Processed
data, organized and tabulated according to external
dictates, is often irrelevant to immediate concerns. The
limitedutility of reports furnishedhospitals by the Com-
mission of Professional and Hospital Activities (PAS)
and of publications of state and federd health depart-
ments reflect the series of compromises that must be
made in developingmulti-purpose reports. From several
standpoints, the most effective method of information
storageis raw data on individual cases.This is particular-
ly true when efficient storage and retrievalmethods are
available.

Accordingly, the RMPhas devoted a significanteffort
to the development of individual case files. Because
accessibledata derivesfrom diversesources,a number of
compatibility problems have been encountered. These
rangefrom differencesin coding of such items as sex and

age to problems in format design and basic character
configurations. As an example, sources of data include
magnetic tape obtained from PAS @MinneapolisHoney-
well), Vermont State Government(General Electric) and
New York Health Department (Burrou@s). To solve
these problems genertized recoding and formatting pro-
gramshave been developed.

Approulhcsto DataArraZysis.-The usefulness of tile
data base relates to 1) the completeness of each file (for
example, one year of hospital experience for the total
population) and, 2) the inclusiveness of the system in
terms of the ]argenumbers of separate data files contain-
ing relevant health data. This enables (for example)
correlations between demographic and environmental
factors in health status. Much of the analysisundertaken
by the RMP has been computer based and allows for the
study of complex relationships between “input” and
“output” variables. Examples of correlation analyses
that are possible include relationships between per capita
income, admission rates, death rates, infant mortality
rates, expenditures for medicd care, procedure rates,
etc.

While a number of general statistical programs have
been adapted, we have rdso developed a series of new
an innovative types of health system analysis. Of
particular note is a program designed to characterize
total utilization and allocation of medical resources
relative to the patient service areas of particular insti-
tutions. This includes resource allocation rates in terms
of admissions, patient days, beds, dollars or skilled man-
power. Because virtually all utilization experience for
each town in the region is known, these rates describe
the total experience of the population, Thus, for the
first time, an accurate estimate, based on a small popula-
tion, is possible: this includes total cost for institutional
care, procedure rates, bed utilization and beds available
rates, etc.

During the next year, the NNE/N wdl complete a
number of reports for areawide and state planning
purposes. I hope that the next time I report to you on
the data base we will have much more to say about the
effect the data has had on the planning process.
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hleasurirsg~anges in Knowledge

WLLIN R. CRAWFORD

Sometimes the measurement of knowledge seems to
be a straightforward procedure. Perhaps that is true
when one is interested in measurement of simple recafl
of basic information which has been memorized. How-
ever, simple recall of basic information is usuafly not
sufficient for measuring the achievement of educationrd
objectivesin areas as conceptudy complex as medicine
and the a~ied health professions. In most cases we are
interested in assesstig changes which are related to the
abfiity to apply principles, solveproblems, and interpret
data, to name ordy a few. Clearly, these complex intel-
lectual functions cannot be assessed with instruments
designedto provide an estimate of the number and kind
of memorizedfacts which can be recalled.

How, then, can we approach the greater problem of
measuringthe ability to engage in more complex intel-
lectual functions? The obvious first step is to define
what those functions are, why they are important, and
how they relate to specific tasks which must be per-
formed on the job. Defining these functions is a major
opera tion, and an essential step before specific
measurementinstruments can be developed. The second
step is to take these definitions and translate them into
instruments which can validly and reliably measure the
functions, and which will produce meaningful data. Con-
current with the development of the instruments one
must develop a procedure for scoring and a plan for
reportingand interpreting the scores.

Following is a brief outline of the topics covered in
!
i

this session of the ~ork~op, each of which was con-

I “’

sideredin more depth h the working session.

Mult[pleChoice[tem~

A. Advantages
1. Some task clearly defined for each examinee
2. Largesample of items permissible
3. ScoMg keys are standardized
4. Easy to score

B. Disadvmtages
1. Requires recognition of correct response, not

production of it
2. Permits guessing
3. Difficult to construct
4. Task is completely structured

PleasuringChangeain ClinicalPerformance

BARBARAJ. ANDMW, Ph.D.

The health professional’s abtiity to solve clinical
problems has long been’ regarded as one of the most
important dimensions of quality health care delivery.
Yet because of its complexity and the challengeswhich
it presents for quantitative measurement, clinical per-
formance has not been as widely used as a criteria for
evaluationas its importance wodd su~est.

Ckical performance is essentially a problemsolving
processwhich involves:

1. knoting what data are relevant;
2. gatheringthe data;
3. analyzing the data and evahrating their relative

importance and significance;
4. synthesizingthe data into conclusions;
5. knowingabout availablehealth care strategies;
6. selecting and applyhg the most appropriate

strategies;
7. evaluatingthe effectivenessof the strategies;
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8. snaking whatever changes in health care strategies
which are needed.

Speclr]c cimical problem solving activities can be
classified as primarily diagnostic or therapeutic in
nature. That is, while diagnosis and therapy are inter-
dependent components of clinical problem solving,some
health professionals have primary responsibility for
diagnosis,whfle others are concerned with su~esting or
administering therapeutic procedures, StiII other health
professiomds,such as the physician, are responsible for
diagnosisas well as therapy.

The measurement of clinical performance can focus
either upon the entire problem solvingprocess employed
by a specific health professional or soIely upon the
frequency with which certain behaviors within the
process are observed. In measuring changes in clinical
performance to determine the effectivenessof particular
experimental treatments, the decision to observe the
entire problem soIving process or only some specific
behaviors within the process will be a function of the
purposes of the study and the hypotheses which have
been stated.

The validity of clinical performance measurement
will, of course, rest upon the quality of the instruments
which are devised to record the problem solving be-
havior. The followingproceduresshould be followed in
the develo[]mentof such instruments:

1. the clinical skills to be measured are identified;
2. criteria for evaluating these skilIsare developed;
3. the criteria are stated in terms of specific clinical

behaviors;
4. a method of scoringis developedwhich is iogically

appropriate to the skills beingmeasured;
a. the assignment of differential scores to various

levels of performance should be clearly defined
and require as little subjectivejudgment of the
rater as possible;

b. scoring intervals need to be sufficiently
sensitive to permit the discrimination of dif-
ferent levelsof clinical performance;

5. prior to establishing the validity and reliability of
the instrument, extensive pre-testing is undertaken
to determine its usability and capacity to measure
au relevant aspects of the specific clinical skills;

6. if the instrument is to be used by a rater who
observes an actual or simulated clinical setting, it
should not attempt to measure more than can
reasonably be observed and recorded by a single
individual. [If two or more simultaneous
dimensions of clinical performance are to be ob-
served, additional instruments can be developed

,F
~
,,,.

and used by different raters (e.g., non-verbal as‘~,
well as verbal interaction during history taking)]; ~,

7, finally, the validity and reliability of the instru- ~
ment are estimated. (In instances where the in-
strument has been designed for use by raters to
observe clinical performance, sufficient training to
improve inter-rater reliability should be under-
taken).

The selectionof appropriatevalidityand reliability
estimatesdepends upon the nature of the measuring in-
strument itself and upon the purposes for which testing
data are gathered (3).

In estimating the reliability of observation devices
one needs to determine the correlation among the evd.
uations of several raters of the same clinical perform-
ance. This procedure necessitates the refinement and
careful definition of the skills to be measured and cate.
gories for recording performance, as well as tie training
of obsewers so that acceptable inter-rater reliability can
be achieved.

When the measuring device consists of a paper and
pencil test of clinicalperformance or the simulation of a
clinical situation, comparability of forms and compar-
isons over time offer the best estimates of reliability.
Estimates of the test-retest reliability of simulated
clinical performance test are complicated, however, by
the fact that these simulation tests permit the examinee
to receive feedback from his selections and, hence, to
some extent constitute a learning situation. Even if the
time interval between test administrations is lengthened
to enhance forgetting, one cannot control intervening
variabIes which might improve the subjects’ problem
solvingskills,

Since in measuring changes in clinical performance
one is primarily interested in determining the degree to
which the health professional possesses certain clinical
problem solvingskfils, the use of criterion-related valid-
ity is somewhat less pertinent than is construct validity.

The establishment of construct validity can be under-
taken by hypothesizing outcomes of performance for
various groups on the problem solving test, and sub-
sequently administering the test to determine whether
the hypothesized outcomes occur. In instances where
other tests of the same clinical performance exist, the
correlations between the test being developed and these
other measures should be estimated.

Regardless of the kinds of validity and reliability
which are considered appropriate for a specific measure
of clinical performance, the subjects on whom validity
and reliability studies are conducted should closely
resemble the population for whom the test has been



designed, in terms of their composition and relevant
~tlaracteristics.

Two general approaches to the measurement of
clinical performance may be taken: 1) the direct ob-
servation and measurement of actual or simulated
clinicalsituations; 2) the indirect measurement of actual
or simulated clinical situations.

The advantages of evaluating actual clinical situations
result primarily from the difficulties in simulating some
of the conlplexities and spontaneous aspects of actual
problem solving settings. For example, the clinical per-
formanceof some medical technologists requires the use
of actual specimens, thus rendering observations under
simulated conditions considerably distorted and of
limited vaiue. This same difficulty is posed by the use of
simulatedpatients from whom the physician could take
a history and perform, in some instances, a physical
examination, but on whom it would be impossible to
perform laboratory procedures not only because the
obtained data would be inconsistent, but because of the
understandable unwillingness of subjects to undergo
suchexperiences. Thus, the use of simulated clinical set-
tings restricts to some extent the range of skills which
canbe measured.

However, since the measurement of clinical per-
formance is generafly for the purpose of assessingthe
effects of an independent variable upon clinical probIem
solvingbehavior, or to make comparisons among individ-
uals regarding their clinical competence, the use of
actual clinical settings may pose difficulties in obtaining
uniform testing conditions and in securing adequate
numbers of subjects. Thus, if one wanted to measure the
effects of an instructional film on the management of
hypertensive patients in a hospital clinic one would need
a sufficiently large patient population randomly assigned
to clinic physicians in order to permit valid conclusions
to be drawn.

The decision to employ either direct or indirect
measurement of clinical performance in actual or
simulatedsituations will usually be based upon a number
of considerations such as: 1) the kind of clinical skills to
be measured; 2) the availability of subjects and ob-
servers; 3) the number and extensiveness of the clinical
skiils to be measured; and 4) the amount of time
requiredfor observation.

Peterson’s study of North Carolina general practi-
tioners (28) represents perhaps the most comprehensive
attempt to measure physicians’ clinical problem solving
skiiis by direct observation of an actual situation. The
observation forms developed by Peterson and his col-
leaguesmeasure the physician’s skills in history taking,

physical exanlination, laboratory procedures, and
therapy. Particularly relevant to measurement of this
kind is that the evaluation of clinical performance be a
function of specific disease entities and the diagnostic
and therapeutic procedol”eswhich are indicated for each.
Thus, the vtiiidity of the conclusions drawn from this
kind of measurement depends not only upon the ap-
propriateness and sensitivity of the observation forms,
but upon the clinical competence of the observerwho in
an actu~] situation must not only record physician be-
havior, but must develop his own diagnosis in order to
evaluate the appropriateness of that behavior to the
particular clinicalproblem.

While the direct measurement of a physician’s .
complete n12n:lgenlentof a clinicalcase results in a more
comprehensive evaluation of physician performance,
some studies h~ve focused upon specific components of
patient management (2, 14). Foster and Lass (14)
wdl soon be reporting procedures for the measurement
and evaluationof patient interviewing.The measurement
of patient interviewing skills can emphasize content
(how much and what kinds of information are elicited)
and/or process (tf~e techniques used to elicit informa-
tion). In order to measure the process of patient inter-
viewing one needs to: 1) identify those dimensions
which wili account for all possibleaspects of interaction;
2) determine whether these dimensions are essentially
verbalor non-verbal;3) developobservation forms which
provide sufficient scope and flexibility to permit the
recording of relevant aspects of communication and
interaction.

Barrows and Abrahamson (4) have reported the use
of trained actors to simulate patients with neurological
disorders in order to measurehistory taking and physical
examination skills. Although the use of the programmed
patient imposes limitations upon the kinds of disorders
which can be simulated, the pre-determined nature of
the medicd setting permits more accurate evaluation of
the extent to which pertinent data have been uncovered
by‘theexaminee.

In a somewhat different approach to measuring
competence in data gathering and analysis, Cline (7),
Langsley (19), and Levit (22) have reported the use of
motion pictures to assess observation and interpretive
skills.The films which consist of a history and physical
examination show a wide range of signs and symptoms
which are both pertinent and non-pertinent to the
formulation of a correct diagnosis.The data is presented
with equal emphasis and in such a manrier that the
examinee must analyze dl data, make judgments about
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their relative significance, and draw conclusions con-
cerning the nature of the patient’s illness.

The medical audit, which in essence is ~na posterior
evaluation of the clinical management of an actual case,
has been the subject of numerous articles
(5,6,20,21,26,27,29,30). Such a process requires the
careful establishment of criteria by which the medical
record is evaluated and the training of medical specialists
who will serveas auditors of the medical record. There is
the danger, however, that one may be measuring the
accuracy and completeness of the medicd records them-
selves,rather than the clinical performanceof physicians.

Yet another indirect evaluation of clinical problem
solvingis tie so-called “patient management problem” -
a written simulation of a clinical case which measures
data gathering and interpretive as well as decision-
making skills (10,16,25,3 1,33). Althou@ its use has
been reported primarily with physicians and nurses, its
applicability to other health professionals appears
feasible. me problem-solving exercise is initiated by a
brief description of the patient and consists of “a series
of sequential, interdependent decisions representing the
various stages in the management of the patient” (25:1)
in which the results of each decision are given in the
form in which the health professional would receive
them in an actual clinical setting. Moreover, the problem
not only allows the examinee to make a wide range of
decisions from very harmful to very helpful, but forces
him to deal with the consequences of his decisions by
presenting additional choices through which the
examinee can either correct or further compound his
mistakes. Allowances are also made, where applicable,
for the use of more than one acceptable diagnostic or
therapeutic procedure.

The followingselected bibliography has been included
so that individuals wishing to do so may further explore
the literature on clinical performance measurement.

1.

2.

3.

4,
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ROBERT R. CA~ENTER, hl.D.

DR. CARPENTER: Thanks to Mitch Schorow, I
found an interesting book, published in Boston in 1917
by E. A. Codman. It’s ca~ed “A STUDYIN HOSPITAL
EFFICIENCY, A DEMONSTRATIONBY THE CASE
REPORTMETHOD OF THE FIRST FIVE YEARS IN
A PRIVATEHOSPITAL.”

It says by way of foreward that this hospital has for
salea product of a standard which is to be described on
pages 12 through 63. It aims to be a S100 hospital with
a $100 surgeon.

The volume is dedicated to Richard Cabot because
Dr. Codman respected his motives and admired his
courage and energy though he heartily disapproved of
someof his opinions and methods. “He seemsto want to
reform the profession from the bottom whereas 1 think
the blame belongs at the top,” says Dr. Codman.

The case report is subtitled “A Practical Illustration
of the Fact that It’s Possible to Use the End Result
Systemin a Hospital.”

And the first page I think suggestshow little progress
we have made since 1917: “The trustees of our chari-
table hospital do not consider it their duty to see that
good results are obtained in the treatment of patients.
They see to it that their financial accounts are audited
and they take no inventory of the product for which
their money is expended.”

“It is against the individual interests of the medicd
and surgical staffs of hospitals to fo~ow up, compare,
analyze and standardize aUtheir results because (1) it is

seldom that any individual’s results are sufficiently
better than those of his co~eagues so that he would
desire such comparison. Perhaps the results as a whole
would not be good enough to impress the public very
favorably,(2) An effort to thus analyze is difficult, time-
consuming, troublesome and would lead, by pointing
out kes for improvement, to such onerous committee
workby members of the staff.”

“A’eithertrustees of the hospital nor the public are as
yet \tiling to pay for this effort.”

“N~hough the staff would admit that such follow-up
analysiswas a good thing for all, yet each practical man
—and the practical men alwayshold the power – would
wait for somebody else to do the work.”

And he goes on to point out that the superintendent
would be the last one to undertake this task because he
surelywould lose his job.

I enjoyed.that 1917 description of what we are trying
to do in WesternPennsylvaniain 1970 and I don’t know
that we have come terribly far in our ability to measure
health status and particularly any changein health status
attributable to any of our efforts to improve what we
are doing.

Yesterday we heard the public and the Bureau of
Budget -- good morning,Dr. Fox – ask for health status
outcome measurements. I think RMPS asked for end
results but not really health status end results. They
were asking for lower cost and better distribution of
care which is significantly different than outcome
analysisgoingto end results.

I was interested in this workshop above all of the
others. Since I am interested in the RegionalProgram as
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a way to improve health, I want to know how to
measurehealth and its improvement.

I thti we have an unusually talented group with us
this morning to help us do this. The speakers who wdl
enter into discussionswith you off and on during the
morning have spent a good many years measuringhealth
stitus; I look forward to learning a great deal from them.

They are Dr. Henderson, Mr. Shapiro, Dr. Kelman
and Dr. Lewis.

I want to show you just four numbers as an example
of the problem and promise of end result evaluation. We
looked at the hospitals that serve a community of
200,000 and at the mortality from stroke in those
hospitals. We were surprised to find that patients with
heavy paresis when they were cared for by generalists
died more frequently whether they were mde or female
than did patients with the same reported necrologic
signsif they were cared for by internists.——

1 hoped from this that we c~uld attract the medicd
staffs’ interest to more careful care of stroke, attract
interest in helpingto understand these results.

We identified some cases that the medical staffs were
particularly interested in reviewing: The patient who
died with a diagnosisof cerebral vasculardisease without
any neuroIogicsigns,for instance.

I hope as the morning goes on that we can learn the
value of such measures of outcome as others who have
made them more frequently have seen this value. I hope
that we can find out when it’s worthwhile to make such
measures and how to make them. I hope we can learn
how to interpret them once we have them. I hope that
we can learn, particularly from Dr. Kelman, the key data
bits that help us to measure and tak about outcome.
And, fin~y, I hope we can learn how outcome and
processanalysisinterrelate.

Mr. Sam Shapiro will begin the discussion. He wdl
describe some of his studies and discusswhy and when it
is worth measuringhealth status.

The I’due of Health Status fileasures

SAMSHUIRO

I’m not sure that I’m going to be dealing with the
questions precisely the way you have outlined them.
What I thought might be useful is for me to give you
some general considerations that underlie the concern
with measurement of health status changesand then use
a few samples principally from my own experience to
illustrate what’s really at stake when you get involved
with health status measures.

The acceptance of the desirabdity to determine the
effect of health programs on the well being of a popula
tion is quite generalnot ody among researchers,but alsc
among planners, administrators, and among those
responsiblefor allocation of resources.

This acceptance moves from a state of passivity to
worried preoccupation when change is contemplated or
alternatives weighed in circumstances ranging from a
highly specific component of health care to the broad
design of organization and financing of health services.

It usually slips back to an uneasy but quiescent state
when the complexitiesof end result measurement, costs,
and time requirementsbecome apparent.

This is not in the nature of a sharp criticism of the
past. The difficultiesof assessingthe impact of particular
actions on health status were and still are great. Further,
the introduction of changes affecting the avaflabflity,
delivery and economics of health care often could not
and will not in the future wait for hard evidence from
studies of impact.

Similarly for the introduction of some programs
aimed at modification of primary and secondary
prevention of specificdiseases.

However, many of the problems and issues we face
are stubborn, and coursesof action are not at all certain.
Because selection of an avaflable alternative often
involves commitment of scarce manpower, equipment
and financial resources for which there is sharp com-
petition, implementation faces serious obstacles.

AS we all know, these are the considerations that
force many of us to think in terms of demonstration
projects or R & D projects in which operational effec.
tiveness related to costs and manpower is a central con-
cern.

Now, this is fine, but often the question that wfll
remain even after a project has been well executed is
whether any health benefits have resulted.

Bypassingthe issue can compromise the potential for
moving from demonstration to general acceptance. In
fact, where the effort required for the ”extensionis great,
absence of evidence of impact on health status may well
prevent such extension.

Conversely, avadabdity of evidence of a program’s
health benefit can stimulate widespread consideration of
early implementation.

1 want to emphasize that many programs cannot be
nor need be tested for health benefits although there are
programs under active consideration today that wfll be
plagued by doubts and challenges until the issue of
health benefits is dealt with effectively. Just to mention
a few: early diseasedetection through automated multi-
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breast and mammography. The measure is change in
mortality from breast cancer.

This is the situation. It’s generallyacknowledgedthat
screening wfll lead to earfier diagnosisof breast cancer,
but there has been no evidence that this results in lower
mortality. Costs for including breast examination with
mammography, in particular, are high. And, in fact, in
automated multiphasic health testing programs where
this procedure is used, mammographyis the most costly
singletest.

In short, a national effort to screen women for breast
cancer would require massiveexpenditures and diversion
of equipment and manpower from other health care
activities.

Clearly, to acquire a high priority, breast cancer
screening should justify its value in the most rigorous
manner possible. And as many of you know, a
randomtied clinical trial directed to this issue has been
underway since 1963 in HIP under a contract with the
National Cancer Institute.

The main objective is to establish whether breast
cancer screening using mammography and clinical
examinations results in a reduction in breast cancer
mortality. Other objectives relate to the epidemiologyof
breast cancer and the search for high-risk factors that
might be useful in future screeningprograms.

I don’t want to go into the detafls of methodology.
These have appeared elsewhere.But a few key points are
important for me to touch on in this discussion.

Thirty-one thousand women aged 40 to 64 enrolled
in HE have been assigned randody to a study group
and a simiiar random sample to a control group. Only
study group women have been invited for screening
examinations. About 65 percent appeared for the initial
screenings.

Three additiond screening examinations at annual
intervals were scheduled, and large proportions of the
women with an initial examination have returned for
these.

Control group women continue to receive their
regularmedical care,

Screening examinations have been performed at 23 of
the HIP medical group centers. The clinician and radio-
logist record their examination findings and recom-
mendations independently. Later their findings are
reviewedjointly by a physician for final recommenda-
tions. Intensive follow-up to identify breast cancers
diagnosed and mortality is carried out with equal rigor
for women screened, women who refused screening,and
control group women.

All screeningexaminations have been completed. An
at every stage of the investigation when findings wer
reviewed it was clear that mammography and clinic:
examinations coi~tributed independently to the detec
tion of breast cancer. If mammography had bee]
excluded, 31 percent of the cancers would have bee)
missed during screening.If the clinical examination hat
been omitted, 44 percent would have been missed.

Further, screening did lead to detection of large
proportions of breast cancer with no evidence of axillar]
nodd involvement—70 percent – than among the con
trol group – 45 percent.

Preliminary results on mortality are now beginning tc
be collected and wfll shortiy appear in an article ir
JAMA. The findings are highly encouraging. There art
52 deaths due to breast cancer in the control group a:
compared with 31 breast cancer deaths in the total study
group in the period availablefor follow-up.

The case fatality rates for cases with histologically
confirmed breast cancers reinforce the impression that,
in the short run at least, screening leads to lowered
mortality.

These observationsare preliminary, and more time is
needed to establish whether the effect of the screening
program is short-term or long-term.

However, the findings do provide grounds for
cautious optimism and it would appear prudent to ac-
celerate efforts to develop and test methods capable of
dealing with the broad demand for periodic breast ex-
aminations that might emergewithin a few years.

Mat I’m describing is a progression from very
intensivestudy involvinghuge resources, a long period of
time, and dedication of large numbers of personnel to
achieve a result which if sustained can significantly
affect the approach that medical care might be tawng to
the whole issueof screeningfor breast cancer.

Those of you who have been close to this field over
the years know how much disappointment there has
been in dealing with the problem of breast cancer, and
how widespread is the pessimismabout the effectiveness
of breast cancerscreening.

There is a great deal at stake in this study, and as I see
it, these preliminary results are placing high on the
agenda a new set of concerns, mainly related to the
question, “what kind of screening pro~prm would be
required to reach cffecti\cl.:, lar~~e ‘,,,.,,;!..:. ! ‘:!
the present findingspersist?”

I want to turn now to a much broader type ot’effort
in the field of preventivecare, th~t of automated multi-
phasic health testing, There are many justifications
advanced for introducing AMHT, and I don’t want to
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make out a case for or against such programs. IHowever,
everyone will agree that AMHT is a costly addition to
the spectrum of health servicesand most will agree that
it is important to seek out opportunities to assess
AMHT’seffect on health status and on behavior that
might be expected to have a desirable effect on health
and wellbeing.

Two projects are now directed to this issue. The one
of iongerduration is being conducted by the Permanence
MedicalGroup in California. One phase of that program
is very we~ known, probably much better known than
the second phase which deals with the end result issue.
This is to demonstrate how automation ~nd computers
can be applied to improve – and I’m now quoting –
“speed, efficiency, and quality control in multiphasic
screening techniques so that not only more tests, but
more accurate and quantitative measurements can be
performed, and at a lower cost.” All very important
operational objectives.

The other phase of the program includes a set of end
result criteria in the evaluation. Two randomly selected
samples of the plan’s member have been designated
study and control groups. Efforts are made to have the
study group appear for the examination. The control
group is not approached, but those who request an
examination are accommodated.

Morbidity, disability, and medical utilization patterns
are to be determined over a long period of follow-up
through periodic questionnaires and medical records.

This is an ambitious undertaking. But it has the
potential of providing decisive information on the value
of periodic health examinations generally and of selected
components of it particularly.

Anyone who questions the time requirement for
reaching an answer really has to look very hard at other
issues that have come up in the past which have been
plaguedby doubts and questions long after the point in
time when it would have been possibleto initiate an end
result investigation.

One of the outstanding examples is the Pap smear. It
is no longer possible to carry out a control study in this
country on Pap smear as an effective measure for
reducing mortahty from cervical cancer. There are very
few people on the firing line who rea~y raise any
questions about Pap smear. But if you look at the
scientific literature, there are some very serious ques-
tions being raised about the Pap smear.

The second end result study in muitiphasic health
testing recently started at HIP. This project is utilizing
repetitive health testing to define the health status,
practices and attitud~s-of a defined poverty population

coveringa broad age range-12 years and older–from an
absolute stancipoint and relative to a nonpoverty group
that will also hiivcAMIHT.

Action to modify adverse aspects of these health
components an]ong the poor is to be instituted, and
evaluation is in terms of change as compared with what
occurs in the nonpoverty group.

An underlying question is whether through the
AMHT program, and activities generated by it, the
anticipated g~ps between the two groups can be nar-
rowed.

A broad spectrum of measuresare being developed to
measure heaith imp:~ct.These include changes in im-
pairment of function, immunization status of children,
and complications of disease.

The last project I want to describe is in the proposal
stage and is now being reviewedfor possible funding. It
concerns sudden death from coronary heart disease.

There is general agreement that until effective
primary prevention methods can “be identified and
implemented, significant progress in reducing the in-
cidence of this cause of death will depend on changesin
community practice which bring advances in coronary
care to patients who under present circumstancesdo not
surviveto reach a hospital.

It is estimated that about 60 percent of deaths due to
acute myocardial infarction occur outside the hospital,
and a great effort is being made to cope with the prob-
lem of rapid response to requests for medical care when
a heart attack is suspected. Also, increasingattention is
being given to finding out how patients and their
families behave when faced with prodromd symptoms.

The proposed project is designedto incorporate these
approaches in a comprehensiveaction program. It repre-
sents a combined effort of HIP and two of its Queens
medical groups with a population of about 50,000, aged
35 to 74, and HIP’s LaGuardia Hospital which serves
both medical groups.

The goal is to effect more rapid requests for medical
care after the onset of a heart attack or suspected heart
attack and to institute a system capable at all times of a
rapid and appropriate response which fully utilizes
current medical knowledge.

The end result sought is a reduction in the present
high rate of sudden dealth from coronary heart disease.

Basic changes to be made in the health servicessys-
tem consist of the followingmain elements:

● Patient education. Varied educational approaches
will be made to the entire adult population of the
two p~rticipating medical groups and their
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physicians with the aim of reducing delays gen-
erated by patients or their families in seeking
medical care for possible acute coronary episodes.
A special target wfll be individuals at relatively
high risk for sudden death (those with prior CHD,
hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, etc., as iden-
tified through the HIP centralized medical record
system).

● Centralized telephone screening at LaGuardia
Hospital by physicians of calls from all possible
coronary suspects in the population will take place
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The aim is to
reduce communication delays in bringing the
patient’s symptoms to trained medical attention.

● Operation of a special pre-coronary care area
(PCA) at LaGuardia Hospital for observation of
patients in defined categories, one of which
consists of persons who do not meet usual current
criteria for hospitalization, but who may be in an
early stage of an acute MI not yet recognizable.
The other consists of patients who might be ex-
periencing an ischemic episode not destined to
lead to MI but capable of inducing a fatal ar-
rhythmia.

For purposes of this meeting I think what is of particular
importance is that two types of evaluation have been
planned for. The first is directed at those aspects of the
project that bear on generalizing experience for possible
use by other organized providers of medical care in
Queens and the New York area. Information will
become avaflable regarding the operational effectiveness
of the educational program, communication procedures
for rapid response to patient’s call, training of para-
medical personnel, and the operation of the pre-
coronary care area.

This information would be related to manpower
requirements and costs.

By itself, this would represent an important advance
in knowledge concerning the modification of health care
jystems to reach a patient early when a heart attack
occurs. However, we would still be left with the un-
answered question as to whether the effort involveddoes
have payoff in reducing mortality.

A second type of evaluation has been included which
is aimed at answering this question. The approach is to
compare the rate of sudden coronary heart disease
deaths in the demonstration groups with the rate in
other HIP medical groups, and also provision has been
made to compare the mortality situation in the demon-
stration groups before and after start of the program.

Each of the studies I have described contains an en
result criterion. In the breast cancer study we probab
have the hardest type of evidence. It’s a singlemeasure
mortality. A randomized clinical trial approach has bee
used, and it takes a very unusual set of circumstances 1

make this type of approach a practical one.
The other investigations shade off in hardness,but a

effort is made to maximize the opportunity within tl
medical care setting where the programsare to be carrie
out, to reach sufficiently hard conclusions about the e
festiveness of the programs, from the standpoint t
health status measures, to serve as a basis for futul
action.

One question that often comes up is whether all c
most demonstration programs should attempt to i]
corporate an end result criterion? I don’t believe S(
Costs are high. Technical requirements are great. Ar
frequently the kinds of issues that are being faced a)
not susceptible to the inclusionof an end result measur

But in the field of medical care, with all the chang~
that people hope will take place over the next decade
maybe they’re being optimistic about the next decad
but let’s say the next generation – there are very larf
issues with very large stakes associated with them. M
point is that it is essential to seek out those few si
uations where such issues can be investigatedeffective!
utilizing end result measures and thereby provide tl
basis for making judgments that have regional {
national implications.

DR. CARPENTER: Thank you very much. I gath
that hard work makes a man cautious. It seemsthat yc
are an enthusiast for health status measurement und
proper conditions.

I heard you sayingthat the detailed effort required
carry out a study significant enough to be generalize
from one hospital to another is very great indeed. Yc
alluded to an indirect method of end result analy:
which sounded as though it might be more often a
plicable to the problems faced by Regional Medic
Program evaluators. In just a moment we will have
chance to discuss these and some other issueswith yo

Before we go on, it’s worth noting that the man W1
is evaluating the evaluation conference is with us–Glf
Hastings from Nassau-Suffolk.Welcome, Glen; we’ll I
very careful what we say from here on.

Before we discussMr. Shapiro’spaper, Dr. Henders(
will speak to closely related issues. Maureen will discu
some of the problems of end-results anslysis,particular
as she experienced these within the framework of t]
Maryland Regional Medical Program where she is A
sociate Director of the Epidemiology and Statisti
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Center. She will also discuss the relationship between
evaluationand medical care research.

MAUREENM. I+ANDERSON,M.D.

I propose to review a very different level of research
from Sam Shapiro. One major value of this workshop is
the way it i~ustrates the need for many different dis-
ciplines and approaches in the evaluation of health
services.Mine is a very limited approach within the totai
context of health servicesresearch and evaluation. As an
epidemiologist, I am most interested and only com-
petent to deal with biological measurements. The end
results1have been looking at in relation to the Maryland
Program have therefore been measurements of mor-
bidity.

1 believe it is important to talk about ways of making
these particular measurements because non-epidemio-
logists are not always aware of the series of con-
founding issues and problems related to their observa-
tions.

1 trust those present who are sophisticated in epide-
miologic techniques will bear with the fundamental
levels1am going to discuss.

Let us first consider biologic outcome measurements
in re~ationto overailevaluation of regionalservices.The
two types of measurements consistently used are those
of death and morbidity. We have made verylittle use of
deathrecords.

In looking at the picture of our total region, we have
been using case fatality rates. The latter are of limited
use now for two reasons: (1) there have been great
changesin denominators-the census population from
1960-1970and (2) death rates have been at a standstill
forthe past few years.

In terms of diseaseor morbidity we are looking at the
prevalenceand severity–that is, the distribution of the
frequency and severity of disease as we see it in the
region.We are also looking at aggregations of disease–
that is, multiplicity of disease problems in patients who
arefound at points on each disease spectrum.

One good example is the presence of cardiovascular
diseasesand diabetes mellitus in stroke patients with
mildor serious neurological deficits.

The greatest amount of the data we are currently
studyingcomes from hospital in-patient records. I think
it is appropriate t. speak mostly about hospital in-
patient records today because I am sure that most
regionalprograInsuse these as their major source of mor-

bidity data.
,.

Let me briefly describe the collection of the informa-
tion I am going to show. We took a random sample of
admissions to every short-term general hospital in the
region during a 12-monthperiod just before the regional
medical program began. The. data, therefore, describe
patients and procedures in every “acute” hospital
whether or not it prepares its own statistics or has easily
accessible records. In most other morbidity surveys, in-
formation is collected only from hospitals with viable
(for research) record systems.

The Llaryland Regionincludes all of Marylandexcept
Montgomery County and includes York County, Penn-
sylvania,

The specific medical records reviewedin our sample
were icientified by our own staff and abstracted by
trained medical abstracters under constant quality
control ancl surveillance.Standardized abstracting forms
and procedures were used.

The measurement data collected were specifically
selected to:

1. get estimates of need;
2. look at the secular effects of the total program and

of individual programs;
3. insure proper comparisons in assessing needs or

effects.

The last purpose is one Sam Shapiro spoke about very
briefly and one on which I would like to enlarge.When-
ever you examine an effect or an end result in different
time periods or between different groups of poeple or
different geographicareas,you must be sure that you are
comparinglike with like. The originalnumbers that Bob
Carpenter presented draw attention to this point, and
because he mentioned that he was going to show those
particular stroke data, I brought some of our own stroke
data to illustrate and arnphfy this point.

This slide describes short-term general hospital dis-
charges in the region of Maryland before the Regional
Medical Program began. It shows annual case fatality
rates from four hospitals. The.rates are estimated from
our sample. They vary enormously from 16 percent to
60 percent between the four hospitals. Just looking at
the total numbers, you might infer that the hospitals
seeing the most stroke patients give the best care and
have the lowest case fatatity rate. But in Maryland there
is a great difference in the patients admitted into dif-
ferent hospitals. The easiest and quickest way to
des;ribe patient differences is to look at the racial dis~
tribution. The next slide shows how proportions of
black and white patients differ from one hospital to the
next.
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“rhe next slide shows one of a whole series of analyses
I,, identify truly comparable groups of patients. With
comparable groups of patients we can begin to look at
the outcome of care in different groups of hospitais.

[n this analysis we divided all “immediately ad-
mitted’>stroke patients according to the severity of their
condition on admission. Classesof severity are in ranking
order and are exclusive. The worst class included all
patients who were not conscious; the second identified
those who were conscious but had swallowingdifficulty.
The third identified those with speech problems who
were conscious :ind could swallow. The fourth category
includes those with none of the three more severe con-
ditions. Looking separately at the data for white males,
white females, non-white males, and non-white females,
you will see that 20 per cent of the white males were
unconscious when they were admitted: fifty per cent of
the non-white males were unconscious when they were
admitted: thirty per cent of the white femd es were un-
conscious; and fift}’ per cent of the non-white females.

[f you go to the other extreme and look at patients
with no severe conditions, you wdl see 50 per cent of
the white males; 30 per cent of the white females: none
of the Negro males; and 20 per cent of the Negro fe-
males. These data may, of course, mean that blacks and
whites have different diseases; that we are dealing with
different age groups in the two races or that the two
races choose to go to a hospital when they have different
manifestations of disease. Hospital admission policy is
another possible explanation. Whatever the explanation
of racial differences, you cannot compare admission out-
comes unless you adjust for at Ieast the severity of
disease at the time of admission.

one other point I mentioned, that of aggregations of
disease, is also well illustrated in stroke patients.

In all Baltimore surveys looking for conditions pre-
disposing to strokes, we have observed heart disease and
general vascular disease behind a majority of pre-stroke
symptoms. This association shows up again in our hos-
pital admission survey. The numbers you see in the slide
are from the reviewed recolds before total sample
estimates were reconstituted, The s]ide shows data from
approximately 4,000 stroke patient reco]-ds. Different
stroke diagnoses are listed across the top of the table aild
down t}le side are listed other major chronic diseases.
The numbe]-sand per cent of stroke patients wit~~Lhest
other diagnoses are shown in the cells of the tab1(;.

The heart disease category shows the most obvious
relationship. For every stroke diagnosis, a high pro-
portion of discharge records have a secondary diagnosis
of heart disease. More than 50 per cent of stroke

patients h~d at [cast one helrt Ciiseasc.: ‘:.
YOUare looking at the uutctjmc ,jf ~tl(,1 ~!(

one place or from one h<lspita[to t]lc II,.,. ,.:,,.
ignore the fact that a lot of patients 11;:~~ ,,:,<.;;:
disorders such as heart disease w]~ic]l:!;; ~~~;!
lihood of sur;tival and reco~er>. OJ]Ce[]),: , ~~•i...,
adjust for the presence ot’other disease>~~~‡ ,: ., ~;.
say whether outcomes of differcnt treat I:! ~ ,:,::~,:
are more or less successful. All these C.XJ1;;~,:... ,11.(s(l;~:
why’ the first question epidernio]ogis[s 1-:1i.. ,. ,,,;, [tl~:
look at any evaluatiorr is: Are the patienl. : :-:.tl~lc

The second questior] is: FIaVCthe lo]]} .,,. ;~~,l
equal pains to make the diagnosis’? 1’1,: ,. ,:~. i~.
comparing the same ditignosiswith t]lc S:III . ,:, ~pÇ‡ÂcÇ‡,):;1:,
In this example you see the frequen~) ( , ~. !:.[1:1
diagnostic technique. E,K.G.. in patients ~~:Ii, . .: :,));i,.<i
diagnosis of hetirt disease.

[n this slide, I Wlnt you (0 look :iI ,,, ~~~ ‘i:,1’:1!,
frequenc}, with whic]l the test was used :,, i. ~~i!(,
patterns of use in these patients. We have i; i! tl]c
regional hospitlls into four groups accuILi;i;,. I,: (l] c iI

size. We have used the finnual numbers of d~~.!,::?uc~ :I,J
our measure of size. These E.K.G. frequerrcit:. , .. 1! ]~?]. L’-

fore. tabulated from the smallest to the biggc~i 1,~,~]]~.ils.
Remember we are on]} talking ~bout patie]l[i .l]]ii [::J

wltb a primary. diagnosis of heart dise~se. in ~i~éè•˜éè•¤éè•.]] :1,;.>11,..~
hospitals, only three quarters of the pltients i]iJ ~,L()[(,j
of an E,K,G. examination. There was evidenCL:i ‘~1 /:cJ-
cent in the largest. tn all except the Ifirgestll\l\i~~Ì‡~.!i~.IIIc
proportions of patienls with E.K.G. examinil[1,il\ t, CIC
lower in black (mostly service patients) than ir~ti~I~\i IIit~
(a sizeable percentfige of private patients).

In our d~ta. therefore, the degree of certa i]]i\ :!;;tL:!
heart disease diagnosis is correct is going to \ l: i’;()m
one kind of hospital to another and from onc ki!lCI[)1’
patient to another.

To repe~t: the second question in the epidem],~l,~gist$
mind is: “What was the extent of the effort tl~:iL)~cnr
into making a diagnosis and were efforts sui’l’ic]rl)[11
alike in different hospitals and firnong differen[ p;iticl]TS
that outcome measurenlent$ can bc compaled ‘?”

Next we consider the recording of the pl]!sici~r]
diagnosis iind medical informati~)n. What do t]]. ~<L{J;J
libla~ians d,) with t]le,n. TO get sonle estinlal: ,1’ [}lC
possible vaiia[ions we should expect tiro]nthis p;]~:).L:!\
s[ource. wc Iot)k two {)]-tlllce tl-oublesome di:igl:;)SJSL,,,!
sent them to recold librari~IISin J nltijority.of 1-:~-:)~pii:!,,
and ~sked tllenl to ‘“code” them t’ol.us,

This s[ide shows the three diagnoses ~nd t]lr s~>~~ij’Ic
[nternatitlna! C’lassit”ication {’odes given to thclil i>~2(1
of our l-egionajrecord libral-ians.The first one is L)ilL t!]:1t
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I will speak about again later–cerebrovasc~llaraccident.
Twenty-fiveout of the 29 librarians coded it as cerebral
hemorrhagewhich is correct procedure by instructions
given in the index of the classification manual. Four
librarians did not use this code number. The librarians
were less consistent for the second diagnosisof transient
ischemic attacks. The third diagnosis of chronic bron-
chitis reaIly gave inconsistent coding results. we were
particularly worried about this disease because the
average age of admissions with a code number for
chronic bronchitis was between 30 and 40 years.
Obviously the group includes patients with more than
(other than) chronic bronchitis. In this casewe felt that
the difficulties inherent in coding chronic lung diseases
prevented us from learning about true distributions of
that diseasefrom our samplesof morbidity data.

Another classification problem arises in relation to
collectivediagnosesand group outcomes.

I mentioned above that the diagnosis of cerebro-
vascularaccident had concerned us in another context.
The International Statistical Manual suggests that cere-
brovascularaccident be coded with cerebralhemorrhage.
This next slide shows specific diagnosesgiven to stroke
patients in hospital records, They are cross-classifiedby
the severty of stroke on admission. If you look at the
diagnosesof cerebrovascularaccidents, you will see that
three per cent of patients admitted to our hospitals with
this diagnosis were unconscious when they were ad-
mitted and 92 per cent were free from any of our three
majordegreesof severity.

If you then look at the diagnosisof cerebral hemor-
rhage, yet?. wdl see that 50 per cent of these patients
were unconscious when they were admitted and only 18
per cent were without all three severedegreesof disease.

Epidemiologically, these are two very different
diagnosesas physicians give them but they are lumped
together in the descriptions of groups of patients de-
scribedby code numbers in hospital statistics.

Welooked at our total morbidity and mortality data
to see what proportion of the people we were counting
as havingdied or been admitted as a result of a cerebral
hemorrhage had, in truth, been given the diagnosis of
cerebrovascularaccident.

One-third of discharge diagnoses coded as wrebral
hemorrhage had, in fact, been a primary diagnosis of
cerebrovascular accidents. The same proportion (one-
third) of additiond non-primary “cerebral hemorrhage”
dia~oses
noses.

In the
of those

were actutiy cerebrovascular accident diag-

patients’ past medical histories, more than half
given a cerebrovascular hemorrhage code

number had actually had a diagnosisof cerebrovascular
accident. In a sample of death certificates, again more
than a third had cerebrovascular accidents. Once more
the decision of the “coder” to put cerebrovascularac-
cidents with cerebralhemorrhagesand the proportion of
each in the total group of patients can make a lot ot
difference to end-point measurements. In our stroke
registry, we code all diagnoses separately so our end-
results for cerebral hemorrhage will probably differ from
a majority of others.

I would now like to talk about a different kind of’
bias; one I mentioned earlier and one that I did not fully
appreciate before we started this survey.Our usual mor-
bidity data come from the records of our best hospitals.
By “best” I mean the biggest hospitals with adequate
record keeping facilities and the most accessible diag-
nostic indices. These are the only hospitals from which
investigators and planners can easily get the kind of
listings of record numbers and diagnoses needed to
collect morbidity data. The following slides illustrate
why this is so. This slide shows the status of our recorcl
rooms in Maryland at the beginning of 1969. Twenty-
one hospitals (hdfl could producea computerized list of
their admissions and used the International Classificti-
tion. Thirteen had a card file and used the I.S.C.D. We
went through these hospitals card files by hand and
made lists from which we could prepare samples.Seven
other hospitals had a card file and used standard
nomenclature. For these hospitals we had to develop a
code compatible with our selected I,S.C.D. categories
and we had to go through the card file by hand to
identify all compatible diagnoses in the given time
period. At the time we did the surveytwo hospitalswere
without a filkg system.,We sampled from all of their
records for one year and read large numbers of records
to get our balanced sample of patients with stroke, heart
disease,cancer, diabetes mellitus, and chronic bronchitis.
The crux of the matter is that the likelihood of getting a
list of patient discharge diagnoses varies enormously
from the larger to the smaller hospitals. An evenharder
problem to deal with, and one that limits availabledata
more than the actual mechanization of the index system,
are hospitals that fail to identify which listed or coded
diagnosiswas the reason for admission.

They simply write every listed diagnosisinto their card
ffle with no indication which one the physician listed
first.

The next slide shows that the proportion of hospitals
tbt can identify primary discharge diagnosesincreases
steadily from the smallest to the largestgroup.However,
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not all of the largest hospitals identify primary diag-
noses, This failure is a major barrier to collection of
evaluation information. You may want to know about
patients with heart disease. If you go through all the
index cards and count afl people admitted in a certain
period of time with heart disease, you end up with a
count of everybody who had heaTt disease listed in any
ranking order among their discharge diagnoses. This
specific problem almost doubled the staff work needed
to abstract information for our survey. To make sure
that my complaints are about systems and not medical
records staff let me first show you evidence of the
magnificent effort and cooperation of our regional
medical records departments. Weasked for about 21,000
medical records. The percentages at the bottom of the
next table describe the few records the record librarians
couId not produce for our review. It was a total of less
than 2 per cent of 21,000 records.

The next slide shows the extra work we undertook to
identify the diagnosis for which each patient was ad-
mitted.

In this slide the “rejected” records were those pulled
and reviewed but unused. The main reason for non-use
was that the diseaseof interest was not listed first among
discharge diagnoses. You can see from our “control”
sample of all admissionsother than heart disease, cancer,
stroke, diabetes mellitus, and chronic bronchitis that 12
per cent of the records were not includedin thesample.
There were excluded for the followingreasons:

1. the diseasewas not coded;
2. the record pulled did not match with any record

number in our sample;
3. the admission was either before or after the

defined study period.
With the major WP disease diagnoses we had to reject
as many records as we accepted. The difference between
the 12 and 50 per cent was due to the non-primary
~~atureof the diagnosis.

To summarize, available morbidity information is
biased towards large hospitals. These hospitals differ
from smaller hospitals in their patient populations, their
availability of diagnostic techniques, quality of the in-
formation in medical records and its method of storage
and retrieval. We should recognize this bias when we
make generalizations about changing medical care and
service programs on the basis of local and national mor-
bidity information.

One further problem in using morbidity data from
medical records that I wfll mention today is that of
missing information and the bias it may have on your
final interpretation of those data.

We have tried to look at the patterns of care and flo~
patterns throughout the region. One of our choser
measurements was the interval between onset of symp
toms and admission to hospital, The next stide shows
these intervals. I would like you to notice the “no{
recorded” column. About 20 per cent of all records in
the sample were without information that would help us
decide the delay between onset of symptoms and hos.
vitalization. These incomplete records were con.
centrated in the smallerhospitals.

Any assumptions from these data about patterns of
medical care have to be made with the knowledge that
one in five pieces of information is missing. It is even
harder to find information about the places patients
were dischargedto from the hospital.

We wanted to know where patients go when they leave
acute hospitals. From the next slide we see that in some
hospitals, 50 per cent of the medical records had no
useful information on this point. Are we going to gener-
alize our findingswith the Maryland region–we cannot.
The data we have apply to only a very small number of
hospitals and patients.

Wehave tried to use other types of morbidity data in
our region to get some baseline measurements for
expected changes over time. They are summarized on
the next slide. We have used death certificates. Some
problems in the use of death certificates are mentioned
on the table. We only use deaths to follow up the out-
come of individuals who fell into our sample. We have
been trying to trace deaths in all of the people that have
appeared in dl of our samples.This is a large scale opera-
tion. All names in our samples have to be matched with
names that appear in subsequent mortality data. Once
we get the death certificates, the diagnosis is always in
question and steps should be taken to get validation.

We have tried to get information about out-patient
\isits. Those of you who use out-patient records know
their two major obstacles: There is no way of getting a
list of diagnostic problems unless they are listed by a
secretary in a log book or clinic file as patients are seen;
the out-patient records themselves have no “interval”
diagnoses.

We spent all last summer in out-patient clinicsgetting
information about visiting patients. We found that
patients attend diabetic clinics for years, and their
record contains no definite statement that the patient
has diabetes mellitus. The diagnosis has usually to be
assumed.
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Other problems met in our surveys are: definitive
diagnosesare rarely entered. Further, the information on
whichwe could make a surveydiagnosisis limited.

I am not going ,to talk about functional end-point
measurementsbecause I know Dr. Kelman is going to
~a]kabout them.

In terms of diseasemeasurements, out-patient records
andphysicianrecords have very iimited value.

Finally, I wouId like to show you someof the ways
we are using these different kinds of disease measure-
nrentsto get estimates of regional needs.

One of the questions we have asked ourselves about
our region in general is: Should every patient seen
(somewhere)with a stroke diagnosis be admitted to a
hospitalimmediately. We are not talking about patients
who never appear in any kind of medical care facdity,
only those who appear somewhere in the health care
system.If SO,how many bed days would be needed. The
next slide shows an example of the type of construction
we are making to get this information. From our in-
patient survey we have estimates of all the patients ad-
mitted to our hospitals in one year. From a surveillance
of the emergency rooms of certain city hospitals we
know how many individuals with stroke diagnoses visit
the emergency rooms of those hospitals and are sent
home. From these two sets of numbers we can get a
total number of people with stroke diagnosesseen some-
wherein the hospitals in a stated period of time.

Wehave not yet added into our sum of patients the
out-patients with new stroke diagnoses we identified
duringour out-patient survey.

NOW,what else have we done. We have completed a
follow-upstudy of all patients seen in emergency rooms
and not admitted in a defined period of time. Wevisited
dl living patients two years later to find out what
happenedto them since the initial emergency room visit.
We also visited all patients admitted to the same city
hospitalstwo years after they were dischargedand asked
them the same question. We also know whether and
whenany patients in both groups died, and whether and
when they were admitted to other hospitals. We know
Whatthey say about their experience since the time they
went to the hospital when some were and some were not
admitted, By putting together these various pieces of
informationwe can look at all “recognized patients with
stroke” and see if there is any evidence of a difference in
outcomefor similar admitted and not admitted patients.

Our outcome measurements for this study are death
andhospital admissions.

This is obviously a
but I hope it will give

time-consuming and slow study
us some basis for estimating our

short-term general hospital bed needs for stroke
patients?

The next question, as far as stroke patients ar6 con-
cerned, is: Do we need acute care beds for admitted
stroke patients; or for how many patients do we need
acute care beds? We are on the planning road towards
getting the answer to that question. Four neurology
centers have funds for acute stroke units. They have all
agreed and have already started to set up standard
criteria for aUcenters. These standard criteria will allow
us to describe the patients in the same languageso they
and their outcomes can be compared. The standard
criteria will also ensure that afl patients have at least a
minimum number of standard diagnostic tests. Each
center. will add its own special tests to its protocol but
eachhas agreed to use a standard basic protocol.

Above and beyond this agreement to develop stand.
ard information in the four centers, we are working on
the design of a randomly aUocated therapeutic trial to
allocate patients with different degrees of severity into
our limited number of acute stroke beds and into other
neurological beds. This study will identify the kinds of
patients for whom acute care makes a difference in out-
come.

This is one of the very tight end-points that Sam
Shapiro was taking about and one that we believe has
tremendous implications for the country as a whole. We
want to be able to say how many (expensive) acute
stroke care beds we need.

Finally, I would like to discussone figure I borrowed
from Dr. Matthew Tayback who is a member of our
department. It is a beautiful illustration of a point Sam
Shapiro mentioned about the need for comparison
groups even when you are looking at changes over time.

Dr. Tayback has been looking at improvements in the
outcome of pregnancyin relation to maternal and infant
care programs,. These outcome measurements show a
beautiful downward trend in phase with program de-
velopment. (Slide)

My colleagueis wise enough to look at trends in cities
who chose not to develop maternal and infant care
programs during the same years. Curves are shown for
prematurity rates and for neonatal mortality rates in
nonwhites. The hard tines representing cities with
maternal and infant care projects are mirrored exactly
by trends in the cities without programs. The ititial
assumption that these programs are easy to measure
because they have dramatic changesover time is proven
wrong. It is very hard to measure the value of these
programs because the other cities seem to be doing just
as well.
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This one pair of graphs illustrates Sam Shapiro’spoint
that I want to emphasize–the need for comparisonseven
when looking at changes over time.

I would be glad to answer any questions about other
aspects of our studies later in the program.

Discussion

DR. CARPENTER: That’s fine. You noted the
complexities of analyzing data from existing medicaI
care records, and Mr. Shapiro said it was a complex job
to devise new records and get decent information from
those. This is one indication of the difficulty of end-
result analysis.

Are there any questions for any of the panel members
from the floor?

QUESTJON: With regard to the stroke patients, when
you listed other diagnoses like heart disease,presence or
absence, what criteria were used in deciding whether a
stroke patient had heart disease?

DR. HENDERSON: The data I showedyou are from
hospital records that were already in existence. The
diagnoses we used were abstracted from the discharge
diagnosis. In other words, we copied every discharge
diagnosis fisted in the medicd record onto our data
form.

Our data say that whoever wrote out the discharge
summary in the medical record listed this disease as
being present.

QUESTION: The diagnosis of heart disease in these
patients may have been based on EKG findings or not?

DR. HENDERSON: May have been based on any-
thing the physician used to make up his mind that the
patient should be giventhe dignosis.

QUESTION: Are these face-sheet diagnoses or
extracted from the discharge summary?

DR. HENDERSON: Discharge summary. Not face
sheets. I had my abstracters copy the discharge sum-
maries at length.

QUESTION: What was your hypothesis in getting
involved with reviewing these thousands of records prior
to the operation of the regional medicd program?

DR. HENDERSON: We had four ;easons for this
survey: 1. To get information for planning. We felt it
was really unrealistic to plan to set up new programsor
extend programs unless we knew what was already in
existence.

2. The second reason was to get baseline measure-
ments for evaluation. If there were improvements over
time, for example, in doing more EKGs when people

were admitted–then we wanted to be able to say there
has been an improvement. So we wanted baselinesfrom
which we could measure improvements both in the
process and in the outcomes.

3, We wanted to be able to describe our region in
terms of patient movements through the medical care
facilities, consultation, delays etc. We felt this was the
quickest way to get the picture.

The best alternative was to take a group of people
with each disease and follow them through the system
for a ntimber of years.

Wedecided to use a cross-sectionalapproach.
4. The last purpose was to identify comparison

groups. Wenow have a pretty good picture of the people
seen in all of our health care facilities in the region. If, as
has happened, one area sets up a program for chronic
respiratory disease, then from our data we can pick out
an area that has similar patients that doesn’t have a pro.
gram and maybe we can make comparisons.

That was our rationaIization.
QUESTION: Point of information. I was wondering

how you could define morbidity.
DR. HENDERSON:How I define morbidity?
QUESTION: Yes. It came up in your discussion a

number of times.
DR. HENDERSON: I suppose I was just using it

loosely. In general terms it is a measurement of Mness,as
opposed to mortality which is a measurement of death.

There are obviously different kinds of measurements
of morbidity. You can describe the disease itself. You
can describe the use of services by people who have
disease or by people who do not have disease as a
measurement of morbidity. You can use length of hos.
pital stay. You can use measurementsof func~ion.

I used the term in a generic sense meaning measure.
ments of everything related to disease separate from
mortality.

QUESTION: How long did it take you to gather thfi
data? And in the meantime did you wait to start a pro
gram?

DR. HENDERSON:No. Let me explain our situatior
in Maryland. Wehave an epidemiologycenter which ha:
been busy collecting these kind of baseline data aru
which is now working with the directors of individua
projects to setup their evaluationschemes.

The center started after the Regional Medical pro
gram began and projects were funded before any survey
were set in motion.

It is supported by RMPfunds, but is administrative!
in the department of epidemiologyin the Johns Hopkin
School of Hygieneand Pubfic Health.
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It is an advisory and a scientific arm of the program
~dministered by the University and it was very un-
fortunate that the program began before this particular
activitywas funded. However, in spite of the delays, the
result of our surveys (now being cleaned up) seem to be
comingat a good time.

In my opinion, (with its limitations) the region has
seen a lot of activity as a result of initial funding.of
programs.People became interested and began to work.

Now I believe we know the active and interested
membersof our professional society and we are at the
stage where we really need some overall direction. I
believethe Center’s results are going to be available at
the time when some overall direction needs to be de-
veloped.

How long did it take us to do the record survey? It
took us a year to collect the in-patient data and another
three months to collect it from the out-patient clinics.
Over this same period of time we have collected data
from three sets of admissions to a sample of nursing
homes so we know about their population and its turn
over.

I think it has been a fantastically rapid job in terms of
the amount of information collected.

We are currently having a lot of problems with
analysisbecause the sampfing frame was rea~y con-
founded by all of these problems we met in getting
samplesof records and finding which ones were usable.
We are presently working hard at sample estimates. To
change our estimates we had to look at all of the re-
jected records (five thousand of them) and tabulate the
reasonswhy they were rejected. We have just finished
this exercise. Overa~ it has taken two and a hrdfyears to
co~ect,process, and begin to churn out data.

DR. CARPENTER: I think at the rate things move in
WesternPennsylvaniadata co~ected within three years is
bound to approximate baseline data.

QUESTION:Were you able to differentiate between
the care received and the disposition of the patient that
actually occurred and what the medical person in charge
wouldhave wanted for them?

DR. HENDERSON: Not from past records. We are
doing that kind of thing in evaluation of separate
projects.These are retrospective data so they are hard to
validate.

QUESTION:Not even on discharge placement, where
their first choice of placement would have been?

DR. HENDERSON: You mean you go to the patient
and find out whether they actually went there? We
haven’tdone that. It could be done.

QUESTION:Or whether a facility existed that they
could be moved to that would have been a physician’s
first or secondchoice?

DR. HENDERSON: We have not done that. Wehave
collecteda lot of subsidiarydata. For exampIe, we did a
survey”to identify all of the relationships, both formal
and informal, between and within all our hospitals and
between our hospitals and alI other institutions. So we
do know with which nursing homes and which other
hospit~lse~chindividud hospital has relationships.

QUESTION:Dr. Henderson, would you care to give
an opinion about the necessity to have a program which
would significantly improve the hospital systems for
data collection and data management in viewof the fact
that it’s terribly expensive and very difficult to set up a
moderntype of information system?

Do }“OUfeel that the data that’s needed is so essential
that this is one of our major problems?

DR. HENDERSON:Well,you’ve got to separate this
into the dlta needed for patient care and the data
needed for overall planning. The speed at which these
systemshave to run is different for the two purposes.

The fast systems are the most expensive. Dr.
Williamsonknows much more about this than I do.

I think we need to have our systems improved, there
is no question about it. The major data problem is
quality.

Most people improvingdata systems are really taking
no notice of the quality of the data.

In my opinion, which is an epidemioIogist’sopinion,
a great ded of effort in WPS across the country has
gone into the technical improvement of data systems
without taking any notice of information that wfll come
out of the system in the long run.

Perhaps we tend to go the other way and place too
much emphasison the exact meaning of the information
and its accuracy.

There may have to be some approach between these
two points of view before we reach the best data
systems.

But we obviously need an improvement in medical
recordssystems.

The biggest holdup in Maryland, if you want to look
at the speed with which information becomes available,
is in making the record summaries, getting them
completed and getting them into the record room. No
system is going to do that. You have to get substitutes
for the physicians or give the physicians time to write
their summaries.

DR. CARPENTER: Dr. Williamson,do you want to
commenton this?
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DR. WILLIAMSON: (Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Maryland): Yes, I agree fully with what
Maureen has said, and my own bias is against trying to
throw a lot of money into developing a fancy record
system when nobody has an idea for what purpose it’s
going to be used or what kind of decisions are going to
be influencedby the information you will get out.

I t~nk it’s much better to try to aim at developingan
assessment function within the medical care group ~nd
then especially to get the physicians involved so that it
becomes a part of the problem of trying to attack and
identify what problems or priorities to aim at first and
then what kind of measure they want to make and then
start to work backwards to the system to say, “Now, if
we are going to measure this particular disease, this
particular problem, we are going to have to have a much
better form, and let’s standardize it so all the physicians
wfll use it, and we can get that and start collecting
standard data on that problem to see if we can arriveat
some conclusions as to where we can improve the out-
come of care for these kinds of patients.”

So I would strongly stress goingafter the function of
evaluation and setting up expertise and getting phy-
sicians and members of the group involved with that,
rather than taking some part of the processand trying to
bring this up in a not very sophisticated way without the
balance of the other parts of the system that wfll
eventually lead to decisionmaking and altering the
system itself.

DR. CARPENTER:It’s almost what you were saying,
Sam. One needs a special data collection system to
measure a specific end-result. Existing systems seldom
work.

MR. SHAPIRO:Well, by themselves they are almost
invariably not adequate to serve the purpose of the kind
of end-result studies that I was describing.

But at the same time I think that there is a danger
even within the framework of these large studies that I
was describingto overlook the important roIe that exist-
ing record systemsmay play.

For example, the multiphasic health testing program
that I very briefly described and that’s just getting
underway in HIP is very heavily dependent for some of
the evaluation on what will be found in the physicians’
records.

There is being developed a retrieval system to obtain
diagnostic and physician and other medical personnel
utilization information from the existing records.

One of the questions–it isn’t an end-result type of
question. It’s a process type. It’s related to process. But
one of the important questions that we’re raising is the

extent to which the poverty and nonpoverty grouI
differ in what is already known to physicians about the
health conditions and the health conditions that al
found through this health testing program and what
the medical care behavior of people in light of what
known and can be retrieved from the medical records.

In every one of the studies with which I have bee
associated in the past, . the existing medical record
system has played a very important role. In some cases I
has been more subsidiary than in instances to th
specialized effort to obtain information, overcomin
some of the problems that existing records pose.

QUESTION: Does the HIP reg~arly monitor or hav
a quality control system with regard to how physician
enter their medicd records? What do you do abou
keeping upon a certain minimum level of quality?

MR. SHAPIRO: There’s no continuous monitoring
system for quality of the information being reported il
the medical records that cuts across all records. Bu
some of you may recall the quality of care studies tha
were carried out during the 1950’s and early 1960’s ir
HIP in which the information in the medical record!
provided a critical source for evaluating physician per
formance.

This left its mark on the system and had a verj
profound effect on the way in which records have beer
organized and maintained.

Also, the payment system within HIP does contain z
provision for annual review of a sample of records ifi
each medical group, for new entrants into the system
and for entrants during the previous two years, and the
quality of records is judged on the basis of this review,
and money flowsto the ones that meet the criteria.

So while we don’t cut across all categories of patients
in the system, there is a considerable amount of at.
tention given.

I might also point out one of the strengths of the
record system in our plan is the abflity to retrieve h.
formation without breaking your back going out into
the general community.

There are 30 medicalgroup centers, and a centralized
record system provides a very powerful means for ef:
ficiently obtaining access to the total medical care
receivedin the system.

QUESTION:Many dollarshave been spent on studies
in the name of herdth planning, and I was interested h
the suggestionthat as a result of the work you have done
in Maryland you anticipate some of the course of the
program might be modified from some of the results Of
your study. I wonder if you could just. enlarge on thisa
little bit.
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DR. HENDERSON: Well, I’m speaking here before
e have looked at our total data even for one disease.
~owever,i do believe that it does point out differences
I services,diagnostic services, differences between the
>verityof disease at the time people get into hospital,
ndrdSOfollow-~lpdifferences.

I think we have already made a beginningwith stroke,
or example.We have met with neurologistsand pointed
ut that there are groups of patients who were not get-
irrgfollow-upcare. And I think just lookingat our series
,f descriptions of patients, investigations and modes of
herapy, the neurologists are going to come up with
ieas about what is needed to improve care across the
joard.

That’s not a very specific answer I know, but I have
ooked at enough of the data to believe we are seeing
remendousvariations.

If the neurologists agree that certain standards of
~iagnostic investigation are necessary, and we show
~ariationsin frequencies of diagnostic investigations, it is
the responsibfiityof the region’sneurologiststo begin to
wt up a program to see that necessaryinvestigationsare
~vailableto all patients.

We are trying to provide the clinical specialists with
data they can use to make decisions about gaps in the
care. I think we see enough variation to predict there
wtilbe enoughgaps to keep everyone busy.

QUESTION: One of the morbidity figures that you
showedin the first slide, Maureen, was prevalence.And I
wondered if you agree with the viewpoint that preva-
lenceshould be one of the last measuresone would ever
use to assess the effectiveness of re~ond medical pro-
grams, in that prevalence, which is the frequency of
diseaseat any one moment of time, is likely to go up if
regionaImedicaIprograms are truly effective.

And this”is a somewhat embarrassingfinding that we
would probably not want to show, although we may
wantto know it ourselves.

DR. HENDERSON: That is very true. We are aware
of it. We are trying to get some estimates of care needs
in terms Ofprevalence,not ]ook at the outcome in terms
ofprevalence.

TheMICprogram is, again, a good illustration of your
point. In areas without good facilities before the pro-
gram began we are getting an increase in the stillbirth
rate, and an increase in the mortatity rate, ody because
weare finding babies never registeredin the past. SOthe
ratesare going Upas the care initially improves.

DR. CARPENTER: Let me ask the audience and the
panelist whether anyone has now in their hand end-
resultmeasurements which have led to new decisions in

your own region or health care system. Does anybody
want to claim credit for that? That doesn’t mean you
claim good data; it just means somebody did something
because you showed data to them”.Sam, you must have
had that experience.

MR. SHAPIRO: Yes. I was waiting for Maureen or
Chuck or somebody else.

Yes, the breast cancer screening program has had a
very direct effect on what is being included in our multi-
phasic health testing program. We’re going to have
mammography there. There’s a move within HIP to
include as part of the general physical examination not
ody palpitation, which ordinarily is included, but also
mammography.

Now, this may sound like a trivial affair, but mam-
mographyis a costly procedure.

Now, if the information we currently have hardens
over the next couple of years, there’s- Well, I’m going
to be the optimist to say there’sno question in my mind
but that there wdl be major efforts in many parts of the
country, including efforts among those groups that are
concerned with the regional medical program’sregional-
ization and expansion of services, to include breast
cancer screening.

In fact, in your area, Abe Lilienfeldhas a project that
ties with ~P to have every woman admitted to hospital
go through mammography.

This program I am sure he will acknowledge is a
direct consequenceof the tentative findings that we have
made in the breast cancer program.

DR. CARPENTER: Incidentally, were the mam-
mography cases usually curable? That is, the casesdis-
coveredody by mammography?

MR. SHAPIRO: Well,I’m not going to be able to give
you a direct response to that because our numbers are
still quite smrdl.But the histologic type of breast cancer
picked up through mammography is more heavily
concentrated of the intraductal type where there is
evidence outside of our program that survivalrates are
much more favorable.

At this point, both those cases picked up through
mammography and those casespicked up independently. “
on clinical examination have very favorable and very
similar types of survival,

DR. LOGSDON: I would ordy add as far as end-result
evaluation of a test that the dental examination that
included oral cytology had such a vew Iow yield in
number of positive cases that were thereby treated that
this was deleted from the process rather than adding to
it.
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So that end-result evaluation can delete as well as
add.

DR. CARPENTER: There’s another good example
then of how end-results can change the system – end-
result measurements.

Anyone else?
Do you want to give us an example of how some of

the end-result measures you have made, John, have
motivated either your own institution or your Regional
Medical Program to undertake health care a little dif-
ferently?

DR. WILLIAMSON:I guess the two most dramatic
filustrations might be, first, our heart faflure study at
BaltimoreCity Hospital, where we took a look at a range
of outcomes from case fatality rates to people who were
stili out of work a year after leaving the hospital that
should not have been out of work.

And having found that the results did not meet some
very stringent criteria we set up, the administration of
the hospital was impressed but didn’t do anything. But
then they did okay som”emore studies. And thenone of
my graduate students took and replicated the same type
of study in another area and found the same kind of
rate. For example, the case fatality rate was almost
double that which they predicted under the worst of
circumstances.

We identified that the problem had been that the care
given during the time they were at the hospital wasgreat
but it was that year after they left. Then this other study
found the same thing – they then appropriated money
and hired some new staff and set up what they call a
follow-up clinic to follow the patients after they leave
even through the hospital may not have responsibility.
They stfll wanted to find out what could they do to see
that these patients get to another physician, to see that
they do fill their prescriptions, to see that they are going
to be followed. With heart failure there are disastrous
results if they don’t take certain medications and have
certain medical care.

And this has resulted in, I think, quite an innovative
approach to this whole organization of the clinic system,
and we are rather pleasedwith what seems to be happen-
ing.

Now, the payoff wfll be to–which we want to do–
repeat the study and now see if we find any different
results as far as outcomes go or see if we are just
measuring something where there are other factors that
might explain this.

But this is a definite change that occurred in the
whole clinic system as a result of these systems.

DR. CARPENTER:Good.

DR. HENDERSON: We have one that was not rea
an outcome. That’s why I was not speaking. We did
follow-up study of patients a year after they had be
discharged from three hospitals in Baltimore with
diagnosis of stroke. Wewanted to find out what medif
care problems they had had in between times.

One of the reasons for doing this study was that t
Maryland Heart Association wanted to develop stro;
programs and wanted to know the needs of strol
patients livingin the community.

We found that many, many patients said that thl
could not get to their usual medical care facilities to g
their blood pressure measurements, their pflls, and :
the kinds of month-to-month care patients with th
kind of chronic disease require.

They could not get there not because they we
paralyzed and couldn’t be gotten out of bed but becau:
they could not speak well enough to feel confident 1
travel or because they were too insecure or unstable 1
go without an escort.

And as a result of this study the Heart Associatia
was given a van, and it now has a transportation
progranl–the van driven and staffed by volunteers; It hi
started to offer a free service to needy patients in th
metropolitan area to take them to their medicd cal
facility if they have no other means of getting there.

So we did have a particular effect. It wasn’t N
sponsored, but it was a community organization.

The process of doing evaluations has, in fact, ha
numerous effects on programs. The simplest to describ
is in our coronary care units. We have been looking a
coronary care units throughout the region. AUthe unil
have beautiful patient information forms which inchrd
all kinds of measurements. Few of them actudl
measure and record weight.

We have been abstracting information from one o
these units for some time, and they are now beginningt
make much better attempts to get complete records. W
are having a real effect on the recordkeepingsystems.o
the unit.

Again we have been going to hospitals lookingat th
performance of nurses who have been through strok
education programs. We look for care plans and whethe
care plans changedafter the nurses attend the course.

The process of evaluation inevitably affects ordina~
programs. This is not decisionmaking; it is a sort 0
infiltration from the bottom.

DR. CARPENTER: Very good. Does anyone els
have any examples?

Are there other matters then that came up thi
morning in the discussion of the problems of healtl
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status measurenlent and the need to choose prop?i prob.
[emsfor the considerable effort required?

DR. MARGULIES: You know, I was impress~db>’a
couplt of things this morning. One of them is the sense
of reassurance I got th~t in the years that I h~~.eleft
medical practice the problem of medical records has
remainedso stable that I don‘t have to relearn an)[hing,
]t’sabout where it was.

But the other thing that I really wanted to r~ist on
the basisGf the experience of the people who h~!e been
describingtheir efforts in evaluation and rneasurillgout-
come is how importartt the} feel this issue of medical
recordsis. Obviously I’oLifeel that it is ver!’important.

This then raises the basicquestion in m)”mind in an~
kind of evaluative procedLlreof having ldeqti~te in-
formation. And if you are going to measure !~’h?t}JOLI
are doing and measure the effects of an} ki:id of
activity, whether it regionalization or clinical pro-
cedul”e,whatever it m~y be, as you ver}r cc:rectl}’
pointed out, yoLlhave to have something that !“OUcan
comparewith something else.

For Regional Medical Programsthat could ~er! easil}
be a major goal–to look at the capacities which w~have
for influencingmedical records, for introducing s~ability,
consistency,and so forth.

Now, that’s one aspect of it, but you also pointed to
another which is of real concern, and that is the ~arying
perceptions of medical record librarians of ho~f they
performin a record system.

Haveyou pursued this particular issue further and do
youhavesome advice for us?

DR. HENDERSON:Well,we have been pursuingit in
several ways: One, through setting up meetings and
instruction. As a matter of fact, it is not reall}:tistruc-
tio.n.Interestingly enough it is easier to use the Inter-
nationalCode than a standard nomenclature. Wehave to
c’udearn” the record librarians. We have tried to en-
couragethem to change their use of codes.

We also have a pilot study setting up an educational
programfor a new kind of person that we are callinga
medicalrecords summarizer. I said earlier that medical
record summary is one of the biggest hold-ups in the
record system, Wehave had in ollr research programsfor
many years medical record abstracters who are very
competent and can abstract a medical record perfectly
well,getting al] the detailed information we need.Weare
nowtrying to see whether we can train an assistantwith
this capacity who can be used in a service function to
summarizethe medical record to the physician’ss~tisfac-
tiorrso that he wfll sign it. This would really ~)”eus a
muchmore rapid flow of records and we will get better

summariesof the csscntirdinformation we want for both
patient care and research. Wecurrently have a girl who is
over-educatedfor the position workingwith us to set up
the content of a training program. We are hopefully
going to add another couple of candidates in the spring.

Weare comparing the girl’ssummariesagainst medical
residents’in one special area after the other. A successful
program would be a great step forward in speeding
things up.

DR. MARGULII;S: Of course, this still confines you
to what you can do in improving medical records in
hospitals, And on a continuing basis, as you pointed out,
you have had to confine your observations to isolated
incidents and, in fact, to patient response on the basis of
their own experience.

DR. HENDERSON: Right.
DR.LEWIS:I’d like to jump in and comment.
1 think besides Maureen’s program with medical

records librarians your comment raises the issue as to
whether or not ambulatory care, traditional or radical,
can ever be evaIuated without a problem+ riented ap-
proach to recordkeeping.

DR. MARGULIES: That’s really what I’mgetting at.
Can it be? I doubt very much it can.

DR. HENDERSON: No, I do not think it can.
DR. LEWIS: The second point–and it’s even more

subtle than that–is the problem of distinguishing be-
tween the actuarial content versus the contractual ele-
ments of the medical record.

Let me put it back. Sam and many of us would be
interested in data that allowsus to do a life table kind of
followingof what happens in time on patients from the
actuarial kind of prognostic point of view.

In fact, hcwever, when one looks at medical records
in tracing backwards the history, one is a prisoner of the
kind of medical information which that physician chose
to write down which really was in part ~ fulfillment of
his contract with the patient.

And one has a higtiy biased viewof the world, much
of which serves to remind everybody who will read that
record that he was in fact doing a goodjob ashe saw his
job with that patient.

This sort of contractual, or legal, ethical reason, I
think, is one of the more serious problems which has
been cited by Garfinkel and others outside of the
medical care system, and one which raises the question
as to whether or not professionals can record actuarial
information without the kind of super-structure that has
been built in special long-termstudies to get information
that is other than almost a self-fulfillmentprophecy.
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DR. CARPENTER: Let me see if I can take a more
positive point of view about the medical records. Our
data was obtained from medical records, and we were
curious as to what we could find out about the medical
records,how bad or how good were they.

We tried to find certain expected correlations. One
would think if a patient came in comatose that he
ought to die more frequently than someone who came in
alert. And this kind of correlation, in fact, we could find
in the records. But maybe the correlation is so strong
that even with a much muddleheaded recording in the
charts it is evident.

If you get past the diagnosis sheet and look at what
the doctor wrote in the record you can learn some inter-
estingthings.

For instance, in the county we studied, the sig-
nificance of coma with no necrologic signs is reafly not
adequately recognized. Often if the spinal fluid is
examined and blood is found, the diagnosis of sub-
arachnoid hemorrhage is not made. And if spinal fluid is
not examined, the urine may not be examined either.

It may show unrecognized 4-plus sugar and 4-plus
acetone.

So by getting past that face sheet into the detafls of
care, somebody who is adequately trained can learn a
fair amount.

We are now in the process of saying to the people in
our study county, “Some of you lose more patients than
others. The difference is not related to age, sex, or
certain measures of severity.” We also can say, “it looks
as though you’re not au doing an adequate necrologic
exam. &neralists lose many patients without definite
necrologic signs who are diagnosed as stroke. Similar
patients (without clear signs) who are treated by the
internists die less frequently.”

These and other data lead us to conclude that though
hospital records are imperfect, they do contain useful
data.

QUESTION: Was there any evidence that hospitals
that take part in the PAS program of the Committee on
ProfessionrdHospital Activities keep any better records
than those who don’t take part in that program?

DR. HENDERSON:No. No, we looked at that. The
only difference was they could supply us with a printed
index. That wasvery helpful.

DR. CARPENTER: Are any of your hospitals using
any kind of automated history?

DR. HENDERSON:No.

DR. MARGULIES: Does the utilization of the
screeningprogram,the automated multiphasic screening,

have an influence on hospital records that you can
perceive?

MR. SHAPIRO: We don’t have the experience yet.
We are going to become operational in November. So
that’s a very easy question to answer. We don’t know.
But this issue is one part, one phase of our evaluation.

I want to comment on the quatity of records issue.
What Chuck has referred to as the actuarial approach can
be thought of in terms of prospective studies. There are
enormous difficulties even under the best of circum-
stances when you try to use information collected
during a previousperiod.

You have the problems of reconstituting a popula-
tion. You have problems related to, againeven under the
best of circumstances, absence of information that did
not appear to be terribly relevant initially.

This in no way detracts from the importance of major
efforts to improve medical records, and we too are get-
ting involved in new approaches to improve quahty of
records.

, I want to emphasize that in every research project in
which outcome measures have been used, we have
depended on the HIP medical records in one way or
another. The record has not supported completely the
investigation, but without the record we would have
been in terrible difficulties. Even in the “purest” types
of outcome studies, existing good records systems can be
of invaluable assistance.

DR.LEWIS:If I may make a comment, since the issue
has arisen, I think there is a tendency to confound tech-
nology with validity, or neatness with vddity.

For example, ‘Maureen’scomments about PAS hos-
pitals who had a printout, but had no better records
than those who didn’t support this. I’m sure some of
you are aware that lots of people are pushing automated
history-taking and computerized forms so that the
physician gets a very neat printout. The issue of validity
seems to have been totally overlooked in a good number
of these projects.

Whether or not it looks neat and comprehensive is
one thing, but whether or. not it means anything,
whether or not anything has really been measured that is
of any value, is another.

How to MeasureHealth Status

HOWARDR. ~LMAN, Ph.D.

What I would like to talk about are some ways ir
which – and I think for this audience this wfll not neces
sarily come as anything new or unique —others havf
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looked at health status and have tried to measure it
focusing principally around the measurement or the
determination of disability and related kinds of measures
of discomfort or dissatisfaction.

1 think it was probably Kerr White who first coined
the five“D’s” of measurements of health status – death,
disease,disability, discomfort, and dissatisfaction.

And it seems to me to be as good a way as I can think
.of to define the different kinds of ways in which health
canbe thought about and determined.

Our speakers this morning have concentrated, or
focused I should say, most of their discussion and at-
tention on measures of, and uttiization of measures of,
mortality and disease or sickness, and I’d like to talk a
Lttle bit about the third D and maybe get a little bit into
someof the other D’s.

Of course, I couldn’t help but get the feeling fo~ow-
ing the discussion early this morning that, why bother
even to begin, when we have so much ground to cover in
terms of defining really what the Ms are supposed to
do, to begin with, and to achieve and develop a kind of
apparatus for assessingthese largely undefined or global
objectives.

But I suppose if we waited until objectives were
clearly delineated and everybody was really sure about
what they wanted to do, we might not even be meeting
here.

tit me go on a little bit further and t~ about dis-
ability measures and why and how it might be utifized in
WP programs – which I know very little about because
my connections with W“have been rather peripheral.
That is, I’vebeen approved but not funded.

I suppose it’s worth sta~ing out by asking: Why get
concerned with disabdity or discomfort or dissatisfac-
tion? Whathas that got to do with medical care?

I leave the obvious answer to that to you to tiink
about for ordy two seconds, because, for a variety of
reasons, we have become increasingly concerned with
the sociai and econofic and psychologicalconsequences
for fiving of individuals who survive medicd care (or
chronic fllness) and what is done to them or for them or
on their behalf.

The increasing concern with chronic or long-term
flhess and the consequences of that for individuals in
terms of their abflity to function physically, socially and
psychologicallyhas led to the desire to regard disability
as a sequela of long-term illness and how this might or
mightnot be affected by the care that people receive.

One of the major problems I think we face in trying
to look at disability, to measure, to define it, and to
then try to relate it to medical care, is that the “further

you get away from biologic measures of how people
function, the more the function of the individud is in-
fluenced by non-biologicfactors such as their immediate
social environment, their aspirations, their past histories
and future desires.

So that what we might try to attribute to medical
care maybe gets less and lessinfluenced by what medicd
care can do and more so by what the patient’s social
situation is like.

I wanted to put that out to begin with because I
think that sometimes we make the assumption – and I
think I’m as guflty as anybody else – that whether a
person can or cannot wak or will or will not go to work
is due solely to whether he feels and actually is healthy
or appears to be healthy.

For example, there are questions as you know in the
national health survey which ask people whether their
activities have been restricted due to illness.Well,this is
a loaded question, it seems to me. It’s something that I
think we need to consider with regard to measures of
disabtiity.

The other thing I think we need to think about are
the data sources for information of this sort which are
different than those stressedby the previousspeakers.

There is less dependencyhereon hospital records and
those kinds of reporting systems with their degrees of
unreliabilityand uncertain validity, and more reliance on
a hard source of information - namely, the patient or
somebodywho cares for him.

Now, I know that it has been traditional to think of
measures of social functioning as relatively soft and
measures of morbidity and mortafity as relatively hard.
But I’m convinced by what the first two speakers told
me this morning about how rea~y soft the latter kind of
information is – and I would say I’fl put my bet down
on the patient.

But, quite seriously,I think the whole question of the
“reliabilityof patient in terms of askinghim how he feels
and what he’s able to do or not do for himself, or asking
his relative or asking somebody who has observed the
patient either in a treatment program or on a visit,
whether it be a visiting nurse or an occupational
therapist or an interviewer,does pose technical problems
of rehability and validity which are related to but some-
what different than the kinds of problems that we have
heard about this morning.

Now, in thinking about this subject and in some prior
conversations with Dr. Carpenter, he inquired as to
whether there were some kind of standard measures of
disability, social functioning – you didn’t use the word
but I did “happiness” – those kinds of things.
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There are “standard measures,” and each person who
does a study develops his own “standard” measure.
There are good and sound reasons for this.

One of them is that it is exceedingly difficult to get
any real consensus that goes beyond the confines of
perhaps an advisory group about what you mean by dis-
abtiity and what you mean by social functioning and
whether any of these things have anything to do with
the program that was supposed to influence any of these
states. -

The other problem is that what might be regarded as
disability in a person with physical impairments is not
necessarfiy going to cover the same kind of ground for
presumablywell people out in the community.

So that if you are interested in a small increment of
change, let’s say, in whether a person can now dress with
or without some kind of assistance because they have
sustained some kind of motor or necrologic impairment,
that would not necessartiy be an appropriate measure or
question to ask”of somebody who is out there in the
community and who is unemployed for one or another
kind of reason.

If you wanted to develop a battery of measures of
social, physical and psychological functioning to run
the gamut from patients who may be nearly or com-
pletely bedbound to those who are both fully am-
bulatory and who work quite effectively as physicians or
legislators or WP coordinators, this is as yet a quite
formidable task to get anything beyond the crudest
kinds of information.

I think the other point that needs to be made is that
those of us – and there are many of us in this room that
I recognize and many who are quite expert in this
field-don’t view these measures rea~y as replacing the
more traditional and hard-to-get-at and harder kinds of
information centering on, you know, mortality and
morbidity, but really try to see these measures as
perhaps other kinds of ways in which the benefits or
lack of benefits of programs, can be documented or
tested.

What are some of the ways in which disability has
been thought about and how have some people been
goingabout it? Perhaps a word or two on that.

I have already referred, I think, to the National
Health Survey, and I think it’s important particularly for
persons concerned with broad population groups and
planning for their care and meeting their care, like WP,
to be aware of the kinds of information that are
produced not ody out of the National Health Survey,
but also more recent studies conducted by the Socird

Security Administration with regard to disabled persor
and how they function in the community.

Essentially, the kinds of information that they collec
are geared to basically well or “non-sick” populations, s
that how relevant it is to populations of sick people !
something you really‘haveto decide for yourself.

But with regard to the question you raised earliel
Maureen, about denominators, I think this is where tti
sort of information may prove to be helpful if you ca
use the current information and if you find that th
numbers are adequate for the population you are talkin
about.

Now, one of the problems, of course, is that these al
usually national surveys, and depending upon the size c
your local community, you may only have a sample c
six or ei@t people in this national study.

In any event, you may be able, with the aid of ver
competent people, to relate the local population you ax
concerned with to adjusted rates based on these nation{
sources, I think it’s something that we don’t ordinaril
think too much about, at least in this area.

Now, some of the kinds of things that they try t
co~ect information. on in this survey– I’ll just ru
through it. very briefly. I’m sure that many of YOUar
familiarwith it.

They ask questions about days lost from work
wholly or partia~y–the extent to which the individui
has restricted activity days I guess is the actual term tha
they use–whether there are mobflity limitations presen
or whether the person in a sense is either confined to th
house or can get about without any kinds of difficulties

And they also inquire, very interestingly it seems t{
me, about the person’ssocial role activities – that is, th
occupational information, if the person is a housewife
or if a child, whether there have been any activit:
restrictions with regard to’those roles.

I’m not sure what they do about people who are 6:
and over, because we have no real socirdrole defined fo
those individualsunless one can call retirement a role. S(
I think part of the problem in talking about people ag
65 years and. over is that they would probably scor
pretty low on these scales. They don’t work, perhaps
They may never get out of the house. (I shouldn’t sa:
“never.”)

Now, ranging from those types of very globa
measures- and I again want to emphasize that the h
dividual is asked and his response categorizes him – t[
say whether limitations or restrictions in activity are du
to illness limitations.
decides a prioti, The
terms of his response.

Nobody examines him. Nobod:
individual categorizes himself ii
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so that you have disabdity measures of that type on
one end of the continuum, if I can put it that way, and
at the other end of the continuum you have a variety of
different kinds of measures of function which center
arounda core of what have come to be defined as ADL
activitie5 – tofieting, dressing, feeding, ambulation,
transfer activities. You name it and YOUcan find
“scales”for it.

And these kinds of measures have been developed
essentiallyto look at rather severelydisabled people, or
those with potentiabty of becoming quite severely
disabled,who require a great deal of care and who have
rather profound limitations in the ordinary activities of
dailyliving.

And you wfll find on this end of the continuum a
varietyof different kinds of scales,all of which, or many
of which, have proved to be quite useful in terms of
evaluatingchange in patient status over a period of time
or over a period of exposure or lack of exposure to one
or another kind of treatment programs.

The scales vary in terms of the actual dimension that
they are cutting. But what they reafly are trying to get
at, it seems to me, is the extent to which not only the
individurdcan perform at one or another level but the
extent to which this performance is based on some
increment of care or assistance,whether this assistance
may be givenby someone in the home, a relative, or by
somebody in the treatment institution – the extent to
which the individud can perform this particular func-
tion, dressing, todeting, transfer, etc., independently or
dependently.

And the scale endpoints usually range from some
level which is either “unable to” or “completely bed-
bound” to, “can do by self’ or “requires no kind of
assistance.”

Now, investigators have usufly used a battery of
thesescales,and in some of these scalesdifferent weights
are assigned to different functions – ADL functions.
Other scales do not assign different weights but rather
give equrd weight to performance on each of these
functions. Stfil other kinds of scalesare concerned with
whether the patient needs help or doesn’t need help.

Some years ago in a study we had underway, we
found several different ways in which disabled people”
could be scaled or the scoresmanipulated, and we found
that where there was change each of these scrdesrevealed
pretty wellwho was going to be changed.

Wherethere wasn’t any change,it didn’t really matter
whichof these scaleswere used.

Now, one of the other things I should mention with
regardto these scales is that they have for the most part

been based on information obtained from professional
people who know the patient. Sometimes it’s a team
making a judgment based on their experience with the
patient, coming Up with a group judgment about the
patient or individual. In other scales it’s a single in-
dividual who knows the patient, who may have worked
with the patient, or who maybe sees the patient or
former patient out in the community – a nurse, perhaps
or an occupational therapist. Sometimes the patient
himselfor a relative is the source of information.

It may be almost like splitting hairs, but we some-
times seem to take these three rather disparate sources
of information on particular individualsand throw them
dl together as though they possessedsimflarqualities of
reliabdity and validity – and of course they don’t really.

However, with all of these problems, as I said earlier,
judicious selection and use of these scales has proven
quite valuable in terms of determining whether a given
program is having some appreciable effect “on raising
levels of function of disabled individuals or on whether
it has reduced their need for assistance.

particularly with regard to individu~s in nursing
homes or who require great amounts of nursing care, a
small increment of gain from dependence to inde-
pendence, let’s say, in an activitYlfie t~fleting can mean
a great ded over a period of time in an institution where
many in the population may require a great deal of care
and assistancein terms of toileting.

Certairdy I don’t need to remind this group that a
small increment of gain in tofleting in a patient who has
to be taken care of at home, whfle it may ody reflect a
jump from 3 to 2 on the scale position, may reflect a
great deal more in a home situation if someone has the
responsibility for the care of that individud.

I think then that one of the other problems with
these scales is the fact that a stepwise jump from
position 4 to position 3, while it looks mathematically
neat, may not have the samekind of social meaning as a
jump from 4 to 3 on another scale.

But these are generally problems of scale, and I don’t
think they are specific really to this kind of problem.

When we move from this more or less tradition area
of definition of disability or disability determination and
its application either to broad populations or to more
narrowly defined clinical or patient groups, into the area
of discomfort, into the area of dissatisfaction, into the
area of social functioning with regard to let’s say the
family or the community, we get into terrain that is not
nearly as well worked over.
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I guessin large part we don’t really think about or try
to affect family relationships, if I can put it that way,
when we think about stroke patients.

I suppose the connection between whether the stroke
patient wdi now get along better or worse with his
spouse, and the application on the other hand of medicd
measures to first see if you can keep the personafiveand
then to make livinga little more livablefor the person in
biological terms in distant. Life savingdoes and should
take precedence. But we pay a lot of attention, at least
on paper, to social well being, and maybe we ought to
begin to thi~” of broadening some of our concern into
some of these areas.

I shouldn’t want to leave you with the impression
that there aren’t studies of social well being of wel~or
sick people and that there aren’t studies of family well
being or compatibdity, community participation and a
variety of other kinds of sociaImeasurements;e.g. social
isolation, work satisfaction, work performance.

But what I’m suggesting is that in terms of at least
some of the kinds of programs that we are taking about,
it may be well to think not only of scaleswhich more
directly seem to be related to biologicalefforts centering
around disability, but rdso scaIes which seem – only
seem – less related, a tittle more remote from our
interests – for several reasons.

One is our own bias. That is, it may verywellbe that
wtie we may be increasing the person’s abflity to
function independently in one or another area of
activity, this may have quite deleterious effects, when
tfis person gets home, on his family. We don’t know
that unless we look at it or think about it.

The reverse may also be true. Wemay havevery little
success, for one or another reasons, in terms of basically
affecting the physical level of functioning of an in-
dividual, but perhaps the application of other aspects of
the program has had beneficial consequencesin terms of
how the family may now function or how the person
may function in other kinds of areas.

I think part of the problem in movinginto these areas
is twofold. One is to make, as we afldo, some kinds of
decisions out of the plethora of dimensions of psy-
chosocial functioning, those which have some kind of
more plausibIe relationship to medical care programs
than others.

And I think here that we do have a wide selection
of– “scales” is hardly the word I think to use in this
regard —but dimensions out of which scales that have
been developed or can be developed can be applied.

Certainly it seems to me that with regard to sick
people, and particularly with regard to some of the

‘:!
‘1comments Dr. Henderson made about followup studies!?

that we ought to be interested in things like whether the:
patient is now better or lessable to communicate, to use’;
the medicaI care system, to manipulate it to their owri’~
benefit. Maybe this ought to be, if it isn’t, one of the
kinds of things we ought to be aiming at with sick
people.

Their whole knowledge of what is wrong with them
and what they might’ do about it, I think, represents
another area that might be thought about with regard to
Iookingat some of the kinds of programs that have been,
or that ought to be, developed.

What I’m suggestingis that for a variety of reasons we
may not be able to affect very basically the bioiogic
functioning or biologic status of many disabled in-
dividuds. We may be better able to affect some aspects
of the individud social situation, his social or psycho.
logical functioning, or the function of those around him,

I don’t know why, for example, the National Health
Survey doesn’t ask at least for information from family
members, and what thei~ input is in terms of care of the
sickperson.

That is, if the individurdreplies that he is not able to
work because of illness; oughtn’t we to get itiormation
on whether the social role of some other individud has
been altered as a result of that? Is that not really part of
the disability picture that we all see pretty often? Does
this now mean that somebody else in the famfiy is now
working? For somebody that is disabled and cannot
work, does this now mean somebody else in the family
situation’swork role has been affected?

What I’m suggestingthen is a kind of broader view
that we might think about with regard to the plethora of
effects that programs that have been developed ought to
be looked at in terms of status or benefit.

Now, the obvious retort to that is that you can
extend the concept and idea of health status to a point
where it begins to be so dfluted as to lose its meaning.
But I don’t think that some of these kinds of questions
that I have raised or some of the areas of inquiry that we
ought to be undertaking are that far tileld for us at least
to think about.

There are also areas h which there is enough meth-
odologic experience and technique and enough familiar-
ity in the health field in terms of sample survey that a
ready transplantation – and I use that word advisedly in
this particular context – of these kinds of efforts would
appear to be appropriate, with some cautions.

And I want to end up with noting some of these
cautions and then see what you have to say about these
kinds of things.
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These kinds of studies – you have heard how much it
costs from Dr. Henderson. Well, going out and inter-
viewing people or sending out people into the com-
munity to ask and get detailed information about
activities of dafly living is more expensive. It’s more
expensive to generate, to reduce, process and make
available information from this source than it is using
avaiIabiehospital records with ail of their limitations.
And I want to mention that because it’s a consideration.
weall do think about even today.

The other thing I think one has to think about is the
practicality of obtaining many of these measures.I recalI
in one study that I was involved in we were concerned,
in addition to getting physical and social measures of
functioning, with getting psychological measures of
functioning. And this involved first obtaining and then
sending a highly qualified, highly trained clinical psy-
chologist into nursing homes with a suitcase which he
opened up and then did his testing in front of the
patients.

This whole apparatus – and I won’t even get involved
in terms of the development of this procedure, ran
anywhere,fromone to three hours.

Well,I’m not suggestingthat these very detaded kinds
of measures on memory, on judgment and recaUare the
kind of thing that ought to be done routinely, but there
may be some programs where this kind of measure
would be entirely appropriate and may be the most
relevant criteria of benefit for some kinds of patients
and therefore shouldn’t be excluded. But it is expensive.

Again one or two comments. The data, of course,
consideringagain the source, is highly– well, I was going
to say hi@y reliable. Relative to other forms of
information on mortafity or morbidity it is no more or
no less subject to problems of reliabfiity and validity
than these data are, although the problems are different.

And, finafly, I would end up with just a reminder
that, as I said earlier, the further one moves away from
physical and biologic measures of function, the more the
actual functionkg of the individual and the patient is
going to be influenced by things other than what was
done to him medically or what his biologicstatus is. And
this presents a problem in terms of evaluating program-
matic impact.

I think 1’11stop there and ask if there are any
questions that I could try to answer or any points that
you would like to have me try to elaborate on.

Dissuasion

DR. CARPENTER: Thank you very much, Howard.

I think you said that it’s often worth measuringdis-
ability and I was fascinated that you talked about
measuring,family disabdity, not just patient disability.
By the time we get that on the front sheet of the
medicalrecord, we’ll be quite far down the fine.

Dk. KELMAN: Not in
maybeyours.

DR, CARPENTER: It’s
that sometimes it’s hard to
measure of death unless
measure of disability. Dr.

your or my lifetime. Well,

interesting you pointed out
understand the validity of a
you know a concomitant
Stoneman pointed out that

probably those of our patients whom the internists
appear to have saved went home comotose and wet the
family bed for ten years before they finally died. And so
it is necessary to measure both death and disability to
understand the value of their treatment. By the way,
disability on discharge was the same for both physician
groups.

QUESTION:As you were speaking of different ways
of measuringhealth status, one thing struck me. 1think
some of these measurements have to be reproducible if
we are goingto use them in evaluation.

In evaluation evidently we are going to pick them up
at one point in time and then later on pick them up in
order to evaluate programs. How can we pick up
reproducible measurements?

DR. ~LMAN: I think many, if not M, are re-
producible. I think the question is whether it’s a measure
you want to get and whether it’s relevant to your pro-
gram.

For example, it is not difficult to ask one or more
times or of one or more points in time, not difficult to
get from the patient the answer to a question, “How do
you feel?” I think the prior question is: Do you want
that piece of information?

It is not, I think, difficult. Now, some of the con-
siderations you would have to take into consideration
are: How stable is that feeling state? Is this going to be
something that he is telling me right now and is it going
to be based on what has happened to him in the past five
minutes, or is this a more or less enduring state of being
that I am concerned about?

One of the things in the program may have been
directed towards altering favorably the feelingstates, the
moods, the emotional status, whatever you want to call
it, of certain kinds of patients. So that may not be the
most efficaciousway of getting information.

But you can get reproducible information by asking
those kinds of questions.

Now, whether they are the kinds of questions that
relate to the kinds of information you are seekingis the
prior question.
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This is true dso of measures of social function and
measures of activities of dafly living which are a little
more enduring than the example I cited but I really used
that just to make a point.

DR. WILLIAMSON:Howard, if you were to recom-
mend to us one key reference in the literature on the
validity and reliability of disability measures, what
reference would you recommend?

DR. ~LMAN: On the validity and reliability?
DR. WILLIAMSON:This question of looking at the

reliability and validity or usefulness and general ap-
plicability of these measures. What literature could be
pulled out t}tat would get us goingin studying this more
thoroufly?

DR. nLMAN: I think one of the places I would
start is with– I forget the author–but it was a mono-
graph put out by the National Center for Herdth
Statistics.

DR. WILLIAMSON:Sullivan?
DR. KELMAN:Sullivan I think the name is. I think

that’s a good reference to start out with not only
because of the kinds of questions he raises and how he
tries to relate disability to the broader questions of
health status, but also because I think he has an excel-
lent bibliography.

I think the article by Ellinson in the Hai?dbookOf
MedicalSociolofl on sociomedicalmeasuresor measure-
ment problems is an exce~ent discussion of method-
ologic problems.

DR. WILLIAMSON:Levine’s?
DR. KELMAN: Right. In that book. I think you

would do well, if you haven’t already, to write to
Murray Wylieand get some reprints from him.

And I think with that a person would be well armed
and well acquainted with not only the problems of the
application of these kinds of measures but their poten-
tial and actual utfiity.

DR. CARPENTER: You can also look up Kelman in
the literature. That wfll get you a long way down the
road.

DR. RKL1: A smti observation. Those five D’sthat
you attributed to Kerr White – I have heard them on
many occasions – are most uSefulin taking a project or
a program and running down those five.

And as you talked about disability, you talked about
the independence. It seems to me that probably a sixth
“D” might be dependency – financial dependency,
emotional dependency and physical dependency. And I
think that’s probably the greatest concern of people –
when a parent or uncle or aunt becomes dependent on
them in some manner. And dependency is measurable,

and I think that is one of the parameters you have to
watch pretty carefully.

DR. KELMAN: 1 agree completely. And it’s my
impression that most of the sc~es you get into with the
disability measures, whether it’s vocational or occupa-
tional or activities of daily living, are really geared
towards estimating how dependent or how independent
a person is either occupationally, vocationally, socially
(lr physically.

DR. RIKLI: I’d just like to add one point there, and
that is about disability. A man may be missing a leg or
missingan eye or have many other disabilities which are
really compensated for and are not really of serious
concern to society whena person makes the adjustment.
But if they are unable to adjust and have a dependency,
then they become a serious concern.

DR. KELMAN: Right. And your comment reminds
me of something, namely that we have to distinguish I
think between an impairment such as this and a dis-
ability. They are separate things. There are many of us
who function with a whole variety of impairments quite
well.

That is, if I were an engraver, with my level of
impaired vision, I might be quite disabled occupation
ally. But in terms of the kind of vocational situation I
am in now, I’m not at afl.

These are other problems, and this is part of what I
was trying to get across in terms of the point I made
about when you begin to move away from the biologic
functioning of individuals to estimating how they
function in social terms and in social situations. The
biologic becomes less influential. Not uninfluential, but
less influential.

I’m glad you raised the point of distinguishing
measurement of disabfiity from measurement of impair-
ment. They are both important, but they are dif-
ferent kinds of things. We sometimes tend to think that
when we measure impairment we are measuring dis-
ability, and viceversa,but.we are not.

DR. CARPENTER: It’s hard to get the diagnosis
adequately on the front sheet of the chart and a little
easier 1 think to get survivalindicated on the front sheet
of the chart. Are there any obvious measures of dis-
ability on discharge that could be coded on the front
sheet of a chart?

DR. KELMAN:I think there are a rrumber of things
that would be very useful to try to get in some standard-
ized fashion. I think it would be extremely useful to
know a few pieces of information. (I say that as though
it’s so easy and so simple.) The extent to which an in-
dividual is able to perform certain limited activities of
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datiy living–and God knows why on any hospital record
you can’t find out how much education the person has. I
wish we could get that in. And where the person is going
to, more explicitly than “discharged, improved.” If we
could routinely know whether the person is returning
home or to some alternate livingsituation, I think would
be a way of sta:ting out.

Again, if you can do that in some kind of standard-
ized fashion, fine. But to have the ward clerk or some-
body else, you know, just scribble down some things is
not worth the bother.

DR. LEWIS: I was looking for some of the partici-
pants in a four-center contract from the National Center
now, and I guessthere isn’t anyone here.

The Harvard center, Western Reserve, Syracuse and
Johns Hopkins,have a contract with the National Center
for Health Services Research to develop a classification
systemfor patients that deals with three levels:

● The problem of the patient, the actual management
of the patient.

. Second, the problem of institutional management,
in terms of length of stay–the usual issues that an or-
ganizationor institution is concerned about.

● And a third level of coding which has to do with
interorganizational needs – in reality, what the com-
munity has to furnish patients in the way of extended
care facilities, etc.

The “classification is in the early stages, first de-
velopinga common language, and is designedto work at
several levels like any taxonomy which progresses to
deeper levels in which information is going to be
obviouslyless and less avaflable.

This is an attempt at the kind of classification which
would lead to a series of codes some place on a record
that would describe a functional disability, to an insti-
tutional problem and interinstitutiond problems.

And, as I say, I don’t see anybody from one of the
groupshere.

DR. CARPENTER: And this language wfll describe
activitiesof daily living?

DR. LEWIS:Part of it will. In essence it looks at a lot
of the kinds of things Howard has been taking about. It
tries to take into consideration dl of this. They have
been reviewingthe literature trying to develop between
four institutions a common languageso that when some-
body says they are impaired, for example, in mental
status, hey wi~ now know it is coded, in terms of dis-
oriented by place, by time, by person, etc.

It posesa real problem in numerical taxonomy.
MR. SHAPIRO:Well,Chuck, does this effort contem-

plate major changes in the contents of hospital records?

DR. CEIARLESLEWIS:But looking at institutions to
examine the feasibility of recordinginformation, 1 think
the real question is the one you raised: If you have a
marvelous language which is somehow or another
codable in a series of digits, so what? How will it be
accepted? How wfll it be involvedin medicd records? To
what extent wdl it actually influence patient care, or-
ganizationalbehavior, interorganizationalbehavior?

But I think that’s maybe a remote question because
the real issue is that there is no way of communicating
this between institutions, between patients.

This is an attempt to try to standardize – to deal
with Howard’s original point that everybody starts out
by inventinga new wheel.

DR. KELh~AN:There was an attempt – some of you
may be familiar with it. I haven’t heard what happened
to it, but it was called “rehabilitation codes.” That
effort involved a number of advisory committees who
for years tried to develop a common way of coding
relevant information for patients in rehabilitation and
related kinds of programs,institutions and facilities. And
they developed reams and reams of material. I don’t
thiti it was ever used much by anybody.

I don’t reallyknow why itwasn’t, because there were
many, many places and many, many people and advisory
committees that worked on development of it and
worked very hard, and a lot of it wasgood. Maybeall of
it was good.

But I guess there’s a different set of problems in-
volved in developing these beautiful codes and then
trying to take that and translate it operationally in terms
of some ongoing system like a medicd care system. And
I really don’t know what happened to it.

The ,Relationof Processand End-Resdt, Evaluation

CHARLESLEWS, M.D.

I want to approach this from the stance of an
operator, somebody who has to make decisions about
evaluation data as well as someone who is supposed to
be providingit,

And I wfll assume at the beginning that we evaluate
things in order to change things, not as some form of
self-amusement, (which it does turn out to be some-
times), but in order to provide some guidance for those
who would like to really change the way things operate,
if they need changing.

Now, I’d Ike to restate very, ve~ simply what was
said more eloquently this morning. Something – and I
have decided to call it a condition, not a problem, not an
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event, and not an in-put – just a condition at a time
zero, whatever time you care to choose that to be – is
usually measured in some kind of units.

And the units are hopefufly relevant and possible of
being measured, assessable, and hopefully avafiable.And
I think we would like these to be valid, replicable,
practical, and sensitive.

For operators, the thing we are currently concerned
with is that the condition needs altering, or else there is
a question of it being altered. After looking at this
condition we do something, not just anything but
something specific, and that the thing we do is .“also
measurable or assessable.

Having done something, a whole bunch of messy
things happen that are caUedprocesses. And I wouldjust
say that one man’s process is another man’s end result,
that somewhere in here people may choose to stop and
say, “That’s ti I’m interested in.”

And this is particularly true I think in looking at
continuing education, in which maybe au we want to do
is show they were sitting in the room.

The next thing we may decide we’d like to know is
that they sat in the room and learned something.

Then we’dlike to know if they took it home they did
somethingwith it.

Now, as I have just indicated here, most of the times
when we are concerned with process we are concerned
about the number of things that are done, the number of
things used, the nature of things done or not done in
terms of quatity. BasicaHy, process evaluators count
heads, or something, or the use of things. People who
look at disabtity, deaths, and so forth, as in the
morning’sdiscussions,are concerned with end results.

The major point I’m going to make – I hope – is that
it is difficult to affect change without doing both, that
end-result and process evaluation need to be carried out
conjointly if one is going to be an applied evaluator and
attempt to use results to redirect efforts.

Let me just po’int out some of the other things that
by some of these terms I think relevant.

The use of evahration data depends upon two sets of
factors:

One, organizational factors. Organizations need to
maintain themselves. They need to perpetuate the status
quo, their prestige and individual’s vested interest.
Evaluation basically questions the reason for being in a
certain business, and doing certain things. Fear of the
consequencesof change, change in rank, or changein the
structure of an organization are certairdy sufficient
causes to reject evaluation data.

The second factor is the state of the art of evaluation
in general.

If we present those who are coordinators of programs
with end results which say “it worked” or “your pro-
gram is good” – that’s all they want.

But if one is going to present someone with informa-
tion which is other than sociallyacceptable, it’: useful to
be able to tell them what processeswent wrong, because
this provides alternatives for strategies in terms of
restructuring programs.

Donrdd CarnpbeUand others have taked about the
problems of reforms as experiments, and the social
legislation that has been enacted to create social change
and why evaluation of these programs has been so
difficult.

If you had a mtilion do~ars riding on a program in
which it was announced a pn”on”there were no alter-
natives to success except through this approach, you
have some idea of why individuals resist evahration(at
the risk of goingout of business).

The failure to specify strategies, alternate strategies,
for experimental programs creates a problem.

Perhaps one of the few ways we can deal with this
type of program is by looking at the nature of the
processes that went on while reaching an end result and
presenting these data to those who have to make poficy
decisions.

This is particularly important, I think, if one is going
to institutionalize experimental programs –. that is,
change the way people do things. The transfer of a
program which seems to produce results into a different
setting is difficult. Urdess one has some idea of what
went on.

Maybe this is related to some of the problems in dis-
abtiity evahration.

I didn’t stop and spend as much time as I should have
here taking about the measurement of “do something.”
I think there are probably more “good” programs that
have succeeded because the “do something” was, in fact,
a phantom treatment that never got done than other
kinds, in which something rather dramatically happened.

It’s very useful to know what it was you did that
made a difference, and I would just suggest as you look
at the literature (as one moves from clinical trials of
drugs where we are sure we injected “something”, to a
program in which we install a new kind of health man-
power) that we really don’t take the same consideration
to standardize the dosage, the blood levels, and other
things that we are concerned about. The process of
evaluation begins with knowing what the experimental
treatment was.
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I have selected out of the literature elevenpapers that
are concerned with evaluation, and I’d like to comment
on them and then talk about the kind of evaluation that
was done in each of them and what it would mean (to
me)in terms of trying to implement these results.

Let me begin, though, by over-sirnptifyingcertain
classesof end, and process, evahrationsthat these papers
represent.

The first one and thesimplest type is the reporting of
end results – end results in a group of patients or insti-
tutions that describe the fact that different things
happened.

The second class or type of paper looks at variations
in end results between groups or amonggroupsor within
groups,as a function of patient or doctor characteristics.

Type three is similar to type one but related to
processevaluation. These describe what happened – the
processes that were carried out and how they varied.
This ranges all the way from results of chart audits and a
whole bunch of things that are done to people or things
that are used.

A iittle more complex, and fourth, is the study of
processes of care as a function of certain provider
characteristics. This is an attempt to describe the dif-
ferences in the way processes were carried out as a
function of the professional’sbackground, training, and
soon.

The fifth type, is a look at both process,or treatment
done to somebody, and the end results of that treat-
ment, without any comparison to other simdar events.

In the sixth class, there are two processes – one I
have listed as “C” for control, in which there was no
treatment, and an examination of the end results amo,ng
two populations or groups with different kinds of treat-
ments.

I’m staying away, in this discussion,from the kind of
complex experimental designs that many of us would
Eke to carry out and are very comfortable with in the
laboratory, i.e. crossover, factoral designs.Becausethey
don’t come along very often in the business we are
involvedin.

There are some other kinds of quasi+xperimental
designsthat are possible such as a time seriesobservation
that was pointed out this morning, regression dis-
continuity designs, etc. I refer you to the paper by
Donald Campbe~ in the Amen”canPwcholo@kt,for dis-
cussionof these.

With this very crude and perhaps debatable
classification I’d like to go over eleven papers. I really
didn’t choose these with any bias, exmpt that they fl-
Iustrate thesa types of evaluation.

1. The first one was a sub-study that came out or tiit;
national halothane study of the incidence of hepati,
necrosis with halothane. This was a report of insti.
tutional differences in post~p death rates. Among 34
hospitals, the end results (death rates) in surgery varied
by a factor of 27. They were subsequently adjusted for a
few things like age and sex and other things, and thtt
difference is resoIved to 10-fold. There were sub-
sequently readjusted for severity of procedure, and the
difference collapsed to 3.fold. This is the kind of study
which says the death rates in hospitals are different –
nothing else – and if we age-adjust and do some other
things that we know how to do, they are still different,
but we don’t rea~y know why.

2. The second paper is by Leon (Gordis) on the
evaluation of a program for preventing adolescent
pregnancy. This is a paper that looked at a program in
which teenage girls who were sexually active were
treated in a special clinic by social workers, by phy-
sicians,gynecologists, and placed on oral contraceptives.

The design then was to foflow these girls to determine
how many of them stayed under treatment month after
month. About 50 percent dropped out of the program
within the year. The characteristics of those young ladies
who did not stay in the program versus those who did
were compared.

3. The next paper, an evaluation of community
nursingservices in the care of the mentally ill, was done
by Tayback. It looked at what happened when a bunch
of patients discharged from mental institutions were
provided servicesby visitingnurses in the home, in terms
of a criterion called rehospitalization. The result was
that there wasn’t any difference among control and
experimental patients.

The paper raises some interesting questions as to why
there wasn’t any difference. I think from the descrip-
tion, I might point out there wasn’t any standardization
of treatment. One really didn’t know quite what was
being done and how this might have varied or how
certain subgroups of women might have had a better
prognosis than others. In terms of looking at the
prob,abflity of rehospitalization as a function of the
patient, this is another kind that fits in second category
also. .

4. The fourth papers comments on genetic counsel-
ing. And if any of you know any other studies of the
efficacy of genetic counseling, I’d appreciate knowing
them. This is about the only one I have come by.

Famflies who had had one or more defective children
for whom the genetic inheritance patterns were known,
were provided counselingservices(not further described)
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and then followed forward for a period of time. Ap-
proximately 60 percent of the patients went ahead and
had another chfld. It would suggestabout 40 percent of
this counseling,however it was done, had some effect on
further chfld-bearing.

Here again there was no discussionof the effects, no
discussion of the characteristics of patients. It represents
a straight-forward s%tement that so many chfldrenwere
born who had major congenital anomaties or minor
congenital anotiies to fatiies who had been
counseled.

5. The fifth paper presented is from San Francisco
data on the neighborhood clinics for a more effective
outpatient treatment of tuberculosis. Thiswas prompted
by some observations that (in San Francisco) about 80
percent of alcoholics, (50 percent of blacks and 20
percent of Chinese) broke their appointments to the TB
outpatient clinic.

The pubfic health department went into each of these
neighborhoods, organized clinics with the help of the
local citizenry. The compliance rate with broken ap-
pointments, sometimes used as a measureof satisfaction,
dropped to about 5 to 10 percent.

The interesting thing about the paper is that nobody
reported whether or not there were any readmission or
active casesof TB.

This is a discussion essentitiy of processes and
change in processes related to the structure of a pro-
gram, which, oddly enough, did not look at the payoff –
which is whether or not, any of these tuberculous
patients complied with their medications, or were
readmitted to hospitals.

6. The next paper is a study of variations in the
incidence of surge~. This was a study which looked at
all Blue Cross subscribers in the state of Kansas and
looked at the incidence of certain common operations,
T&A, appendectomy, etc., in various economic
subregions of the state, defined so they’d be fairly
homogeneous in nature.

The “Glover” effect or variation in rates for tonsil-
lectomy was reconfirmed, as was a 34 fold variation in
rates for appendectomy, cholercystectomy, and a variety
of other procedures. The rates for surgerywere studied
as a function of the availability of surgeons,beds, and
general physicians in the area. The percent of the
variance of these rates that could be explained “was
rather phenomenal. For appendectomy, 70 percent of
the variation could be explained by beds and surgeons.

It has some interesting implications,but it doesn’t say
anything about the consequences of these surgical pro.

cedures. It looks at processes as a function of certain
variablesin the structure of medicd care.

7. The next paper is by Thompson and his group at
Yde on end result measurements of the quatity of
obstetrical care in two U.S. Air Force hospitals.

Thompson looked at two Air Force hospitals and
perinatal mortafity by race, and found out that in one
hospital, the black perinatal rate was higher, but in the
next hospital the white prematurity rate was higher.

He went back and looked at utilization of care by
trimester of pregnancy and found out that all of these
ladies were using prenatal care rather early. It’s a very
fascinatingpaper because the more you read it, the more
you have trouble reconcilingsome of the results.

8. The next paper measured the quality of medical
ure through vital statistics. This is a comparative study
of appendectomy rates in the hospital regions around
Rochester, New York. There were large variations in
rates at which appendectomies were performed. And no
relationship was found between rates of appendectomy
and deaths due to appendicitis – an example of looking
at a process, and the variations‘in process as they relate
to an end result.

9. The next study of comprehensive outpatient care
in rheumatoid arthritis is one of the ones that deserves
reading if you’re going to read any of these. In this one
Dr. Katz does several things. He defines the condition
that he’s trying to deal with. He measured disability with
dl of the problems that Howard Kelman mentioned
eartier this morning. He describes the processes of care
for a group that got physical therapy, nursing, public
health nursing, comprehensive team approach, and
describes it very well. He measures outcome, significant
changes in disabtiity, as a result of applying com-
prehensivecare for ambulatory patients with rheumatoid
arthritis.

10. The next one is a study that we did in Kansason
continuing medical education. This is a study which
basically looked at the tremendously aggressiveprogram
in continuing education that had been mounted at the
University of Kansas for over 30 years with circuit
riders, with regional courses and with conferences and
seminarsheld at the medical school.

It was an attempt to look at the participation of all
physicians in the state for each year at risk over a ten-
year period.

We took a look at the predictors of use, as a function
of physician characteristics, and found among other
things that it’s related to being near a regional center
(havingit available);being a specialist, and being a recent
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~aduate, but not at all related to place in class on
graduation.

11. The last is from the nurse clinic study at the
University of Kansas by Barbara Resnick and myself
which looked at activities, events and the outcome of
ambuhtory care in which a population of patients with
defined chronic dlness were previously examined,
described in fair detail, were randomized into two
groups. One went back to medicine clinic, the other
receivedcare by nurse practitioners.

The critical incident technique was used to try to
measuresome of the activities of the nurse clinic, some
of the things that Joh Wdliamson and Paul Sanazaro
ptioted. We looked at outcomes; death rates, in which
there was no difference; the level of disease, no dif-
ference. There were significant differences in disability
rates at the end of one year of care under these two
systems;the nurses’patients were far lessdisabled.There
were significant differences in discomfort and satisfac-
tion levels.This paper attempts to look at processesand
outcomes.

If I were presented with the data on institutional
post-op death rates I would say, “I don’t understand
why our hospital is either so good or so bad.” But I
don’t have any answers, and if we were good I’d be
happy.

I think that regardingthe second paper, evaluation of
the program for preventing adolescent pregnancies, I
would say, “This looks good, but I really can’t tell what
you’re doing to these young ladies, and I redly can’t tell
if anything is happening. Therefore, I think you’d better
try to measure what you’re doing to them a little better
if you want me to pick up the tab for this kind of a
programafter the grant support wears off.”

For the third paper, an evaluation of community
nursing services, I think the comments would be as for
the previousstudy.

This comment on genetic counseling. I don’t know
what you can say when you’re confronted with
information that says patients don’t do what doctors tell
them to do except begin to deal with their patients in a
little more sophisticated way.

For the TB clinic study, this looks good on the
statistical sheets, but did anybody get TB? Again the
lack of outcome data creates major problems.

This morning when Bob said, “Does anybody here
have end results that influenced decisionmaking?”, Sam
Shapiro talked about mammography, and someone else
mentioned dental cytology. And John taked about the
heart fatiure study and the creation of a follow-upclinic

that was discovered when it was found out that the
deaths occurred after discharge.

Let me tell you about one that I’m willing to talk
about, and it’s a negative one, about how process inf-
ormation, and perhaps some outcome data influenced
program planning in the Kansas Regional Medical Pro-
gram. Perhaps we can get a postscript from Bob Brown
who is now in charge of the program.

In 1967, the very start of the program, we like
everybody else were trying to get people involved and
trying to convince everybody it was their program. No
one believedthis.

Wewere always saying,“If you just bring us projects,
we’ll help you get them funded.” And they brought us
one from an area in Kansasthat has some problems with
economic growth, where the population was relatively
aged, the physicians likewise, and no younger physicians
were going, and there were lots of rehabditation
problems.

Some of the people in that area said, “Wewant funds
to train assistants in occupational therapy and PT assist-
ants, becausewe have a junior college, and we can train
these people, and then they’ll provide our rehabilita-
tion.”

Wesaid, “Fine. Weneed some data to support it.”

Wehad done a surveyand were quite aware this was a
verydisabledpopulation.

Wealso took a look at the occupational and physical
therapy facilities in hospitals in this nine county area
and found without exception all of them were operating
at lessthan 50 percent capacity.

We interviewed a sample of about 50 percent of aIl
practicing physicians in this nine county area and we
sent our young ladies to them, and they asked:

“Haveyou seen anybody who needed occupational or
physicaltherapy?”

And then there was a little probe to explain what
occupational therapy was.

The next question was, “Did they get care?”
The final one was, “Do you think we need more?” –

to which the answerwas rdwaysyes.

Whenwe took this data back, we we~eable to say to
the people, “Look, you have lots ‘of problems, end
results that need to be changed; but you have facilities
that are being underused. There are occupational and
physical therapists who are going to leave their jobs
becausethey don’t have any work to do,”

If we look at who creates demand for rehabditation
services (doctors) and taked to them, we found that
they (the doctors) were not aware of the need for this
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service and had identified patients for whom these
servicesshould be prescribed.

We didn’t try to make any interpretations. We
presented this to influential citizens whose comment
was, “It looks like we have a job to do with our own
doctors.”

I don’t know, Bob, whether there is sti~ pressure for
this. But I think that in one case we were able to show
that by looking at the processes, that is, why patients
who need care do not get ‘it, we were able to avoid
spendingsome money at least at that time.

I have asked some of the experts around the room to
~ve me some feedback on some questions that I have
raised. I think I’ll start by asking Sam Shapiro. It seems
to me that one of the’reasons you have been so effective,
Sam, in influencing programs is that you rea~y have
been looking at end results, but also describing to your
own group the processes that they were pursuing and
carryingthem right along with you.

Discwion

MR. SHAPIRO: Yes. Well, Chuck, I almost have to
say “of course.”

The ~uence of an end result observation is goingto
be !ery heavily affected by the abflity to understand the
process by which you achieve the end result, and as
much attention has to be paid to the issue of process as
the end result.

The only reservation that I would have is that there
are occasions when it becomes incredibly difficult to
tease out of the situation anything but very, very global
descriptive information about process. But yet the end
result in itself can be a very firm one. And I have a very
specificsituation in mind.

Some time ago we looked at the question of perinatal
mortatit}’and prematurity in HP in contrast to the rates
among patients of private physicians in the community
and did W the necessary standardizing.Wecame up with
a findingof lower mortality and prematurity in HIP.

And the next question we raisedwas: What is there in
MP that produces this type of result; in other words can
we identify the procew of care responsible, as well as
other factors?

But, it was just not possible for us to examine the
processb}rwhich people receivedtheir prenatal care and
the other circumstances in the process of medical care
that might have influenced this result. I think the whole
cause of reducing infant mortality would have been
advancedif we had been able to get at the process, but

certainly the end result standing by itself in conjtmctior
with the particular kind of setting in which it was carried
out has been of. an enormous importance in assessin~
the impact by prepaid group practice’s impact on herdth

So while I want to repeat that, of course, process i:
terribly important, there are on occasion very importanl
practical considerations that make it extraordinarily
difficult if not impossibleto get at process.

The reverse is true too. An advance in understanding
process with some impliedbenefits from process with nc
ability to get at the end result is also worthwhile.

DR. LEWIS: I think that’s an excellent example. And
the question has always occurred in my mind: If this
sort of care system is related to these kinds of outcomes,
then why have the, let’s say, perinatrd and infant mortal.
ity social gradients in the United tirrgdom not been
tota~y eradicated by the emergence of the national
health system?

MR. SHAPIRO:“Do you want to get into a discussion
of that?

DR. LEWIS:No, sir.
MR. SHAPIRO: Look, in a system like HIP, we know

that there are very important gradients by social class.1
don’t want to get into that issue because I think it opens
up a new, hig~y complicated issue.

DR. mLMAN: Well, I would like to go a little bit
further and reject if I can, just for the sake of a con
troversy, your emphasis on process evaluation. I’m not
against it. Let me say that like everybody else, I’m fol
motherhood and all of that. No, these days you’re not
supposed to be for motherhood. I’m not opposed to
process evaluation. However, I think, Chuck, that at
least as I look over much of the evaluation literature, I’m
struck by the fact that we have many more overall
descriptions of program and process and visits than we
have end-result evaluations. As I look over the process
kinds of things – and this maybe strictly personal, but I
don’t think it is – they raise no questions in my mind
about program. However,when I look at outcome evd.
uations with or without process, they at least raise a
question and would giveme some pause about programs.

Now, I don’t agreewith the kind of response that you
made to the first study – that if it’s good, fine, and if
it’s no good, let’s forget about it. I don’t think that
would be an appropriate response to outcome result
where you may not know the process or channel.

I can give you an example of a study we’re involved
in where the outcome was negative. We had excellent
descriptive material on the process. Nobody paid any
attention to it because it was a negative finding. SO
that’s one point.
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The second point I would make has to do with the
utility of evaluation. I think that obviously there are
factors aside from the presence or absence of process
information that would make the acceptance or
rejection of an outcome result affect its acceptance. It”
there is no question to begin with about the program, if
everybody is sure that is the only thing that can affect
famflyplanning, if this is the only alternative to patient
neglect,then I submit this is not a question to be studied
or to be evaluated and an evaluation is strictly eyewash.

It would seem to me that what is really wanted is
documentation of the efficacy of what people’s faith is
in something, and I submit this is not an appropriate
condition for evaluation of either process or outcome.

DR. LEWIS: Let me respond and say that when I was
makingcomments about these papers, I hope you didn’t
lose the fact that I have been in and out of character in
this discussion, one of which is a political animal con-
cerned with getting things done and trying to keep peace
and run an organization,——..

And maybe that’s what au this is about – interor-
ganizationd conflict and the waysonededs with it using
evaluationinformation.

It seem to me that the majority of people who want
to evaluate something, Howard, come at it the way you
just said: “We have a good thing. Wouldn’t it be nice to
showit?”

DR. ~LMAN: “For you to prove it.”
DR. Dwis: “For you to prove it.” I think some-

times tie most fascinating opportunity for evaluation
comes serendipitously that way. And you can say “We
don’t do that kind of evaluation,” wherever YOUare
locdy enshrined, or you can say, “Okay, buddy, we’u
have a go at it but let’s be prepared to take the worst
answeryou are prepared to hear.”

It seems to me that evaluation almost could not be
separated – just a personal opinion – from the political
and tie ethical context in which it is performed and
without the consequences to those who are involved in
it. That may be a tittle more p~osophicrd than I’m
supposedto be.

DR. FOX: Two comments. I agree with what you
say. However, I think that one must separate two “very
important issues. One is the bureaucratic and potitical
pressuresto prevent good evaluation.

Now, that is a very important product. In fact, I tend
to beheve the primary reason why good evrduation
doesn’t take place is more for that reason than the
reasonthat technology doesn’t exist.

The second aspect though, the relation between
process and outcome studies, is itself a terribly impor-

tant separate question, and I wouldn’t treat them as
necessarilyintertwined.

The other thing is that my own hard evahration
experience – I mean in terms of doing long-term studies
– has been in mental health, which is a little different
from a lot of other studies.

But we did a study where we were looking at re-
habilitation of chronic VA patients with control in
an experimental ward and reached a conclusion on most
of our variables that the experimental ward was a little
better and on one variable it was worse. And in a sense
that washard, you know, I mean the data wasas good as
you everget in psychiatry, which is a little weak.

But then I think the creative part of this in some
sense came in a bunch of us sitting around the table –
by a “bunch” this included some patients too, in-
cidenta~y – and trying to figure out, “Well, gee whiz,
we thought we were going to get big differences.” And
yet we were ody getting very smau differences.

What was the process? And, furthermore, what were
processesthat didn’t exist in’either ward that might have
been instituted that one might want to carry forward in
further experimentation?

That’s a very soft set of procedures. I think it’s very
important that this be done.

I agree with one of the comments that was made that
there’s a great tendency to get so embroiled in process
because outcomes tend to be more difficult to measure,
that you end up patting yourself. on the back as the
processlooks pretty good.

DR. LEWIS: Let me restate. I have tried to say that I
think both have to be done whenever possible – but
there are circumstances in which only one or the other
can be done and appropriate circumstanceswhen maybe
only one or the other should be done.

But I don’t think there is such a thing as process or
end results. And this gets to be an ideology, and it realIy
breaks down between the denominator and numerator
people in the world, those who are concerned about
groups and don’t give a damn about cases, and those
who are only interested in what happens with the case.
And these two subcultureshave alwaysexisted.

MR. SHAPIRO:Present company excepted.
DR. LEWIS: I don’t want to– I’Nrun up a flag in

minute. But I think, quite honestly, this is one of the
problems in trying to diffuse this issue of what are you
goingto do, because it really is related to personal orien-
tations about how you see care.

DR CARPENTER: Dr. Brown, there is a lufl here. Do
you want to give us that fo~owup? Are they still trying
to train occupational therapists in way-out Kansas?
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DR. BROWN(Coordinator, Kansas Regional Medical
Program): Well,it’s a very complicated thing, and there
has been a great deal of study of the situation. It’s
essentially where it was at that time.

Another simdar thing, however,Chuck, having to do
with changing conditions. It’s the phenomenon we see
with the home health care service. If the nurse makes
rounds in a hospital with the physicians, she buflds her
clientele for the visitingnurse associationvery rapidly. If
she is at headquarters and doesn’t go into the hospital
and make her own, she doesn’t get referrals,which is the
same – which has to do with awarenessof physicians,
you know, of whether everything is really lovely or
where it isn’t.

The same with the PT. Since they don’t know and
have personal experience, they really think everything
must be W right and they really don’t need it.

It’s a complicated problem hooked up with our whole
educational process in the state. So they haven’t really
made any progress.

DR. CARPENTER: It was effective evaluation I
gather.

DR. LEWIS: We didn’t spend some of Dr. Brown’s
money anyway:

DR. BROWN:They still want it.

DR. CARPENTER: Well, could we get some dis-
cussion around the question, “should end-result analysis
be undertaken by every region funding a coronary care
program?”

MRS. BLAXALL (Budget Examiner, Office of Man-
agement and Budget): I don’t know if we want to specif-
ically limit it to that. But a year ago we had a session
with Pete Peterson and Karl Yordy and a couple of
people – the Assistant SecretaWfor Planningand Evalu-
ation – and Don Schon was there and a couple others
from his firm.

An<. the whole point of the meeting was to try and
get a handle on the kinds of evaluation criteria, in-
dicators, whatever you wanted to call it, that the Bureau
of the Budget might use not so much in evaluating in a
hard sensebut perhaps even describingthe processof the
activities of Regional Medical Programs in the budget
appendix, for example.

We were using such things as the processindicators –
how many participants in the training program, how
many regions were operational, just, you know, just
indicators, nothing that really explainedanything related
to Schon’s systems transformation model, nothing that
gave any flavor of Regional Medical Programs in the
description.

It was the most elementary kind of analysiswfich w{
are afl used to.

And the conclusion of the meeting, which was-
Men you think about it, a year ago we didn’t reall~
know as much then as we do now. The conclusion of tht
meeting was that we had to get a handle on ways tc
describe Regional Medical Programs, from my point 01
view, that would be able to focus in on what kinds oi
transformations were taking place in the health’ cart
system through RegionalMedicalPrograms.

You know – big deal – that’s the conclusion.
Well, we haven’t really got any further than that, and

yet I feel when I go looking at the budget submission
when it comes in to me and I have to make some recoin
mendations that I can’t really justify Regional Medicd
Programs budget just on terms of additional trainees this
year or whatever. That’s not really what Regional
MedicalProgramsis about any more.

And I don’t know what kind of indicators to use,
This is a tough question.

DR. CHARLES LEWIS: To drop back and say some.
thing here since I’m out of the RMP business, isn’t this
the whole problem since 1966, that the RMPwas based
on a promissory note which could never be delivered,
which was really the elimination of heart disease, cancer:
and stroke, and some of us had a strong feeling that
besides providing “improving the care of the patients” it
was rea~y about regionalization, and the establishment
of relationships, and the introduction of change within
the system which occurs only under certain conditions.

It sure helps to have a little money. It helps to have
some doctors who are hurting.

I think it’s fascinating that we have focused most of
our attention on university medical centers, which are
about the last things in the world that are going to
change because of the density of prestige and popula-
tion.

I think if one really wants to see innovation in the
medical care system today you go to the small towns
any place in the country and you find nurse practi.
tioners and physicians’ assistants and mergers of hos.
pitals and all sorts of interesting things that aren’t
making the New York Times.

But I suspect if one were going to invest a little RMP
cash, one could very easily facilitate regionalization out.
side of those sorts of procrustean things that have
probably already died but the messagejust hasn’t got to
the brain yet.

MRS. BLAXALL: That’s right. I agree with”your
statement.
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DR.LEWIS:A lot of people don’t.
MRS. BLAXALL: But it doesn’t help me in the

question I have. This is a tough question we’re sttil
working on. For example, does that mean instead of
using the old indicators that we should focus in on
anecdotalelements?

DR. LEWIS: No, there are end results that can be
measuredI would assume.

If you wodd like to tak about the availability of care
for populations and the provision of care to populations
that don’t have any care, as a byproduct of RMP, I think
that can be measured – providing that’s what your
objectiveswere.

But there have never been any objectives except to
“improve th~ qua~ty of care for patients with heart
disease,cancer, and stroke” – starting at where the care
wasprobably the best.

“MRs.BLAXALL: Does this get back to the question
then that hear when I go around and tak to some of
the regions, “Who’s making the objectives for RMP?”
Washington or our local RAG? Is that the kind of
question that you’re getting towards?

Because if there aren’t any concrete objectives at the
national level, which is what I suppose I have to worry
about, then –

DR. LEWIS: I think RMP when it emerged in
1966, for some of us that redly got seduced into the
planningprocess without knowing what is going on and
found ourselvesoperational before we redy knew what
was goingon, we had been at that time fascinated by the
fact that this was a program in search of objectives, that
there wasan enormous amount of money to be spent for
doing something, but no one ever defined from hierarch-
ical quarters up there what was expected of regions, and
regionsgrewdepending upon, essentially, the phtiosophy
of the coordinator or the parent institution.

And at that time I think many of us felt the
taxonomy of RMP. There were hardware-otiented
regions and software-oriented. There were disease-
oriented and there were people-oriented. They were
centralized and there were decentralized. They were
cleariy determinable by the nature of the people in-
volvedin the originalprograms.

I do not know whether it has changed or not, This
was the equivalent of the identity crisis which over-
whelmsthe teachers of preventive medicine annually.

DR. CARPENTER: You know, it’s interesting that
now we are stuck with really so many objectives that
there are people who say we don’t have any. Each in-
dividud region has a large number of objectives, some of
which are immeasurable, some of which, though, are

measurable. The diversity – the major strength of the
Iaw’s perrnissiveness toward local innovation – makes
for such difficulty of expression that it now becomes the
bane of the evaluator’s existence. Having no national
decision that a priority, for example, for coronary care is
acceptable, he has less clear evidence as to whether his
Regionhas placed significantpriority on such care.

DR. LEWIS:I think if your programshad written rerd
objectives and not statements of vaguegoals, they might
have been evduatable. And it’s like teaching,you know.
If you just tell them what you want, which we usually
do, it’s a mess. Writing education behavioral change
objectivesis a very difficult job.

DR. HASTINGS: It occurs to me maybe we have got
a new definition of what RMP is redly about. If we
make the assumption that RMP’sreal business is social
change, if we are supposed to be changingthings, then
perhaps we should shift our statement of what our ob-
jectives are from disease–related, medicdly-related
criteria as listed in each of these articles, as enumerated
in each of these articles that you just discussed, and
fran~y say that we’re in the business – that we’re”in a
politicrd business, an organizational business instead of
being in a task-related business, that we’re in the busi-
nessof changinga system.

And if we define ourseIvesthat way, then it’s possible
to state objectives that one can measure, different kinds
of objectives that people have tried to measure.

But if that’s what we are about, maybe that’s what
we should be doing.

DR. LEWIS: It would have been nice if the original
law hadn’t said in it as long as it doesn’t interfere with
current patterns of practice.

DR. CARPENTER: But interference and change
aren’t the same.

DR. HENDERSON:That’s right.
DR. STONEMAN:I think there is a real gap that has

developed in this conference. I think it’s been there all
the time. I think Dr. Lewisalluded to it. It concerns me.
I’m sure it concerns many other program coordinators.

I think a lot of us were seduced into ~ by the
bright hope of local initiative’and local decision making
and system building within the context of the law as it
was written, with perhaps a few liberties with the inter-
ferenceclause.

But we did develop regional advisory groups. We did
develop systems. We did spend a couple of years teach-
ing them what the law says and what it’s dl about. And
we did do this on the the;is that unlesswe put a system
together that could work together we were never going
to be able to move the system in any effective way. We
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have begun to make some progress toward doing that,
but we aren’t there yet. I don’t know all about all the
other regions. I know we’re not there yet.

The Iaw is being renewed. It’s written by Congress.
It’s still virtually the same language except for some
kidney wording and a few other minor changes. And yet
the Bureau of the Budget and others in Washington are
coming through with a clarion call that we’re going to be
judged on whether we’re agents of social change and
whether we can materially, with the dollars we have,
affect the health status of the nation very soon.

Now, we spent all day finding out nobody can tell us
how to measure health status to beginwith. So we can’t
evaluate that pursuit except in individud program
activities, and that’s out. We’renot supposed to measure
activities as much as we do broad program. The people
back home stfil think we’re.working under PubEc Law
89-239 and renewals.

Now, it seems to me that there is an obvious question
here that I hope will be addressed before the meeting is
over. I don’t think we can do what we have been asked
to do untti we do what we set out to do – put a system
together. And I don’t think we can do it by fiat within
the next four months or within the next 12 months,
probably not in less than severalyears.

And this comes back to the ”questionthe young lady
asked about – what do we put down to justify your
existence? I don’t think we’re going to with $94 mfllion
this year produce enough product in additional health
care detivered to amount to a minuscule fragment of the
total systems production.

Maybe we’re going to produce a process that can put
us in a position to do something about that, but I can’t
giveyou much more justification than that.

DR. HENDERSON: I want to just try to removeone
misconception I thfi I heard.

I would not say we cannot get measurements of
health status. I say we can. I tried to say that it is a
difficult task and it takes experts in many fields to apply
their knowledge and do it efficiently.

I think you have seen that. There are experts in
several kinds of measurements here today. We have d
tried to say that it takes a lot of effort, a lot of skill, and
a lot of skflled personnel focusing on doing the specific
kinds of evaluation. I do not think the WPS have had
people with the right kinds of expertise in their pro-
grams to start off with–for good reason. The majority
have been planners and people who had to get programs
implemented and were well versed and became well
versed in these aspects.

This may be just a time lapse. But I do not think tha
you should say or anybody should say that we cannc
do it. Given enough money and the proper input it. ca
be done. But it cannot be done except by co~aboratio:
between many kinds of experts with background an
training in the sciencesneeded for the purpose.

DR. STONEMAN:I know, but given the fact ”tha
each region is doing its own thing, if’you will, even give:
the kinds of that you describe–and I fistened very closel:
this morning,very interestedy–at $200,000 for the firs
year how long with that kind of a data base.would tha
regional medicd program have to go with operation
activities directed toward the soft spots and gaps tha
you identify and develop before you can come bacl
with a continual status evaluation that will answer th
question that she asked–for one region?

DR. HENDERSON:I can in part answer your ques
tion. I cannot giveyou a time limit. But I can tell you
problem about the whole program that I think extend
this time. Because of the insecurity of funding, fron
year to year, our unit has no full-time professiona
person. No one with enough epidemiologic and statis
ticrd experience to organize this kind of center can a
that stage in their career afford to go full-time on :
program without surety of continuity and funding. So i
the program had a more stable base, it could be done il
much shorter time because you would get people work
ing at the job full time. The very nature of the progran
is extending the length of time it takes to do evaluation

DR. LEWIS:I think just to reintroduce Buck ~li’s
question as we have come full circle, it’s whether or not
the kind of data that we are t~ing about will influence
planning and operation.

MR. SHAPIRO: I don’t see how you can answer thal
question–in a kind of global way any more than I could
possibly grapple with the global way of stating the issue
of changing medical care systems. You can think ifl
terms of a change of medical care systems involvinga
total approach. This is a $65 billion-a-yearindustry. And
anybody who thinks that ~P is going to change
medicd care systems in a very fundamental and decisive
way just doesn’tknow what’sgoingon. It’s unthinkable.

But you could define medicd care systems in clusters,
in smaller units, in a dimension which you can begin to
grapple with.

I hate to come back to our own experience and our
own aspirations, but the program that I was describing
this morning in coronary care is directing itself at a
categorical disease, but to be effective, the way we view
effectiveness, it means a change in a system. HopefullY,
through a demonstration of the kind we are projecting
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there can be an influence on a much broader segment of
the community in developing approaches to a specific
disease.

So I think that there is a danger of stating issues in
such broad terms that it becomes absolutely impossible
to copewith them.

DR. ~LMAN: Well, again I think if you came away
from the discussion all day with the idea that we can’t
measurehealth status, then really we failed.

I don’t think we here could allow you to slide out
from taking a hard look at ~P easflyby saying, “We
can’t measure health status so therefore WP can’t be
evaluatedin those’terms.” It’s not appropriate.

The discussionwe have heard thus far initiated by the
young !ady in the back is very similar to many dis-
cussions I have been in after a program has been
launched and they say, “Well, we’d better get an
evaluator in here to tell us what we’redoing becausewe
don’t really know.” And I think that’s pretty sad after
d this time. I cannot for the life of me understand how
we could get into the sorry state of spendingdl of these
mdlions of doilars setting up rdlof these regionaIoffices
and then come around and say, “Well, I really don’t
know how to judge whether one or another region or
one or another unit should get more or less funds for
what it wants to do.”

This is an extremely dangerous kind of situation,
tying it back into some of Chuck Lewis’comments, for
an evaluator to operate in, because he or she can’t
possiblywin in such a situation. In other words, you’re
putting the evaluator in the position of defining the
objectives of the program. Do you rea~y want that? I
don’t think you do.

DR. CARPENTER: Bfll, you stimulated a lot of this.
DR. STONEMAN:Yes, I’d like to respond.

I didn’t mean to sound like an evaluation nihfikt. The
thing that bothers me is that we havehad for some time
now some very broad and general aims for WP out.
finedwhich are extremely vague,and if I overstated their
vaguenessand the unlikelihood of their immediate ac-
comphshment, I apoIogize. But I apparently made the
point.

If we are going to go to program evrduation at the
regional level instead of concerning ourselves with in-
dividud project activities, then I would submit that most
of the evaluative techniques that were described this
morning are more appropriate to project evaluation, if I
can use that term, than they are to programevahration.

Then it’s necessary for us to hold our own feet to the
fire in terms of setting some precise program objectives

before we can begin to decide how we are going to eval-
uate them.

And I must confess it’s still not clear to me what
evaluative methods we are going to use for that. I have
got some strategic concepts of why I’m doirig many of
the things I’m doing, but they are steps along the way to
what has been discussed in terms of more profound
changesin the system than the reorganization of a given
subsystem within our coronary care process. I hope that
clarifieswhat I said to some extent.

DR. BROWN: It gets back though to this business
about process and end results. If you’re going to try to
define how many people’s lives you saved or so on,
that’s going to take a very long time and may not be
possible and probably isn’t even important. But the
process is important, the process by which subregional-
ization or regionalizationoccurs.

Now, that may be hard for people in the Bureau of
the Budget to measure, but that’s their problem as well
as ours, because that is where maybe the $96 million can
have some influence on what is happening in terms of
the whole.

Now, that’s about as globaI as I could make it, and
within that there are 55 sub-sets and probably 25 ap-
proaches within those sub-sets of 5S “regions,and then
within that there are a lot of other smaller things that
Dr. Shapiro refers to which”are terribly important, but I
don’t know how you measure those in terms of livesyou
save.

DR. DLMAN: Could I be antagonistic and ask why
it’s important to have all these subregional clusters and
paraphernalia?

DR. BROWN: It’s a mechanism because someone
feels that there might be a better way or a more
economicway or something to deliverhealth services.

DR. mLMAN: I’m askingan outcome question.

DR. BROWN:I was struck with this business here of
the neighborhood health clinic where the analysisof the
report says that 95 percent of the patients get followup
contrasted with only – what? - 10 percent or 20 per-
cent. Therefore the neighborhoodhealth center is a good
thing?

DR. mLMAN: I don’t know if it’s good.

DR. BROWN:Well,nobody knows, but that’s one of
the objectives it seems to me we’re hearing, one of the
goalsof the regional medicd program. Access.Isn’t that
access? It doesn’t make any difference whether the out-
come was better for the patient, Nobody measured it.
But if we could guarantee access, that’s politically im-
portant ri@t now.
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Now, I’m not saying that’s good or bad. I’m just
sayingif you take stability of data you could say, well,
here are X number of people who did not get followup.
Now they get followup. Therefore, you’veimproved the
system.

Maybe dl you have done is added a component to it
that costs you money.

DR. CARPENTER: I suppose the fear is, Bob, that
although that is politically important today, it doesn’t
sound as though it’s going to stay politically important,
whereas whether or not there is increased access to
improved health care may have a little longer staying
power as an argument.

MR. SHAPIRO: Let me give one example briefly.
Then I’vegot to leave.And I’m goingto oversimplifythe
situation.

During WorldWar II, there was an EMICprogram –
emergency maternal and infant care. Nobody thought in
terms of an evaluation of that program. There were
“millionsof women who were delivered through this
program. After the war that program was abandoned.
There was no supporting evidence that could be used to
sustain a program that rou~ly corresponded to the
EMIC program. There are a lot of people who are
convinced that some form of EMICprogramwould have
been maintained after the war and hopefully would have
resulted in further reductions in infant mortality in this
country instead of the long sustained period of small
decreases if those responsible had taken the trouble to
think through the importance of evrduation.

There is currently a program in maternal and infant
care, and there’s a huge amount of money being poured
into that program. I don’t believe that that program wtil
continue in the long run unless it can prove itself in one
way or another.

I think in the ~P there are very simtiar types of
situations. I don’t care how carefully you regionalizean
ambulance service to respond to coronary care
emergency situations. You may have a beautifully
operating program. But unless somebody can establish
whether or not that program is really accomplishing
something in terms of outcome, that programis going to
be chopped. That’s the rationale behind outcome.

DR. WGSDON: Could I just comment about
another program that had a simdar type of outcome in
the migrant health bill that was passed and which
operated on a budget much less than this, about one-
fifth of the amount, and was passed primarilybecause of
Steinbeck, his writing, and some special interest groups
that were able to get enough support in the Congress.
And this program provided health and environmental

services to migrants all over the country. But because 01
the lack of solid evaluation information and because 01
the lack of grass-roots support, this program is in real
jeopardy right now of beinglost in the shuffle of anothel
bill that was passed. And if I was any kind of prophet 1
would say that the same thing could well happen to the
MP.

DR. CARPENTER:Dr. Fox?
DR. Fox: I think Martha and I would like to respond

to some of the comments.
For those who don’t already know, this is.Martha

Blaxdl who is a budget examiner in the Health Branch in
the Office of Managementand Budget.She also helps me
write speeches for places like here and ropes me into
interesting meetings.

I think a couple of points have been raised. The
problem of insecurity of funds, for example, has some
validity. The issue of lack of goalsmay or may not have
validity. I think that cti be carried too far.

I wonder, for example, whether you were at, lunch
and listened to Dr. MarguHes’speech. He enumerated
certain things that were as clear as they are going to be
enumerated, and if you people don’t understand what
they are, then I don’t know what else can be done.

You also heard in the morning that the concept of
themes versus specific objectives was taked about by
Don Schon, and I haven’theard anybody dispute that as
a concept. You know. The messagesthat you’re going to
get wJ1 consist of themes. You’d scream if you were
given specific objectives in terms of numbers of this and
that ty~ of unit that you must engagein.

We have heard that you can’t measure health status.
Well,you know, I made a big point of this yesterday in
my talk, and presumably you heard that. Not that you
can’t measure health status, but that you won’t get a
single measurement of the impact of WP tied up in one
cost-benefit measure.We’reaware of that.

On the other hand, there are things that can be done.
I sure learned a heck of a lot today. It (the panel) has
some of the best information of what the state of the art
in measuringhealth status really is.

Let me tell you some of the things that I think one
can expect. I think one can expect movement in
directions. What those directions, the precise directions,
ought to be, that’s up to you people again. You know
the themes. What are some of the SYS;J[~ !\:lngcs’?Is
duplication iti facilities being eliminated or new duplica-
tion being prevented?

We’re on the verge of entering into the kidney field
for big. Are we going to have the same ‘iascos there we
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have had in open heart surgery? If we do, then maybe
the programshould be questioned.

We have dso heard examples here, and I have heard
them, anecdotdly, of important situations where dupli-
cation of facilities has been prevented.

Weknow manpower is important. You know. Is RklP
doing something to rationalize the introduction of new
manpowerin the project areas?

These are meant to be seed money projects. Are they
engaging in projects that are real projects that are
absorbed into the regular system after, say, a two- to
five-yearperiod?

One can look at corestaff and ask whether they are
developing a regional strategy that intuitively makes
sense or is it a case of just responding to individud
requestsand interest groups that come in?

Wehave heard statements that the evaluator can’t set
objectives.Well, this is true in a purist sense. But if the
evahrator can’t help the decisionmaker set objectives,
can’t start to ask questions that assist the decisionmaker
in setting objectives, then the evaluator ought to be fired
— and I rea~y mean that – because that may be the
most important thing that he can fulfdl.

And I know to some extent the regionshave to come
forth and say, “Look, within these themes these are the

good things that we think we can do, and these are our
objectives. This is what we think is reasonable to
measure us by. Here are some measures that might be
tempting from your point of viewbut we think they are
unrealisticbecause —.“

And I think the regions have to come forth with
honest information, not with snowjobs.

Now, in a sense, things are bad. There’s uncertainty.
But the uncertainty isn’t, I contend, anywhere near as
bad as what your statements make us believe.

DR. JESSE B. ARONSON: I’d like to ask the ques-
tion as to why in all of these discussions of measure-
ments we haven’t brought in or I have heard really
nothing about the measurement of the cost factor.

We know that we are far from getting cost-benefit
studies. We certainly can get cost-effectiveness of
process. And if we are going to start measuring process
without measuring costs, I don’t think we’re measuring
process in any realistic sense,in any case that will in any
political sensecertainly be realistic.

And I think we ought to put more of our thinking,
and we ought to have examples of studies, where the
cost-effectiveness of process becomes an essential
element in our whole measurement system.

.. ,.
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Approaches to Program Evaluation

H. W.KEAIRNES,M.D.

Evaluation is assuming a larger role in the planning
and management of Regional Medical Programs. The
new procedures for anniversary review program applica-
tions and in-depth site visits indicate that increased Ioc~
autonomy in management of activities and funds is
contingent upon a clear understanding by Washingtonof
yesterday’s achievements by the program. Under these
conditions, past performance is equally as important as
future plans. Evaluation, whether done forma~y or in-
formally’– if done at all – helps build the bridge from
the past to the future.,.

“;, Recently I tape-recorded a brief interview with Mr.
RObert Lawton, Deputy Director of Tri-State Regionsd
,,-,,,.

MedicalPrograms. After talking about the impact of the
anniversa~ reviewguideline on Iocd programs, I a–k-ed~
“How do you expect the evaluation activities to con-
tribute to the development of these program applica-
tions?” This is the dialogue that followed:

MR.LAWTON:Theprogramapplicationand programitse~
has to demonstrate that it can manage the process in its
own region of good heflth serviceproblem solving.The
(evaluatiori) technique for doingthat must not only exist
in the region but must be visiblein the app~cation. TTre
region has to knowhow to apply and use the technique
and how to use the results of the evaluation technique. I
think it’s a good circle involvement.Youhave to develop
and put down a techrdque that helps you do your job -
better.

DR.KEMRNES:You t~ as if evahrationhas somethingto
do with pfartning.

MR.LAWTON:I fmd them hard to aeptiate. I t~k that the
credibtity factor is extremely important here: I think if
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you are going to do good things for patients and good
things for patient care through rationalization, tien you
have to demonstrate that what you did yesterday had
some merit and improved patient care – so that evahra-
tion is an on-goingthing. Today’s planning and tomor-
row’s rewlts are pretty dependent on yesterday’s evalua-
tion.

In the game of improvingpatient care, that’s another
way of saying that evaluation is part of the process of
winning.Planning and action are, or should be, based on
experience. Evahration involves the systematic de-
scription of these experiences and the associated achieve-
ments. If done well, evaluation can supplement the gut-
level feelings that play such a prominent role in most
decisionmaking about the future. Unfortunately de-
cisionmakershave functioned so long without systematic.
evaluation that many feel that they can win without it,
or, at least, by payingno more homage to it.

The model for winning through the use of evaluation
has been established by that multi-million dollar in-
dustry – professional football. Each week each team
records the process of their winning or losing in the
game movie. The coaches and, to a lesser extent, dl
members of the team spend many hours reviewingthe
game movie. They evaluate every plan and the per-
formance of eve~ member of the team. Those plays that
worked well will be used again. For any play that didn’t
work, decisions wfll be made about the performance of
each player and the appropriateness of the play. On this
basis plans are made for practiw and for the next game.
And then they practice. There is littIe mercy for teams
that continue to make the same mistakes in decision
making and performance that were obtious in the game
movies. Of course they have to take into account the
limitations of their personnel and their system and the
new challengespresented by the next opponent. In next
week’s game, if they have successfully evaluated, cor-
rected and planned, they will win. And they may even
win over a team that has superior personnel and re-
sources.

The task of a broad-base social change organization
such as Regional Medical Programs appears more
complex than that of a professional football team, but
only superficially. They both have the same over-all
objective – winning. RMP’sgod line, however, is less
well defined. There are many more ways of scoring
points. The process of moving down the field involves
many more players. The opportunity for fumbling is
much greater. The rules and the officials are much more
difficult to identify. The fans are often not interested in
paying to see the team win. And there are no time outs
during the game or between games.

But none of these differences negate the vahreof t]
game movie and the process of pIanning for tomorro
on the basis of what happened yesterday. What follo!
is a description of the concepts and methodology fi
taking an RMP game moviethat will allow a clear asses
ment of the performance of the teams involved in wii
ning or losing the game of rationalizing and improvil
the process of medical care delivery.

Concepts of Information Support

Evaluators in RegionalMedicalProgramsplay the rol
of cameramen, not coaches or players. In their role, the:
must keep the camera focused on the crucial activitie
on the playing field if the coaches are to have usefu
game movies. Evaluators have not been hired as judges
Ordy those personswhose decisions influence the fate o
an organization can redly be considered as judges
Evaluators are hired to pro@deinformation to decision
makers so that their judgments are not made on in
complete, inaccurate or biased information. In thif
sense, they are concerned much more with INFORMA
TION SWPORT than with judgmental evaluation.

This concept of information support makes sense
only when the decisionmakersutflize the information. 11
no one but the cameraman sees the game movie, then
the plans for next week’s game wfil be based on the
rather undetafled and unsystematic recollections of the
coaches and players. Similarly, taking two weeks to
develop the film destroys its usefulness.If the film is
avaflableand utilized, then it must be of such quality and
content that the coaches and players find it useful. If
they feel that it is useful, they will utilize the informa-
tion in their planning and decisionmaking and they wfil
request that the service be continued. In Regional
Medical Programs information support sewices can be
justified ody when there is utilization of the informa.
tion and requests for additional information by the
decisionmakers.

Decisionmakersin RMP

Who are these decisionmakers ill RegionaI Medical
Programs that correspond to the coaches of the profes-
sional football teams? One of the important differences
between the two games is the larger number of players
and decisionmakers involved in RMP activities. MP
dccisionrnakers,fall into severalimportant groups:

1. Coordinators or directors – the senior executives
who are responsible for the implementation of the plan”.
ning and operational activities of the program. j
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2. Planners – the committee members and core staff
ersonnelwho determine the direction – objectives – of
le program and the activities that wi~ move the pro-
ramand the regionin that direction.

3. Project directors and officers – the core staff and
]roject personnel who manage the process of project
Developmentand operation.

4. Grantors – the members of local and national
~dvisorygroupsand the staffs of granting agencieswhose
jecisions determine which activities and programs
>ecomefunded.

5. Consumers – both professional and lay persons
whosesupport determines the success or failure of most
broad-basedsocial changeprograms.

If the decisions of au these people about how the
game shodd be played are correct, Regional Medicd
Programsstands a good chance of winningthe battle for
rationalizingthe medical care system through voluntary
mechanisms.The thesis of this paper is that meaningful
informationbased on past experiences and provided in a
useful manner till improve all crucial decisionmaking.
Of course, evahrativeinformation becomes ody part of
the decisionmakingprocess and, by itself, cannot over-
come problems in communication, resources or con-
straints that also ifluence the decisionmaking process
andits resdts.

\Vorkof the Evaluator

Meaningful information forms the context for the
work of the evaluator. He must understand how the
game of Region4 Medicd Programs is played, who the
playersare, what direction the team isheading, and what
the coacheswant to seebefore he knows where to focus
the camera. For example, focusing on the wide flanker
whilehe sits on the bench during a defensive play may
be the same as focusing on the evaluation of a project
when the decisionmakersredly need to understand how
Wthe components of the program are working together
to further the task of winning the game. Narrowly

‘focusedobservationshave limited value to understanding
the total game process. Indeed, focusing on the wrong
area may prevent the coaches from observingthe process
of scoring. Meaningful information that is useful for
planningthe next game depends on a description of the
entire field includingthe play of afl members of both
teamsand the successof both teams in crossingthe goal
tine. It includes au the projects – both operational and
‘Planning– as well as afl non-project activities of staff

,.:,,rrndcommittees. It ~so includes everything that the
‘,..opposingteam – the forces for the status quo – is doing

to resist the activities directed towards rationalizing the
health care system.

The evaluator in focusing his information support
servicesmust first know the location of the goal line and
the ruIes of the game. Then, if he understands who the
key players are and how they participate in the game, he
stands a reasonable chance of providing a meaningful
service; that is, he wfll make the appropriate observa-
tions on the appropriate players during the entire game.
Being guided by the decisionmakers in this process of
focusinghis observations improveshis chances of making
a game movie that the decisionmakerswill find useful. If
the decisionmakers will not provide the assistance or if
their assistance is not sought, m~ing the g~ne movie
becomes an irrelevant exercise. Fortunately for both
decisionmakers and evaluators there are some general
guidelinesto follow.

Locationof the GoalLine–
fioblems andObjectives

Each problem in the medical care system defines a
different god line. Setting objectives is the process of
specifying which goal lines should be crossed. Planning
specifies the activities which if carried out should lead to
crossingthe goal lines.

Analysis of published studies, surveys, reports, and
applications gives the first level view of the problems of
a health care system in a geographic area. Interviews
with all classes of decisionmakers and other key persons
are required to understand the relation between
described and perceived problems. The degree of
concensus or agreement on high priority problems gives
some indication of the potential cohesiveness of the
medical care system for problem solving.

Obviously the Regional Medicd Programs cannot
cross all possible goal lines or solve rdI the problems of
the medicd care system simultaneously. Objectives and
priorities help direct the team towards those problems
that most need to be solved or are most amenable to
solution. Published objectives may or may not be the
true operational objectives. Discrepancies arise when
operational objectives are perceived as being not socially
acceptable or when there is Iack of concensus among
decisiorunakers about desired objectives. Such dis-
crepancies make it more difficult to mobtiize resources
to accomplish the objectives.

Public objectives can be determined from documents.
Operational objectives can be determined by direct
interviewswith, and by secondary interviews about, key
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decisionmakers. Fo~owing these processes allows de-
scription of the nature of the objectives and of dis-
crepancies between published and operational objectives.

Data Source: documents
direct interviews
secondaryinterviews,

Analysis: nature of problems and objectives
consensuson problems
discrepancies between published and operational

objectives

RulesandPlayingConditionsof the Game-
ResourcesandConstraintsin the
MedicalCaresystem

The Regional Medicd Program’stask lies in a setting
created by existing institutions and their services, key
persons both lay and professional, existing legislation
and re@ations, and fmancid resources both fixed and
flexible. General soci~economic conditions, population
distribution, transportation patterns, communication
systems and educational resources are dso part of the
tiieu. Describing these facts makes apparent the
playing conditions of the game.

The constraints in the system are created by Iegd
forces, institutional relationships and history. Legisla-
tion, regulations and guidelines may be found in
pubfished documents, but their impact and their abflity
to respond to new problems can be learned only from
administrators who have had to work within and around
them. Institutional relationships can be characterized by
patterns of 1) institutional exchange of board members,
staff, clients, and communications, 2) institutional
domain for clients and resources, 3) domain conflict
both actual and perceived, and 4) participation in joint
planning activities. Historically the fate of previous
change efforts and the general responsiveness of the
system to new probIems and new resources suggeststhe
rties which influence the success of all future change
efforts. These are the rules of the game.

This information, ~though crucial to evaluation, is
the keystone of planning. It makes clear the condition of
the playing field and the rties of the game. The eva-
luator shoujd watch for ignorance or misperceptions of
the conditions and rules by persons playing for the local
RegionalMedicalProgram.

Data Source: documents
interview

Analysis: identification of key persons, institutions, and re-
sources

distribution of key persons in relation to proble
institutional relationships as charactetied

exchange, domain, domain confict, ad jo
planningactivities

history of previouscharrgeefforts

Recordof TeamPerformance–
Resultsof PreviousResourceAllocations

Local Regional Medical Programs have Up to th]
years of experience as operational programs. Urdes~
game movie exists, this description of team performan
wtil have to be primarily performance statistics that z
generally avaflable, such as the number and types
plays, number of yards gained, and the number of fi.
downs, penalties, and scores. Recollections of t
players give some clues to the procew, but they a
subject to bias. Nevertheless this information is part
planningfor tomorrow.

The players in the Regionrd Medicd Program gar
can be considered to be staff, committee and adviso
group members, and aUother persons in the medical ca
system. It is important to identify through interviews
the members of the team, their skfllsand attitudes, thf
assignments in the change process, and their p(
formance record. Their skflls relate to their trainin
their position in their institutions, their concern, al
their commitment. Their assignment as well as their pt
formancevary with the activities.

Identifying all the activities or plays that are carri[
out is perhaps the most difficult task facing the evi
uator. There are so many simultaneous activities wi
vague starting points, a paucity of progress reporl
confusion as to who is participating, and a lack of agre
ment on when the play is completed and, therefor
when it is appropriate to measure progress.The easy wz
out is to restrict one’s concern to funded operation
projects. That is appropriate if operational projec
account for 90 percent of core staff and project sta
time and budget. Unfortunately that is rarely the cas
The whole spectrum of activities that must be identifie
include operational projects, planning projects, con
fittee activites, central administration servicesinchrdir
communication, research, data collection, an
evaluation,conferences, developmental negotiations.

Once an activity has been identified the players, the
assignments,their performance, and the effectivenessc
the activity should, if possible, be identified, Th
performance of individuals relates to how well the
carried out their assignments. The effectiveness of th
activity asks not ordy how many yards were gained –
short term estimate of progress usua~y based on a
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chievementof project objectives – but also whether the
lay or activity resulted in a first down or the crossingof
god line – a long term description of the resolution of

fly of the specific problems on which the program
bjectivesfocused.

Resource allocation is akin to selection of plays and
he assignment of players. Effectiveness in achieving
rogram objectives is obviously related to having the
ight players and the right play. Resources include
ersonnel time and funds which are directly accessibleto
he local regional medical program plus all available
ersonnel time and dollar resources in the region that
ould potentially be mobilized towards achievement of
,rogramobjectives.

Retrospectively many detafls of resource allocations
nd player performance are lost. Effectiveness both in
oovingdown the field and in scoring, however, is ap-
~arent because siflificant gains are usually obvious.
ktails become more important when progresshas not
Ieenobvious. In this circumstance winningin the future
lbviously depends on developing a more effective
flocation of resources because new players and new
lollarsare not usually available.

DataSource: documents
interviews

Analysis: descriptions of persons rnvolved in
Re@ond M@ic< Progarn activities

identification of activities
iden~lcation of effectiveness
description of resource docation

Once the location of the goa line, the rules and
?layingconditions of the game,.and the record Of team
performancehave been developed by the evaluator, he
us two obvioustasks: first, to report this information to
his organization, and secondly, to set up an ongoing
mechanismfor recording and reporting evaluative infor-
mation. Both of these processes depend upon the spe-
cific conditions and needs of his program. He must re-
memberthat the information should be considered con-
fidential and that the coordinator of the program should
have complete control over the use of his analyses and
reports. The evaluator should work closely enough with
the coordinator so that the results are made avadablein
a concise, meanin~ul, useful form, but with enough
accompanyingdetafl for use by other decisionmake~ if
desiredby the coordinator. The evahrator in developing
the ~formation should recognke that the reports should
be constructive and not destructive. The reports Should
41OWan opportunity for development of winning

~tterns and should not result in the players becoming
so defensivethat they will not participate.

The ongoing mechanism for recording and reporting-
evaluativeinformation depends on the philosophy of the
coordinator, the evaluator, and the core staff. But
participation in the evaluative process will probably
result in more effective utilization of the information. In
his assignedrole, the evaluator should be responsible for
surveillanceof documents, especirdly minutes of meet-
ings, application for planning and operational projects
and reports of projects and studies in order to maintain
some generalstructure for all evaluativeobservations.He
may supplement his obse~ations by interviews with
persons involvedin the various activities, by participant
observations in committee meetings, planning activities
and consultations, and systematic reports from core staff
and project directors. Involvement of many of the staff
in reporting participant observations and their analysis
provides an opportunity to train them in evaluation
concepts and the use of evahration information.
Nthough discrete segments of the programmay seem to
require specialized research or project evrduation such
activities are not a substitute for ongoing program
evaluation. Program evaluation requires the identifica-
tion of all activities, all the players on the teams or some
other major category. The performance of the players in
each of the activities, the success of the activities in
making progress down the field and drawingfirst downs
and the effectiveness of the whole mix of plays and
players and short-term achievements in moving the pro
gram across the goal line in scoring gains against the
problemsthat exist in the re~on.

In this context evaluation itself is one of the major
acti~ties of a program. Effectiveness of evaluation
activities can be judged from its influence on the
decisionm~ing and the planning processes. Indeed, if
evaluation cannot be demonstrated to contribute to
winning the game it cannot be justified as an important
activity of the RegionalMedic~ program. Effectiveness
and relevance must guide the entire process of observa-
tion, amdysisand reporting of evaluative information -
that is, effectivenessand relevanceto the decisionmaking
of afl classes of decisionmakers from consumers to
Congressmen.

The importance of involvement was summarized
quite well by Mr. Lawton in our interviewwhen I asked
him if he had an opinion about what proportion of RMP
effort shodd be put into evaluation. Let me close with
his response:

“No, I don’t think I have.
1 see it working in this way, an evaluation component,

such as Youand your associates,but in addition I th~k our
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geographic and medicd school coordinators have to apply
evahsationin their work and, if they need it, get ducated
about evaluationtechnique. Our programinlPlementors,
whether they are in the RMPorganizationor in outside
hearth institutions have to have an appreciation of evaluation
arso, because I find it impossible to separateevaluationfrom
the objectivesof programsor projects.

I would hope that there is a tittle bit of evaluation in
everybody– includingme.”

ProgramEvaluation Workshop–
A Case Study

HAROLDW.KEAIRhES, M.D.

~is paper describesthe educational content that was
developed by the faculty, the education methods that
were used in a workshop session sponsored by the
Region~ Medic~ pro~am services,observations on the
education prowss, and implications of the workshop
experience for training and evaluation and development
of program evaluation methods.

EDUCATIONAL CONTENT

The evaluation of Regional Medical Programs at the
local level is an open-ended story. Formal guidelines
have not been established because they are evolving.
Their evolution is based on a process that takes into
account the multiple uses of evaluation, extreme
variability in judgmental criteria and significant dif-
ferences in the philosophy and approach of the 55
regions. The open-ended nature of the legislation - PL
89-239- requires this evolutionary approach.

There are three basic uses for evaluation: 1)justifica-
tion 2j control and 3) learning or planning.

Whenused for justification, evahrationmust deal with
judgmental criteria that have been established and are
regularly utfiized by various groups, e.g. National
Advisory Councfl, RMPS, Iocd and national legislators
and political figures, organized providers, and consumer
groups. Usually these criteria are unwritten and often
unarticdated, but they do exist. In general these groups
make judgments based on their private interpretation of
the intent of the legislation, and these interpretations
form the criteria for their judgments. Their interpreta-
tions may vary considerably from that of core staff and
RAGs of local programs and often may not a~ow for
problems of feasibility and practicality in carrying out
the legislativemandate.

When used for control purposes, evaluation helps ad-
ministrators and executive committees such as MGs to
be aware of progressin implementation of all the various

activities of the program and the effects, both observed
and anticipated, of these activities. Program evaluation
emphasizes a comprehensiveapproach that accounts for
dl activities supported by the resources of the program,
not just discrete operational projects. Ideally program
evaluation pro~ides a mechanism for monitoring the
progress and the effectiveness of dl activities in
furthering the purposes of the RMP. These purposes
include the philosophy, goals, and objectives of the
program as a whole, as well as the niore limited
objectives of each discrete project or activity. Program
evaluation information can then lead to better under-
standing of the most effective way to allocate financial
and personnel resourceswithin the program and to main-
tain quality control of dl supported activities.

When used for learning or planning, program eval-
uation attempts to assist the staff and advisoly com-
mittees throu~~ a continuous feedback process to
improve the quality of their decisions and actions. This
is the tradition planning —action —evaluation cycle.
Maximum benefit occurs when all the actors participate
at least partidy in the entire process.

Role of EvaluatorinProqamEvaluation

The evaluator concerned with program evaluation is
the keystone for the followingprocesses:

1. Identification of the uses for program evaluation.
2. Identification of those individualsand groups who

will use programevaluationinformation.
3. Identification of appropriate evaluation criteria as

describedby each user for each use.
4. identifying his own role in obtaining information

that allowsjudgment on the established criteria for
each use.

5. Carryingout his role.

In the process he must avoid substituting his criteria for
those of the users of program evaluation information
and must be sure that the information is accurate,
reliable, and relevant to the criteria, the uses and the

i
1users.

The evaluator’s role in program evahration is quite 1
different from that in project evaluation. Project evd- ~
uation is concerned with discrete activities based on
objectives‘that are or can be wefl defined and agreed to
by the project staff and the funding agency. Here the
evaluator’s role is to apply systems’ concepts tempered
by economic, educational, epidemiologicmedical care or
other techrricd considerations to the development of an
economic~y feasibleevaluation methodology – and to
the supervision or performance of the evaluation plan.



‘rogram evaluation is concerned with the conglomerate
Activitiesthat have poorly defined objectives, that often
;annot be clarified to the satisfaction of all the users of
;valuation information. Here the evaluator must be
:xtremely flexible and understanding in order to ded
vith the complexities of the task. Rigid application of
raditional evaluation approaches, such as may be ap-
propriate for discrete projects, becomes increasingly
rrelevant as programs become larger or broader in their
cope. Precise evaluation of one component of the pro-
\ram usua~y gives little insight into the total program
nd usually provides little assistance to those who must
dministeror justify the financing of such programs.

?ocessof fiopam Evaluation

For the purposes of this workshop, program eval-
ation was defined as a process. This process definition
ook into account the very primitive state of the art of
,rogramevaluation. Although projects are underway to
evelop the methodology of evaluation of broad range
ocid change organizations such as Regional Medicd
‘rograms,there are no generally agreedupon and tested
Methodologiesat present.

This process of program evaluation follows the
Dllowingsteps:

1. The evaluator sha~ develop a thorough under-
standing of the phtiosophy, histo~, strate~, and
activities of the program. In this step, he may hfer
from his observations what the objectives of the
program are and how these observed objectives
relate to published or reported goals and
objectives. Such inferences should be verified
when possible.

2. The evaluator shall determine who wants or should

,.,,.

want program evalwtion information. From each
of these individuals or groups, he shall obtain the
criteria by which they make judgments and their
intended uses of the information: justification,
control, or learning.

Based on these objectives, criteria and uses, the
evahrator shall develop a program evaluation
methodolo~. This methodolo~ should be
comprehensive, practical, and efficient. Udess he
has outside financial support for evaluation re-
search, the costs of carrying out the evaluation
should probably be less than 10 percent of total
program funds. The scientific disciplines incor-
porated into the methodology should reflect the
needs of the users of the information rather than
the particular scientific discipline of the evaluator.
The evaluation should take into account the

temporal IIOWand sequence of activities – that is,
effects [:n process and organization can be
observed in 1-3 years, but significant effects of

transforming the rnedicrd care system on the
process or end results of patient care may take
3-10years.

Stated in a different manner this processcalls for:
1,

2.

3.

4.

5.

Identification of all activities of the program –
past, present and anticipated.
Identification of all possible effects of these
activities.
Developingmethods for describingthe process and
the effect of d] activities, not limiting the scope to
funded operational projects.
Conducting the evaluation in a rational time
frame.
Reporting the information to decisionmakers in a
way that helps them make more rational decisions.

Understanding program evaluation as a process rather
than as a procedure is fundamental to evaluators being
successfulin their activities. In this context, success in
program evaluation is defined as a development in a
body of information which is perceived as being useful
by individualand group decisionmakersconcerned with
the operation of the program and that played some part
in decisionsthat were made.

EDUCATIONALPROCESS
The workshop attempted to reproduce ttis evaluation

process. One particular regional medicd program was
selected so that the process and its associated problems
could be illustrated.

Following an introductory lecture on program eval-
uation, a group of consultants met in a panel discussion
with severalmembers of the staff of the illustrative pro-
gram.Thispanel had two major objectives:

1. To identify the philosophy, history, strate~, and
activitiesof the program.

2. To identify the question; that the staff members
felt needed to be answered by, the evaluation
process.

The staff members described their regional medicd
program’as being directly concerned with transforming
the medicd care system through influence and a variety
of activities into a system that fdled the gaps in care,
made better use of manpower, improvedquality of care,
and controlled the costs of care, They used the term
“opportunistic intervention” to describe the fact that
their activities were guided more by requests for as-
sistance
planning.

than by comprehensive,
“TiUing the sofl” was the

objective-oriented
term they used to
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describe activities designed to generate such requests in
geographic areas, and among groups not aware ofthe
avadabdity of.assistance from the RegionalMedical Pro-
gram. They. told multiple stories of how this created
change, e.g. a $1500 contract was used to assist seven
community hospitak in developinghome care programs
in less than twelve months; a neighborhood health center
was opened by the city heaIth department in association
with the negotiations for a project on the screening and
treatment of seIected chronic diseases that was being
submitted from the samegeographicarea.

The staff members developed a series of evaluative
questions that they felt were important. Three major
questions evolved:

1. How good are my cooperative arrangements?
2. How balanced are the program activities?
3. Wat changes in the health care system have the

program activities influenced?
The workshop divided into three small groups to

discuss the priorities of these questions for the
evaluation effort and the methodologies that might be
uwd to answer them. Each group contained staff
members of the program and consultants. it was
intended that each group, in addition to developing
priorities and methods, deal with the practical problems
of implementing the methodologies and reporting the
results.

The closing session of the workshop, a general
session, was designed to demonstrate the range of
priorities, methods, and soIutions that were avadable to
soIve common problems in program evaluation. This
depended on the developments in each sma~ group
discussion and was intended to reflect the learning that
had occurred in this open-nded education format.

OBSERVATIONSON THE EDUCATIONALPROCESS

The faculty anticipated many problems in this educa-
tion endeavor. Approximately 150 man hours of plan-
ning plus two trial workshops with smaIlergroups made
the faculty aware that most evaluators would require
10-15 hours of training before they would begin to
understand the concepts of program evaluation as a
process. In spite of that, an attempt was made to
compress this learning experience into five hours. The
planning, however, could not compensate for the short
time allowed for the workshop. As a result the objectives
of the workshop were only partially attained.

Participants in the workshop immediately sorted
themselves into two categories: evaluation or program

* ------- m.rcfifinp1 mn~t of whom

had no previousexperience in evaluation, participated!
more actively in the discussions.Evaluators,.on the othe~
hand, appeared very uncomfortable with this “proces$?~
approach to evaluation. They tended to react as if their
previous hi~y technicrd, project-oriented approach to
evaluation was being threatened. As” a result their
participation attempted to force the workshop from ,a
process orientation towards a structured approach in
which. they, the evahrators, defined the questions,
criteria, and methodology.

One example merits presentation: A ‘staff member
who was concerned with the quaIity of the “linkages”
that she helped establish was badgered by an evaluator
to provide a precise definition of a “linkage.” Altiough
she gave several examples of what she meant, she could
not in ten minutes of interrogation give a precise
definition. A program person pointed out that such an
approach was not getting anywhere. This led two othet
program persons to presen”tmethods to describing new
contacts and working relationships between individual
that, although not quantitative, did provide a basis fo]
understanding the quality of,these “linkages.”

The discussion groups tended to focus on their own
questions about program effectivenessand to discard the
questions posed by the staff members. As the discussion
groups fo~owed this path, they became unable in the
allotted time to probe into the areas of methodology
This reflected the difficulty experienced by many of thf
participants in understanding the concepts of prograrr
evaluation as a process and their inabtiity to play th(
educational game that had been established for th(
workshop.

IMPLIcATIONS
Evaluation of programs that have as broad a mandat(

as the Regional Medicd Programs is very difficult
Proven methodologies do not exist. The effect of ~
socird-changeprogram is often much greater than thl
sum of the effects of the discrete operational project
that they fund. Application of simple concept
developed in project~riented evaluation activities i
often inappropriate. Evaluators who hold responsibili~
for program evaluation are often the victims of thei
previous training and experience in project evaluation.

In order for meaningfd program evduatio
methodologies to be developed, tradition evaluatio
methodologies must become subservient to the broa(
range demands of these broad-range programs. The fir:
step in this process is developing evaluation concep’
that are similarly broad-range. It probably requires thi
evaluators no longer sit on the side-lines of the progra]



asjudges and that they become actively involvedin the
entire change process with program responsibilities in
addition to their evaluation responsibilities. Only when
evaluators have a profound understanding of their
program wi~ they know which consultants and which
methodologies are trdy appropriate to the task of
programevaluation.

Training and program evahration begins with an
understandkg of the program to be evahsated. It
proceeds to the development of program evaluation
concepts. Havingpassed these stages,it can focus on the
application of proven methodologiesor the development
of new methodologies.Trainingin program evrduationis,
therefore, just as much of a process as is program eva-
luationitself.

SUMMARY

The educational content and methods of a workshop
session on evaluation of Regional Medical Programs has
been described. The objectives for the workshop were
ody partially attained. Observations on the complexity
of the subject, the time limitations of the workshop, and
the previous experiences of the participants were related
to the partial success of this particular trahing method.
Further developments in the field of program evaluation
depend upon evaluators actively participating in their
own program activities and in a continuing education~
process.
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Cost-~nefit and tist-Effectiveness
Analysesin the Health Field

Jo~ GLASGOW

Msing levels of heaIth care expenditures; the as-
sociated increases in medical prices and allegedshortages
of manpower and facilities; the declaration that accessto
medicd care is a right, not a privilege;and the growing
role of the government in the health care field have led
to concern with the effectiveness of alternative delivery
systems or resource allocations. Concern with the ef-
fectiveness of delivery emphasizes the importance of
usingscarce resources (or dollars) in such a way,as to
maximize the return per dollar spent. This, in turn, has
led to the search for planning and analytical techniques
wtich might aid in the task of rationalizingthe resource
aflocativeprocess. TWOsuch techniques are cost-benefit
and cost+ffectivenessanalyses.

The Crystal-Brewsterpaperl providesan introduction
to cost~ffectiveness and cost-benefit analysis. The
present essay attempts
and to su~est certain
‘r

to build upon this introduction
conceptual and methodological

concerns that the user of these techniques needs to keep
clearly in mind if he hopes to use them effectively and if
he is to understand what information these techniques
do and do not provide. The purpose is not to present a
step-by-step “how to do it cost-benefit manual”
rdthough one might be desirable and desired. Examples
of calculations of both a hypothetical and theoretical
nature, in addition to that provided by Crystal and
Brewster, abound.2-l 3. Neither is the purpose here one
of exploring new theoretical frontiers. Indeed, as
Marman has pointed out “so much has been written. . .
about tie application of cost-benefit analysis to the
health field that almost every pint that might be made
has been made.”14 Mthough ~rhaps something of an
overstatement reminiscent of Mill’spremature claim that
everything that was to be known of economics was
known, the observation has sufficient validity to narrow
the present concern. The attempt here will be to ensure
that terms and concepts used in cost studies are clearly
understood as to their definition, the underlying
assumptions, and the result and implications for the
analysis. It should be clear that the objective is not to be



critical of previous work. However, an understandingof
the limitations involved in such studies both increases
their value to the decisionmaker and provides a
reminder of the need for constant improvement of the
analytical techniques involved. A secondary god is to
consolidate into one paper a number of points which are
fairIy well-developed in the literature, but widely
scattered and therefore less accessibleto the less special-
ties reader. A final objective is to provide to the
interested reader a bibliographic resource for further
personal investigation.

THE NATUREOF THE BEASTS

Cost-Benefit and Cost-Effectivenessare terms often
used interchangeably. In actual fact, the two are not the
same although both concepts do derive from the same
theoretical fount–capital budgeting theory. In essence,
capital budgeting theory is concerned with the present
and future costs, and the associated benefits overtime,
of alternative investment strategies. The god is to
rdlocate scarce resources to their most productive
(profitable) uses. Thus, the theo~~ is concerned with
determining the effects, as weu as the costs, of specific
alternatives available.

In cost-benefit analysis, the moneta~ cost of a pro-
gram, or intervention activity, is compared to the
monetary value of the expected benefits. This cost-
benefit ratio (of total costs to total benefits) might then
be used to compare alternative programs to determine
which is the best potential investment. For a specific
activity, the comparison of costs and benefits is for the
purpose of answering the question: Do the benefits
receivedjustify the expenditure (i.e., is the ratio greater
than 1 or some other arbitrarily set number)?

Cost@ffectiveness analysis, in contrast, attempts to
compare the cost of alternative approaches to the
achievement of a specific set of results. The goal,
therefore, is not to determine the feasibility of achieving
a god (theoretically that has aheady.been decided), but
rather to select from among dtemative approaches the
one approach which will result in a givenoutput for the
least cost or tie nlaximum output for a givencost.

Althou@ somewhat artificial in nature, the definition
of the terms does allow us to specify in some detail the
major characteristics of, and distinctions between, the
two concepts.

1. Cost-benefit analysis is more comprehensivein its
focus than cost-ffectiveness analysis.
a. Cost-benefit includes a consideration of social

or external effects as a part of the complete
enumeration of the costs and benefits. In

principle, cost-effectivenessshould do the same.
In practice, however, cost-effectivenessanalyses
are often less complete in listing the total cost
and benefits. For example, external effects are
often ignored and certain desired results or
benefits are specified with all others regarded as
constants or relatively unimportant.

b. Cost-benefit analysis normally values the costs
and benefits in monetary terms. This provides
the common denominator necessary for com-
parisons of alternative types of programs. In
cost-effectivenessanalyses the measure of out-
put often is not in terms of dollars, but rather
in some other unit such as man-years saved.

2. These differences in comprehensivenessand tech-

3.

4.

nique result in cost-effectivenessbeing used most
often “when various benefits are difficult to
measure or when the several benefits that are
measured cannot be rendered commensurate.”3d
Cost-benefit ansdysis allows comparisons among
several programs which have different objectives.
Cost effectiveness is used to compare differing
ways of obtaining the same objective.
The objective of a cost-benefit study is to deter-
mine if an action or program is worth undertaking;
the objective of a cost-effectiveness study is to
determine the best way of achieving an already
determined course of action.

CONCEPTUALAND METHODOLOGICALISSUES

In this section, differences between cost-benefit and
cost-effectiveness studies wfll be ignored for the most
part. Here the concern will be with the terms used, the
concepts involved,and the implications of the measure-
ment techniques used. Ii general, the comments wdl be
applicable to both types of studies.

me Measurementof CostsandBenefits

The essenceof the cost-benefit approach is the assign-
ment of dollar valuesto all resourcesso that the benefits
of a specific activity might be compared to the cost of
the inter.vention and to the projected benefits from
alternative investment opportunities. Obviously, it is
vital to include in the dollar valuation all the relevant
effects associatedwith a givenaction.

EconomicCostsof DiseaseDefined. The economic
cost of disease or injury, as contrasted to expenditures
for medicd care, reflects both direct and indirect cost
components. Directcostsincludetheactualmedicalcare
expendituresnecessaryfor the treatmentof the disease
or inju~. These expenditures would include both
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~rsond (i.e., the cost of hospital care, nursing home
;are, physicians’ service, drugs, nursing services, and
imilar type expenses) and non-personal expenditures
Le., the cost of research, training, facilities, equipment,
Ind“a pro-rated share of the annual cost of health
nsurance). [rrdirectcosts are those costs to the irr-
iividualor to society in the form of lostproductivity
~ttributableto the diseaseor injuw, In essence, this
mounts to imputing a dollar value to the productivity
ost through premature death or disabdity. Obviously,
:he imputation must take into account varyinglife ex-
pectancy,labor force participation and earning rates by
~ifferentsex and age groups; the “value” of individuals
)utsidethe market pricing mechanism (i.e., housewives,
;Iderly, children, unemployed); and the appropriate
~iscountrate.

It is important to emphasize that the economic costs
~f the disease as defined above are rea~y the projected
~enefitsin any cost-benefit, cost-effectiveness analysis.
mat is, the benefits to be derivedfrom an action are the
?timinated losses in production output, personal well-
being, and resource utilization which result from a
successfulprogram. The cost denominator is simply the
projectedbudget of the program.

Enumeration of the types of factors included in the
usualcost study makes it clear that a number of costs
andbenefits are typicdy excIuded from the calculation.
In addition, a number of assumptions, both expficit and
implicit, underlie the definition of direct and indirect
costs,the valuation of specific components of each, and
= use of the technique of discounting which have
major implications for the validity of any cost study.
Again, the emphasis on the presenm of biases in the
technique and approach is not designed to be overly
critical. Rather, the purpose is to explicitly recognize
whatconclusionsthese studies do and do not allow to be
drawnfrom the data presented.

Despite the effort to define the economic cost of
diseasebroadly to include both direct and indirect costs,
it is obvious that not rdl costs and benefits are included
h even the most rigorous analysis. For example, it is
cOmmonto ignore the so-called, “sptil-over” effects.
fiese are the desirable (or undesirable) seconda~
kpacts of a #ven action. Illustrative of such a
~conda~ impact would be the effect on prices and
availabtiity of medic~ care for the gener~ population
which resulted from the attempt to provide for the
kealth care needs of the aged through Medicare and
Medicaid.Another cost often not incorporated ~to the
“~culation is the cost of “locking” oneself into a given

technology when making a long-term capital invest-
ment 7 Other examples of si~ificari~-orn~ibfi~”cou~””
be provided, but the point has been made. Many costs
and benefits are excluded because (1) there is no known
way of measuring the factor, (2) because it is assumed
any undesirable side-effectscould be corrected if desired
through fiscal tax and transfer measures, or (3) because
the analyst considers them of minor import for his
purposes. Va~d as the reason for exclusion may be, the
fact remains that the end result is for most studies to
concentrate on what is easilymeasurable.Unfortunately,
in many cases, the easily measurable are not the most
important effects which should be considered. As a
result,particularlyin the healthfield, it is vitalto avoid
undue stresson the importanceof.economicmeasure-
ments. In genera!, this means it is necessary to
complementeconomicvalueswith othernon-economic
valuesifldeterminingtheproperresourceallocation.

me QuantificationAssumption.The most basic as-
sumption in any cost study is that it is possible to
quantify in monetary terms the benefits and costs as-
swiated with a specific activity. In actual fact, even as-
suming that d] benefits and costs wflIbe included, it is
stifl not possible to quantify “with precision even the
most relevant factors despite major advancesin measure-
ment techniques.4,11 The reasons are easfly explained.

The implicationsare somewhatsnore subtle.

It was noted that the benefits associated with the
successof an activity tend to result from (1) increasesin
economic productivity due to decreased mortality and
morbidity levels; (2) reductions in the need for facflity
and manpower resourcesgiventhe eradicated or reduced
health problem and (3) the existence of certain
intangibles (consumer benefits) associated with good
health such as reduced anxiety in the individual and
society or an increased.senseof well-being.

It should be clear that (1) and (2) above are more
susceptible to precise measurement than is (3). As a
result, most studies tend to ignore the latter effect. me
resultis thereforeto often significantlyunderstatetheI
potential benefit of any activity and to particularly
underestimatethe value of any activity in which
consumerbenefits constitute a majorportion of the
total benefit. That is, since the consumer benefit
component of total cost variesbetween types of diseases
or iflnesses,I6 the exclusion of such benefits, or even

their inadequate vrduation, WU,tend to result in a mis-
Ieadinglylow cost-benefit ratio for those diseaseswith a
high consumer benefit element in comparison to
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and a decision about the desirability of past expend-
itures. The second result might be illustrated best by a
hypothetical illustration from an article by Warren
Smith.8

‘6–. assume – an investment of $10 in a device
which produces 50 units an hour and we learn of an
invention of two improvements [to]increase – ef-
ficiency. Item A – costing $5 – [increasesproductive
capacity to]60 units per hour. Item B – costing $7,
can increase the output to 65 units per hour – which
adapter would be the best choice from a cost-
effectivenessstandpoint?

The total cost, if we buy item A, wtil be the
original $10 plus the added $5, or $15, and the total
resultant output is 60 units per hour. Dividingoutput
by cost gives us a ratio of 60 to 15 or 4. The total
cost, using item B, will be the original$10 plus $7, or
$17 with a resultant output of 65, or a ratio of 65 to
17 or 3.8. The conclusion using this mideading anal-
ysis is that item A is preferred because it seems to
givethe largest ratio of effectivenessto cost.

The marginaI or added cost for item A is $5, and
the added output is 10 units per hour for a ratio of
10 to 5 or 2.0. The marginal cost using item B is $7
or 2.1. Our conclusion usingthis correct procedure is
that item B is preferred because of its greater
marginalratio.”

AdditionalIssues.Although not technically cost and
benefit measurement issues, four other comments need
to be made concerning this general area. First, many
studies distinguish between the effects of an activi~ on
production (income) and the effect on the distribution
of income resulting from the fact that beneficiaries are
not necessarily those who pay for the program, that
there can be an impact on relative prices and red
incomes;that program investment implies foregone alter.
natives;and simflarforces. Typica~y, these distribution
effects are i~ored in most cost studies and for good
reasons. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the
ignoringof these effects can lead to either an over - or
understatement of total benefits derived. For example, if
an activity not ofly treats a diseasebut Ieads to a more
equitable tax policy, the ignoring of this latter fact
seriousIyunderstates the valueof the program.

Second, it was previously noted that one cost often
excluded from most cost calculation was the effect of a
program’sinitation on the price and availability of re-
sources which could have been used in alternative ways

had they not been used in this activity. This implicitly
‘assumed a state of full employment. However, where

there is significant unemployment among tie resources
in question, utilization ”in this activity not ody entafls
fittle or no cost, it may provide an additional benefit.
That is, the result may be a pure benefit composedof a
net output gain plus reducedwelfare costs.

Third, those who would make use of thew techniques
often desire the specification of a policy which would
simultaneously provide the greatest benefit and the least
cost. While theoretica~y possible, the attatient of this
goal is limited by at least two factors: (3) limits on
ability to spend and (b) requirements for expenditures
of a givensize. To illustrate, it is often possl%leto obtain
a larger benefit from a larger expenditure and the
increase in benefit size need not be proportional to the
increase in expenditures. As a result, increasedexpend-
itures can often result in a much higher cost-benefitratio
than would be a lesserexpenditure for the we activity.
But if you do not have more funds to invest, the larger
ratio is immaterial. In the same way it is possible that
unlimited funds properly allocated among a variety of
alternatives might provide a total benefit greater than
the same amount invested in a single project. Yet if the
required funds are limited, the use of funds in one area
effectively precludes simultaneous investment in the
alternative. That is, giventhe cost of doing A, you may
not be able to do any part of B given its minimumcost
requirements. This su~ests two factors of import. (1)
Cost analysis, in the usual case, wti be abIe only to
suggestpolicies which wiflprovide the greatestbenefit at
a given cost or a givenbenefit for,the least cost; and (2)
in order to provide eventhis direction, there must ,exista
clear-cut statement of the objectives desired. in short,
coststudiesarenot a substitutefor decisionmaking,but
rathera tool to help rationalizethe defliion making
process.

Fourth, it is dso of some value to emphasizethat me
total dollar cost of a project does not always reflect
accurately the allocation of resources which it
theoretica~y summarizes. mat is, the relevant market
prices of resources do not necessarily reflect their true
value (ie., actual costs) to the system within which they
are being rdIocated. Some of the reasonswhy this is true
have been previously fluded to (e.g., valuationof “non-
market resources” or of human life itself”and the uw of
previouslyunemployed resources).Other reasonsinclude
the fact that prevailingprices reflect a givenincome dis-
tribution. A different income distribution might resdt in
a different demand and price structure. Finafly, one
might note that only if the structure of market prices is
that which would occur tinder perfect com~tition
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would the social opportunity cost* equal the net cash
payments for the project.18

Ideally, then, as Wennberghas noted~3 the vigorous
application of these techniques presupposes a detaded
and accurate analysis of the system and the economic
environment if the cost and benefit implications of the
proposed project are to be fully understood.

me DiscountingProcedure

Previous mention was made of the desirabdity of
expressing future benefits and cost in terms of their
present equivalent value (i.e., to determine the present
value of future dollars). The present value of future
expenditures is the sum of money that wodd have to be
set aside at present and cumulated at some rate of
interest in order to equal the monetary cost of the ex-
penditure at the time it will be incurred. Reversingthe
idea, one might discount a sum of future money by the
interest rate chosen to get its present equivalent..—.

ObviousIy, the choice of the discount (interest) rate
used in the calculation is of vital importance. Some
argue that the proper interest rate to use is the pre-
vailing market rate. Others argue that this is inappro-
priate for a number of reasons. No attempt will be made
to examine the controversy surrounding the proper rate
of discount to use since this entafls a field in itself. It is
of value, however, to briefly summarize some of the
major issues involved in the controversy leavingto those
interested the task of reading the references previously
cited.

First, even a desire to use a market rate of interest is
hampered by the fact that there is no singlemarket rate.
Rather the rate varieswith the type of loan or obligation
involved, the borrower, and time period, among other
things. Second, in the choice of a proper discount for
social benefits and costs associated with public invest-
ments, the choice is complicated by the existence of a
close relationship between investment decisions and the
social discount rate used in investment planning and
between investment, the method of financing used, and
fiscal policy. Third, a discount rate is intended to equate

*SocialOpportunityCost is the reduction in consumption
and investment which occurs due to the transfer of funds from
the private to the public sector. It is the sumof (1) the amount
of foregone direct consumption in the private sector and (2) the
discounted value over time of tie decrease in future consump-
tion which would otherwise have resulted from the investment
of the portion of after-tax income not presently consumed.For
an excellent review of the concept and its development, the
ti]terested reader might consult the referencesto Feldstein in the
biblio~aphy. Further and more recent works are those by
BaumoI,Arrow, and PauIyalso listed in the bibliography.

the productivity of an investment and society’
reluctance to sacrifice current for future consumption
Attempts to utilize a private market rate of interes
assume that the individud’s time preference for mone!
coincides with the collective preference as expressed ir
the market rate. This is not necessarily ture.24 Indeed
it is argued that the individud’s discount rate for th~
distant future will tend always to exceed society’s.2s
Fourth, the time preference for money is not constan
with age. That is, it tends to vary inversely with lift
expectancy. Finally, for any discount rate chosen, it i:
usually assumed that the generrd price level and
productivity willremain constant over time. This is not a
valid assumption, but an understandable one given the
measurement problem involved. However, Klarman has
suggested the desirabtiity of developing an effective net
discount rate by combining price and productivity
changes that are simultaneously operative into a sin~e
rate.3b For example, one might divide the chosen
discount rate by averageprice change (in percent). This
ratio divided into the sum of the present vrdueof output
in dollars terms multiplied by the increase in
productivity expected would givean effective net rate of
discount.

It is clear from the above summa~ that the choice of
the discount rate to be used, no matter how universally
accepted, is an exercise in value judgment and quite
arbitrary. Under these circumstances, one might wonder
why the discounting exercise is perfomed. Blum, for
example, suggestsabandoning the practice.26 However,
it seems clear that there is no other effective way to
reduce continuous and unequal do~ar streams to
comparable values.Consequently, accepting the need for
and value of discounting, the concern is with the
implications of &e process for the results of the study,

me most obviousimplicationis that relative~small
variationsin the discount rate chosen can produce
rebtively largedifferencesin the cost-benefitratio.And
the greater the time span involved the greater the
variance. A second implicationis that the higherthe
discountratechosen,the lesslikelyprogramswith long
dekyed returnsareto be~.venhighbenefit-costratios.
A thirdimplication,which flows from the second, is that
serviceprogramswillbefavoredoverresearchprograms
in the usualcase.As a resdt it often is suggested that
studies shodd provide multiple rate analysis to
demonstrate the range of priority ranking which results
from different rates.

MiscellaneousProblems

In addition to the biases and weaknessesimposed by
measurement techniques or the discounting process, two
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:1 problem areas might be mentioned. First,
/pared to the vtiuation of human life or some of the
:r indirect costs, the calculation of amounts
ended for medical care (direct costs) is conceptually
y. Practically speaking, however, it may be as difficult
develop accurate estimates of these costs given the

k of availabIe, accurate data, the difficulty of ap-
rtionment of total cost-benefits when multiple morbid
nditions exist in concert, and, the existence of free
rvicesor payment in kind. To the degree this difficulty
tists in a particdar case, benefits may be either over-or
nderstated by a significant amount.

Second, many cost studies subtract the cost of his
~aintenancc from future earnings in calculating the

27 If deducted it should be,conomic value of a, man.
edized that the calculation can result in a valuemeasure
~f output 10SSwhich might be negative. That is, it may
appearthat ecorromicdy”speaking the best course would
be to “kill off’ the poptiation at risk. This is generally
not considered a practical recommendation. In any’case,
the practice til tend to bias program selection toward
those activities aimed at the “high income” or younger,
moreproductive worker.

CONCLUS1ON

It should be clear that cost studies are not infallible
guides to proper resource tiocation. In fact, applied
rigoroudy a comparison of cost benefit ratios would
tend to result in a prepondenmce of programs serving
theyoung addt, white, collegemale.

It is equally clear that given the present state of the
art, no cost study can hope to include all the relevant
costs and benefits or to measure even those included
with any red degree of precision. Indeed; the whole
processfrom conceptualtiation of objectivesto measure-
ment of benefits is a continuous exercise in value
‘udgements compounded by a concern with events that
ireuncerttin and often unmeasurable.

In that case, why bother with such studies at dl? The
eason is, quite sikple. If one keeps in mind that these
echniques often give an unwarranted appearance of
objectivity and that they are not a substitute for
\ecision making, then these techniques canbe of red
rdue to the decision maker. They can be of value by
‘orcingthe decision maker to explicitly list the expected
]enefits and costs of a proposed activity and thereby
Jlow critical examination of these claims. It highli@ts
he presencp of value judgments, assumptions and
~rbitraryvduatioris. It ii, in short, a method for SyS-
ematic information development, compilation? and
!tii~tion. Moreover, whfle it is not true that to be

useful these techniques must “yield unmlbiguous
criteria on the project overanother”,23 it is true that use
of these techniques does force p~ogramobjectives to be
unambiguouslyspecified.

Finally, one can argue that the difficulties involvedin
doing an adequate study has value in itself. Certainly,
thise problems should force the decision maker to
question whether the technique should even be applied
to certain problems or decisions. That is, in many cases
the time required, and the sophistication of andy~is
involved, may be greater than required or affordable:
After dl, the study itself wfll involvethe use of resource’
which might be more profitably employed elsewhere.
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Role of Soeid and khaviord Scientists
in RMP Evdssation*

MIC~EL ZUBKOFF

First let me preface my remarks by stating that ~

believe the social fid behavioral ‘scientists’key contri
butions to RMPs are in the areas other than evaluation
such as being an initiator of change in the region as wel
as aiding”in the development of program strategy fo
achieving RMP specificgoals of increased regiondizatiol
and more equitable distribution of health services.

Before turning to a “definition” of the role for socia
and behavioral scientists in RMP evaluation, it is neces
sary to spend a few moments reviewing: 1) the .variou
levels of evaluation that exist and 2) possible strategie
of evaluation within RMp.

tivels of Evrduation

Basicallythere are three levelsof evaluation:
1. Monitoring of specific projects.
2: Medicd evaluation of specific projects in terms o

quality of care.
3. Social, behavioral and economic evaluation o

RMP specific gods of increased coordination ant
more equitable distribution of health services.

Stmtegy For Evaluation

The following breakdown is suggested as a possibl
strategy:

Role of WS

1. The setting of priorities between categories arri
within categories, and the SVPORT thereof, fo
complete end results medicd evaluation of specifil
projects throughout the nation which RMPS feel

*The author wishes to express appreciation to Wfllia
Rushing,Dan Davisand Robert Metcalfe for aiding in the deve
opment of thew comments.



may be worthy of possible replication (i.e.,
coronary care units, etc.).

Roleof LocalNPs

1.
2.

3.

Monitoringof all projects.
Assessmentof project and the program’sability to
effect RMP specific goals of increased regiondiza-
tion and more equitable distribution of health
servicesthrou~out the nation.
Aiding in those “medical” evaluations that WS
designatesas needing such in-depth evaluation.

The reasoning behind this type of breakdown is
basicdly that RMPs should “practice what we preach”.
In other words, we preach reduction of duplication of
efforts within our region, while at the same time
fostering continual dupli~tion of efforts with respect to
evaluation of projects. Without having access to WPS
records, it is impossible to tell the extent of this duplica-
tion; however, as one meets evahrators from around the
nation, it is quite discouragingto discover that the same
type of project is concurrently being evaluated, often
without adequate su~ort, in numerous regions. This is
usingup substantial portions of RMPslimited resources.

Thus, it wodd seem wise for RMPS to set priorities
where in-depth medicd evaluation should be undertaken
to determine whether or not specific projects should be
replicated throughout the country with MS support-
ingsaidevaluation in terms of dollars and manpower.

With respect to evaluation, a paradox seems to exist.
RMPs are charged with trying to act as catalysts to
initiate change with respect to increasingregionalization
and increasing a more equitable distribution of health
se~ices, which as a process is defmitely a long-term
phenomenon, while at the same time. the criteria being
imposedby Washingtonfor evaluation is short run.
Itis important to understand that the effectivenessof

RMPsmust be measured as a long-term phenomenon and
in fact I would suggest that if RMPs do their job as
catalysts welI, while documentation of change
coincident to RMPs’entrance into a situation or setting
wi~ be possible, credit for their role will probably not
ever be acknowledged. This can “inpart be explainedby
the’difficulty and perhaps impossibility of sorting out
the changes that have resulted from the program’s
activities and those changeswhich have come from other
community activities.

Social Scientist’s Role in Evaluation

The role of social. and behavioral scientists must
primarily be related to those evaluations (the behavioral,

social and economic components) aimed toward as-
sessing RMPs’ specific goals of more equitable dis-
tribution of herdth services and better coordination of
services.Here projects can often be evaluated on an in-
dividual basis although it is in terms of the TOTAL
program’sefforts (restits of all projects) that this type
evaluation is most relevant. Such programevahrationcan
ordybe done in the true sense in the long run.

The social scientist’s tools for analysis of changes in
the distribution of health services, regionalization ~nd
cooperation must be at the heart of ANY and ALL
attempts to evaluate local RMPprograms.

The methods of measuring RMPsabdity to meet its
goals will be many. One may study RMPs}role in
bringingabout:

1. Changesin functions of individualproviders.
2. Changesin organization of providers.
3. Changesin the accessibilityof care. 1!

4. Changesin patterns of financing.
5. Changes in behavior fo~owing continuing educa-

tion courses.
In addition to evaluation efforts aimed at judging the

program’s (and/or project’s) achievement of its goals,
there is in evaluation efforts another area in which social
and behavioral analysesshodd pay off.

That is, trying to assessWHYa program (or project)
fails or succeeds (i.e., what are the behavioral, social,
cdtural and economic forces that make for success or
ftiure). There are a number of advantagesto this focus.
Foremost among them is the abflity to anticipate the
outcome of Project A (or Program Strategy #l), that is
in many respects quite different from Project B (or Pro-
gram Strategy #2), which has receivedevaluation - (e.g.,
if there are social and economic forces that are related to
the failure/success,of a physician’sassistant project, the
same forces may be related to success/failureof projects
to recruit physicians, or even the success/faflure of
coronawcare units).

The Applimtion of Economic Analysis
to Re~ond Medid Progarns

JAMESK. JEFFERS

INTRODUCTION

Economics is the study of the allocation of scarce
resources among competing needs for them. It is an
economic fact of life that even our rich nation’s re-
sources are not sufficient to produce au the goods and
servicesthat we as consumerswant. Therefore priorities
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have to be established, and choices involvinghow much
of our tifited resources are to be devoted to producing
particular goodsand servicesmust be made.

The red cost of producing a quantity of a particular
good or service is the value in consumption of those
goods and servicesnot produced which cotdd have been
produced had resources been used to produce Mem
instead of other things. Thus economics is the science of
determining: (1) what needs exist, (2) how resources can
be used most efficiently in the production of.goods and
services, and (3) how rational choices can be made
among consumption and production alternatives.

METHODOLOGY OF ECONOMICS

The methodology of economics consists largely of
abstraction, deduction, and induction. By abstraction I
mean the formtdation of models. Models are Iogicd
devices erected on a foundation of certain assumptions
and empiric~ knowledge of behavior, custom, and insti-
tutions and are welded together by deductive logic
resulting in one or more statements or hypotheses
capable of empiric~ confirmation or refutation.

The trick in model buflding is to abstract sufficiently
from reality in order to avoid the overwhelming
complexity posed by tie red world. At the same time,
sufficient specificity with respect to key elements must
be retained in order to provide reliable and relevant
deductions as to how key variables are likely to be
related and how they interact in real world processes. In
a certain sense, abstraction plays the same role as
“control” in the research methodology characteristic of
the natural and biological sciences. Since social scientists
in general, and economists in particdar, seldom have an
opportunity’ to “standardize” populations or otherwise
manipulate social conditions with the exactness of
environmental control provided by modern laboratories,
thedrLtical abstraction permits, at least, clear thinking
concerting a few hi@y important elements of a
complex system or process

The resultant--of the construction of a theoretical
model is“the clear statement of behavior or of a relation-
ship that logicrdly exists given the assumptions and
empirical knowledge on which the model is based. As
such,~these statements purport to say something about
reality and may be useful in the sense that they provide
a logical explanation of how certain things of interest
work. Very often they are convenient ways of “lookirig
tt things” and are suggestive of new relationships and
new “ways of looking at things” as well.

For the
terminate

scientific researcher, however, things cannot
with accepting such propositions simply

because they are plausible. Many propositions are
plausible, but not rdlare true. Such statements rightfully
should be regarded as conjectures or hypotheses and
should not be regarded as scientific~y. meaningfd
utiess they relate specifically to a body of data that in
principle’ could be examined by some means for the
purpose of adding support or rejecting the existence of
the relationships proposed by the theory.

~is is the point at which inductive reasoningstake
over. The statements produced by theory are deductive
generalizations set somewhat unfirmly on a foundation
of assumption and on some not so certain “knowl-
edge.” The truth of the theoretical conjectures may be
presumed to bear no more closeness to reality than that
of the truti of the assumptions and “facts” on and from
which they are drawn. Thus these theoretical conjectures
must be tested against data purporting to describe
reality.

In economics such tests are usudy conducted statis-
tically. ~fle it is not usually possible to effect environ-
mental control in sufficient measure to make data
conform to the degree of abstraction required of the
theory, advances in the theory of statistical inference
and econometrics permit a degree of standardization of
variables permitting the testing of many, but not ~,
theoretical conjectures. Mtdtivariate analysis, as
exemplified by analysis of variance and multiple regres-
sion-techniques, permits the estimation of the relation-
ship existing between economic variables of greatest
interest while at the same time neutralizing the impact
of other variableson these relationships.

Thus the find “proof of the pudding” in economic
analysis lies in answering the question: Do the
hypotheses advanced on the basis of theory squarewith
the facts as exhibited by real world data? If the answeris
no and if the assumption that statistical design used in
testing is appropriate, the hypothesis must be rejected
and the theory discarded as not being useful. If the
answer to the question is yes, the theoretical conjectures
should remain in the list of plausible explanations
suggesting “how things work” in the red world untfl
such a time as subsequent empirical investigation may
refute the theory. Meanwhilethe estimated valuesof the
parameters of the relationships identified may be used
for policy purposes.

Thus is the methodology of economics. It is sum-
marized in Figure 1.

The emphasis in economics is on explaining the”
behavior of the economic aspects of a social system, and
therefore a premium is p@dfor a theoretical expbnation
that is consistent with reality as opposed to a mere
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descriptionof reality. Pure induction involvingstatistical
analysis,let us say correlation‘techniques,may provide a
gwd de~cription,of what is “going 01”1”~n a social
context. But statistics by themselves never provide
answers concerning-“why” things go on tie way they

~~. Data do not interpret themselves, but rather they
‘mustbe interpreted within .a context of logic involving.
cause and effect relationships. Thus interpretation of.
economic phenomena is facilitated by a clear statement
of. the theoretical relationships that, logically may be
expected to exist. This logic is incorporated in what
economists mean by a model which, as’explainedabove,
is merely an abstract prototype of how kei variables
maybe expected to be related in the reaj world. -

In my experiences many medical administrators

under~mpha~izethe importance of a clearlY specified
theoretical model prior to the collection of data. In
many cases great haste is made to collect data without a
clear conception as to how the data may be analyzed or
intemreted to provide answers to questions essentirdto,
programplanni~g,andevacuation.

.-

APPL1CATIONOF Eco”NOMICSTO PROGRAN
PLANNINGAND EvALUATION ---

me process of planning involves a continlloils
consciouseffort involvingthe followingelements:

1. The specification of objectives of the course of
action being considered.

2. The specification of, alternatives by which

objectivesmay be obtained.
3. The collection and interpretation of relevant datfl

and information. 1

4. The specification of the potential costs a,nd

benefits of each alternative means of reaching each
objective.

5. The development of a model that ab;~iacts the
relevantfeatures of the situation being considered.

6. The specification of a decision-ruleor criterion by
which it is possible to rank alternative ways of atta;ning
objectivesin order of their desirability.

Effective evaluation is also a continuous process and
differsfrom planning in the foIlowing”resPects:

1. Alternatives are not considered in the course of
evaluation since a course of action for attaining a desired

FIGUREI.—Economics Methodology
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objective -has already been selected. @owever, after
evaluation has been performed,. it may be decided to
terminate a particular program M favor of some
alternative); ,.

2. Costs and benefits are measured in..actud rather
than in potential terms;

3. The model abstracting the reIevantfeatures of the
situation may be ,modified in ”light of experience, the
accumulation of data, or re~mementin its design;and”

4. The decision rtie or criterion adopted should
appiy consistently for dl implemented programs for
purposes of assessing their relative contributions to the
overall objectivesof the program.

One of the prime requisites of effective evrduationis
the itatement of the objectives of a given program.
Statements of objective should not be too broad and
imprecise, shou@ not be confecting, and should be
stated in qufititative terms whenever possible so as to
facfitate both planning and evaluation.

A much too broad statement of an objective for a
regional medicd program would be: to reduce the p“ain,
suffering, and mortality of heart patients living within”
the boundaries of the re~on of consideration; The state.
ment is much too broad since any coronary care pro-
gram, be it one of continuing education or one involving
the use of a mobile corona~ intensive mre unit, would
conform.to the objective, and it wodd be impossibleto
judge the relative efficacy of these two programs.

An example of a conflicting statement of objectives
might be: to reduce the morbidity and mortality of
coronary disease in a given region. This statement of
objectives is conflicting because the reduction of
coronary rnortdity. may well raise the averagenumber of
heart attacks ex~rienced by many patients, thus raising
morbidity in statistical terms. Clearly, reductions in
morbidity”and mortafity are desirable, but it should be
recognized that these objectives are conflicting. They
shodd be stated separately, and decisionmakers must be
prepared to compromise between the attainment of both
“objectivessince they are in conflict.

“)
Neidefi of the statement above are sufficiently

qu~ntitative in that they fati to clearly relate to a body
of ‘~ata that may be examined in the interest of planning
and pvduation. A better statement would include a
s~ciflcation of the extent to which improvement in the
condition of patients is expected. ““Anexample of a
better”statement would be: to reduce the morbidity of
cbronary heart disease by “.X” percent over a specified
time interval. “Of course, the’ specification.of the exact
percent of reduction of morbidity or the exact time. .
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interval must “be reasonable and i]litia~y “can only be

determined or estimated on the basis of the experience
of other programs” conducted elsewhere, or on the basis

. of expeit opinion.
Economists can be of some assistance in developing

statements of objectives. Economists can point out
objectives that are conflicting and can assist in the
development of quantitative statements. However, the
ultimate responsibtiity for doing so lies with regional’
adviso~ groups.

Given an appropriate statement of objectives,
economists can m&e a very significant contribution to
the evaluation process in the areas of modeling, data
collection, and the analysis of data.

Co ST-BENEFIT A.ND CO ST-EFF E,CTIVENESS
MODELS . . . .

There” are many” specific models which economists
have developed over the years that would be useful to
program ev~uation. They are too numerous to describe
in the space allotted. Therefore at the risk of ornitttig
many models that maybe of interest for tie purposes at
hand, 1 wti briefly describe the one that, in my opinion,.
is particularly useful, This. is the cost-benefit or cost-
effectiveness model. It is partic~arly useful for ev~-
uation purposes since in principle it permits the
Simultqeous evaluation of the performance of several
different operationrd programs. Economists generatiy
regard cost-be~fit analysis as an offspring of welfare
economics and public finance, rdthou$ the first.
practical applications of the technique ‘were made by
engineers in this country around the turn of the century.
However, economists had initi~ly developed the tech-
nique in the middle 1850’s and had refined the
principles of the methodolo~ by the early 1950’s. “

In essence, cost-benefit analysis is a way of evrduating
the desirability of a project or of a set of projects when
it is important to view project activities over a long time
span where there are Wely to be many spti-over or side-
effects on people, other programs, and otier activities.
In simplest” terms the method consists of a careful
enumeration of W direct and “redirect elements of costs
and benefits. It should be noted that when benefits and
costs are not m“easured in comparable units (e.g., .
dollars), “the technique is usually, but not always, labeled
cost+ ffectiveness anrdysis-thus explaining the dif-
ference in the terms used to tide this section of the
paper. ne phrase “cost-benefit an~ysis” wtil be Used
throughout the remainder of this paper.

Cost-benefit an~ysis involves a comparison of costs
and benefits associated with a program or set of pro-
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their”relat~ve significanCe, and draw conclusions con-

ce~ningthe natu~eof the patient’s illness.
grams. where the” latter are viewed as alternatives or

competitors for overall program funds. The cost side of.
the equation consists of estimated or realized program
expenditures as itemized in program budgets with due
flowance for the red costs of resources voluntarily
contributed to the project effort. In general,benefits are
viewed as future losses that wfl be avoided by the
successof ”programs.The major purpose of health pro-
gramsis to save lives and reduce fllness:There are three
generalcategories of benefits: (l), gainsin economic out-
put (usudy measured in terms of income), (2) satisfac-
tions from improved health, and (3) savingsin the uw of
health resources.

Before going further it shodd be noted that some of
the differences among authors as to how they measure
benefits are due to differences in the availabilityof data
and do not reflect philosophical differences as to the
appropriate use of the methodology. However, some
differences of philosophy do exist” even if the same
authors had accessto identicd data. Mention wi~ be
made of this.later in the paper.

Once having enumerated d types of benefits and
costs, usudIy some sort of discounting technique must
be discounted by an appropriate interest rate to adjust
comparable. This is because benefits are likely to be
realizedover an appreciable period of time and costs are
USUWYticurred in the present.

For example, the benefits of a program designed to
savefivesmay be measured by.the earfings of individuals
whose ~ves are saved over the period duringwhich their
fiveshave been extended. Since such earningsextend for
a significant time in the future the income stream must
be discounted ‘by an appropriate interest rate to adjust
future earningsdownward rendering hem comparable to
costs.that are incurred in the present. The choice of the
appropriate interest rate is as yet an unresolved
theoretical issue and thus in most applications several
interest rates are used resulting in dtemative estimates
of the discounted benefits of each program.

Once having measured costs and benefits for several
different projects we can make a comparison between
them. If we ire faced with selecting one project to the
elimination of au others, the analysis is simply a matter
of determining which project has the largest benefit to
cost ratio and implementing that project. Note that no
provision is made for the project with a benefit to cost
ratio of less than one. Such a project would not b?.. .
undertaken since the returns to such
exceededby the costs of tie project.

a project would be–

Now we can consider the case for a set of projects
whichian. be participated in at varyinglevelsrither+than
in an absolute fashion. Attempt. is made to actieve:

where subscripts l-n represent
different projects.

.

mbl = nlb2 = . . . = mbn mci is the marginalcost of the——
mcl mc2 mcn ith cure.

mbi is the marginaIbenefit)o~
the ith cure.

It is profitable to participate in a program until
mb > 1 + i; that is, as long as benefits achi~vedare i
&-
(where i represents the discount rate) times greater than
the cost of producing the benefit. With this considera-
tion in mind, the optim~y sized regional medical pro-
gram budgetis one which dews that dl projects a .re~ibn
wishes to undertake are participated in to the level that
the re~urn.from each p[oject is

mbl . mb2 . . mbn = 1 + i,- — -.. —
mcl mcz mcn.

sohfE CONCEPTUAL DIFFICULTIES

The first conceptual problem that one encounters is
in developing appropriate measures of benefits. One is
tempted to measure what a~pears to be objective and
reproducible at the expense of other benefits not so -
easdy measured. The economic gains of saving Eves is
usually measured by taking account of the increased
income stream forthcoming to the individud whose life
was saved.This is tantamount to saying that the value of “-
a man is what he earns and ne~ects the affection
accorded to the aged who have fived a productive life
and who are retired and who are no longer employed. As
yet a satisfactory measure of the loss of a “non-
productive” member of society has not been devised.
Simflarlyno indices of the welfare gains stemming from
reduced pain and sufferingexist.

Even if income or earnings are adopted as the
appropriate measure of benefits, questions remain con-
cerning whether income net of consumption should be
the measure or whether grossincome should be used.

CONCLUSIONS

Mentiori of these problems sewes to underscore the
fact that economic models in general and cost-benefit
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analysis in particular cannot provide easy objective
answers to all questions involved in program evaluation.
However one of the major contributions of an economic
model is to systematically categorize the key economic
issues, variables, and relationships that are involved.
Once these have been set out, analysis using objective
data provides guides as to appropriate decisions.Evenif
complete answers camot be provided on the basis of
objective data and analysis, a systematic specification of
the evaluation problem coupled with what objective
evidence is available facilitate the consistent application
of judgment and expert opinion so vital to correct
decisions.

Smma~ of Remarhs

JOHN E. WENNBERG,M.D.

A successful health plaming and management
capability requires the development of an adequate data
base. This shodd be approached through the use of
multiple disciplines in both the design and analytic
phases. Relevant discipliries include biostatisticians,
epidemiologists, economists, sociologists and systems
analysts.

The N~/RMP has developed a planning and eva-
luation base by assembling existing.data sources into a
compatible, computer-based system. The data basehas
been supplemented by ad hoc field studies involving
retrospectively collected utilization data and facilities
inventory. In addition, a complementary field social
survey capability has been orgatized:

@ Detafls concerning the data system are reported at
another conference session. Here I would like to report
by way of example how socio-economic analysis, using
information in the data base, can help clarify, if not
answer, certain questions of concern to plamers.
, f The questions chosen for example include those
related to the cost of care and consumer preferencesand
opinions. The importance of these questions to the plan-
ning process will,be emphasized.

‘;
Social Scientists and &e

Processof Ev~uation

1 CONRADSEIPP,Ph.D.

The field of evaluation is like the field of heart
disease, cancer, and stroke. In both there is a serious gap
between what we are able to do and what we are in fact

- today doing. We kow a good ded more about the
process of evaluation than current practice su~ests, it is
my contention. There ‘is a substantial body of meth-

odology for evaluation, we command sorne””potentiall:
powerful techniques ,for this purpose, but we hav
harnessed ve~ little of their promise in a systematic o
organizedway..

Like heart disease,cancer: and stroke we seem to lacl
the ability to relate the ‘variouspieces of the technica
competence we command to pursue evahration tit(
meaningful totrd arrangements. The involvement o
social scientists in the evaluation of regional medic?
programs is likely to prove productive ody to the exten’
that ‘there is widespread understanding and conceptua
clarity on the part of program administrators about th[
evaluative process. Social scientists on the basis of tht
particular skfls they possess are in a position to con
tribute to the evaluationof on-going,programs. However
their relevant role is restricted and confined to certair
discrete levelsof the process of ev~uation. Fur.fier, tieii
entry into the process most often presupposes the
exerciseof a great deal of prior normative judgment.

In order to use socid’scientists in appropriate ways in
the evaluation of social programs, it is necessary to be
clear about the different levels of the evaluative process
and about the underlyingv.dueswhich assert themselves
in any partictiar programunder review.Wemust be able
to specify the purposes to be served by evaluation and
the criteria of judgment that are reflected in the
formulation of those purposes.

Program evaluation is predicated on various essential
assumptions, however obvious these may appear to be.
It is necessary, for example, to accept the belief thata
program embraces purposive actitity, that socia~y
valued resources are deployed with hrtent in order to
accomplish something.Programs must have goals if tiey
are to be evaluated. Weare dso sensitive to the fact that
resources are limited. At a time when the avafiabflity.of
resources appears to be becoming progressively tighter,
this is another premisewhich is easy to accept. Programs
accordin~y reflect the exerc~seof some form of ration-
ing. The first essential task that we face in the process of
evaluation is therefore to ascertain t“heextent to which
our programs are accomplis~ng the goals which we have
set for them. Programs consist of a bundle of more or
less discrete projects. If the planning of a program has
reached an acceptable degree of precision, each”of its
constituent projects possesses a clearly defined set Of
targets. A target is a statement of the end results which
are sought through the activity that is called for in a—---- ——. . . .—.—
project. It identifies”~e “amountof acco”rnplishments,if
possib”lein quantitative terms. .to be achieved within a
specified period of time. A number of. projects tire
collectively the means for achievingthe objectives which
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are set for the total program. Thus, the first level of its efficiency. The quest for .efficiegcy lies in reducing
evaluation is in p~inciple at” least relatively simple and inpu-ts per unit of output, of’ minimizing the reso~rces

clear. It is to measure the extent to” which various which must be expended to obtain a’target or a set of
projects are meeting their targets. objectives.In the case of effectiveness,we want to know

It is an integral part”of the responsibility of the ad- how much we are getting as’return on the resources we

ministration of a program to ascertain the extent of the are expending. These must be seen as separate problems
progressthat is made in fulfillingproject. targets. There is to be dealt with in the process of’evaluation. The evti--

no point in becoming involved in other levels of evalua- uation of a prograni entails analysis along both lines.

tion unless this kind of intelligence is at hand. Perhaps How the resulting intelligence’isto be assembled into a

the particular tasks and routines upon which reliancehas comprehensive assessment of a project or a pro~am

been placed in the pIanning of some project came to be depends upon the assumptionsand the suppositions, ~~e

viewed as inadequate on their definition, their organiza- bias, if yotl like, which is incorporated in it. ,Program

tion or their implementation, but it makes little sense to evaluation should conform to the norms and the critekia

evaluate the adequacy of these unless there is firm- of judgment which are manifest, however co~e’jtly, in

knowledge of where a project stands in meeting the the planning and the design of a program, even though

targets which”havebeen set for it. Simflarly, it is point- the evaluation that is done of a particular program by

less to attempt to assess total program accomplishment oth’ers may be predicated on different nozmative
1.

until the extent to which the targets of the component -grounds. (“.

. projects are being met has been acerta~ned. The thrust of these comments is to underscore the

Buried in the targets of a p~~ject,however, are a host
importance of clarity about the valuesthat inspire evalu-

of value judgments which need to be made explicit if
ative effort. Evrduation, involting the measurement or

evaluation is to be pursued at a higher and more
assessmentof program accomplishment,proceeds on the

inclusivelevel of concern. Program people in the field of
basis of certain standards of comparison and particular,

health and medical care still speak of securing the
normative criteria of judgment which are current in a

greatest ~ossible return, however this may be measured,
program and these must be understood and made

for the least expenditure of socially valued resources. explicit..The social scientist who is involvedin the evalu-

One knows what they mean when they say that they ation of programmaticendeavorhas an important contri-

want to get the most for the least. However, this kind of bution to make in exposing and laying bare the

formulation of the economizing intent of a program is construct of values which are reflected in ?. particular

inimicabIe to evahration. It must be challenged if evdua. program. The need to insure a continuing explication of

tion is to proceed. For the most is in theory infinitely value premises is not ordy a requisite for meaningful

great and the Ieast’is zero, and this makes nonsense of evaluation; it must dso be made an inherent attribute ’of

their concern. A program administrator is motivated ‘ program planning. This is the point at which planning,

either to maxi~e output, the desired e“ndresdts of a
evacuation and research, meaning evaluative research,

course of action, with a @ven ~put or he’ wants tO operations research, administrative research, caUit what

wcure some specified accomplishment wifi the.- you wi~, emerge most explicitly as aspects of a sin~e
function.

miriifium expenditure of socia~y valued resources.
The’ ways in wtich the social scien~ist is”currently

Those-responsible for a program are most’often, in involved in this aspect of program evaluation is at best
fact, motivated both to accomplish as much as they can shadowy and uncertain. me relevance of his skill at this
with the resources at their disposal and at tie same time level of concern needs to be morefLdly appreciated and
“to reduce what is required to achieve the objectives the role which he potehtidly can play requires more
which they entertain. The evaluator, however, cannot definitive delineation. The credentials which the social
sirmdtaneously pursue both concerns, for they consti- scientist commands to enhance the sensitivity of the

“’ tute separate and discrete analytical tracks. Each must staff of a program to the value implications of their
be independently assessedas part of the process of evrd- .actions are none too solid or convincing. His contri-
uation. Further, the evaluator must ascertain the relative bution in this regard is surrounded with difficulty.
importance to be attached to each in a particular pro. Fuither, the more penetrating and criticrd he is, and
gram. This rests upon a normative judgment which thereby the more useful, the less appreciated he is l~ely
cons~itutesa given at this second level”evahration. . t.obe.

,, .,,.
., Correlative to t~s “djstiqctiOn~ the differeriti!tion “me task which 1am’suggestingfor the social scientist
: between.the. effectiveness of a programor. a project and at ttis level of concern is to ask those administering a,.



program why they are doing what they are doing, what
evidence tiey possess to validate the assumed worth of
those actions, and how they see the consummation of
particular tasks and activities as related to the attain-
ment of the broader objectives of their program. The
social scientist is hopefully equipped somewhat more
adequately than others to recognize the ways in which
diverse values assert themselvesin a program and’to ap-
preciate the various social roots of the normative
judgments that are reflected in the activity he observes.
His presence first of au may help to make this dimension
of a program’s endeavor more explicit. He is able to
assist others in identifying and acknowledging the
normative premises upon which action is based, in
recognizing the existence of forces which militate for
alternative standards of judgment, and in exposing
inconsistencies between the value base of different parts
of a“program. In this respect the social scientist’s role
within a program is essentia~y one of education; it
involvesincreasing the self-consciousnessof the staff of a
program about the social forces which impinge upon
them and of which they are a part.

The social scientist can obviously make no exclusive
claims to such a role. Yet he is in a position to deploy
the special competence he is assumed to command in
clarifying the normative bias of a program, particularly
as it is expressed in the functional linkages and
relationships which the program generates. In this he
helps to expedite the process of evaluation at the same
time that he contributes to the course of planning. His
contribution, if he functions with effect, is to facditate
the formulation and appreciation of a clearer, more
meaningful designof the interrelations between ends and
means. Each project, I have suggested, should have an
explicit target, an end result which has been opera-
tiondized as a measurable accomplishment to be
actieved within a specified period of time. However,
each project must also be seen as the means for attaining
the objectives of a program. Further, the place of the
program as a part of the endeavor to realize the aims of a
more inclusive health plan must be adequately
visualized.This is the essential conceptual matrix for the
mnduct of effective evaluation.

Given an adequate spell-out of this kind of a
hierarchy of goals and of the interrelations between
them, the problem of program evaluation is not
especially complex, it seems to me. Assessment of the
extent to which targets are achieved, even the measure-
ment of the accomplishment of program objectives, can
ond should proceed without any particular need to enlist
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the assistance of a social scientist. There do not appear
to be any compelling reasons to suppose that the social
scientist has a unique contribution to make in such tasks
as ascertaining whether the development of a coronary
care unit in a hospital is on schedule or determining
where things stand in instituting a tumor registw. The
same applies if the evaluative concern in regard to the
tumor regist~ is less proximate and centers upon an
assessmentof its consequencesor impact. If the planning
of the program has been adequate, the problem is to
determjne the extent to which the project did in fact fit
into the larger scheme of the regional endeavor as
intended. Very possibly the t.dents of a social scientist
might usefully be drawn upon if the issue that emerges
in ‘the course of the process of evaluation comes to
center upon the efficacy or the validity of the technical
prescriptions that a program has made. to achieve a
particular end result. Yet this type of concern, I would
argue, should not be included as a primary function of
program evaluation. Rather,-it shotild be considered as
an assignment for evaluativeresearch which relies upon a
different institutional base and set of resources. Regional
medicd programs will inevitably become involved in
such activities but not, as I see it, as the agents who have
a primary responsibility for undertaking such analysis.
Rather, they should be a part of a larger consortium of
concern that is involvedin the pursuit of such questions.
The social scientist does appropriately come back into
the process of program evaluation in the appraisal of the
broader and less specific objectives of a program. Here,
for example, one encounters the need to evahrate success
in promoting the Iegdly mandated obligation to
promote cooperative arrangements as an end in itself but
also at the same time to see those arrangements as
instrumental to improvements in the health care delivery
system. However, at “this level of concern the per-
formance of those social scientists who have been
involved in the evaluation of programs is far too often
disappointing. There is a gross disparity between per-
formance and promise. Social scientists tend to be
mesmerized by a conviction in experimental design as
the only road to salvation and they are reluctant to
abandon the rigor and the apparent certainty that such
procedures imply. Only slowly and with great pain are
they learning of the tremendous practical difficulties of
imposing experimental designs upon on-goingsocial pro-
grams. Yet there are also theoretical groundsfor suWest-
ing that excessive emphasis has been placed upon the
controlled experiment as methodologically essential in
the evaluation of programs with broad and ambitious
aims; These are as compelling to me as the many



obstacleswhich are encountered in practice in trying to
executean experimental design.

Let me with desperate brevity identify some of those
problems. It is extremely difficult for those responsible
for a social program to establish and maintain control
groups, since this entails withholding the assumed
benefits forthcoming from some intervention for some
individualsor groups at the expense of others. Not only
is such practice often difficult to justify, but problems
are also frequently incurred in trying to enforce such
discrimination. Lfany courses of action are simply not
divisibIeso that the possibility of controls is precluded.
Another issue is the growing resistance on the part of
various sewents of the consumer public to serving as
subjects for research. Many are not impressed,to under-
state the point, with what they deem to be the academic
gameswhich the researchworker engagesin and they are
unwdlingvoluntarily to offer themselves as a statistic in
the promotion of a professional career. Yet even more
important is the friction which the conduct of ex-
perimentally designedevahration studies tends to create
between those responsible for the administration of a
programand the social scientist who is involved in such
investigation.

From the be~nning of a program, administrators are
likely to seek adviceand assistance from the evaluator in
refiningthe design of the program and in implementing
the plan as it is formulated. However, this inevitably
commands second priority to the evaluator who is com-
mitted to a protocol which involvesexperimental design.
Once he has established his controls, it is necessary for
him to try to hold a program frozen in order to preserve
the continuation of the experiment he has constructed.
Good planning from the viewpoint of the administrator
may involve maintaining the greatest possible flexibility
in order to maximize opportunities to capitalize on
unforseen options. But good evaluation in the eyes of
the research workers seeking scientific rigor is certain to
fiitate against departures from a predetermined course
of intervention. The exclusivenessof these concerns dl
too often eventuates in mutual recrimination, if not out-
right disaster.

mere the context and the environment of a program
are hi~y fluid and dynamic, where objectives are far-
reac~ng in their consequences and are hard to o~ra-
tionrdizeor specify with precision, where the unintended
resuIts of interventions are felt of major importance, the
program administrator would do well to be critical of
what the social scientist can accomplish within the
framework of experimental design, The social scientist,
in turn, should try more consciouslyto bring to the task

of evaluation some methodological alternatives for
analysisat this level of the process.

If the social scientist can’t rely as fully upon
experimental design as he would fike, what methods and
procedures can he appropriately pursue in evaluating
social programs? Admittedly, he does not have much
that is firm to fall back upon, but there may be more
than is currently acknowledged. I would identify a body
of effort that has come to be identified as “process
analysis.” It is also possible to point to the successfuluse
that has been made of the critical incident technique, an
ad hoc kind of appraisal of developments as they
actually happen to unfold. Much more can be made of
investigations of the communicative network to en-
compass a systematic appraisal of the” volume, the
quality and the pathways of exchanges and transactions.

At this stage of things we must resign ourselvesto the
necessity of being selective and of concentrating our
attention on certain indicator states and conditions,
rather than the entire range of potential consequences of
a program. One important area to look for help from the
social scientist in developing such indices relates to the
assessment of satisfactions and the crosshatch between
measures of provider and consumer perceptions and
aspirations. These are examples of some of the kinds of
analytical concerns and techniques which the social
scientist can bring to the evaluation of the broadest and
most open+nded objectives of your programs.

The hope of enlisthg social scientists in such
endeavors depends to an important extent upon the ef-
fectiveness with which they are involved in the other
levels of evaluative effort which I have tried to charac-
terize. They must be given the opportunity to Iearn for
themselves that the broader the aims of the programs
they engage in evaluating, the more inadequate is their
penchant for experimental designfikely to be. The more
rapidy they are able to recognize the necessity of
relying upon less rigid evaluative’methods and proce-
dures, the sooner they will see their way to relevant
endeavorswhich challenge them not as mere technicians
but as seekers of new knowledge. Two things are neces-
sary if this is to come about. The administrators of
programs must become more certain about the impor-
tance of evaluation and they must acquire a greater
confidence about their role in that process. The social
scientist, in turn, must become more modest about the
potential of his claims in regard to evaluative under.
takings and seek to develop methods and ,procedures
which can supplement, at some critical points, substitute
for the design of experiments upon which he has too
often and too unrealistically come to depend.
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Cost Benefit–Cost Effectiveness
Studies, and ~eir Application to

ABocationof Resources

ROBERT L. BERG,M.D.

Making choices among alternate proposals in the RMP
characterizes something rather new and uncommon in
the health field: the acceptance that there are limits to
what can be spent in money or in specific resources such
as hospital days, or doctors’ or nurses’ time. In many
respects, health care is dispensed as if there. were no
limits. Except in certain prepaid group health plans,
there has been little budgeting in ambulatory or hospital
care. Physicians behave as if they were guided by a
fantasy that they alwaysdo eve~thing possible for their
patients. But none of us has ever done everything pos-
sible for his patients. Wehave alwaysmade choices: how
much time we spend with a patient, how long we keep
him in the hospital, how many tests we order.

The folIowingproposal is an attempt to make explicit
the grounds on which medical care choicesare made. No
new value judgment is suggested. Rather an effort is
made to understand what values guide health care
decisions, and in understanding them to make medical
judgments more consistent with themselves and with
these principles. Furthermore, if we can make the values
sufficiently explicit, a whole new world of decision-
making is opened through powerful econometric models
which permit rational allocations of resourcesin circum-
stances where the complexity of data and inter-
relationships exceed the capacity of common sense
decision-making.

Let us set a goal forany a~ocations problem: to get
the most for our money. But the problem is to define
“most.” To most patients and doctors, the “most” is to
save a patient’s life. But one patient’s life may not have
the same social significance of another, an evaluation
mostly related to the age of the respective patients. If
there must be a choice, the 40 year old wdl usually be
preferred to the 90 year old. This has led to the use of
“life-years saved” rather than lives saved (cf. Michael,
Spatafore, et al). Public policy adheres more nearly to
this notion of life-years saved than the old favorite of
economists, “life earnings saved.”

What is the practical significance of life-years saved
when resources are limited? On the basis ody of life-
years saved, would you givethe next spot on an artificial
kidney to a 90 year old or a 40 year old? Most of you
would select the 40 year old. But what would be the
choice if there were ody time.or resourcesto saveeither
one 40 year old man from a burning butiding (or a sink-

ing ship, or on a desert expedition) or two 65 year old
Other things being equal, the “life-years saved” princip
should lead you to opt for the alternative involvingt]
most life-yearssaved. In this case (using 1967 data) t]
maximal number of life-years saved would result fro
saving the 40 year old (34.3 fife-years versus 2 x 14
years = 29.6 life-yearsfor the 65 year olds). This leads 1
an action favoring one life saved over two liv(
saved,–troubling to au of us committed to doing aBv
can for our patients, but probably comparable wi(
public policy in the health field.

If you have survivedthis painful moral dtiemma, k
us turri to another perplexing issue: that medical cai
may not save many lives but is mostly concerned wit
improving the condition of life. Instead of simple lifi
years saved, our more usual achievement may be som(
thing bke years of improved function saved. Here w
come against the major unresolved issue in the benefi
field (for we are clearly deding at this point solely wit
the benefit half of the cost-benefit problem): namel}
!IOWdo we wei~ years of improved function a
compared with life-yearssaved.Weintuitively make SUC;
judgments in medicd care situations. Wework harder t
save a life than to improve function, but how mucl
harder and under what circumstances?

If we can explicitly articdate the basis”for thes
judgments, we can be more consistent in futurl
judgments. Take the example of the burning house. I
contains three 40 year old persons. Two singe quadra
plegics (totally bed-ridden) are on the bottom floor, ant
a single working person on the top floor, Assume d
three have the same life expectancy. In your bes
judgment, you can either save the two quadriplegics 01
the singe workingman–what would you choose?

If you savethe workingman, then you are assigninga
value of something less than one half the value to the
life-year of a bed-riddenpatient as a workingman. Or, if
you save the two quadriplegics, you are assigningthem
something more than one hdf the value of the working
man.

This comprises the basis for a proposed benefits scale
as below. The assignedvaluesare arbitrary but not out
of keeping with public opinion.

1.0 goodhealth, working
.7 not working,at home
.4 not working,institution
O dead

If policy makerswere able to decide on such a benefit
scale, and with whatever data is avaflableon the res~ts
of medical programs, rational explicit decisionscould be
made with such a scaleas a basis.
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For example, relative benefits of competing programs
could be calculated in terms of life-years saved. But
savingthe life of a working,man counts more than saving
the life of a bed-ridden patient: more than twi~ as
much.

ReIative benefits could dso be calculated for
improvement of function. For example, returning two
and a half, not-working institutionalized patients to
work would be equivalent to savingthe life of a working
man.

These rough and ready calculations have not taken
into account the number of years a patient would gain in
each functional catego~, and a proper calculation
includesthese adjustments.

A t!leoretical example with hypothetical numbers
flhrstrateshow these calculations could assist in choosing
among four proposed projects to be funded from an
WP.

The calculations (Appendix A and B) indicate how to
get the most for the money: put it dl into the program
where you get the most for the money: the EDDU
(Early Diwase Detection Unit) at a cost of $2351 per
benefit unit.

But this solution does not take into account the
number of stroke patients to be rehabilitated nor the
number of doctors, nurses, or hospital beds avaflable.It
is this quandary that the multiple equation linear pro-
grammingmodel helps to resolve.Given20>000doctors’
hours (on an annual basis), 100,000 nurses’ hours,
15,000 bed days and 100,000 office visits, what is the
optimal mix of programs (not the singe best program)?

The example in Appendix C indicates that the
optimalmix would be:

750 stroke patients rehabilitated
6992 persons screenedin EDDU

Opatients cared for in ICU
430 patients entered in a cancer registry

Some RMP’smay operate as if there is only a money
constraint and no limit to the number of avaflable
doctors, nurses, or hospital beds. But increasin~y plans
must determke the most efficient way to deploy our
fimited resources. Doctors and nurses will be avadable
for a new WP program only if they are lifted from
other programs.

It must be pointed out that the data are imagina~
and indeed identify a major need for any afiocation tech-
nique: better data on the effectiveness of medical pro-
grams. The lack of such data is no comfort for the
intuitive planner as compared to the explicit cost-benefit
planner. Both are at a great disadvantage. But the tech-
nique forcesany planner to specify what expectations he— —......-.
has for fis proposed programs and what values he
attaches to the results.

In summary, cost benefit analyses encourage the
planner to specify his value system and behave con-
sistently with it and to be explicit as to the benefits
he expects from given programs. It then allows sophis-
ticated solutions for problems too complex to be solved
intuitively.

REFERENCE
Nfichael,Jerrold M.,Spatafore,George,and Wfliams,Edward

R., “A Bade Information Systemfor Health Ranting,” P~LIC
HEALTHREPORTS,vol. 33, No. 1, January, 1968.
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Calcuhtionof Benefits

1.0 S1 = Working
0.7 S2 = Notworking– at home
0.4 S3 = Not working– institution
o S4 = Dead

[

1 WorkingYear Saved 1(Patient OtherwiseWouldDie)
= 1 Benefit Unit

Example

Coronaryme Unit

Assumebenefits of program equalany improvementin functionalstate due to program.

Assume1patient in 20 surviveswhowould otherwisedie,and assumehis functional status for balanceof his tife is as follows:

[s4 - S3]
S3(AcuteHospital) 0$1yearx 0.4x 0.05= .002

[s4 - S2]
S2(Home- NotWorting) 0.3yearsx 0.7x 0.05= .0105

[s~ - s~]
S1”(Working) S.0yearsx 1.0x 0.05= .25

[s4 - S21
S2(Retired-home) 5.0yearsx 0<7x 0.05= .175

~ BenefitUnits
Pe~Patient

BySimilarMcdations:

Stroke Rehabiiitition
Early DiseaseDetection Unit
Gncer Registry

= .9400 BenefitUnitsPer Patient
= .0265 BenefitUnitsPer Patient
= .1107 BenefitUnitsPer Patient
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APPE~IX B

Assume

MDhours

RNhours

Hospitaldays

Officevisits

Total cost per patient

Costunit benefit

ComparativeCostsPerBenefit Unit
ForEachPatientin Program

MDHours $ 15(not countingoverherdin institution or office)
RN Hours $4
HospitalDays $100
Office Visits $ 5 (not countingMDincome)

Stroke

20x $ 15 = 300

80x $ 4 = 320

20X $100= 2000

lox $ 5 = 50

$2670

XO = $2840
.9400

EDDU

0.1 x $15= 1.5

0.2x $ 4 = .80

0

12X$ 5 = 60

$62.30

62.30 = $2351
.0265

ICUcoronary unit

20x $ 15= 300

150X$ 4 = 600

10x $100= 1000

0
-

$1900

1900= $4343
.4375

Cancerre@s@

10x $15= 150

20x $ 4 = 80

0

20X’$5 = 100

$300

330 = $2981
.m7

,.

,.
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~ENDIX C

me MostEfficientProgam

3’ ~ximize = 0.94x1 + 0.0265X2+ 0.4375x3+ 0.1107X4

Stroke EDDU Icu ~. Reg.

MDhours 20X1 0.1X2 20x3 10X4 20,000(10doctors)

RNhours 8ox~ 0.2X2 150X3 20X4 100,000(50 nurses)

Inst. days 2ox~ o X2 10X3 OX4 15,000(45beds)

Offi@visits lox~ 12 X2 OX3 20X4 100,000

Solution: 750 6992 0 430
Total Patients

~ hours 750 6992
X20 x 0.1

15,000 699

RN hours 750 6992
x80 x 0.2

60,000 1398

kst. days 7s0 6992
X20 Xo

15,000 0

Offiwvisits 750 6992
Xlo X12

7,500 83,904

Acmssntabifityand Deciaion-Mtig
in the Iowa RegiosudMeticrdProgram

CHARLESW.CALD~LL

My charge is to describe how Plarrning-Programming.
Bud&ting concepts are being implemented in an
accountin~decision.mking ~stem in the Iowa Regional
Medical Program. I WU note some of the advantages of
the system over the more traditional accounting systems
and relate some of the problems which we face in our
constant effort to remain true to the concepts we are
incorporating.

me Iowa Regional Medical Program is a small pro
gram, funded at a level of slightly over $700,000. Our
core structure consistsoften professionalstaff members.

Total Left Over
o 430

Xlo
4,300 20,000 0

0 430
— X20

8,600 70,000 30,000

0 430
Xo
o 15,000 0

0 430
X20

8,600 100,000 0

Our system cannot be compared with PPBS structures in
large bureaucratic agencies,but it illustrates how certain
PPBSconcepts can be applied at any functional level.

I can offer no pat formula for evaluating a Program’s
overrdl impact on a Region, for establishing priorities,
even for determining broad program direction. But I can
teU you of a system that does permit the core structure
to provide certain objective information to the
decision-makingprocess.

It should be emphasked that the system does not
m&e decisions.It merely provides objective information
which, in actuality, may be completely ignored by the
decision-m&ers in favor of information that is purely
subjective in nature.
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Because of our organization’s size and due to the
numberless intangibles which confront dl of us in the
heaith field, we turned to the PPBS approach described
by Samuel Greenhouse in an article that appeared in
tiblic AdministrationRevievv, to guide us in devising
our system.1 His approach is simple and clear. He listed
the major structural members of PPBSas: (Slide Number
1)

Objectives
Programs
Program Mternatives
outputs
ProgressMeasurements
Input
Nternative WaysTo Do A Job
Systems Analysis

So that we do not become confused by semantics, I
wouid like to offer a precise definition for each of these
terms:

SLIDE 1–DEFINITION OF nRMS

Objectivesmust

1. be directly related to overa~mission;
2. describe an important end service;
3. be amendable to quantitative measurement;
4. be honest;
5. be broken down into immediate and long-range

expectations.

Program

A package which
an RMP’sefforts to
of objectives.

ProgramMternative

Other possible
decided upon.

encompasses each and every one of
achieve a particular objective or set

programs besides those already

output

Tangible outgrowth of a particdar program.

ProgressMeasurement

Answers the question: How closely does the progress
planned for match the progressactua~y realized?

Input

Total quantity of manpower, facilities, equipment
and materials applied to a program.

AlternativeWaysto do a GivenJob

Rearrfingement of input to an
gramin order to improve output.

SystemsAnalysis

Application of cost studies.

Objectives

already+xisting pro-

The success of our system stems largely from
accurately defining this term. Without doubt; it is the
“apex term” in the PPBS idea-structure. These are
criteria for judging the validity of an objective within
our system:

1. It must be directly related to the overallmission of,,
the I~P.

2. It must contain a description of an importwt end-
service.

3. It must-at least to the fullest extent possible–be

4.

5.

amenable to quantitative measurement. What is
not quantifiable has no valid usefulnesswithin the
PPBScontext.
It must be honest. In “other words, the stated
objective must be identical to the true or red
objective.
When appropriate, it must be broken down into
immediate and long-rangeexpectations.

&ograms

A program is a package that encompasses each and
every one of an RMP’sefforts to achieve a particular
objective or set of a~ied objectives. A program could
consist of a sirr~e comprehensive project or of several
projects which have allied objectives.It is confusingthat
in ~P jargon, the overalIeffort within a region is called
a “program.” But for the purpo~s of our Tstem the
term wiHbe used asjust defined. ~

The whole PPBS idea is to facilitate the coordination
of afl our efforts to meet a particular objective, so the
validity of each program may be judged in terms of its
overall strategy, dimension and costs. This permits it to
be compared with other progr~s, potential or existing.

In our system no objectivesa!e acceptable unless they
suggest a program specificdIy.designed to fulfi~ them;
and no entity can be described as a program unless it is
designedto accomplishexplicit objectives.

fiogramAlternatives .,

Program alternatives are programsto the”sarnegeneral
end other than those already’decided upon. Program
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alternatives suggest a choice between two or more pro.
grams designedto advance the same overallmission.

htput

An output is a product or a service.As produced by
the M, it is a tangible outgrowth of a particular
program. it must be a kind of service that can be singled
out as an indicator of program restits. It must be an
important end-service and must satisfy an important
objective.

fiogress Measure172ent

If output means ody those pragmatic end-services
that satisfy explicit RMP objectives, then program ful-
ftiment demands an output that was planned and has
been produced. ~erefore, progress measurement must
satisfy one question: Does the progressachieved match
the progressanticipated?

rrrput

Input is the total quantity of manpower, facilities,
equipment and materials applied to the program. Like
most, we summarizethis input in units of dollars,

Alternative~~aysToDoA GivenJob

This concerns the rearrangement of input invested in
an already-existingprogram to expedite production or
upgrade services. [n other words, one would rearrange
the manpower, facfities, equipment and materials going
into a program in order to improve the quality of service
or arrive at the stated objective in a shorter period of
time. Do not confuse “alternative ways to do a given
job” with “program dtematives,” Program alternatives
are output oriented. Utilization of a programalternative
changes the output, because it is a substitute for a whole
program and has different specific objectives.Mternative
ways to do a givenjob are input oriented and deal with
the best way to achieve an aheady chosen output or
objective.

SystemsAna+sis

Systems analysis within,the IMP system is primarily
the application of cost studies. These studies are of
special usefulness in two areas of the system: (1) the
determination and evaluation of dtematives and (2) the
measurement of costs versus “progresswithin a
program.

These might be rolled “pure” definitions.
proceed, you wtil see how we bend and abuse
definitions within our system.
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THE IOWASYSTEM

Six major steps have been identified by the IWP a

essential to significant progress toward its overa
mission. In aspect, each step is continuous and oper
ended, and its influence changes as new information i
gathered and updated. (Slide Number 2)

The first of these six steps involves the gathering o
morbidity and mortatity data and related information
that permit us to evaluate the effectiveness of tht
existing health care system in Iowa.

The second step is tie assessment of rdl existin[
health resources within the region that fall within tht
parameters of ~P legislation.

The third step is the identification of needs. From the
information provided by steps one and two, an Iowa
Regional Health Profile is being developed. It should be
emphasized again that this profile is open-ended and will
continually change as new information becomes
available. On the basis of the existing profile, we
endeavor to identify where existing servicesneed to be
expanded, coordinated or reinforced to meet the needs
identified. We determine where new services need to be
initiated and supported.

The fourth step is the establishment of priorities.
Conventionally, the criteria considered in the establish-
ment of priorities should include evaluation of need,
scientific feasibility, practicality, effectiveness, timing,
amount of resources avaflable and community ac-
ceptance.

The fifth step is the planning and implementation of
programs to meet these priorities.

The sixth step is the continuous evaluation of those
programs accompanied by modification based upon how
well they meet their planned objectives and–insofar as it
can be determined–the impact that meeting these
objectives is having an achievement of the overall
mission of the organization.

Our accountabdity/decision-making system involves
ody steps five and six. Not until we reach step five can
we measure precisely how well an objective is being met
and consider–if indicated–an alternative program to
meet those objectives.

Other than intuitively, we have no way of evaluating
the overall impact of the IRMP on the health system in
Iowa. A principal reason for this is that presently we
have no way of obtaining accurate morbidity data. We
hope to solve this problem soon.

Good data on morbidity will certainly aid us in
selecting priorities. Such data will not, however, better
enable us to evaluate the overall impact of the IRMP–
because we will sti~ have no basis for relating changesin



SLIDE2

/

Statistics and Other Health

\

Statistics on the Populationin
Order to Determine the Effective-
ness of Iowa’s ExistingHealth Care

/
System.

\
STEP 6 STEP 2

Program Evaluation The Assessment of

[

all Health Resources

I

STEP 5 STEP 3
The Design and lmplementa- Identificatiorr of

tion of a Programto Meet Needs

‘h0seNeedEstablishment of Priorities

morbidity to the existence of our organization. Too
many assumptions would have to be made, due to un-
controllablevariables.

Now let us examine how the Iowa system can be used
in the development and selection of programs to meet
priority objectives by looking at the decision-making
process from another perspective. (Slide Number 3)
Visualize a hierarchy of objectives that relate to
different levelsof this process.

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

At the top is the-organization’soverau mission.
At the second level we put program objectives
designedto meet priority needs.
At the third level are groups of project objectives
that make-up a program package.
At the fourth level we find the objectives of
specific activities within a project.
The final level is occupied by the day-to-day
objectives that are to be met within a project
activity.

Our system is applicable at the second level and
~.~downward, since it supplies data that growin objectivity
~ and preciseness as we travel toward the bottom of the
.,,,;,.+.

hierarchy. Actually, the system can be applied at any
level–so long as we remember that, viewedfrom the top
of the hierarchy, all these levelsare means to an end and
no endsin themselves.

In Iowa, dl staff members contribute to our systefi–
particularly in gathering information, making irogram
evaluations and undert~ing cost studies. Tf~ey also
disseminate the resulting information to the decision-
makers.

The nuts and bolts of the system can be best
recognizedby breaking it down into four broad areas of

activity:
1, Establishingthe costs of program alternatives.
2. Establishing the costs of Alternative ways to do a

givenjob.
3. Accounting and costing of existing progralns on a

monthly basis.
4. Accounting and evaluation of core activities 011a

montMy basis,

First, cost estimates are made on all program alter-
natives.Most of our program alternatives come tu us in
the form of new project proposals. The cost estimates
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SLIDE3.—Hierarchy of Objectives

OVERALL MISSION

1st Level (To improve the availabili~ and level of health care for all per-
sons residing within the Iowa Region without regard to age,
color, or economic status, but with special emphasis on heart
disease, cancer, stroke and related diseases.)

2nd Level A [ B c D

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVES

&ample:
Uo improvethe availabilityand qualityof carefOrIowansthreatenedbyor
SUfferiflgfrom Stroke through Proiectsdmig~edto provide~~”ti”~i”~~d”~~ti~”,
demonstrationsof care and better availability of care.)

3rd Level

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
&ample:

TT:3 ‘1 ‘1~’
(To develop subregional stroke programs that will demol trate
comprehensive patient care (including out-of-hospital cat and
provide education to physicians, nu~es and other allied ,
sions and information to the public.)

4th hvel
Bla Blb

PROJECT SUBOBJECTIVES
Example:

(To provide rehabilitation workshops
nurses in hospitals and long-term
facilities. A series of four workst
are presented to each. facility, each w
shop consisting of four hours.)

re
>s
k-

Level

c4a Wb

Jfes-

Blc Bld

Level



e broken down to determine what it wtil cost to
:hieveeach precise objective of a program alternative.
Each program alternative must compete with other

ogram alternatives and with all existing programs for
~elimited resources available. In summation, we are
kmg two actions with program alternatives: (I) we are
.termining cost factors and (2) we are providing a
ameworkfor comparisonsby the decision-makers.
Where arriving at the costs of alternatives are

>ncernert,we have a lot to learn–not ody about the
chniques involved but in making the figures under-
andable. We need to improve in the presentation of
formation to our decision-makers so that they wi~ be
JIeto use it more readily to make informed decisions.
Mternative ways to do a givenjob are usually in the

]rm of new, sin#e project proposals that fit within an
ready-existing program package. They may also
nanate from an existing project as a request to alter or
place a certain project activity. The latter source is
!uaNystaff-generated. Except that they fdl at a lower
vel of the hierarchy of objectives, they are treated
Iuchthe sameas program alternatives.

Our mont~y accounting of programs by objectives is
based primarily on time studies that are completed daily
by project staff. In each project, these time studies are
broken down by the project’s tangible output. (Slide
Number 4) Each output can be easily measured and
relates to a precisely stated sub-objective. The per-
centages of time are converted to dollars. Since salaries
usually make up more than 75 percent of a project’s
budget, the unassignable remainder of the budget
expenditures are arbitrarily broken down according to
personnel expenditure percentages. Large equipment,
consultation or travel expenditures that can be easily
assignedto a givenoutput are assignedseparately.

The monttiy report is similar, to this one. (Slide
Number 5) MontMy expenditures for programs,projects
and project activities are reported by traditional budget
categories. As you can see, projects are grouped together
in program packages when that is appropriate. This way,
we are able to know more precisely what we are
achieving within a program area and what that
achievement is costing us.

Name:

SLIDE 4–COMPREHENSIVE STROKE MANAGEMENT PROJECT Position:

TimeStudy by TangibleOutput
Month:

I
kte Nusing Nursing Home Stioke fiblie Physician Total Notes

WorkshopsEducation Semice Unit Education Education

— — — — - — — — .,<
.
~,!...!,. .,

~q:$:,
~~+.:$,.*)~~.;
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SLIDE 5–MONTHLY ACCOUNTING BY PROGRAM, PROJECT AND OBJECTIVE

At the same time costs are recorded, accurate records
of tangible output are maintained, which makes cost
analysis an easy task at any time it is needed. Here are
examples of how these outputs are reported. (Slide
Number 6) (Slide Number 7) There is no uniform
method of reporting and these outputs are reduced to
different types of units for costing. We probably need
more uniformity, but due to the constant changes in
many of our programs, any standard form would be
obsolete before it was off the press. Each of these
reports usually involvesseveral telephone calls to clarify
information.

This is an example of the type of cost-analysisreport
that can be made at any interval and presented to the
decision-makers. (Slide Number 8) (Slide Number 9)
This particular example includes costs other than those
being met by the IWP and therefore required informa-
tion not availableon a month-to-month basis.

One important evaluation factor that isn’t portrayef
here is the quality of the output. Output is evahrated fo
quality in much the same manner that all WPS carq
out evaluation, which includes pre-testing and post
testing, attitudinal questionnaries and other techniques
Like all ~Ps, we are constantly endeavoring to improv[
our evaluationmethodology.

Of course, it is easy to see that this system isn’”
comprehensive. Many intangible benefits are unac
counted for. In the presentation of our objective infor
mation we attempt to, qualify the information, carefull~
spelling out those probable benefits which are nol
reflected by tangible output. We cannot ignore thal
benefits, whether tangible or intangible, form an im
portant part of the analysis.

in the third broad area of activity, we are trul~
bending–if not breaking-the conceptual rules of PPBS
because we are accounting for core activities that h
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most cases cannot be related to an end-service.Here is
how it works: (Slide Number 10)

Daily time studies are made based on a breakdown of
core activities into the functional activities shown. Each
of these activities produces a measurable output that
does not relate to any precise objective in many cases.
The time contributed to operational projects as depicted
in the first nine columns can be related to project output
and figuredinto the costs of operating the projects.

The column entitled “other” is for those core staff
functions that, can be related to an end-service other
than that of an operational project. For example, we
have a central medicd library network that receives a
limited amount of attention from core staff members.

The last four columns, ”entitled “Project Plaming,”
“Data Collection,” “Public Information’. and “Staff
Education,” are strictly functions and do not relate to
an end-service. However, we have arbitrarily identified
tangibleou{put as a gauge to evaluate our core activity.

For example, we can compare the amount of time
invested in new project development, which would fdl
under “Project Plmning,” with the number of new
proposrds submitted to our decision-makers. We “can
compare the amount of time we are spendingon a given
operational project with that project’s output.

Location

Des Moines . . . . .
MasonCity . . . . .

TOTAL

July - August,1969
September. . . . .

SLIDE6–NURSINGWORKSHOPS
(~uly 1,1969 -January31, 1970)

CopitulDivision

Type of Number of
Workshop workshops

I . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
II . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
111 . . . . . . . . . . . 11
Iv. . . . . . . . . . . . 9

TOTAL . . . . . . G
North CentralDivision

I . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
111. . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Iv . . . . . . . . . . . .

TOTAL. . . . . .

Northwest Division

I . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
II . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
111., . . . . . . . . . . 35
Iv. . . . . . . . . . . . 35

TOTAL . . . . . . m

Eachworkshopis three hours in duration.

SLIDE 7-NURSING EDUCATION CONFERENCES
(Ju@1,1969- January31,1970)

Attendance

295
301
214
161
E

371
395
199
151

1,116

810
617
725
643

2X

Number of Days Attendance

. . . . . . . . . . . 2 110

. . . . . . . . . . . 1 25
T m

HOME SERVICE CONSULTATION
(Ju@1,1969 -Jarruary31, 1970)

139visits 49 patients. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
42 visits 23 patients. . . . . . . . . . . . .

October , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 visist 25 patients

November . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 visits 19 patients

December . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41visits 35 patients

January, 1970 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~. . . . . 58 visits 37 patients

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 188patients

Averagepatient load: 72

STROKE UNIT ..
July 1,1969 -January31, 1970)

Total number of patients admitted:
Averagepatient stay in stroke unit:~,.

;.,,.,..,,.,,
I~’,,.~?..,~$::,,.!:.<:,.,,,.,..

81
12.5 &YS
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SLIDE7–(Continued)

PUBLIC EDUCATION

Conferences

NorthwestDivision . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
CapitalDivision . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
North Centrat Division . . . . . . . . . .“ 26

TOTAL z

,. ,.,:
,..:)

Attendance ‘ ~~Ì‡;~~•

122
347

Conferencesaveragedone hour each.

SLIDE8–COST ANALYSISFINDINGS

NursingItiorkshops

1. The cost to the RMPfor each nurse whowasa student in the workshopwas $1.88per hour (Student Hours).
2. The combinedcost to the RMPand the Heart Association(16 cents per student hour) was $2.04.
3. The total cost to the RMP,the Heart Associationand Heart volunteers(an added 39 cents per hour) was $2.43.
4. The cost of instruction to the RMPfor the workshopswas$40.31per hour (Instructor Hours).
5. The cost to the RMPand the Heart Associationper instructor-hourwas $43.60.
6. The cost to the RMP,the Heart Associationand Heart volunteersper instructor-hourwas $52.07.

NursingEducationConferences

1. The cost to the RMPperstudent-hourwas$3.77
2. Thecostto the RMPandthe HeartAssociationperstudent-hourwas$4.08
3. Thecostto the RMP,the HeartAssociationandHeartvolunteerswas$6.15
4. Thecostto the RMPperinstructor-hourwas$307.70
5. The cost to the RMPand the Heart Associationper instructor-hourwas $333.30
6. The cost to the RMP,the Heart Associationand Heart volunteerswas $502.66

Home Sewice Consultation

1. RMPcost per visit made to a patient was $20.86
2. RMPand Heart Associationcost per visitwas $22.56
3. RW, Heart Associationand Volunteer cost per visitwas $24.15
4. RMPcost per patient in the programwas $83.44
5. RMPand Heart Associationcost per patient was $90.34
6. RW, Heart Associationand Vohsnteercost per patient was $96.60

SLIDE9

Stroke Unit

1. RMPcost per patient admitted to the stroke unit was $197.24
2. RMPand Heart Associationcost per patient was $213.07
3. RMP,Heart Associationand Volunteer cost per patient was $306.04
4. Rh~ mst per patient day in the stroke unit was $15.77
5. RMPand Heart Associationcost per patient day was $16.24
6. Rh@,Heart Associationand Volunteer cost per patient day \ms $24.48

PublicEducation

1. RMPcost for each individu~ attending conferenceswas $3.71per hour (Student hour).
2. RMPand Heart Associationcost per student-hourwas$4.06
3. RMP,Heart Associationand Volunteer cost per student-hourwas $4.90
4. RMPcost per instructor was $91,64
5. RMPand Heart Associationcost per instructor+our was$98.79
6. RMP,Heart Associationand Volunteer cost per instructor-hourwas $119.11.
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There has been no attempt to make a judgmentm to whether or not mew costs we rewmb[e. me valueof this type of an~ysis iS
:atlyenhanced when the unit costs an be compared to the same unit costs in simtiarprojects. This information should be shared
th otherRegionalMedicalProgramsandHeartAssociationsthat areconductingsimilarprojects in the hope that they, in turn, till
are similarinformation tith us.
The one classification that can be compared intermuy between the sub-regionsof the Stroke ManagementProject is Nursing

orkshops,’sinceM three sub-regionsof the project have identicd programs.The results of these internal comparisoris,based on RMP
~stsonly,are depicted below.

Northwest Division Capital Division North Central Division

:r student-Hour $ 1.18 $ 2.70 $ 2.24
~rInstructor-Hour S25.49 $52.40 $50.97

,.

- ,.

,.
,’

, ,,

,“

.

!’

,. i39
..



,.
SLIDE 1O–CORE STAFF

.,

TimeStidies by Functions

... ..

,.

Nine:
.
3

Position:
Monti: I

Stroke Heart Disease tincer Other
Project Data Public

Date P. No. 1 P. No. 2 P. No. 3 P.No. 4 P. No. 5 P. No. 6 P. No. 7 P. No. 8 P. No. 9 planning & stat. Information Education Total



This information places us in a better position to
Ieterminehow and in what areas we should be spending
lur time. Except as it relates to operational projects, this
nformation is not reported regularly to our decision-
nakers. It is presented at regdar staff meetings, where
ve jointly evaluate how usefu~y our time is spent and
~stablishwork priorities.

Foflowinga true PPBS structure, the entire expense
>fthe core activity would be assignedto project output.
[n truth, within the. core structure we are not evaluating
~ur success on the basis of end-product. We are evalu-
ating means, not ends. However, we are supported by
one school of thought which befieves that indirect
activities shodd be a~ocated to a program only when
suchan allocation would contribute to a better decision.

In summation, the system permits us to:
1. Undertake ,better cost-accounting for individusd

projects.
2. Obtain more efficient use of scarce manpower,

inciudingstaff time.
3. Provide more accurate cost estimates to our

decision-makers.
What I have described here is ordy a start on the

construction of a system designed to support our
decision-makingprocess with objective information. I
believe the system has influenced decisions as those
decisions are concerned with alternative ways to do a
givenjob. In dl honesty, I can see very little influence
on decisionsthat relate to program alternatives, possibly
becausewe haven’t considered that many program alte-
rnativessince the IM became operatiomd. I think it
may have more Wuence at the end of the current
three-yearfunding period when political influences and
obligationsWUbe greatly lessened.

The system is faced with many problems. We need
in-depthcost-benefit studies which wfil carry dl the way
down to the consumerand wtil take into account the
many economic variables that affect health care. We
need to develop better ways to present our information
to the volunteer decision-makers.

Presently, we have neither the resources nor the
expertise to deal witfi social costs. Comprehensive
costing should rdso include estimates of cost that are
related to changes k other human systems as a result of
decisionswe make.

We must continue to search for better and more
comprehensive ways to quantify services. It is to be
remembered, however, that we are primarily a service
organizationand therefore must be consciousthat there
isa point of diminishing returns.

Our cost studies on projects would be more valuable
if we had cost studies from other regions with which to
compare them. Beause not everyone is willing to play
under our rules, we sometimes feel like the only honest
guy in a crooked crap game.

Weneed a national reviewand evduat,ion system that
is more consistent in boti schedulingand methodology.
For example, we have had four fiscalyears assignedto us
in three years’ time.

We need to be permitted to set our own priorities.
Presently, whfle we are setting our own priorities we
must try to second-guesswhat is currently popular in
Washington.

FinaHy,in my opinion PPBSis not a set of techniques
so much as it is a set of attitudes. Unless one is really
interested in getting the most for the taxdollar, it wfll
not work. Old concepts such as the “budget is a political
tool,“ “the harboring of pritieged information,” or the
“measure of an organization’s success by the size of its
budget” are concepts which are not compatible with
PPBSconcepts.

The purpose of PPBS is to bring together the
budgeting process with the decision-making process,
evaluating both processes on the basis of tangible out-
put. Its intent is to make and keep us mission oriented
since we will be ultimately judged on how well we ac-
complishour mission.

.,

FOOTNOTES

1. Samuel N. Greenhouse, “me Planning-Programming-Bud-
geting System: Rationale, Language, and Idea-Relationships,”
fiblic Administration Rmiew, =W, No. 4 (December, 1966),
p. 273.

Resource AUocationand tie Evaluation Pmcws.

CHARLESL. JOINER

mONOMICS, SOCIAL PRODUCTION FVNCTIONS,
AND ~SOURCE ALLOCATION

Economics

E@nomics is the science of a~ocating scarce re-
sources among alternative uses so as to attain the
greatest or maximum fdfillment of society’s u~imited
wants, i.e., “doing the best with what we have.”

,,
OptimumAllocationof Resources ‘

Classical economics assumes. the.’.“rationd. man”
concept. Therefore, if the decjsipn rn~er then wi$heito
combine resources to minimize,the costs. of producing a
givenlevel of output; if he ~ows the.risources (inputs)

,’ .
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that can be used in producing the output, and if he also
knows the prices for increasing each input (and the
increase in output that dl result from each input
entry), then the way to achieve minimum costs is as
fo~ows: the decision maker shodd use those resources
in such a combination that the additional increment in
output per do~ar spent on each input is equal.

The allocation of resources under theassumptions of
classical economics is assumed to be optimtied because
of the competitive nature of the system itself. Unlike the
classical model, many social action programs, including
health, involve the allocation of relatively scarce public
resources. In addition, there is the need of properly
meshing these public funds with private resources for
maximum effectiveness for improving or maintaining
health. Needless to say, any model constructed for the
allocation of resources for better health wifl have its
shortc9fings, e.g., the allocation of resources for health
means‘fewerresourcesavatiablefor non-herdthpurposes.

; If one considers the health sector as a system of itself,
optimum resource docation requires that the additiond
benefit rising from the aUoation of an additiond
expenditure (cost) for a particular health problem must
be equal to ratios of benefits to costs for other health
problems. For a theoretical explanation, additiond
benefits and costs may be referred to as mar~nd
benefits and costs. Therefore, the optimum allocation of
resources toward the solution of varioushealth problems
is accomplishedwhen:

~= ~ =~ “ ““%
MCa MCb MCC MC~

where: MB equals marginal benefits accruing from the implem-
entation of a particular technique or approach for solvingthe
health problemwithin a seriesof health problems,a b ~ n, , 9... .
MCequafs the marginalcosts resultingfrom the implementation
of a particular technique or approach for solvingthe healthprob-
lemwithina seriesofhealthproblems,a b ~ n, , >... .

This mar~nd benefit-cost approach for optimum
Nocation of resources for the solution of various health
problems may dso be applied to the allocation of
resources among alternative strategies or approaches for
the solution of any given health problem. In fact, this
benefit-cost approach should be an inherent part of any
normative decision making process. However, the ap-
plication of such a theoretical approach becomes
extremely difficult when the decision maker does not
know or can not determine precisely the benefits or
outputs of a particular technique or approach to the
solution of a health problem. It is for this reason that

this paper now turns to the question of social produc-
tion functions in relation to the political decision
process and such problem-solvingapproaches as PPBS.

SocialProductionFunctionsand the DecisionProcess
Before one is completely enthralled with the idea of

the determination of social production functions and the
role of benefit-cost analysis in the allocation of scarce
resources, some reflections on the realistic political
decision process are necessav. Charles Lindbloml has
quite adequately described the red political decision
process which in some ways appears to be distinctly
different from the problem solving approach of PPB.
Lindblom states as a first rule of the successfulpolitical
process, “don’t force a specification of goals or ends.”
The reasoninghere is that not ordy is the specification of
objectives intellectually difficult, but also pragmatically
harmful. In fact, it could mean that agreement among
diverse interests on specific measuresmaybe completely
blocked.

For example, the Elementaw and Secondary Educa-
tion Act of 1965, which is considered a landmark piece
of legislation in terms of federal aid to education,
needed the support of at least three divergent interest
groups. The parochial schools saw it as a step in pro-
viding financial’assistance for parochial school children.
A second group saw it as an anti-poverty measure, since
the distribution of funds for Title I of the bill was based
on the number of poor chddren in each school district.
A third group saw it as a broad beginning of a large
program of federal aid to public education. It does seem
quite possible that the bfllwould have been defeated had
any attempt been made to secure strong agreement on
long-runobjectives.

A second major feature of a desirable decisionprocess
as seen by Lindblom is its incremental characteristic.
The process toward objective attainment should proceed
in very small steps because of our inabflity to foresee the
fu~ social consequences of any program and the fact
that political decision costs tend to increase as the
decisions conflict with valuesheld by interest groups.

The third major element in the Lindblom approach is
referred to as the “advocacy’. process of reaching
decisions. To the extent that advocates of every related
interest have a voice in policy making, the self interest
motivation wfll insure that each advocate takes the
responsibfity for researching the consequences of any
action for the value he represents. Obviously, this ap-
proach is not idealistic. Instead, it is pragmatic, stresses

1CharlesLindblom, “me ScienceofMuddling~rough,’’,~ubzic
Administiution Review,Vol.19,No.2 (spring1959),PP.79-88.
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process rather than substantive criteria. Therefore, by
definition, a “good” decision is one which. obtains
consensusrather than one which meets the requirement
of efficiencyor effectiveness.

In order to properly relate political values to
analyticrdprogram decisions involvingthe allocation of
resources,the decision process must include some deter-
mination of the social production functions that
translate program specifications (input) into program
consequences(output). An analogy may be drawn here
to consumer preference theory. Economic factors of
production–land, labor, capit~, and management–are
not directly evaluated in terms of consumer preference
functions, but only through a process which translates
these inputs into outputs. It is the output, or find
product, that enters directly into consumer preferences.
The processof translating inputs into outputs, of course,
assumes knowledge of the production functions in-
volved.

If the analog is applicable, we need to know the
social production functions of health programs. It is at
thispoint that the task of the social scientist becomes
more difficult because many of the social action pro-
grams of the federd government do not ded with the
simple translation of factors of production into com-
modities, but the production functions are determined
largely by institutional or behavioral characteristics.2
Determination of social production functions involves
complicated systems in which institutional, technical
and economic factors interact with each other. There-
fore, we cannot expect the technical expert to define d
of the input-output relationtiips, i.e., relying totally on
physiciansto evaluate dl hesdth programs or engineers to
implementthe designof pollution control systems.

It seems imperative that the anrdysis of production
functions in most public programs must take a
systematic approach rather than being confined to tech-
nical considerations. Many times it is extremely difficult
to predict with any red degree of certainty the specific
performanceof new or proposed social progrms. Some
of this uncertainty concerning the relationship between
inputs and outputs can be reduced via either ex-post
evaluationof operating programs or the implementation
and evaluation of demonstration projects. Although the
process of decision making described by Lindblom of
incremental changes has been recognized as an effective
means of proceeding under uncertainty, this does not
reduce the need for systematic analysis. In some

2GM1e~ L Schulze, The Polifi”cs and Economics of public
spending, ~a&ington, D.C.: The BrookingsInstitution),pp.
55-76.

instances, evaluation must involvein-depth studies using
sophisticated statistical techniques–particularly when
the ,irnpact of one program is only a part of a much
larger program. Feedback of results from operating pro-
grams is an absolute essential to program planning, and
systematic analysis provides the necessary feedback for
decisionmaking and planning.

INTRODUCTION OF CONCEPTUAL AND ACTUAL
PROJECT EVALUATION PROCESS

IN WLATION TO PPBS

It is commonplace to wade through an article on
evaluation and find it is like the last ten you read. The
mass of articles on evaluation emphasize the necewity
for evaluation and they generallystate that a conceptual
evaluation model should be designed. These evahration
articles stop at this point. I plan to go beyond where
others stop and speak to you on a conceptual model
designedand tested at A~P.

In June, AMP instituted a systematic and in-depth
evaluation of all approved projects. This was a first step
in total program evaluation and an experiment with
PPBS.

The majority of core staff at AWP were skeptical
about PPBS. It was decided that the first two aimsof the
PPB system should be used to evaluate AWP projects.
These aimsare:

1. the careful evaluation and examination of gords
and objectives in each major area of activity, and
then to

2. analyze the output of a givenprogram @reject) in
terms of its objectives.

An evaluationmodel wasdesignedand usedwith four
projects this past summer. The model was found to be
adequate for use on these projects. The experience
acquired by developingan evaluation model along with
the actual evaluation process has led to a more knowl-
edgeable understanding of problems associated with
arudytic investigation as wefl as giving an indication of
problemslinked with PPBS.

Divisionsof theModelandExperiencesGained

Project Development

Assumptions: 1. Wen projects are developed, the
alternatives, if known, are brought out and discussed.

2. The project gods and objectives meet program
goalsand objectives.

Step 1. Determination of the project gods–This first
step consists of determining in rather broad and long-
range terms what is to be achieved by the project. A
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statement of project goals is. necessarily broad and
frequently long-range,and, for these reasons,a project’s
goals may not be capable of direct measurement in the
short-run. One problem encountered in the evahration
process was that several of the projects did not have
realistic”gods.

Step 2. Determination and statement of project
objectives–Project objectives, as used in this evaluation,
are narrow and short-range statements of what the
project is to accomplish. Project objectives are derived
from and must be compatible and consistent with the
project gods. The difficulty encountered here was that
often the project objectives were vague‘(e.g., increase
patient care) and had to be rewritten in measurable
terms.

Comment: These problem areas have been corrected.
Realistic’gods and measurable objectivesare a part of d
new projects. The evaluation process actually begins
during this stage of project development. All gods and
objectives are being challenged by the evaluation co-
ordinator to make sure they are feasible and applicable
to total program gods and objectives.

Pre-EvaluationProcess

Step 3. Determination of measures of objective
attainment–these measures would include, for example,
such things as: days, hours, dollars, ratings, ratios, per-
centages, attitude changes, and patient behavior.
Repeatedly, it was found that project directors of
funded projects did not know what data to keep and
how to record collected data so as to justify the project.
There were several reasons for this, one being poorly
written project objectives.

Step 4. Establishment of standards–standards, as
used in this evaluation, refer to desired levels of attain-
ment. Only through the use of implicit or explicit state-
ments of acceptable and/or unacceptable standards can
the administrator decide whether to continue, adjust, or
discontinue a particular project. Standards frequently
were not written into the projects. This has led to a poor
percentage of approved projects for AWP at the
national level(27%). The lack of standards has also made
projects difficult to evaluate.

Comment: The problems in steps 3 and 4 are being
corrected by a pre-evahrationprocess. Before any project
is written, measures for objectives are agreed upon by dl
people concerned. During the pre+valuation process,
standards are established. Alternatives to the project are
further discussed.

Actual EvaluationBegins

Step 5. Collection of performance data–once the’
desired levelof action is decided, the relevant data which
will permit the determination of the actual level of per-
formance must be collected. CoUection of evaluation
data should be an integral part of the on-goingproject
implementation. If steps 1 through 4 are complied with
as described above, then actual evaluation can easily be
accomplished. It is a matter of inserting data into the
proper place. Output studies are important and the type
study (e.g., cost-benefit analysis) should be determined
when the project begins so that adequate data are
available.

Step 6. Comparison of actual performance with
standards previouslyset–This is considered the program
(project) effectivenessstep. Progrms may differ in their
effectiveness depending on the extent to which pre-
established objectives are attained as a result of activity.
Based upon a comparison of actual performance with
the standards, the performance will be concluded to
have been satisfactory or unsatisfactory. After a deter-
mination of satisfactory or unsatisfactory performance
has been made, the project administrator has a number
of alternatives available to him. If the performance is
concluded to be satisfactory, the project may be
continued unaltered, or, if the gods and objectiveshave
been met, the project can be satisfactorily concluded. If
the performance is determined to be unsatisfactory, the
administrator may modify his project objectives and/or
standards (objectives or standards are unrealistic),
attempt to improve efficiency (inefficient use of re-
sources),or recommend discontinuance.

Corninent: It is felt that a seventh step is required
between step 6 and the find recommendation. This
would be a step for feedback between the evaluator(s)
and members of the program (project). Honest com-
munications should take place between the evaluator(s)
and the project staff so that apparent results can be
discussed. If discrepancies are discovered during these
discussions, further study can be made. The evaluator(s)
and project members should agree on the results,
whether satisfactory or unsatisfactory.

Sun~nwyandConclusions

Economics is the science of allocating scarce re-
sources among alternative uses so as to attain the
greatest or maximum fulfillment of society’s unlimited
wants, i.e., “doing the best with what we have.”

If one considersthe health sector as a system of itself,
optimum resource relocation requires that the additionrd
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benefit rising from the allocation of an additional ex-
penditure (cost) for a particular health problem must be
equal to ratios of benefits to costs for other health prob-
lems.

This marginal benefit-cost approach for optimum
auocation of resources for the solution of various hetith
problems may also be applied to the allocation of
resources among alternative strategies or approaches for
the soiution of any given health problem. However, the
application of such a theoretical approach becomes
extremely difficult when the decision maker does not
know or can not determine precisely the benefits or out-
puts of a particdar technique or approach to the
solution of a health problem.

In order to properly relate political values to
analytical progrm decisions involvingthe allocation of
resources, the decision process must include some deter-
mination of the social production functions that
translate program specifications (input) into program
consequences(output).

Determination of social production functions involves
complicated systems in which institutional, technical
and economic factors interact with each other.

The second part of this paper speaks to a conceptual
model designed and tested at the Alabama Regional
Medical Program. The model was found to be adequate
after it was used to evaluate four projects during the
summerof 1970.

Divisionsof the model are:

Project Development

Step 1. Determination of the project gods.
Step 2. Determination and statement of project

objectives.

Pre-Evduation Process

Step 3. Determination of measures of objective at-
tainment.

Step 4. Establishment of standards

Beginningof Actual Evaluation

Step 5. Collection of performance data.
Step 6. Comparison of actual performance with

standards previouslyset.

After a small-scale testing of the first two aims of
PPBS,ARMPreported the followingbenefits:

1. Improved project development.
2. Increased control of funded projects.
3. A better appreciation and understanding of the

value of evaluation.

4. An acceptance by the staff that the total program
shouId be evaluated, probably using the PPBS
method

5. Development of a more sophisticated decision-
making mechanism.

In November, ARMP wfll continue to experiment
with PPBS and wtil further evaluate its effectiveness.At
the present time, however, ARMP is working on other
priorities-some of which were determined by the eval-
uation process described in this paper.

EDITORS NOTE: Two Appendicesto Dr. Joineri
paperarenot reprintedin thehoceedings.Theyare:

1. Medical Information System via Telephone
(M.I.S.T) EvaluationReport,

2. Reality OrientationTechniqueEvaluationReport.

Both were prepared for the AIabuma Regibnal
MedicalProgramby Edmrd M. Smith, Ph.D.,Research
Assoctite, Bureauof Researchand Com’unip Service,
Schoolof HealthServicesAdministration,Universityof
Alabamain Birminghamand DougbsPatterson,MHA,
Evaluation fior~inator, Alabama Reg.onal Medical
“program
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A “WeightedAggregate” Approach
To R&DProject Selection

DAWD H. GUSTAFSON,GOPINATHK. PAI,
GARY C. KRAMER

Introduction

There appear to be few formal decision theory proce-
dures for optimally a~ocating funds among potential
projects. One reason for this is the lack of effective
methods for assigninga value to each alternate project.
With a few’ notable exceptions2~3$4 previous project
evaluation systems have been either theoretical efforts
requiring many modifications before being practical or
methodologies lacking the scientific rigor to assure
reiiabdity or validity.

Two exce~ent articless] 6 have reviewedthe research
up to 1967 so their efforts wifl not be duplicated here.
Sirrce then, J.R. Mdler3 has suggested some interesting
but relatively untested procedures for evaluating alter.——
nat~veprojects usingan add”;tivemodel where the criteria
are wei@ted according to importance.

LY. Hellrnan7 has evaluated a vdu~ measure for
seIecting proposals for research grant support. The
model he used is based on the Churchman-Ackof~ ap-
proximate measure of value, modified to satisfy the
needsof the National Institutes of Health. The evaluation
of each proposal was based on the relative valuesof the
objectives of the funding agencies, the relevanceof the
proposaI’s objectives and the probability of success of
the proposal’s objectives. Proposals with high overall
expected values were selected for funding; this model
appeared to be superior to the previous method of
proposal selection.

Abernathy and Rosenbloomg have discussedthe pros
and cons of parauel and sequential project selection

strategies. A para~el strategy involves simultaneously
taking two or more approaches to solving the same
problem. In a sequential strategy the best approach is
pursued; other possibilitiesbeing considered only if the
first approach proves unsuccessful.The authors have in-
corporated the incremental cost of. adopting a parallel
strategy, the probability of success of each strategy and
the cost of faihrre in a normative mathematical model
which selectswhich strategy to use.

This paper will (1) describe a general project evalua-
tion model, (2) discuss problems with current ap-
proaches to implementing the model, (3) propose
methodologies to solvethese problems, (4) report on the
evaluation of some of these methodologies, and (5)
suggestareas for further research.

me GeneralModel

CompIex evaluation problems generally possess five
characteristics. First, there are several criteria which are
important in evaluating the merits of the projects.
Second, the relative importances of these criteria vary
from one judge to another. Third, the extents to which
these criteria are satisfied are not always directly
measurable on an interval scrde. Fifth, the criteria are
sometimesinterdependent.

Recognizing that the over~ evaluation is some ag-
gregateof the valuations of individurdcriteria, we write

n n+m

The i subscripts are associated with quantitative variables
and the j
represents

subscripts are with qualitative variables. Wi
the relative weight of the ith criterion and p
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(Xi) represents the utility function associated with the
ith criterion. xi represents the extent to which the ith
variableis present and Rj represents the extent to which
the ith criterion is satisfied. Ml criteria as well as
projects are assumed to be independent.

1n order to implement such a model we must (1)
select project evaluation criteria, (2) assure inde-
pendence, (3) establish the relative importance of the
criteria, (4) develop scales with which to quantify or
categorize the variable, (5) determine for quantitative
variables the utility function associated with each
criterion, and (6) aggregate the evaluations of all judges.

Such a model has two uses. First, it can be used as an
aid in the proposal evaluation process. Technicians can
use the model to estimate the relative value of each
proposal and repo~ the results to the committee as ad-
ditional information for their decision making process.
Second, it could be used as a guide to proposal modifica-
tion. The model could predict what decisions would be
made by the committee. The proposer could then
improve the proposal where necessary. By knowing Wi,
~ (Xi), Rj, and the cost of increastigX~orRj by one
unit, he could select the criteria to give the greatest
increase in ”vdue for the least cost.

fi-teria Weighting

A criterion’s relative importance (weight) should be
directly proportional to its impact on the decision
making process. Because weights define organizational
needs, a set of conciseIy defined and properly weighted
criteria can guide proposers to developprogramsto meet
those needs. Those who lack this guidancemay propose
programs of little interest, become discouragedwith the
process,and be lost as a resource to the organization.

From the proposal evaluator’s point of view, criteria
weights permit him to more accurately and consistently
modeI the committee’s project evahration philosophy.
Proposals are frequently too detailed or numerous to be
evaluated by the whole decision making committee so
they are normally reviewed by a subset of members and
staff. Unless each evahrator knows the relative impor-
tance of each criterion, their evaluations wfll lack
consistency.

Some project selection techniques assume that dl
criteria have equal weight in the decision making
process. The success of this approach is directly propor-
tional to the degree to which this assumption is true.
Other models estimate weights by using an empirical
technique such as multiple regression.10.The committee
rates hypothetical projects described in terms of the
criteria. Coefficients are estimated, using the method of
least squares, so as to best predict committee decisions.
There are two problems with this approach. First, it is
difficult to obtain enough data (and therefore degreesof
freedom) to yield valid, reliable coefficient estimates.

Second, the regression approach WNnot improve com-
mittee decisions,ordy predict them, because this method
is based on decisions that weremade by the committee,
rather than decisionsthat shouldhave been made. Man is
progressively less accurate in evaluating complex
problems as the number of criteria influencing his
decision increases 1,12. Hence, the regressionapproach,

as a normative ~odel, breaks down when the number of
criteria are large. The decision makers become “cogni-
tively overloaded” and the decisions made may not be
the ones they would like to make.

We evaluated a third set of criteria weightingmethods
where weights are estimated by the committee members.
There is evidence1I ,1z,13 t. indicate that under certain

conditions, men do this quite effectively. Miller3
suggestsa hierarchicalapproach to criteria weighting.

Example

Assume that a list of criteria have been developed
in a hierarchical form (Figure 1). M criteria in one
column that are connected by lines are relatedin that
they are components of one larger criterion in ‘the
left, adjacent column. Wewfll refer to each column as
a “level”. Decisionmakers are asked to: (1) rank, in
order of importance, the rehted criterion in a given
level, (2) assigna value of 100 to the most important
and values between Oand 100 to the others so as to
reflect relative criteria importance. These weights are
normahzed and then successively multiplied by
weights of rebted criteria at each higher level. In
Figure 2, vertical lines represent criteria and
horizontal lines connect related criteria. Suppose the
first level criteria were ranked 11, III, and I and
weights of 100, 60, and 40 were assigned..Weights
assigned within criteria sets (B1BZB3B4), (C,D),
(D,YDz) are shown in Figure 2a. Next, weights were
normalized by dividingeach weight by the sum of d
weights within a set. The final weight of each lowest
level criterion is the product of the normalized
weights of itself and the connected criterion at each
of the higher levels.Thus, the final weight of criteria
DI is the product of weights assignedto criteria Dl”,
Do”, and G’, in Figure 2b.

While this approach reduces the number of criteria
being consideredat once, it replaces one bias (assessment
error due to cognitive limitations) with another (age
gregation error due to multiplication of errors occurrtig
at each level of the hierarchy). As the number of levels
increases, the second type of error becomes important.

We compared this approach with a modification (the
“ratio method”) that appears to reduce both aggregation
and assessmenterrors:

1. Rank the criteria in order of importance.
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FIGURE 2.–Demonstrationof HierarchicalMethodfor ti”teriaWeighting

2a–Criteria pyramidincludingcriteria weights.

I
B, d100 B2450 B,425 B4~25 D, ~100

I
D,~100

2b–Criteria wei@tsnormtized within subsets,

A’~.2 B“‘.5 e’

C’=.667 D ‘ .333

B; ~.5 B;~.25 B~.~.125 B;~.125
1

D; ~.5 D;=.5

2c–Criteria wei@tsfor lowestlevel criteria.

Criterih Products Weight

A’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (.2)
B; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (.5) (.5)
B: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (.5) (.25)
B\ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (.5) (.125)
B’4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (.5) (.125)
c’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (.3)(.667)
D; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (.5) (.333) (.3)
D: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (.5) (.333) (.3)

2. Compare the most important criteria with every
other related criteria. Estimate how many times
more important the top ranked criterion is than
each of the other criterion.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for a new set of criteria
composed of the most important criteria from
each set.

4. Multiply the weights assigned to criteria in step 2
by those assigned, in step 3, to the top ranked
criteria from its set.

Example
Suppose for the criteria in 2a ratio weights are

assigned to each set as shown in Figure 3a. The new
criteria set (~, B2 C, D2) are ranked (3,1,2,4) and as
signed weights of (1: 1.5,1:1,1:1.25,1:3). The wei@ts
in Figure 3Care obtained by multiplying the weights
in sets ~, B, C, and D by vahres of 1/1.5, 1, 1/1.25,
and 1/3 respectively. The final normalized weights are
obtained obtained by dividing each weight in Figure
3C by. the sum of all the weights in Figure 3c. The
normalized weights are givenin Figure 3d.

.2000

.2500

.1250

.0625

.0625

.2000

.0500

.0500
Totat 1.0000

Two factors may have caused the superior per-
formance of the ratio method. First, the hierarchical
method may yield higher errors because the errors are
multiplied rather than added. Second, the ratio method
uses an odds estimation methodology while the hierar-
chical method uses ratings on a O to 100 scale.Previous
researchl * indicates that odds estimation leads to more
accurate estimates of subjective probabilities. Possibly
the results extend to criteria weighting.

CriteriaIndependence

Two criteria are dependent when (1) the extent to
which one criterion is satisfied is influenced by the
extent to which another criterion is satisfied and (2) the
utility associated with a givenlevel of satisfaction on one
criterion is influenced by the degree to which another
criterion is satisfied. Men the assumption of criteria
independence, postulated in equation 1, does not hold,
total project value is no longer equal to the sum of the
valuesassociated with the individual criteria;
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FIGURE 3. RatioMethodof fi”tetiaWeightitlg.

3a. Ratio valuesassigrredto criteriainFi~re 2a.

A = 1:1 B, = 1:1 c. 1 DI = 1:1
Bz = 1:2 D~ = 1:1
Bz = 1:4

B4 = 1:4

3b. Ratio weightsa~sigrredto Mewcriteriaset.

A = 1:1.5 BI = 1:1 C = 1:1.25 DI = 1:3

3c. Ratio weightsof allcriteria.

A = 1:1.5 Bl = 1:1 C = 1:1.25 D1 = 1:3
Bz = 1:2 Dz = 1:3
Ba = 1:4
Ba = 1:4

3d. Normalizedratioweights.

A = 0.16 B, = 0.24
Bz = 0.12
B3 = 0.06
Bg = 0.06

h additive model with interaction terms may
compensate for criteria dependence if enough degreesof
freedom can be obtained to accurately estimate co-
efficients empirically. However, if coefficients must be
subjectively estimated, the multidimensionaIity of the
interaction term would increase both the number and
difficulty of the estimates. Whfle we have very Uttle
information about the performance characteristics of
judges in weighting multidimensional criteria, we may
draw some insights from research into subjective
probability estimation,l 7 Several researchers 1$12have
shown that men are conservativeprobability* estimators
and that this conservatism increased with the number of
data to be simultaneoudy considered. .Future research
should determine (1) if the same problem exists in
utility“assessmentand criteria weightingand (2) the best
methods for obtaining these estimates. Until then, the
criteria independence problem wfll have to be treated in
someother way.

*Corrservativeestimators overestimatethe importance of
dia~ostic data and underestimate the importance of non
dia~ostic &ta.

c = .20 D1 = 0.08
Dz = 0.08

Criteria interdependence has been treated in several
ways in project evaluation models. Some ap-
proaches ~7>J5~] d assume that all criteria are in-
dependent. This biases the evaluations in direct propor-
tion to the magnitude of the interdependencies.] 7 Other
evaluation models4 eliminate criteria causing
dependencies. Fishbum 1s has suggested a method ‘or

identifying such dependencies but there has apparently
been no experimental validation of’ the technique. His
method, which uses the concept of indifference between
pairs of gambles, is suitable when each criteria has
discrete levels and when the number of criteria is small.
Unfortunately, bias reduction may be more than offset
by the information loss resulting when dependent
criteria are discarded. This loss can be reduced by (1)
discarding criteria only when there is a high degree of
interdependency and (2) discarding those criteria having
the smallest influence on project evahration.

We propose the following untested procedure for
discardingcriteria:

1. Select and estimate the relative importance of a set
of criteria using the procedures su~ested earlier; a
subset of those criteria will be independent.
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2. Select pairs of criteria having a major de-
pendencies. This can be accomplished empirically
if data are available. If” “not; experts can
subjectivelyselect those pairs. 19

3. Remove from consideration those criteria that do
not have at least one major pairwise dependency.
These criteria can be consideredindependent.

4. Divide the remaining criteria into subsets havin~

5.

6.

7.

8.

high intradependence-but low interdependence b;
having experts sort 3x5 cards, each containing the
name of one criterion, into groupssuch that
a. the extent to which one criterion is satisfied

strongly implies or is implied by the extent to
which another criterion in that group is
satisfied.z

b. the utility function of each criterion in the
subset is influenced by the degree to which
another criterion in the subset is satisfied. ”

Select the criterion, C, with the largest number of
major pairwise dependencies. We wfll either
discard this criterion or au the criteria with
which it has major dependencies.
If its weight, as determined in step 1, is less than
the sum of the weights of au dependent criteria,
discard criteria C. If not, discard all those criteria
havingmajor dependencieswith it.
Repeat steps 5 and 6 for the criterion having the
next largest number of dependencies.
Repeat step 7 until afl dependencies are
eliminated.

Example

Suppose we have a set of 10 criteria, Cl,. . .. Cl ~,
with weights WI,. . .. WIOassignedin step 1. Step 2
yielded subsets [CI,CZ,C4,C7,C9, CI’0], [C3,C6], [C5],

and [C8]. Step 2 yielded major pairwise dependencies
for the first subset asshown below:

Cl C2 C4 C7 C8 Cg Clo

cl
C2
C4
CT
~8
C9
Clo

xxx xx
x x x
xx
x x

x x
xx

*This method for detecting criteria dependencies was
evaluated by Grrstafson.He attempted to predict patient Ien@h
of stay by a Bayesianmodel that assumeddata were conditiond-
IY independent. In one case, he acted as if all data were in-
dependent. In the other, he uwd procedure 4a to form
conditionally independent subsets of data. The second method
predicted lengthof stay better than the first. Thiswould indicate
that the proposed approach may be effective for identifying
majordependencies.
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Cl has the largest number of dependencies (four) so
it is the first to be considered (step 5), W1< W2+
W, + W9+ WIOso Cl ii discarded(step 6).

C2 is the next criteria to be considered (step 7).
Wz> Wq+ WI~ so Cq and Cl ~ are discarded.

Since C2 no longer has pairwise dependencies it
forms a new subset leaving only the dependency
between CT and Cg to be rectified. W7> WgsoC9 is
discarded. The new group of criteria subsets is C2,
[C3,C6], C5,C7,C8. W3< W6soC3 is discarded. The
final set of independent criteria is C2,C5,C6,C7, and
c~“
OitetiaMeasurement

Measures of the degree to which criteria have been
satisfied must be retiable, vrdid, and easy to obtain.
Some evaluation models’s ~*6 use ordinal values as Xi
entries in some variation of equation 1. These are
obtained by ranking projects according to extent to
which they satisfy each criterion. Unfortunately, ordind
scale vrduesshould not be addedz] because the resulting
project scores WMbe biased in proportion to the degree
to which the intervals between project ranks are
unequal.

Other evaluation modek3 select only criteria whose
values can be added. The important but qualitative
criteria are repbced by less appropriate but more easfly
measurable criteria. In such d exchange, important
~formation maybe lost.

As-an alternative, we su~estt hat criteria should be
measured on an interval scale whenever possible and
otherwise, ordinal scale values should be transformed
onto an interval scale using the method proposed by
Eckenrode.2z A set of statements (verbrd descriptors)
are assigned values on an interval scale which indicate
the degree to which a project possessingthat descriptor
satisfies the criterion. Sensitivity can be increased by
increasing the number of descriptive phrases as long ar
this number does not exceed the evaluator’s ability to
discriminate. Previous research 23 indicates that men
may have diffictity discriminatingbeyond approximate.
ly seven criteria.

In order to test the effectiveness of these two
methods, nine of thirteen members of a committee
evaluating medical research proposals used the hierar.
chical and ratio methods to estimate weights for the 40
evaluation criteria in Figure 1. They also rank ordered
each of the 40 criteria. This rank ordering was a good
approximation of their true feelings because their
cognitive limitations were not exceeded. They compared
two criteria at a time until the ordering was complete
These rankings were compared, via Spearman Correla.
tion Coefficient, with those derived by the subjective
weighting methods.

The results indicate (Figure 4) that the ““ratio”
method does predict rankings more effectively than the
“hierarchical” method. The averageSpearman coefficient



was 0.676 for the “ratio” method versus 0.309 for the
“hierarchical” method. The standard deviations of the
coefficients indicates that the ratio method has less
variation between subjects (0.021) than does the hierar-
chical method (.295). This impfies that the ratio method
may more consistently model the decision maker’s true
feetingsabout criteria weights.

Inter-rater variability was examined for twenty four
qualitative criteria in Figure 1 using a diverse group of
twelve health related professionals including engineers,
economists, physicians, planners, and hospital adminis-
trators. Verbal descriptors were established for the 24
qualitative criteria. Each committee member estimated
the importance of these descriptors by drawing lines

from them to an interval scale. For 13 of these criteria
the scale went from O to 100: for 11 of them, it went
from -100 to +100.

The results (Figure 5) indicate that: (1) The Oto 100
scale has less overall variability than the -100 to +100
scale. (2) On the O to 100 scale, the end point
descriptors have less variability than the intermediate
descriptors. (3) It would appear that in each case,
subjects perceive the descriptors to be approximately
equdy spaced in importance. This finding is somewhat
discouragingbecause it indicates that subjects may not
accurately perceivedifferencesbetween these descriptive
phrases. Group discussion between decisionmakersmay

Fmuw 4.-–EvaluatiOn,viaSpearmanCorrelationCoefficientof the Degree to Which CriteriaRankings Were
ApproximatedbyMethodsfor CriteriaWeighting.

\

\

/
Multi-~evel

k Method

\41 5 6 7 8 92 3 vSubjects
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be one way to improve their perwption of the values.
(4) me variation between subjects appars to be quite
large. This wide variabtiity between subjects may be at-
tributed to kdividual differences in utijity functions.
This may be especiafiypronounced in a group as diverse
in background as the one tested. Much more investiga-
tion is needed into performance of subjects using
descriptive phrases. However, these initti data indicate
that subjects can give more than a simple preference
ordering to the phrases.

FIGUm5.—RelationbetweenValueof theDescriptors
and VariationbetweenSubjects.-
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Utili~AssessmentTechn@ues

Before an additive model can be employed,dl criteria
measures must be transformed to have the sameunits of
value. One such transformation wodd be to relate
extent of criteria satisfaction to a utfity sde.3 >20‘men
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the criteria being measured have clearly defiied. end
points, there are several utility estimation techniques ~
that may be used.10,20‘when the range of ValuesiSnOt

cIearly specified, the end point can be approximated by
asking experts to estimate the value of the criterion for
which they would be very surprised to fmd a project
exceed.

ModelModification

If men are conservativeestimators of criteria weights,
they WN not attribute enough importmce to diagnostic
criteria* and WUattribute too much importance to non-
diagnostic critera. By raising the weight of each criteria
to a constant power greater than one, we are in effect,
increasing the value of diagnostic criteria and decreasing
the value of non-diagnostic criteria: Equation 2
represents such a modification of the weighted aggregate
model:

(2)

If the value of “a”that maximizes model effectiveness
were constant between decision makers, it would be
practical to estimate its value and thereby improve the
model’s evaluation capabtity. The value of “a” that
optimized the performance of equation 2 was cajctiated
in order to investigatethis question.

Ten members of the proposal evaluation committee
rated on a O to 100 scale twelve hypothetical projects,
each described by five of the criteria in Figure 1. These
ratings were compared to esttiates made by the
subject’s weighted aggegate model (equation 1) where
(1) criteria interdependence was not investigated, (2)
utijities were. assessed..by method of orderl 0, and (3)
criteria weights were estab~shed using the ratio method.
The results are indicated in Figure 6.

A “committee model” was then developed by
averagingthe individutiy determined weights and utflity
curves. The resulting evaluations of the twelve hypo-
thetical projects were compared, via the Pearson product
moment correlation coefficient with the average ratings
assigned to each project by the ten members. The

*Dia~ostic criteria are those hatig a major tiuenm on the
radrrg@vena project.



Pearsonproduct moment correction between model and
ratio estimations wm 0.9.*

Wenext calculated Spearman Correlation Coefficients
indicating association between averaged subject ratings
and committee model evaluations developed using
severalvalues of “a” in Equation 2. Results, Figure 7,
indicate that model performance first improves with
additional weight being given to more important criteria
and then drops off as values of “a” exceed 1.50. This
data would lead us to believe that subjects are conserva-
tive in weighting criteria and that equation 2 is a useful
modification of the weighted a~regate model.

We next investigated the variation between com-
mittee members in the optimum values of “a”. A
signWlcantvariation would require separate estimates of
“a”for each committee member. This would be a time
consuming ta~ for both the committee and the
experimenter. Individual evaluation modeI performance
was measured at several values of “a”. The results,
Figure 8, indicate that there issubstantial variation in the
optimum value of “a” between individual subjects.
Conservatism does not appear in afl subjects. In fact,
some subjects appear to be radical in their criteria
weighings. At the very least, this would indicate that
values of “a” for equation 2 must be developedfor each

FIGU~ 6.&orrelation Between Ex~erimentallyDeriued Project Ratings and Ratings Computed via the
Weighted Aggregate Model.

SUBJECTNUMBER2

*~ese cossehtion coefficients me usful ody as standtids
a~inst which to wmpare evaluationmodelswith “a” #1.O. me
results anot, for instanw, be used to imply that the committee
model is an effective predictor of committw decisionsbecause
committws do not necessasflyoperate on a majority rule basis.

committee member if they are to be med at au. This
finding is not too surprising when viewed with the
results of similar research on subjective probability
estimations. The optimum vrdue of a modifier of
subjective probabfity estimates was influenced by the
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Fortunately, it does not appear that there is muchj~.importanm of the criterion under consideration.
also found substantial variation between subjects. improvement to be obtained by using equation 2. Th~~~

last column of Figure 8 indicates for each subject ths~$.. ,
percentage improvement that could be obtained by using’~:
equation 2 rather than equation 1. In 9 of the 11“:”
subjects the improvement is 570or less. This relatively
meager improvement in performance indicates that the
additional work required to improve the basic model
may be justified ody when the projects under consider-
ation wdl require a large investment.

FIGUM 7. A Compan”sonof CommitteeModel Per-
formanceUsingVariousValuesof “a”

SpearmanCorrection
Coefficient

Valueof ‘b”

.908

.923

.923

.922

.935

0.6
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.5
2.0
2.5
5.0

FurtherModelModifications

Equation 1 assumes that a~ potential benefits wi~ be
achieved and that the time required to achieve each of
them is the same. Neither of these assumptions is true.
Model performance might be improved by considering
expected benefits modified by a present worth factor as
in equation 3:

.937
m

.915

.886

.702

-[t., nti J
E = x p(SilYd ,. .., Yin)~vi~(X])e +~~n+lp (Sj Iyil ) . . . ~‘jn) ‘jRje

;=1

n -It;

(3)

the exponent of the present worth factor re-
lating benefit utihty to time for achieve-
ment
present worth of project costs. AU other
symbolsthe sameas in equation 1.

c(t)

successof project in achievingbenefit i r=
degree of satisfaction of the kth factor

where Si =
yk =

ti =

influenctig the successof project in
achievingbenefit i c(t) =
time required before benefit is achieved

FIGUM 8. Performanceof IndividualEvaluationModelsat Various
Valuesof ‘h’; G’rcledValueisBestSpearmanCorrelationfor EachSubject.
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The basic concept behind equation 3 is not new but
much work is sti~ needed to validate its potential and to
develop methods for estimating its parameters. At the
same time, there is evidence to ”indicatethat the model is
practical. I g,2Q,2s The research reported here has

evaluated methods of weighting and measuring benefit
criteria. We have suggested but not evaluated methods
for establishing independent criteria. The results of
experiments conducted at the research laboratories of
Monsanto Company24 tend t. support the hypothesis

that R&Dplanning and control models that are based on
subjective probability estimates may reliably be used as
an aid in project selection and funding. Other behavioral
research9~i0)11 indicates that the posterior probability
of project success, ~(Siz, . . .. Yin) can be effectively
estimated by combining subjectively estimated likeli-
hoods through Bayes’Theorem as follows:

P(Si\Yil, ... >Yin) = ‘(y filsi) . . . P(Y~lSi) ‘(Si) (4)
P(SilYil, . . . ,Yin) ‘(yiIlsi) ‘(yinlsi) ‘(si)
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Grnmerrb on an EvahsationModelfor the
RegionalMedicd Program

VERNONE. WECKWRTH, Ph.D.

How genetic one wishes to make a model depends on
how far one is displaced from the reality of application.
The creator of a model in the Ivory Tower can easily
assume away the inconsistencies of the world. To the
day-to-day doer of what could be called evaluation,
there is no way to assume away the problems in the
world. Judgment is totally pragmatic. The applied model
either representswhat is or it is rejected.
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As a “group, you have been subjected to some high
level forms of abstraction in terms of starting points,
preliminary strategies, ends-in-view,and implementation
with stated intents of transformation of the system.
This introduction will, by virtue of that type of
presentation, try to be as abstract and obtuse.

You have been told, and by report most of you have
acquiesced at least, to the proposition that the ~lPs do
not form a closed, but an open system. That open
system is a seductive proposition. It is as seductive an
alternative as many propositions are when the ends-in-
view are mundane or repetitive. If the system is one of a
static nature – closed, just input, throughput, and out-
put – which is routine, reproducible, repetitive, stand-
ardized like a ball-bearing production system, then it is
even easier to be seduced.

I propose, however, that the open-ended system
embrace is as deceptive in the argument for it as the
argument that any living, on-goingprocesslike life itself
is better than a dead~nd. Even the old truism sum-
marized that befief from antiquity – you only have one
life to live – you can’t live it over again – you are alI
different. Each ~ is unique and dynamic. For our
own mentaf health, codd we believeotherwise?

There are two points to be made:
1. A model is only a model. It can be made suf-

ficiently complex so that it fits within a predetermined
degree of closeness to perceived reality so that you
choose to befieveit and use it, i.e., you choose to betieve
that the model fits your perception of things rather than
conchtding that life is a haphazard sequence of chaotic
happenstances. It depends on your view of the meaning
of change – from what to what in what direction at
what rate. In fact, one could play with the words and
redefine status quo to be a constant rate of change. mat
then happens to the obligation to transform the system?
It is merely the difference between evolution and
revolution. Orderly change with a built-in planning
sequence is a necessary part of any dynamic organiza-
tion. I am concerned that what the “change” model
implies is best described as the “rocking chair model” –
givingthe health field a“senseof movementbut no sense
of direction. Restated, “evaluation of transformation of
the system” requires an articulate statement of change
from where we are to where we intend to go by a series
of defined steps.

2. If the end-in-view is looked at ordy as input,
throughout, output, rather than in the structure of
input, content in a context, then I propose that it’s the
wrong model. I propose that the definer of a closed
system has forgotten: the context of uniqueness, that
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process is dynamic, that
what we seek. Change is
means, not an end.

outcomes (and benefits) are
a means or an observation of

The generic nature and benefits of the model for
evaluation proposedhere are one of a system possessing
six ordered elements:

1,

2.

3.

Context - That piece of the world under considera-
tion as it is found at a given point in time. This is
the “where” for the WPS.
Content - The inputs of men, money, and material
in whatever extant form they are possessed,
whether or not they are identified, ordered, or
measured. This is the “who” and the “what” for
the h\lPs.

Process - The way the content is put together in
some functional, organized way, both in terms of
the static, i.e., repetitive closed system meaning
like a production process, as well as in terms of the
dynamic system of self-modification and directed
change. This is the “how and when” of the k\!Ps.

These three elements are in fact the indepe~lde~~r
variables for any WP. Each WP, by its existence,
structure, and function, delimits and encompassesat any
point in time the dependent elements which are:

4.

5.

6.

output - This is the product produced from
content in the process in use within the context of
the operation. These are the observable, record-
able, reproducible, measurable “why’s” of the
~P’s using the classical definition of evaluation,
i .e. , comparing accomplishment with stated
objective. These typically form the evidential basis
of hard fact observation, on which “output only”
evaluation is based.
Outcome - These are the time-delayedimpacts that
demonstrate whether the outputs were any more
than just outputs at the points in time. Outcomes
(over time) show the time-delayedimpacts of out-
put on health states, disease incidence, updated
practice, aftered organization, complete and con-
tinuous care delivery, equalized’access, cost ef-
fectiveness, etc. These sl~ouldbe the “why’s” for
the RW, but these kinds of “why’s” are either
too soft in the data sense or take so long in the
time sense that they are only rarely used. The out-
put “why’s” are accepted as the basis for funding
perpetuation and classicalevaluation.
Benefit - This is the ultimate “why.” It is afsothe
vaguestand “softest” element in evaluation. It gets
at the associated,serendipitous, as well as intended
effects that are evident in an altered context.
Benefits can be represented in imputed cost



benefit terms or in a gestalt sense of total changes
or differences in the context at a subsequent point
in time.

Obviouslyeach ~P is unique if one considers a suf-
ficiently large number of items of context. The
“wheres” are unique by combinatorial reduction to
absurdity.

Each WP is dso unique if one considers the specific
combination of the process (how’s) chosen. The how for
each RMP given merely combinatorial structure makes
each obviouslydifferent from any other.

Given these unique, independent variables in
combination the outputs will be by definition unique,
dependirl.gon how crude or fine one chooses to make
the output units.

The outcomes will dso be obviousIyunique, depend-
ing, of course, on what time frame is used.

me benefits must of necessity be unique since the
context was.

Obvioudyone can chose or not to be seducedby the
age-oldproposition that each is different from everyone
else, i.e., each ~P is an open, not a closed system. The
issueis not that RMP’sare open or closed and therefore
different but how different. How different must they be
so that being different makes a difference? The burden
of an evaluation is to categorize, order, measure, and
interpret the differences – either relatively or absolute-
ly.

The evaluation issue at hand is answering the simple
question, “What social good has the RMP produced?”,
where in fact the evaluators have the right and the
obligationto define “good.”

Or restated, what are the outcomes (or benefits) upon
wk”chWP is to be judged? On what basis are they to be
held accountable?

If it is to be on the basis of a changeor the fancier
euphemism,,“transformation of the system,” there must
be a clear statement of what “good” means in terms of
changedto what, from what, at what cost/unit of change
in what time frame – not just a nondirectional rocking
chairmodel.

If it is to be on the basis of process, then the rate of
changeand the time horizon mustbe defined.

One would have to conclude that the gods and
purposesof WP were intentiona~y stated in the vague
way they were because there was no desire to be held
accountable or there was no clear raison d’etre”forthem.
‘Apparently,it is now becoming necessary to define

. ‘good” in terms of the process of changewithout sayingi:., -
~~.fromwhat to what at wiich rate in wha~time,~..,
3:

The framework of the conceptual model represented
here which has as its basis a markovian process is a
model which may not be explicit enough for day-today
doing in WP but the sequence - context, conterit,
process, output, outcome and benefit – is, however,
applicable at all levels – be it to projects, to the local
advisory or regional advisorygroups, to the core staff, to
the board, to separate RMP’s, or to the MP as a
program.

It should be clear that I believe that evsduation is
merely a means of responding to the question of the
“social good” of the WP. It can be answered relatively
or absolutely. It is simply a judgment or opinion of the
person with the ri~t to decide. This point is made very
clearly in the paper, A Tool or a Tyranny.

One last comment before the paper: Evaluation is
distinct from assessment. Assessment means to produce
the evidential base by which statements such as more,
Iew, or equal can be made. Evahsation means to attach
such words as good or bad to those assessment findings.
It is necessary to be cIearon the vahrejudgment meaning
of evaluation versus the quantitative meaning of assess-
ment. For example, it is possible that the same level of
assessment data could be judged to be “bad” in one
context-content-process combination and for the same
level judged to be “good” for a different context-
content-process combination. Obviously, an evaluation,
in my opinion, can be good or bad, better or worse,
whether the assessment data is identical in’ measured
quantity or order. This ends the introduction and leads
to the delivery of the formal paper which Mr. Ichniowski
asked me to discuss with you, weaving into it your
questions and comments.

On Evaluation: A Tool or a Tyrannyl

VERNON E. WCKWRTH, Ph.D.

Evaluation is a ten letter word - in En@ish.Beyond
that statement the only consensus about evaluation is a
lack of consensus. This paper is a series of loosely related
topics which attempts to give some limited perspective
into what evaluation means, how and why it is done and

l~is paper is distributed for general interest. Reproduction
~ whole or part is pemit.ted if proper credit is given.~is dis-
tribution neither expresses norimplies approval of its contents
by the Project, the University of Mtiesota or tie Granting
Agencies.
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in what ways the vernacular use of the term in manage-
ment relates to the discipline use in research. It high-
lights four points:

1.
2.

3.

4.

There is no one way to do evaluation.
There is no generic logical structure which wfll
assure a unique “right method of choice.”
Evaluation ultimately becomesjudgment and wtil
remain so, so long as there is no ultimate criterion
for monotonic ordering of priorities, and:
the crucial element in evaluation is simply: who
has the right. i.e., the power, the influence, the
authori~, to decide.

INTRODUCTION

A discussion of evaluation wdl lead to no useful result
urdess one states at the beginning what evduatio,n
means; why evaluation is being done; to, by, with, and
for whom; what is the intended outcome of evaluation;
how does one “evaluate evaluation” and who has the
right to decide the what, why, where, when, how, and
who involved in evrduation.

Evaluation includes within it consideration of ap-
proaches, methods, techniques, and uses; a process

versus a gord approach; program vefius individual
objectives; needs, demands, desires, and their inter-
relationships. It includes objectives versus gods; ac-

tivities versus accomplishments; inputs versus outputs;
outputs versus outcomes, outcomes versus benefits;

effectiveness versus efficiency; structure versus qualif-
ication; and so forth. It includes the context, the con-
tent, and the process; the served and the server; the
individual and the group; the quantity and quaEty; and
others. It includes when and where, with or without
feedback, and how often. It includes a research versus an
administrative meaning. It includes vernacular versus
disciplinedefinition. It includes much more than this.

Dictionary Definition of Evaluation

The dictionary wys that to evahratemeans “to deter-
fine or fii a value oF’ or “to examine and judge”.
These two meaningsgivethe first insight into evaluation.
me term, “evaluation” has valueas its root.

Using the dictionary definition, one can separate
papers and practice into those to whom value means: 1)
a number value, or 2) a value system value. These two
groups can each be divided into those who are process
versus goal oriented. Mat is commonly missed is that
any element (variablejquality, attribute) that one selects
to be included for number value measurement is the
result of someone’s priority in its selection, i.e, it is of

g
value in the vahre system of the one with the right to~
decide what is to be measured.

1

; ,
All of us know the single most common appficatiori~

of evaluation is to the evaluation of the quality of heal~~j
care. Quality of care, we know, servesto explain if costs”,
are high, productivity low or demands too great. It wW’
serve here as the example to trace the development of
how we arrived at where we are in the Art and Scienw
of evaluation.

EVALUATION OF THE QUALITY OF CARE.

Consider the word quality, It has the same root as
qualities. Originally, qualities were selected as the basis
for the first quality of care studies. The first question
asked upon beginning a quahty of care study is, “what is
to be included to be measured?” That’s where the
laundry lists began.. Out of that long list, a set was
chosen by whosoever had the right to decide. Typically,
the qualities were chosen because they either had to be
present or were desirable. Thus:

Development one: A fist of qualities was presented (a
value system value decision) in which merely presence or
absence of each quality was recorded ~

An array was generated with a laundry list on the left
and two columns to check either absent, score it O, or’
present, score it 1.

The measure of quality was therefore simply the
number of qualities present divided by the total number
of qualities. Low quality meant: a proportionately sma~
number of qualities present; High quality meant: a
proportionately large number of qualities present.

The first use of evaluation of quality was to make
“presentthe qualities that were absent.

As time passed, it became obvious that some qua~ties
were more important than others.

Development two: A weight was attached to the
qualities reflecting the importance of each quality.

Obviously, these weights were attached based on who
had the right to decide. The array was modified by
adding a column of weights.

The measure of quatity thus became the sum of
weighted presence of qualities. As time passed, these
weights became somewhat “standardked” and there de-
veloped what we now know as the setting of standards
of quality of care. It was a way of sayingwhat qualities
had to be present. High value on a quali:: was refl$cted
in a large weight. Sometimes qualities we:e judged and
weighted so higMy that absence was identical to a veto.

Development three: Place a sufficiently large weight
on any one quality so that if it were absent the “quahty
of care” would assuredlybe “low”.
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Quite soon the simple dichotomy, absent or present,
~asas unacceptable as was the equal weighting. It was
atural to expand the measure of presence from O or 1
Inlyto O, 1, 2, 3 ... to as many “units of more-so-ness”
s was useful.These degrees of more-so-nessdid not have
o be whole units or integers. These “measures” tied
asily into “standards” since some standards were in fact
level of the degree of presence rather than merely

lresenceor absence.
Development four: Specify a measure of the degree

tf presencefor qualities.—.——.——...——
Such a development was conceptua~y easy to come

)y, but operationally very difficult to achieve. However,
tit mechanical difficulty didn’t deter the doing of
evaluation of quafity of care. The procedure merely
)ecame a listing of included qualities; the listing of as-
sociated weights, and an associated measure of the
iegree of more-so-ness but combined in some “arith-
meticalor number value way”.

Once that “arithmetical way” was determined, one
nerely preceded to specify the distribution of the values
Lnddefine low and high quality on the scale of that
neasure.

There were, however, in the 40’s and 50’s many other
‘orces operating; new knowledge of statistics, proba-
]flity theory, experimental design, and other measure-
ment technology. People were increasingly dissatisfied
with simple arithmetic ways, including the implicit
assumptionsof independenceamong qualities in the list.

Those faced with evaluation were soon developing
sophisticatedresearch designs with fancy mathematical
models, formulae, and techniques. The limit functions,
nterdependence of qualities handled by multivariate
correlations, covariance, factorial designs with inter-

~ctions, simple and main effects plus factor analysis all
~ecame involved. In fact, these developments became
the fife blood of the biostatisticians and the death
potions of most of those involved as delivering practi-
tioners - both clinical and administrative.

Development five: Only qualities with experimentally
determined measurability, validity, and reliability were
permitted to enter quality of care evaluations.

As a result, the evaluation of quatity of care
developed to such a mathematically sophisticated extent
that those who first desired it and created it were
bypassed and found that it couldn’t be applied on a day
to day basis. Hence, evaluation became so detached that
now it is not recognized as a part of the ongoing process
of clinical management, or program administration, i.e.,
planning, organizing, assemb~ng resources, directing,
controlling, replanning, reorganizing, etc. It is seen as

two completely separate endeavors with the practi-
tioners worse o:f than before, since “evaluation” must

now mean something detached from day to day practise,
and in use most likely punative in addition.

WHATCANTHE PRACTITIONERDo?

Every practitioner has taken at least the first steps in
evaluation. Each practitioner must determine how
sophisticated he wants to get and be prepared to defend
where he stops, if he stops short of research design.The
steps are simple:

1. Choosethe qualities.
2. Attach weights reflecting priorities.
3. Specify measuresof degreesof presence.
4. Combine the created array in some functional

form(s).
5. Generate distribution(s) of those function(s).
6. Set the cut off points to determine where the

qua ntitative representation concurs with his
judgment of desired quality.

He can call in help at any step; develop any number
of experimental designsand number value functions, but
ultimately that evaluation will,bofldown to who has the
right to decide and who renders the judgment.

ACCEPTED OPERATINGDEFINITION
OF EVALUATION

Dictionary definitions help to give insight into the
“whats” of concepts. Operational definitions help to
giveinsight into “how’s” of concepts.

The most commonly accepted operational definition
of evaluation, the “how”, is: Compareaccomplishment
with stated objectives.This is itself a god oriented
definition. The objectives are analogous to the qualities
or elements chosen in the quality of care example.

Since the operational definition is so simple - why is
evaluation so tough? Let’s look first at that operational
definition. In it fiveassumptions are made: 1) objectives
are stated; 2) in measurable terms; 3) accomplishments
are documentable; 4) in the same measurable terms as
the objectives; and 5) one knows what compare means,
i.e., what is to be done?

WHAT USUALLY LEADS TO DIFFICULTY?

First: Objectives aren’t stated. Gods versusobjectives
are rarely differentiated. Purposes, goals, salutes to
mother and country - and lots of other things are usually
stated - but not objectives.An analogymay be helpful to
distinguish objectives from goals.Considerthe sequence,
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1/4, 1/9, 1/16, ... l/n2, .... In this case, that sequence of
terms will approach a limit. That limit is analogousto a
goal. The individual terms in the sequence are like
objectives.

Second: Even if objectives are stated, most of them
are not independent. In fact, they frequently are in
conflict with each other and rarely would their sum-
mation add up to the program goals. Additionfly, the
state of the art (or science) of evaluation has not
developed means of measuring most value system
objectives. Thus, our measurement ineptness reflects
both our ignorance’and our errors.

Third: Even given stated objectives and appropriate
measures, we likely can’t enable the documentation of
accomplishment. Frequently, the measures are too
complex or the day to day documentation is either too
tedious, or not visiblyrelevant to the job being done on
an ongoingbasis. As a result, we substitute approximate
measures or frequently just get lost in the data acquisi-
tion problems and consume so much time and resources
that we judge that documentation isn’t worth it - urdess
it is an experiment in which serviceis only a necessary
evilor a necessary context.

Fourth: In the rare event that evaluation has
measurable objectives and documented accomplishment,
commonly nobody knows what to do with it! Or if, in
fact, someone knows, the comparison will still depend
entirely on the judgment of whoever has the right to
decide what to do with it.

A facetious and trivial example may help: suppose
that an MCH Program has an objective that 75% of dl
mothers-to-be are to be seen by an O.B. physician before
the third trimester. We find that 73% do in project A,
and 77% do in project B. Now what? If n is big enou~,
the difference may be statistically significant. So what?
Is the project with 77% awarded a gold star or more
money? Does the project with 73Y0get a budget cut? In
fact, is it not true that since both missed the objective,
that both are bad? Whyis doirigmore an ultimate good?
After W, the 777@r allocated more resources than
shodd have been to that objective and that project
could be “penalized” for misdocation whfle the 737@r
should be given more resources because it was under-
dlomted.

The overriding question being asked is, is the classical
operating definition of evaluation: Compareaccomplish-
ment with stated objecn”vethe end of evaluation? Is
evaluation to be only descriptive? Is it merely to tell
how it was? If not, is it to include ground rules for
translating description into prescription, i.e.; admin-
istrative action?

SOMECOMMENTS ON MEASURES

Frequently, a quality selected in evaluation has no

direct measure or has one which is too costly or tedious
to obtain. There frequently, however, are associated or
indirect measures which can be used in lieu of a direct
measure.

Some measures which are indirect are called proxy
measures. This obviously means that they stand in lieu
of what is desired to be measured. Frequentl}r. proxy
measures in evaluation are used to predict or monitor
activities, and are useful because of their high associated
though not causal relationship.

For example, the number of individuals using an
emergency room in hospitals is associated \\”ith the
phases of the moon. For administrative purposes of
staffing and the provision of service, it is not necessary
to know the direct or causal elements. Howe\er, if one
were to change the pattern of service“demand” it would
be necessary to know cause - and the relationship, and
not operate purely with proxy measures. Commonly,
“Comparison” in evaluation hi@ights differentials in
such proxy measures. Actions are then frequently taken
on forces putatively “causal” but to the disma}rof the
action taker, produce no change because - in medical
jargon -he treated the symptom and not the disease.

These experiences further alienate the practitioner
and result in his questioning even more, “W%yeva-
luate?”

USESOF EVALUATION

No attempt is made to provide a laundry fistof uses.
An attempt ii made, however,to fit “evaluation”, in the
non+xperimentd design meaning, into day to day
operations.

First, we must answer, “For what purpose is the
evaluation done?” Regrettably, the answer that would
now be given (if honestly ascertainable) is, “The

law requires it.” That is regrettable. In a
sense, the requirements in the law reflect a faihrre on
behalf of those responsible for programs to document.
accomplishment in an orderly, measurable, and ar-
ticulate manner that met the desiderata of those with
right to make laws.

With the legal emphasis on evaluation and the mean-
ing of the term to be the rigid mathematical, numer-
ological, hard fact one, the day to day intuitive or soft
data meaning and use, has been both lost and rendered
unacceptable.

Evaluation has always been - in the dictionary mean-
ing of the word - present in anyone who was responsible
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in his work, and had a personal accountability for his
acts. Evaluation is inherent in the processof administra-
tion - be it clinical or programmanagement.

Anyone who manages successfully either a program
or a patient goes through some orderly stages,beginning
with planning: that is deciding what is to be done; by,
with, for, and to whom, with what materiel, at what
time, in what sequence, at what places, for what
intended outcome.

Thus the planning is the what step in the admin-
istrative or management process with the how steps
being organizing the what, assenlbjing the resources,
directingthe delivery and controlling (or supervising,or
monitoring)the operation (or performance).

An inherent part of the management process is its
evaluation. That examination and judgment in delivery
of care is used as feedback to alter the process or treat-
ment of choice in order to replan, reorganize, reas-
semble,redirect, control, etc., ad infinitum.

Clearly, evaluation has been, is, and alwayswill be, a
part of such a management process -be it for a program
‘ora patient.

The similarity in the process can be seen if we move
from the individual care of a patient, through a cohort
of patients to a program. Consider yourself first as a
physician beginning with a work-up. You first chose
input facts, i.e., qualities, such as lab tests, signs, asked
symptoms, soundings, touchings, etc., plus using the
history to assess the patient, derived mentally a set of
weights of what’s important, arrived at what’s relevant
(by degrees of presence plus weighted priority), deter-
mined a most probable “value” or judgment (or evalua-
tion) and rendered a care plan. You subsequently
compared this to what happened to the patient and,
depending on the outcome, either altered the care plan
or reinfor~d your confidence in your own medical
judgment, i.e., you evaluated on a one casebasis.

Consider next a cohort of patients. You Iook at them
as a group. You select another set of qualities (some of
which are different from the case specific quafities
chosenin the one patient sense) and look at the cohort
from a view of those qualities being a set of intertwining
degrees of presenm and priority. You ment~y and
numerically measure and then compare the results of the
cohort to what is “good medical practise”.

At the program director level, you’d look at more
than only physician case management for either individ.
uals or for his cohort and include the other health care

~ functional services,Evingconditions, or what have you,
that are qualities of the “program” and go through the
sameprocess to determine whether it accomplishedwhat

you stated it would. You have evahratedat the program
level.

Although there is a reasonable basisfor saying there is
a singlegeneric process in doing evaluation, the qualities
chosen for patient management are so different from
those chosen for program management that the
singleness of the process is lost. In fact, because. the
priorities assigned to the qualities in patient versus pro-
gram evaluation are so discrepant, conflict has resulted
in the whole health care delivery system.

How TO CFIOOSE THE QUALITIES

Sinceall of us come from rigorousscientific fields, we
almost without thought believe we choose qualities
based on the facts. What one means by “based on the
facts” necessitates some expansion.

For this paper, consider four groupingsof facts:
First: Theoretical facts. Starting withgivens and a set

of known theoretical relationships, one by deductive
logic can arrive at some qualities which are to be
included in evaluation

Second: Dogmatic facts. Dr. Lebon (that spellsnobel
backwards - and he has one of those prizes and don’t
you forget it) says this is a fact - and it is. In general,
these are the qualities which those in positions of power,
influence,or authority include in evaluation.

Third: Pragmatic facts. Those which are based on
astute observations, with data acquired from day to day
practise which every intelligent practitioner gathers.
These form the basis for selecting another set of
qualities. In general, they derive from “experience and
demonstrated use ...”

Fourth: Experimental Research Facts: These are the
facts derived from research studies which meet the most
rigid of experimental design requirements, The resulting
qualities are chosen by approaches and methods such as
factorial designs, controlled probability selection, or any
of the research statistical methods that strikes fear into
most day to day practitioners.

From these four fact bases, one can get the quafities
to be used in any evaluation schema. It is here also that
standards with which we are so obsessedin health care
deliveryare included.

WIiY MUSTONEUSE EvALUATION?

If one is the perfect clinical practitioner or the
perfect program director, his intuitive ongoing soft data
system would be “evaluating” without need for a hard
fact base. But, since perfection is not a human reality,
one must set up a hard fact data system to document
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accomplishment. The less prestigious one is, the more
subject one is to the “tyranny of hard fact evaluation”.

Since one cannot get continuous evaluation, some
choices of time intervals must be made - hourly, daily,
weekly, monthly, quarterly, yearly, or what have you
for ongoing programs. Evaluation of single shot pro-
grams are relativelyeasy if only a “final” evaluation is to
be made. One must determine if feedback is to be used -
of what kind, and how often. If so, how does feedback
fit into a subsequent round of. evaluation? Is it now
another quality or element? If one does feedback
““evaluation”with the intent to alter the program, how
does one now evaluate the effect of evaluation?

APPROACIiESTO EVALUATION

No attempt to be either scholarly or complete is
intended here. Only three commonly used approaches
are included:

First: Very commonly, programs are subjected to
periodic review. These “evaluations” are made by a
squadron of outsiders. ~t us cafl this the J.D.A. - the
judgment day approach.

The big brother squadron, usually called a site visit
team, comes in on judgment day. The concern is
obvious, “WiUone be judged for sinsor virtues using the
samequalities that one has used to liveby?”

Second: Another commonly used approach is one of
being reviewed by a hand picked panel calledpeers. Let
us cdl this the B.R.A. - the bunny rabbit approach. It’s
title comes from the setting in which Johnny brought a
rabbit to kindergarten for drag and brag (Show and
Tell). Mary asked if it were a boy rabbit or a girl rabbit.
Johnny said, “I don’t know”. The precociousMary said,
“Since this is a participatory democracy, let’s vote.”

Although both these approaches have been practised
successfully (at least in the evaluation of those with the
right to decide), the invalidity is obvious: for the first,
one only needs to have the right to choose the qualities
znd the measures and the weights and the cut off points;
and for the second, one merely needs the right to choose
the majority of the panel.

Certainly no one could object to those simple
requests if the “right to decide” is not the crucial issue
in evaluation, and if evaluation does not ultimately
become judgment, i.e., the opinion of the person with
the right to decide.

Third: The third commonly used approach is the
R.C.A. - the report card approach. It is essentially the
approach used for evaluation of the quality of care
example at the beginningof the paper.

Consider the old fashioned grade school report ~rd.:
The “qualities” are analogous to items like courses ~“,$>
math, others like art, others like deportment. ,,,..i,.,

By analogy, three groupings of qurdities of repoti
card items are apparent:

1. Those that have an inherent measurement ab-
soluteness in them (even though the measure may
be arbitrarily defined) like feet, kches, etc. The
units have a meaningful metric on the scale. The
mathematical formulas work beautifully.

2. Those qualities that have an inherent relative or
more-so-nessmeaning to them but lack absolute-
ness such as strongly agree, agree, indifferent,
disagree, strongly disagree.Again, the mathematics
is reasonably easy to apply.

3. Those qualities that are named or categorizable
only. These are those qualities that either have no
inherent measure of absoluteness or relativenessor
that as yet aren’t understood well enough to be
measured. It is with these, where real difficulties in
the mathematics are found because the weighting
is not inherent nor is there a logicalway to attach
priority values.

Since every program or practise includes all three
kinds of qutities, we must, in our wisdom choose,
weigh, scale, combine, and then compare to the
objectives, i.e., judge the result.

We render an evaluation. So what? We have gone
through a magnificently structured and logically jus.
tifiable process with bewildering numerological finesse
to arrive at the end point - a judgment or opinion of
what to do with it.

WHATDIFFERENCE DOESIT MAKE?

It makes a difference only if the person in the
position with the right to decide agrees.

This formalized ritualistic numerological game called
evaluation, is a seriesof decisions of those with the right
to decide and ultimately rests on the judgment of the
person who can determine the outcome by:

1. Choosingthe doers of evaluation.
2. Choosingthe elements for inclusion, and/or
3. having the right to decide what comparison means.
Such evaluative manipulation can occur whenever

there is no ultimate criterion which assures a unique
ordering of priorities, and the resulting correct method
of choice.

WHATDOESIT MEANTO ~ALTH PROGRAMS?

1. If one doesn’t play the game, or even worse realize
what the ground rules are, one may lose the.
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funding or have funding reduced since it’s easy to
relate dollars to points scored on a hard fact
evaluation index.

2. It’s an effective way for funders to rnoIdor shape
the program, i.e., dictate the health care delivery
system. They need only specify the proxy
indicators or elements, their weights and their
measures, and attach adequate punishment and
rewards so that grantees desiring continued
support wfll allocate the resources to maximize the
evaluation index. It’s the health care version of
“shape up or ship out”.

3. Quite clearly, those elements that are easily
measurable will get the attention and be assured of
inclusion in such an evaluation. I am personally
concerned that what is really important in Iife is
inverselyrelated to what is easily measurable.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Currently in vogue also is efficiency of health care
delivery. One of the chosen qualities is efficiency in
every evaluation. The usual operational definition is one
tifted bodtiy from engineering - the ratio of output to
input.

The hazard of this measure is clearly from whose
perspective output is viewed. From the doer, his
activitiesare alwaysviewedas output. From the receiver,
those outputs are alwaysviewed as inputs.

The classical data which allegedlymeasures output of
laboratories, groups of personnel, institutions, etc. such
as visits, lab tests, encounters, and the rest are really
ody inputs to the health of the seeker of service. Even
more interestin~y, within the sequence of doers, the
prior doers’ output is rdsoviewed as an input to the next
one in sequence. Thus, the lab technician believeshe is
hi~y productive because of outputting many lab tests,
and the engineering definition gives him a very high
efficiency rating. The physician or nurse, however, looks
at the lab tests merely as inputs and they in turn, value
their visits and activities as the real outputs upon which
efficiencyshould be based.

mat is incredible is that none of these measures of
efficiency really get. at the question to be answered -
namely, are any of these inputs or outputs effective in
maintaining or altering the health status of the recipient
of service.

Clearly, effectiveness must first be defined before
efficiencyhas any useful meaning. It appears that we are
producinga health detivery system which is unit by unit
approaching 100% efficiency while simultaneously
marchingtoward the other extreme in effectiveness.

By analogy, we are merely counting how many times
the bird flaps his wings,without asking,did the bird fly -
let alone how far and how high.

Clearly, outcomes as the measures of effectiveness
must be the starting point for evaluation before any of
the measures of input or output analysis of the ef-
ficiency kind have any meaning or usefulness.

No MDS TO ASSISTIN EVALUATING
HEALTHDELIVERY

In the face of such a bewildering maze of considera-
tions, two simple lists of elements are helpfuI in retain-
ing ones sanity: The first are the fiveA’s.

In the evaluation of any health care delivery,
questions of appropriateness, availability, accessibility,
and acceptability to both seeker and server must be
answered. These are a dependent sequence. For services
can be deemed appropriate yet be unavailable. Or they
can be defined to be available, yet not accessible. Or
they can be defined to be appropriate, and availableand
accessible,but still not acceptable to either or both the
servingstaff or the seeking client. However, overriding
these four A’s is the one called accountability. It is the
essence of the moral contractual agreement made
between the seeker when he seeks and server when he
serves.

The second list is the generic structure of evaluation
imphcit in this paper and necessarily a part of the
process of evaluation. There must be six interdependent
elements to any evaluation undertaking:

First: Context (what, where, when, and who).
Second: Content (program elements being or

intended to be provided and why).
Third: Process (how c?re is organized and delivered).
Fourth: Output (how many times did the bird flap its

wings).
Fifth: Outcome (did the bird fly).
Sixth: Benefit (how high and far, with what re-

sources).
Clearly, context, content, and process combine in

many ways to produce the output, the outcome, and the
benefits.

SUMMARY

This paper was intended to give some limited perspec-
tive into the what, why, and how of evrduation. It high-
lighted the reasons for misunderstanding between the
hard fact approaches to ev~uation and the day to day
uses. It is not easy to describe a program even in terms
of te~ing how it was. For ongoing programs it is even
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~1,,,.,
more difficult to tell how it is. It is virtua~y impossible between the SCIENCE (retrospective description) an(
to tell how it wifl be, or as some glibly say, how it the ART (prescriptive action) of administration .,Hop~
should be. fully, program evaluation will continue to serve ii

I? is necessaw for each of you as accountable and develop as the management tool it first was, and still~~
responsible health devotees to DESCRIBE how it was, intended to be and will not become the program tyranri!
but it is more important to structure ways” to of the 1970’s,
PMSCWBE how it will be. This may be the differen~ ,,
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Evaluationof Coronary Care Training:
Some Direct Observationsof

Performance in Hospit4 Practice

RODGER SHEPHERD,M. D.

The objective of our Intensive CareTrainingProgram
is to enable physicians in cadres from sma~ generalhos-
pitalsto perform certain intensive care skills in their own
hospital settings. These skills include: use of centr~
venous catheter, use of intra-arterial monitoring
catheter, interpretation of blood gas data, continuous
EKG monitoring, airway mre, controlled ventilation,
wdioversion, and others. The staff of our ICU had
visited small hospitals and identified these skills as
feasiblebut underused in smallerhospital ICU’S.

The training program is conducted in three phases.
During the first phase, the cadre and project clarify
mutualobjectives.Duringa secondphase, each physician
from the cadre undergoes a week-long program of one-
to~ne instruction at a metropolitan medical center.
During a third phase, an instructor-in-residence is main-
tained in the cadre’s own intensive care unit around the

clock for 10-12 days.
The direct observations of these instructors have

provided valuable anecdotal data on both the project
and the resulting student performance:

1. Standardization of Technique: The same sin@e
standard technique for insertion of central venous
catheter is advocated during each individuahzed
instruction. The mastery of this technique is
certified by the instructor. However, the student
may not implement this technique in his own
hospital setting. It has been observed that the
failure of some physicians to support standardized

technique has a disruptive effect and reduces the
tendency of other physicians to implement the
advocated procedure at all.

2. Availability of Equipment: Standardized tech-
nique depends on standard materials. Instructors
have observed the lack of certain critical materials
or instruments during introduction of a new tech-
nique. The attendant frustration during this
critical phase may abort or seriously retard the
adoption of the new practice in spite of adequate.
ly trained personnel.
supporting Services: Interpretation of blood gas
data depe~ds on complete ~onfldence in the data.
We have encountered one hospital setting where
the student’s training in interpretation of blood
gas data was not implemented until we had
rectified certain analytical problems in the clinical
laboratory.

Report on Xerox Study of Eleven
Nationaf Coronary CareTraining Centers

DANIELEDEVERIN

In 1967, Xerox Education Divisionwas contracted by
Public Health Service to conduct a 2.year evaluation
study of eleven national coronary care training centers.

OBJECTIVES

The study was designed to fulfill the following
objectives:

1, To determine the effectivenessof the training pro-
grams in imparting the knowledge, attitudes, and
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skills needed for a nurse to perform in a CCUat an
acceptable level.

2. To determine the effectivenessof the training pro-
grams in developing a high quality of performance
in the training graduates.

3. To determine the most effective training program
for achievhg these aims,

4. To determine the distinguishing qualities and
characteristics of a successfulCCUnurse.

5. To determine the most effective and reliable
methods for the selection of the “best” training
applicants.

.

METHODOLOGY

A systematic model was designedto analyze the three
interrelated primary spheres of concern:

1. Input variables: Trainees’ demographic data,
education, personality, expectations and attitudes
towards CCUnursing, etc.

2. Processvariables:Training Centers’ facilities, ap-
proach, curriculum, etc.

3. Outputvariables:.fiowl~dge gained, post-training
expectations and attitudes, clinical performance
both in-tratiing and on-thejob, etc.

In addition, Environmentalvariableswere studied.
They consist of the sponsor hospitals’ facilities, ap-
proach to nursing, etc. that influence both input and
output.

The project staff then prepared, piloted, and revised
nine data-gathering instruments. A standard personality
test, the 16 PF, was also selected. This process involved
discussions with PHS contract officers and with various
consultants, visits to CCU’5,a review of pertinent litera-
ture and existing research information, and an analysis
of the content to be covered.

in general, data were collected on the trainees before
and after training, and at follow-up, between three and
four and a half months after training. Data were also
colIected on the training programs, and on the sponsor
hospitals to which the trainees were returning after
completion of the program. In terms of the specific
problems addressed in this survey, two instruments are
of special interest.

The knowledge test was especially designed and
standardized. The test contained 12 weighted sub-tests,
with each sub-test containing a number of weighted
items. It was used both before and after training, The
performancechecklistwas designed to tap the degree to
which the training graduates performed specific CCU
nursing functions at follow-up. Together, these instru-

ments constitute the basic evaluative data bank of tht
study.

The fo~ow-up portion of the study was conducted ~
two ways: mailed questionnaires were sent out to ~
graduates of the programs, except as noted below. h
add it ion, other questionnaires, including the per,
formance checktist, were sent to their hospital super.
visors. A systematic mail and telephone procedure
assured a return rate of at least 9070.In order to monitor
the reliability of the mailed returns, and to assess the
effect of non-respondent.bias, a 10%random sample of
the graduates was selected for personal, on-site fotiow-up
visits. The results of these visits confirmed the high
degree of reliability in the mailed returns.

Data<oZlection.The survey period extended from
August 1968 to September 1969. In the eleven centers
under study, a total of 57 sessionswere monitored, for a
total of 862 trainees. The 456 sponsorhospitals were ~
included in the survey.

Data-Processing.Standardized procedures were estab-
lished for handling and coding of raw data. Data-
processing was completed at the end of October 1969.A
correlation matrix-was designedand run on 85 variables.

FINDINGS

Trainees.The “typical” trainee was female (98%),the
mean age for the group was 34 years, and the median
was 28 years. About half of the trainees were, or had
been married; of these, 60% had families, half of which
consisted of 2 or more children. 83Y0had obtained a
hospital diploma, 5% had an associate degree, 18%had a
baccalaureate degree and 2%, a masters. Previous
coronary care experience ,was as fo~ows: 17% had
worked in a CCU for an average of 8 months, and 36%
had worked in ICU/CCU’sfor an average of 14 months.
Most values of the 16 P.F. were close to the normal
mean, except on the general intelligence scale when their
mean was substantially higher than the mean of any oc-
cupational sub-groupreported.

Sponsor Hospitals.Of the 456 hospitals surveyed,
55% had sent one nurse to training, 27% had sent 2
nurses, and the remainder 3 or more nurses.Hospital size
varied considerably: 16% had less than 100 beds, 26%
between 100 and 199, 21% between 200 and 299, and
the remaining 37% had 300 or more beds. Results
obtained before training showed that 27~0 of the hos-
pitals had a separate CCU and 41% a combined
CCU/ICU. These figures increased slightly at follow-up.
The most surprising finding of the survey was the
number of training graduates stifl not working ~ coro-
nary care at fotiow.up. With a 90% response (N=779)
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otiy 510 nurses were found to work in corona~ycare, or
65% of the follow-up population. The reason given in
65%of the caseswas absence of CCU.-.

Trainees’Preparednessupon CCUent~. Evaluation
of objective one was done on the basis of knowledge
tests, trainees’ attitudes, and supervisors’general ratings.

Out of a possible 220 points, the 862 nurses averaged

a pre-scoreof 127.4 points, or 57.970)which increased to
74% on the post-test. The variability of test scores at pre
and post for the group indicates that instruction had
brought about a levelingof test performance.

Trainees’ expectations of CCU activities changed
markedly between pre and post-training, with a general
shift towards a “middle-of-the-road” attitude, indicating
a tendency, over the training cycle, for attitudes to
become more realistic, which is felt to be a positive and
desirabletraining output. 63% of the trainees found the
program excellent and 35% rated it as “good”. When
asked, after training, whether they would select CCU
trainingagain, 63% answered “definitely yes”, and 25%
“probably”.

The following currictium areas were mentioned at
post-training as needing more preparation: Fluid and
Electrolyte Balance (53%), Interpretation of ECGS
(49%), Recognition and Treatment of Arrhythmias
(35%). While these figures may have represented the
trainees’a~iety at assumingnew responsibilities, similar
resultswere obtained among nurses working in CCU’Sat
follow-up.Fluid and Electrolyte Balancewas still on the
top of the list, non-coronary compEcations were men-
tioned by 38% of the working graduates, basic elec-
tronicsand interpretation of ECG by 37%.

Suggestions by supervisors regarding possible im-
provementsin the programs agree in general with those
of the trainees, the main one being for more stress on
tie technical aspects of CCU nursing. Rating the nurses’
preparation on a seven-point scale, 77.5% of the super-
visorsselected the two top categories.

Trainees’Performancein CCU%.Performance check-
hstswere receivedby each hospital, one for each trainee.
A total of 487 checklists were completed and returned
(56%of those mailed). By far the main reason givenfor
non-completionof the form was “CCU not open”.

Overallmean performance was rated from “good” to
“excellent”; however, while the mean ratings do not
deviate siWificantly from one another, there was a
~eneraltendency for nurses to be rated higher for tech-
nical, CcU-specific activities than for non-technicsd,
~ener~lnursing activities. There is an apparent contra-
diction between these high “technical” ratings, and
~~estions for more pro~am depth in the same areas. It
,=,,,.

would seem, then, that the sponsor hospitals view the
major function of training as developing technical
competence, while generalnursingqualities are viewedas
inherent in the potential trainee. This will be discussed
later under objective four.

A fair comparison between nurses trained at different
centers require that some allowance be made for ski~s
the trainees brought with them on entering the program.
In all cases, it was found that the centers rated highest in
nursing performance had trained the most experienced
population, while the lowest ratings were obtained by
those centers having trained the least experienced group.

Model program.The study failed in providing an
analysis of the model program, objective three of the
study. Both dependeilt and independent variables dis-
played inadequate variance characteristics. Further, the
training centers were quite similar, at least on the
variables tapped by the instruments. This resdt was, of
course, disappointing, but it should be noted that the
basic reason for this failure is the success of the pro-
gramsin fldfi~ingthe overallobjectives.

Optimalcharacteristicsof a CCUnurse.The fourth
objective was examined from the standpoint of high per-
formance, satisfaction with CCUnursing,and motivation
to continue work in coronary care.

Since performance ratings were typically either good
or excellent, a detailed study was made of those per-
formance items rated as “deficient” by the supervisors,
yielding a picture of what a successfulCCUnurse should
not be, and inversely what characteristics he should
possess. The largest number of deficient ratings were
found in the broad area of “Communication and Inter-
action with staff’; next in line was ‘Performance of
day-to-day assignments” with stress on general nursing
comptence, and skill in handlingand verifyingthe tech-
nical equipment; fina~y “Communication with the
patient and his relatives”. Thus, a successful CCU nurse
would appear to need exce~ent nursing skifls, an abflity
to relate well with the members of the CCU team, with
the patient and his relatives, as well as technical
competence.

73% of the training graduates working in CCU’S
stated that they definitely wanted to pursue coronary
care as a specialty. A number of problems were ex-
pressed, however, the great majority stressing staffing
difficulties, and lack of support and communication
within the hospital in general,and the Unit in particular.
A smaller number of nursesalso expressedfrustration at
the occasional “dullness” of Unit work. Successful
trainees derivedgreat satisfaction from bedside nursing,
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and from the challenge and diversity offered by
coronary care work.

Since the follow-up period extended from 3 to 4 1/2
months, long-range tenure could not be ascertained.
When asked about their plans for a two-year period, 61%
of the nurses stated that they wanted to continue
coronary care nursing.

Selection criteti. The main criteria used by the
sponsor hospitals when selectingpotential trainees were:
motivation and interest in CCU nursing; stability in
present position, and demonstrated exce~ence in general
nursing skWs.

The results of the study point to the necessity of
providing the potential trainee with a clear perception of
what her role wiIl be, prior to selection. They also
suggest a need for closer communication between train-
ing centers and sponsor hospitals, before, during, and
after training.

Evaluationof CCUNurse Education in
Wa&i@on and da&a

MARIELLA LARTER

In Jtiy 1969, the Subregional CCU Nurse Education
Project of W/ARMPbecame operational. The goal of the
project was to train 873 nurses per year in basic CCU,
and to train them in sixteen (16) subregional centers
rather than in a “core” or “Seattle based” setting. In the
last year, all but one of the sixteen centers has become
o~rationd and an additional three communities have
become subregionaleducation centers. Each center plans
its own objectives, curriculum, eligibility requirements,
course length, and teaching methodology.

The plan as outlined in the following pages was
developed by the Subregional Project staff in con-
junction with the Office of Research in Medical Educa-
tion of the University of Washington, Charles Dohner,
Ph.D., director. From its inception the evaluation was to
meet two gods: 1) to evaluate the impact of the project
on regional CCU nurse training; and 2) to provide feed-
back to course instructors on the strengths and
weaknesses of their courses and of individuals in them.
The evaluation design at present involves measures of
knowledge, attitude and skill. A patient care assessment
tool is presently under development.

~OWLEDGE TESTING

Practicing physicians and nurses from throughout the
region were asked to submit multiple choice questions

relating to a set of regional objectives. A pool of o~
800 test items were edited for content and format; tht
revised items were then rated by their authors as bei
either “essential”, “desirable”, or “supplemental:

knowledge for a CCU nurse. Only those items rated
“essential” or “higMydesirable” were retained, leavin~
pool of 250 questions weighted in the following fashio

CCUConcepts 1)
Anatomyand Physiology 3) Summarizedas CCU Conmp
The ClassicMI 8)
DiagnosticTests 5)
Rehabilitation 8)

Complicationsof an MI 13)
(excludingarrhythmias) Summarizedas Complication

Electrocardiography 8)
Equipmentand Safety 3) Summarizedas Arrhythmias
Arrhythmias 19)

chemicalTherapy 13) SummarizedasChemical
Therapy

Other Therapy (i.e.
pacing,resuscitation) 19) Summarizedas Other Therapj

Evaluationof CCUNurseEducation

Test items were randomly assigned to version A or I
of the exam. Each exam is equally weighted by conten
but the individualquestions remain different. After fieli
testing on student nurses with no CCU background ant
on graduates of a USPHSfive-weekCCUnursing course
fourteen items from each versionwere eliminated. Aftel
item analysis of the test results of 200 nurses involvedir
subregional courses was completed, eleven additiond
items were deleted from each version.

Test A and Test B now contain 100 items each, and
,are of equal difficulty according to standard statistical
measures. In addition to answering each question with
what she supposesto be the correct answer, each nurse is
asked to rate her certainly about that answer on a scale
from one to three, or absolute certainty to guessing.The
computer summary of her scores then computes not
ordy how many questions she answerscorrectly, but also
how many questions she was certain about, and how
many which she says she was certain about that she
actually answerscorrectly.

We can thus measure with our instruments three areti
of potential change from pre to post course: 1) chmge
in knowledge(right-wrongscore); 2) change in expressed
certitude and guessing; and 3) change in ability to
evaluate her knowledge about CCU nursing. These thrw
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factors are recorded for the overall exam as well as for
five content areas within the exam for each student and
each class.

The instructor can go over with each student her
areas of greatest knowledge or growth in knowledge,her
expressed confidence, and whether that cotildence is
well founded or not, She has considerabledata about the
continuing education needs of her students at the
completion of her course as wefl.

The regional mean for the pre test (Test A) is 32%.
The regional mean for the post test (Test B) is 53%.The
reliability coefficients of these exams, when admin-
istered to a group of ten or more individuals,rangefrom
0.89 to 0.95.

ATTITUDE TESTING

A standard semantic differential scale is used to
evaluate the attitudes of nurses on ten concepts in CCU
nursing. Those con~pts include: coronary care nursing;
coronary heart disease; cardiac monitoring; cardio-
pulmonary resuscitation; doctor-nurse relationships;
changein nursing; independent nursing decisions;patient
individuality; patient teaching; and emergency sit-
uations. One other concept, “death”, was eliminated
because of possible disagreement about what a desirable
change in attitude would be at the completion of a
course.

The attitude scales are fifled out on an anonymous
basis at pre and post tests; results are scored by sub-
region. Analysis of results in the first formal evaluation
period (September 1, 1969 - February 1, 1970), in
which time over 500 nurses participated in Subregional
courses, revealed that overall there was not a significant
change in attitude from pre to post course. Individual
courses showed significant attitude changes in one or
more “concept” areas; in discussingsome of the puzzling
attitude shifts with course instructors, it was learned
that the majority of these shifts reflected an attitude
consciously conveyed to the students by the instructor.

Evalwtionof CCUNurseEducation

Future planning calls for use of attitude measure at
pre course and at six months after course completion.
fiowledge and attitude scores have thus far showedno
correlation; if this lack of either significant attitude
changeor correlation between attitude score and knowl-
edge continues, a new strategy to measure this area wtil
be devised.

SKILL TESTING

A skill test was designed to evaluate the functioning
of nurses when presented with simulations of clinical
emergencies. The testing involves an evaluation of
psychomotor abilities as well as the rationale for initia-
tion of certain therapeutic measures. The skill test is
designedto be administered in a mock-up setting using a
standard hospital bedside area, an arrhythmia anne
resuscitation doll, a bedside monitor, a defibrillator, and
standard emergency equipment (i.e. suction, medica-
tions).

In initial field testing, nursessuggestedthe following:
1. that they be in uniform when tested, and
2. that the evaluator “role play” as a new orientee to

a coronary care unit, rather than assumea strictly
observational andjudgmental pose.

Taking these su~estions, a group of 28 nurses from
both metropolitan and rural hospitals were evaluated
using this tool in their own clinical setting. The range of
scores was 8 to 30, out of a possible 32 points. The
mean score was 22 points.

The evaluator summarized her conclusions regarding
initial use of the tool as follows:

1. Greater consideration needs to be given to the
standing orders under which a nurse functions in a
given agency; accepted therapy for nurses to
initiate variesgreatly from agency to agency.

2. No more than one agency can be evaluated on a

3

4,

5<

6.

7.

given day in view of unit pressures, staffing, and
patient census; the cost of sending an evaluator
any distance is considerableunless other duties can
be performed concurrently.
It is very difficult to remain neutral even when
involved in role playing; there is a constant
temptation to correct errors and teach during the
testing.
The nurses tested need to be thoroughly familiar
with all equipment used in the testing situation;
thus, hospital equipment or a like brand must be
brought to each testing site.
Many nurses responded appropriately to situations
but for the wrong reasons.
A weighting scale needs to be further refined so
that there is a greater spread in scores and dif-
ferentiation between levelsof performance.
The skill test is an excellent teaching tool but
needs further revisionsto increase its effectiveness
as an evaluation instrument.
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Evaluationof CCUNurseEducation

Future plans call for the random skill testing of
nurses at the completion of basic coursesutilizingequip-
ment they have used in mock-up drill sessions.

OTHEREVALUATIONTOOLS

A. A personal profile sheet revealing 17 pieces of
demographic information about each nurse is fi~ed out
at the completion of courses. Correlations are being run
between these 17variablesand combinations of variables
compared with pre test score, post test score, expressed
certitudes, accuracies, and changes in score. Data will be
availablesoon.

B. Use of chi square measure in conjunction with
certitude score has been employed by the School of
Medicine. A high and significant correlation was found
between a low chi square and the overall knol~rledgeof
the students tested. This measure is being incorporated
into the CCUnursingdata analysis.

C. A patient care assessment tool is under develop-
merrt. It is hoped that this tool can be used to demon-

strate changes in patient care as a result of post-graduate
learningexperiences for nurses.

Additional Matena[s Available on Request:

1. Objectives for nurse training upon which knowl-
edge tests are based.

2. Sample computer printout and explanation of data
contained in it.

3. Copies of Test A and Test B for review. (Copy-
righted material - not to be retained or duplicated
in any fashion)

4. Answer sheet incorporating certitude measure.
5. Attitude test.
6. Sample of results of attitude testing returned to

course instructor.
7. Skill test.
8. Personal profile sheet.

}Vrite. MARIELLA L,ARTER,R.N.
SubregionalCCUProject W/A~P
180 “U” District Building
1107 N. E. 45th Street
Seattle, Washington98105

CORONARY CARE NURSING ExAhl. . .CONTENT AREAS
RELATIVE WEIGHTING, OBJECTIVES

CCUConcepts. . . ~elativeweight I
a: Synthesizes a concept of brtensim coronary cue in

relation to its imphcationsfor the professionalnurse
b: Values the necessity for assumingresponsibilityand seM-

direction for continued learningin CCUnursing.
Anatomyand Physiology.. . ~eIativeweight111

a: Comprehends basic anatomy and physiology of the
cardiovascularsystem

b: Interprets sigrrifi~nt inter-relationships between the
cardiovascular,prrbrromry,renal, and nervoussystems

c: Interprets significantconcepts of stress.
Uncomplicated Acute Myocardial Infarction: . ~elative weight
WII

a: Synthesizes a concept of coronary artery disease in
relation to its imphcations for professionalnursingare.

b: Developsa systematic approach to the assessmentof the
individual patient’s status upon admission and in suh
sequent daYsof hospitalization.

(content areas include: epidesniology;pathophysiology of
coronary heart disease; physiologic stress responses; psy-
chology of fife-threateningdiseases;history and classicsigns
and symptoms of acute MI; cardiac ischemiaas it relates to
retief of pain, anxiety, and administrationof oxygen;dietary
modifications, activity restriction, fluid balanm; planning
individualizedcare)

DiagnosticTests. . . zelative weightV
a: Analyzes the major diagnostic tools used in the diagnosis

of coronary heart disease in terms of their irnptications
for pbnning nursingcare.
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b: Evaluates the techniques used in the physical and psy-
chologicalpreparation of the patient for diagnostic tests.

(content areas include: history and physical; serum enzymes,
ESR, \WC, temperature elevation; circulation time; chest
X-ray;serial EKG’s;heart and breath sounds;vital signs,CVP,
jugular veins, urine sp. gravity, I&O; nursing care plans
related to scheduling of tests; teaching plans to minimize
fear, discomfort, emergencies)

Complications of an Acute Myoadial Infarction (excluding
arrhythmias) relative weightXH1

a: Appties the problem solvingmethod to the identification
and treatment of the complications of coronary heart
diwase:

1.
2.
3,
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

congestiveheart failure
cardiogenic*ock
acute pufmonaryedema
pulmon~-systemic emboli
pericarditis
cardiac rupture
cardiac arrest
extreme emotional reactions

Electrocardiography.. . relative weightVIII
a: Syntheses basis principles of electrocardiography to

serve as a basis for the evaluation of cardiac status of the
individualpatient

(content areas include: electrophysiology;hemodynamic vs
electrical properties of the heart; depolatiation and



repohrization of the myocardium; correlation of the electro-
physio!ogyof the heart with the electroc~rdio~aphic tracing;
basic principles of polarity, amplitude, and configuration of
the PQRSTin terms of lead axis and cardiac vector)

;quipmentand Safety. . . relative Iveight111
a: Appfies fundamental principles of electrocardiographic

techniques to achieve maximumeffectivenessand safety
of electrocardiographicmonitoringand twelvelead equip-
ment.

(content areas include: grounding; monitoring capabilities
and fimitations as oppowd to the standard EKG; essential
features; purposes and standards of electrocardiographic
equipment; interference and means of eliminatingit; how to
use standard monitoring equipment; safety for staff and
patients with monitoringequipment)

mhythmias. . xelativeweight NX
a:

b:

c:

d:

Applies the problem solvingmethod to the identification
and treatment of the complications of coronary heart
diseaw,specifimllycardiac arrhythmias.
Evaluates alterations in the electrocardiographic rhythm
strips and rhythms dispIayedon the osciuoscopeaccord-
ing to their significance to the patient’s total condition
and their implications for medical and nursing therapies.
Developsa systematic approach to the interpretation of
arrhythmias.
Uttiizes the problem solvingmethod in the treatment of
arrhythmias.

(content areasinclude: arrhythmiasby site of ongin, effect,
treatment, and implicationsfor nursingcare)

heroicalTherapy. . . ~elativeweightWII
a: Develops a systematic approach to the classification,

analysis of, rationale for, and the nursing implications
involved with chemiml therapies in the treatment of
coronary heart disease and the frequently encountered
complications.

ther Therapy. . . relative weight XfX
a:

b:

c:

Appreciates the nurses role in the early recognition and
treatment of conditions that may precede fife threatening
conditions.
Appreciates the importance of effective habit patterns in
the handfingof emergencysituations.
Appreciates the importanm of frequent review and
continued refinement of emergencyprocedures.

d: Developsa systematic approach to the identification and
treatment of cardiacemergencies.

e: Differcntiatcs the nurses’ responsibilities in elective
cardioversion and the preventive use of pacemakers, as
opposed to the emergencysituations involvedwith these
therapies.

f: Utilizes the problem solving method to determine
priorities in nursing we in the post-resuscitativeperiod.

Rehabilitation. . . .relativcweightVIII
a:

b:

c:

d:

e:

Developsand communicates a nursing care plan that irr-
corporates preventative, therapeutic, and rehabilitative
aspects.
Evaluates the patient’s CCUexperience in relation to his
total fife situation.
Determines implications for the planningof comprehen-
sivenursingare.
Values the role of the professional nurse in the health
team, especially in relation to her potential contributions
regarding the individual needs of the patient and family
and continuity of mre into the post hospitalizationpha%.
Reviewsselect basicnursingknowledgeandsktis in the
light of their implications for the patient with coronary
heart diwase.

(content examples–vital si~s, pulses, tracheal suctioning,
oxygen administration, respirators, patient positioning,
venipuncture, IV therapy and administration, rotating
tourniquet, skin care, passiveexercisnrg)

Summary of Content Areas and RelativeWeightingonboth pre
and post Tests:

CCUConcepts: 1/100
A-P: 3/100
CfassicMI: 8/100
DiagnosticTests 5/100
Complications: 13/100
Electrocardiography 8/100
Equipment &Safety 3/100
Arrhythmias: 19/100
ChemicalTherapy 13/ioo
Other Therapy: 19/100
Rehabilitation: 8/100
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A SYS~MS APPROACH TO CORONARY CARE EVALUATION

Participants

MortonRobins-Moderator M.A.Rock\vell,hl. D.
ActingGief, Study Designand Analysis Dkector, Rand HealthProgram

Staff RandCorporation
Regionalkledical ProgramsService

A Study of Coronary Care Utit Effectiveness

M.A. ROCKWELL

This report describes a continuing project conducted
by The Rand Corporation for the California Committees
on Regional Medical Programs (CCRMP) to measure the
operational effectiveness of coronary care units. During
the past two years the project, which began as a feasi-
bfiity study, has become a community action project
involvingmore than 100 hospitals. This report traces the
evolution of the study from its initiation up to the
present, describes what has been accomplished, and out-
linesfuture objectives.

Our study is based on the belief that every CCU
shouldcontinuaMymonitor its performance. Data should
be collected describing patients admitted to the unit,
how rapidly they reached the CCU following their onset
of symptoms, their ctical course and treatment during
their CCU stay, and their chnical course and treatment
during their CCU stay, and their discharge status. Col-
lection and analysis of such data is necessary to ensure
that the unit is performing effectively.

In 1968, the CCRMP found that most CCUSwere
trying to collect and analyze such data but many of the
units were having problems in their data collection.
First, development of the necessary data collection
forms and procedures proved to be too difficult for
many units. Second, many CCUSsoon collected such a
large volume of data that it could not be analyzed by
manual techniques but required computer methods.
Most units did not have access to the necessary equip-
ment and expertise. Third, once the data was collected
and analyzed, it was often difficult to interpret because
there was no standard against which to compare the
results. It seemed desirable to allow each CCU to
compare its results with those of similar hospitals. Such
comparisons, however, required data collection and
analysisprocedures to be standardized, a task obviously
beyond the capability of an individual CCU.

The CCRMP, aware both of the importance of col-
lecting performance data in CCUSand the difficulties
experienced by many units in collecting such data,
embarked upon development of a standardized data
collection and reporting system for CCUS.In December
1969, a contract was given to The Rand Corporation to
develop a prototype system and test its feasibility.
Medical guidance of the project was provided by the
CCUSteeringCommittee of the CCRMP.

During the past two years, a prototype data col-
lection form has been designed, tested and revised. On
January 1, 1970, a prototype data collection system
became operational and participation in the study was
opened to any Cahfornia CCU that wished to partici-
pate.

The current system requires that about 100 items of
information be reported on each acute myocardial
infarction patient admitted to the CCU (only 10 items
of information are collected on non-MI patients). The
data forms are mailed to The Rand Corporation where
they are keypunched. Every three months the key-
punched data are processed by computer to produce
summary reports. Each hospital receivesa 15-pagereport
describingthe patients admitted to the unit and the out-
come of their hospitalization. Each unit can compare its
experience with that of the participating group as a
whole.

PreliminaW indications are that the data collection
system has become an important part of the CCU
operation in many hospitals. Although participation in
the study is voluntary, the number of participating hos-
pitals reached 120 by June 1970.Thus, about two-thirds
of California’s CCUSare now involvedin the study. In
addition, units from the WasMngton-AlaskaWP, the
Northern New EnglandRMPand Missourieither have, or
are soon expected to join the study.

We believe that the study has had an important and
beneficial effect on CCU effectiveness. First, it has
helped some CCU directors improve the operation of
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their units by, for example, finding ways of speedingthe ways of reducing the cost of CCU care without com-
patient admissions. Second, periodic summary reports promising its quality. These include: (1) using specially
have served as a focus for teaching conferences for CCU trained CCU technicians to supplement nurses in the
physicians and nurses. Third, data collected by the sys- units, and (2) usingautomated monitoring equipment to
tern have helped the CCMP assess the effectiveness of eliminate the requirement for continuous surveillanceof
their nurse training program. Fourth, data collected by ECGmonitors.
the system should make it possible to investigate several
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EVALUATION

JamesE. Dyson,Ph.D.- Moderator
Director,ContinuingEducation”Division

OF INSTRUC~ONAL TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS

Participants
JamesBarrett, Ph.D.
ContinuingEducation Division

Colorado-WyomingRe@omlMedicrdProgram Colorado-WyomirrgRegionalMedid Program

M.GeneAldridge

Cecfia C.Conrath
ContinuingEdu~tion Division

Chief,ContinuingEdu~tion and
Colorad&WyomingRe@onalkfedid Program

TrainingBranch WifliarnEngbretson,Ph.D.
RegionaIMdid ProgramsService President,Governor’sState University

Surnmag of Setion WhfleDr. Barrett interviewed participants a written

CECELIACONRATH recording of the answerswas projected on an overhead
projector by Gene Adridge also of the Colorado/

The workshop session on Instructional Technology
was developed by the CoIorado/Wyoming RMP. The
objectives of the session are given below in order of
priority.

1. To learn interests and needs of workshop partici-
pants for help in evaluation using instructional
technology.

2. To help participants learn functions of various
types of instructional technology, approaches to
evaluation of such technology and relativeeffects
of variousapproaches.

3. To present information on effective evaluation

WyomingRMP staff. This enabled a running inventory
to be kept in front of the participants as the session
progressed.

At the conclusion of the problem census a long
distance telephone conferenw was held with the foflow-
ing consultants:

w~iam J. Paisley, Ph-D,
Director, EWC Clearinghouseon
Education Mediaand Tectiolo~
at the Inst. for Comrn.Research
Stanford University
Stanford, California94305

4.
promdures. Eltiabeth Norman, Ph.D.
To develop an awareness of consultation/referral AssociateProfessorof Nursing
resources nearby within region and on an inter- Collegeof Nursing
regionalbasis. Northeastern University

The whole idea was to show how questions and
concernscan be quickly identified, how resourcescan be
located and used effectively, and to demonstrate that
the basic strategy of evaluation grows out of the needs
of the participants.

The session opened with a brief statement of the
status of instructional technology within RMPSby the
Chief of the Continuing Education and TrainingBranch
fo~owed by an outke of the session by Dr. James
Dyson, Associate Director of Continuing Mucation,
Colorado/WyomingRegional Medical Program.“Aprob-

,’Iem census of interests and needs of participants was
,~,conducted by Dr. James Barrett of the Colorado/
~ Wyoming staff.

Boston, Massachusetts02115

Rick Breitenfeld, Ph.D.
Executive Director
Maryland Center for PubficBroadcasting
OwingsMMs,Maryland21117

Gerald W.Gaston, D.D.S.
OSRMP<N Project Supervisor
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

DavidL. Bell
BOX488
Altadena, Cafifomia91001
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The results were not entirely successful because of
the small attendance at the session. This technique is
productive with a minimum of 10 and upward in an
ahnost unlimited number. There were only 5 partici-
pants and two left early.

Issues concerned with cost effectiveness of different
media, adaptability and conversion from one modality
to another, and status of evaluation research were
brought up during the conference call. Technical prob-

:,;:f

2
,:.,/,,

lems, i.e. temporarily losing California participants and:
poor voice transmissioninterfered with the reception. ~~

.,*

Gene Mdridge assembled Mts of material on eval$
uation of instructional technology “andlearning theory.
Bibliographieson the general field of learning, teaching
with fdms, guidesfor ~ teachers and considerations for
judging audiovisual presentation standards were among
materials distributed.
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EVALUATION OF PHYSICIAN EDUCATION

Participants

DanielFleisher,hf.D. -kfoderator WWiamB. Munier,M.D.
Directorof HealthProfessions Staff Assistant,ContinuingEducation
TempleUniversity and Trating Branch

RegionalNfedicatProgams Servim

summa~ of Se&on

WILLI~ B. MUNIER

The objective of the Special Interest session on
Evaluation of Physician Education was to increase the
knowledge of the participants about the essentials of
sound educationrd projects. The methodology employed
was that of active involvement of participants in
decidingon what constituted a sound project. No evalua-
tion of learning wasplanned.

SpecificaUy,three surrogate projects were presented,
one at a time. In each case, desirable and undesirable
aspects were listed, as volunteered by the participants
following review of the projects. Explanation and
analysis of the projects was led by the moderator, Dr.
Daniel Fleisher of Temple University, Ptiadelphia, as-
sistedby Dr, WifliamMunier.

Two of the projects were poorly designed, and
contributed the buk of the undesirable aspects. One of

the projects was very we~ constructed and contributed
the majority of desirable aspects. Following critique of
d three, a fairly complete list had been developed of
what constituted an effective project. It had been
developed by the participants themselves following
careful analysis of three projects representative of actual
RMPgrant requests.

It was felt that the active involvement of the people
attending the session was more ~ely to increase their
knowledge than wotid a didactic presentation. The
actual prowedings at the session involved active debate
concerning which aspects were good and which were
not. Errors in judgement by a given participant —from
the moderator’s point of view – were quickly
lampooned by others. The resulting list at the conclusion
of the conference was educationally quite sound. Insofar
as no evaluation of learning was planned, the product of
the session was good, and all present participated
actively, the conference was subjectively judged a
success.
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EVALUATION OF MU LTIPHASIC SCREENING

Participants

DonaldN. Logsdon,M.D. Frank R. Mark, M.D.
AssociateDhector, MultiphasicHealth Chief,Operations Researchand Systems

SCreeningCenter Analysis
Departmentof Community Health RegionalMedicalProgramsService
BrookdaleHospitalCenter

Evaluation of hlultiphasic Health Test@

DONALDN. LOGSDON

In the chapter entitled Evaluating the Qusdity of
Medicd Care by Avedis Donabedian from the recent
book PresymptomaticDetectionandEarlyDiagnosisby
Shark and Keen, the conclusion is reached that
“although the assessment of the quality of medical care
remains difficult and imprecise, there are severalways in
which one may arrive at judgment sufficiently valid for a
variety of administrative decisions”. Among the ways
suggestedwere “studies of the effect of greater precision
and detail in standards on the re~iabflityand validity of
judgments (measurement)”. As applied to MHT the
current operating programs have attempted several eval-
uation studies which I WUbriefly describe and comment
on,

Dr. Matthew Tayback, in several meetings sponsored
by the U.S. Public Health Service in 1967-68, set forth
criteria which he suggested for determining the value of
Multiphasic Health Testing. He restated the proposition
that evaluation shodd rest on the successof attainment
of project objectives, namely, (1) per cent of target

sample reached (2) precision and accuracy of individti
measurements (Qu~ity Control) (3) yield of screened
positives per major procedure (4) per cent of screened
positives who make contact with personal physician, and
(5) per cent” of screened sample with minimum sig-
nificant benefit in health knowledge due to MHT.
Nthough it is highly pertinent and eventually critical to
consider cost-benefit characteristics or end results of
MHT, such data till not be forthcoming for several
years. In the meanwhile MHT technology needs to be
advanced on the principle of its cost~ffectiveness and its
capability to efficiently process largepopulations.

Tayback considered establishment
screening (testing) service to be based
ingoperational model.

Therefore, evaluation of MHT
through NCHSR&Dshould proceed on

of a multiphasic
upon the follow-

projects funded
three levels.

ACHIEVEMENT OF ~CHNOLOGICAL OBJECTIVES

PHS was at that time proceeding on the assumption
that MHT is basic to the attainment of a national health
objective - periodic assessment of the health status of
each adult, 35-69 years of age. The system must undergo
continuous improvement resulting in added validity of
the health testing and in improved cost effectiveness.
Specifically, it was recommended that the achievement
of technological advances in MHT be measured by the
completion of defined tasks and with time specified end-
points. During the twelve month period, January 1,
1969- December 31, 1969, the following tasks were to
be initiated and progressreports submitted by the end of
the period. These tasks are not a complete description of
the technical problems which need solution.

GlucoseToleranceTest

It is irnperatite to determine the relationship which
exists between the result of the abbreviated #ucose
tolerance test as employed in MHT and standard ord
~ucose tolerance test as performed in conventional
hospital or private laboratory centers.

The effect of time of day on the abbreviated tests
must be clarified.

Standardizationof Norms

Interpretation of results from cfinical lab tests, in-
cluding blood chemist~, hematology, and non-lab tests,
such as spirometry, by the practicing physician is diffi-
cult when the normal popdation ranges for a specified
measurement is not givenin the report.
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A standard procedure for reporting MHT results
shodd be adopted. The exact measurement obtained
should be reported and the normal range for the age, sex
and ethnic group category given.

Since the distribution of defined measurement by
age,sex, and ethnic groupshas not been determined, this
shodd be developedas soon as possible.

StandardizationandDocumentationof
ComputerRograms

Inefficiency (excessivecost) is generated by faflure to
develop systems which can be replicated with minor
adjustments.

Existing computer monitoring of SM~Z and VCG
interpretation needs to be validated with a view towards
selection of a standard program so that widespread use
can be made of the standard p~ogramswith minimum
further investment for software development in these
specified areas.

CostAmlysis

Major components of MHT needed to be defined.
Each component must then serve as a unit for the deter-
mination of cost.

Cost analysis data should be generated within the
next 12 months.

In view of the limited staff, this task should be
accomplished through a contract negotiated
interested and competent cost analysisservice.
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Each major component of MHT requires a protocol
for establishment aridcontrol of qusdityof measurement
and test information generated. Each project should
develop a manual of procedures in respect to quality
control. PHS should then produce a standard manurdon
quality control and annudy update this document.

ACHIEVEMENTOF PROGRAMOBJECTIVES

Pending demonstration of benefits relating to reduc-
tion’ in disease, disability and age specific death rates,
MHT must receive process evaluation on the basis of the
attainment of program objectives and the cost-effective-
ness of services.

Such process evaluation will be possible by the
followingstrategy:

1. Each project should set forth the target population
it seeks to reach with its screening program and should
specify the fraction of the target population which it
proposes to reach.

2. Periodicdly (quarterly) demographic characters”
tics of the screened poptiation were to be reported to
PHS. Comparison of 2 with 1 wfll indicate the extent to
which the target population is reached. The minimum
set of variables for which information is sought should
include age, sex, race, income, occupation, source of
regular medicd care, utilization of medicd care within
past six months, date of last general physical examina:
tion, and follow-upresults.
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3. The yield of significantpositive findingsper exami-
nation procedure for age, sex and ethnic groups wfll
permit assessment of the cost per abnormality detected.

4. The patient-physician contact ratio by major
screeningclassification type is a measure of the extent to
which significant screening findings receive follow-up
exams.

5. A surveyof selected classesof the screened popula-
tion, prior to and following the date of visit to the
screening center could provide suggestiveclues relative
to the health attitude and knowledge of consumers and
could provide information of consumer reaction from a
singleexposure to MHT (a consumerstudy).

6. A questionnaire survey of physicians, who have
receivedMHT reports, with a view towards determining
their attitudes and knowledge of the usefulnessof MHT
would complement information obtained through 5.

ACHIEVEMENTOF hNG RANGE OBJECTIVES

Control of clinically significant chronic disease and
prolongation of life are end results of MHTwhich can be
demonstrated only by. ambitious research involving
careful prospective follow-up of large samples of adults
over long periods of time. Such a project isunder way at
the Kaiser-Permanentemedicd servicein and around San
Francisco.

It was recommended that aside from Kaiser-Perma-
nente, no extensive investment of funds should be made
at this time to demonstrate long term effects of MHT.

PROCESS EVALUATION

The Brookdale Hospital, Multiphasic Health Screen-
ing program has been a successful demonstration of
AMHT. The questions now to be answered are: mat
difference does MHT make in the delivery of health
servicesin an urban environment? Can MHT become an
effective component iri a primary health care system? It
was established by PHS support to test the feasibility of
operating a MHT program in an “open” medicd care
systemwith an adjacent poverty population.

In orderto answerthesequestionsit wouldberreces-
sa~ to ‘klose the informationloop”by establishinga
Follow-upClinicwhichwouldhaveenabledtheprogram
to accomplishthefollowing:

1. Provision of the necessaryfo~ow-upmedicd evalu-
ation and management for the screenedpoverty popula-
tion.

2. Validation of the screening results by comparison
with results of diagnosticstudies for the poverty popula-
tion by Follow-up Clinicphysicians.

3. Documentation and evaluation of the experiences
with this type of health service as compared with the
existing health servicesof the Hospital Ambulatory Care
Program. A central record system would enable monitor-
ingof the two types of care.

4. Further utilization of paraprofessional personnel
and instrumentation in health care. The use of physician
assistants, nurses, technicians plus hardware can be
tested.

The above factors are considered important in assess-
ing the difference MHT makes in the dehvery of health
services.It is recognizedthat the addition of a FoHow-up
Clinic would not alone provide an answer to the ques-
tion of benefits in terms of biologic outcome or end
results. However, as the methodology for this type of
evaluation is adequately developed, a prospective longi-
tudinal study of morbidity, mortatity, and disability
could be attempted.

We began to evaluateMm at BHC as part of a
prima~ healthcaresystemat intermedtitepointsand to
determinefeasibilityof assessingendresults.

In December f 969 a subcontract was signedand work
begun for biostatisticd retrieval and analysisof the data
on the 14,000 screenees processed at the Brookdale
Hospital Center MHS program from the beginning in
February 1968 through October 1969. Initially, the data
were examined in terms of frequency distribution for
continuously distributed quantitative variables by age,
sex, and ethnic background. Dichotomous qualitative
variables were tabulated and”percentage positives cdcu-
Iated also by age, sex, and ethnic background. Measure-
ments of central tendency and variation were performed
on continuously distributed measurements.This included
mean, standard deviations,median, 5 and 95 percentiles.
The number and percent of screenees with clinically
significant overt and occult abnormalities based on
currently acceptable critera was determined dso by the
variables of age, sex, and ethnic background. Investi.
gations wtil dso be made for correlation anrdysis, i.e.,
history vs. test results, and screeningresultsvs. physician
diagnosis. This effort has been successful for Brookdale
MHS and should have application to other demonstra.
tion programsin MHT.

Problems of data retrieval and anrdysisinclude:
1. Quality of input-measurement and keypunching

errors.
2. Storage on historical tapes, i.e., completeness and

documentation
3. Retrieval - group intervals, criteria of normal,

abnormal.
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4. Analysis - Mean or median, standard deviation or
percentfie, test of significance.

An economical evrduationcan be approached by cost
per test as indicated in the cost findingprotocol for the
past project year. The SW method is being tested.

Effectivenessis being evaluated in terms of the yield
of unknown and uncontrolled occult and overt condi-
tions detected at the MHT Center. This, of course, is
related to the prevalenceof disease in the target popula-
tion. High yields are expected for certain conditions in
poverty populations, groups, due to prevalence and the
lack of adequate medicd care, e.g., rates for hyper-
tension and hypertensive heart disease. The methodo-
logical problem of determining “unknowness” can be
solved by the “we of questionnaire information from
patients rather than from M.D.’s. Efficiency is being
calculated on the basis of the cost per positive screening
test and cost per valid diagnosis. Of course the latter is
dependent on adequate fo~ow-up reporting. These evrd-
uation efforts should be performed as the program
activities are carried out. Simultaneously, the end-result
evaluation is being explored for feasibfity in an environ-
ment which prohibits randomization into study and
control groups for longitudinal study. Present plans
could include labeEnga sample of the screened poverty
population for monitoring over time and comparing
their experience in morbidity, mortality, and disab~ity
with non poverty population and/or national statistics
for the same age,sex, and ethnic group.

For preliminary results for total population see
Appendix I.

Determinethe costof MHT in afi”ma~ HealthCare
System:

1. The Brookdde MHSP,as a result of the SW Cost
Finding Study of A}fHThas begun to examine the cost
of the total program. Information is being collected on
the total expenditures for this program through the
Brookdde HospitalCenter business office.However,it is
apparent that a true cost analysis of this program WM
require the establishmentof bookkeeping - cost account-
ing procedures separate from the Hospitil System in
order to identify the various costs involved.In addition
to the usual items that are included under direct cost, it
will be necessary to itemize those costs involved in
recruiting the target popdation to utdize the facflity and
the follow-upactivities.

2. In regard to the latterj the input for a time-effort
study has been buflt into the computerized module for
support of fo~ow-up activities. These components must
be costed out in a AMHT in addition to those items
included in the recent reports on costs of the Kaiser.
Permanence MSP in the New En~and Journal of Medi-
cine. These additiond items wdl obviously increase the
cost of AMHT programs involved in motivation and
fo~ow-up and the question to be answeredis how much.

In addition, a cost effectiveness report can be pre-
pared for the foflow-upactivitieswherein comparison of
costs for furnishing the foflow-up services using alte-
rnativemethods wfll be used with the objective of being
able to minimize the resources expended.and maximize
the number of individuals receiving medical foflow up.

Investigate Conwmer.and PhysicianReaction to
~HT:

1. During the 1969 project year 50% of the individ-
uals screened resided in the Hospital’s core area, and
25% were Black or Puerto Wean. A number of tech-
niques for increasingregistration from the hard core high
priority areas were tested. Good progresshas been made,
but it is apparent that “hard” dab on the behavior
factors are necessa~ to improve performances beyond
this point.

Similar considerations are involved in improving the
70%figure for successfulfollow up.

The data generated by the screenee process must be
evaluated by a physician in the context of his examina-
tion of a specific individud. The physician’sknowledge
of and attitude toward AMHT therefore becomes of
centr~ importance.

The staff of the Brookdde MHSCis actively engaged
in assisting the research group at Columbia University
School of Public Health and Administrative Medicine in
the development and implementation of two relevant
studies: Consumer Reaction to AMHT #HSM
110-69-212, and Physician’s Attitude Toward and
Acceptance of AMHT#HSM 11O-HSRD-57(9).

2. The Physician Attitude Study is designed to
deterfine:

a. What are the social and psychologicrd factors
which affect the physician’scooperation with, his
acceptance of, and his behavior concerning the
MHT at Brookdale, including those factors which
facilitate his utilization and acceptance of the
service, as well as those factors which are barriers

“ to effective utilization?
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b.

c.

d.

e.

mat factors differentiate those physicians who
actively participate and accept the screening pro-
gram from those who do not, and what factors
differentiate those physicians who change their
attitude and behavior concerning AMHS?
How can an automated system such as multiphasic
screening be made more useful and acceptable to
the practicing private physician?
How do physicians adapt their practices to an
automated health testing program?
mat inferences can be drawn from this specific
study to the more general area of physician’s
response to automation in medical practice and
what impact does it have on medicd practice?

In order to perform this type of study the project
must actively engage the support of the local Medical
Society. This can present a difficulty.

The study of physicians’ reactions to automated
multiphasic health screening presently provides for an
initial and a fo~ow-up survey 10 months later of 1200
physicians in Hngs County, New York. The two inter-
views will determine their attitudes, knowledge, and
utilization of the Automated MultiphasicHealth Screen-
ing Center at Brookdde Hospital in Brooklyn, New
York.

The re-interviews were intended to concentrate on
changes in attitudes, behavior, and perception of auto-
mated screeningresulting from exposure to the program.
Wen the study was planned it was anticipated that at
the time of the first interview, at least hdf of the
doctors would in the interim become exposed to the
Brookdde program and, as a consequence, alter their
imageof it.

However, results of the firs; wave of interviewsindi-
cate that diffusion of the screening program has
occurred more rapidly than anticipated. This fact has
bearing on the timing of the re-interviews and in part
motivatesthis su~ested modification.

Of the first 712 completed interviews, ody 101
physicians have not been exposed to the program (86%
were exposed). There is no reason to expect that the
remaininginterviewswfllshow much departure from this
7:1 ratio. Therefore, we cannot expect dramatic changes
between the first and second interviews as a result of
contact with the program. Some early results from inter-
viewsof doctors follows:

In your opinion,did the summarycontainmore information
tian was necessary,just about the right amount of information,
or not enoughinformation?

hlore information than necesswy . . . . . . . . . . 123 39%
Ahut right amount of information . . . . . . . . . 133 42%
Not enoughinformation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59 19%——

315 100%

Howeasy was it for you to follow the general layout of the
summary?Was it very easy, fairly easy, somewhat difficult, or
verydifficult?

Veryeasy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111 34%
Fairlyeasy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112 34%
Somewhatdifficult . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70 22%
Verydifficult . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 10%——

325 100%

In your opinion, should the normal range of results be indi-
catedon the summary?

Yes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29o 90%
NO ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . 31 ~—

321 100%

Wasthe blood gfucosetest and result clear to You?
Yes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 280 90~
No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . @ MO

310 100%

Was the histogram arrangement of the hearing test results
clar to you?

Yes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 186 63%
No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111 37%——

297 100%

How useful was the medical history questionnaire? Was it
veryuseful,somewhatuseful,not veryuseful, or worthless?

Veryuseful . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 12%
Somewhatuseful . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .92 34%
Not veryuseful . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .92 34%
Worthless . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . 55 20%——

273 100%

What did you think of the fraction arrangement of positive
responsesby body system?Did you think this was a good way of
presentingthe medicd history information or not a very good
way? ,.

GOOdway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127 50%
Not a verygoodway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127 50%— —

254 100%
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How helpful did you find this reference manual in reading
the patient summary? Did you find it veryhelpful, or somewhat
helpful, or not at dl helpful?

Very helpful . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...15 44%
Somewhathelpful . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .74 43%
Not at dl helpful . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..23 13%.—

172 100%

Now about what you think should be done by screening
programs like Brookdale’s. Do you think that a screenkg pro-
gram like Brookdde should be free of mst to examinees or
tiould there be a charge?

Shouldbe free . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 152 50%
Should be a charge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . 152 50%

.—

304 100%

Do you thinkthata screeningprogramlike Brookdaleshould
refer. both normti and abnormal patients for foUow-upby a
physicianor otiy patients with some positivecondition?

Both normal and abnorrnd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 241 67%
Positivecondition ordy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103 33%

.—

344 100%

~inicalLaborato~ @aIi@ControlStidies:
After several attempts over two years, there has been

relatively Iittie success in providing assistance to the
~inicd Labs in AMHT for developing a sufficient pro-
gram of quality control. The ChnicrdChemistry Section,
NCN, has repeatedy demonstrated their interest in
providing this support, but various bureaucratic delays
have prevented any progress. The problem of assisting
these labs remains, and a modest beginting is proposed
for the next project year.

This effort would initidy consist of a six-month
study and evahration of AMHTinterlaboratory standard-
ization uttiizing the Brookdale Hospital Clinical Lab as a
starting point, and then extending the protocol to
include the other AMHT labs. The brief out~ne that
fo~ows describes the activities and resources required:

Study and Evahration of AMHT Interlaboratory
Standardization:

Preparatory efforts – Brookdde AMHT and NCDC
throu@”individurdand group interaction.

a. Develop recommendations for reference method-
ology, enzyme units.

b. Anticipate problems in SMA technology and
calibration.

c. Design and prepare Multiphasic Text Panel for the
elucidation of methodologic, technical, and cti-
bration problems. Check stabtiity of materials.

Pretest in local laboratory. Example: cholesterol
study.

d. Design general ,outlinesof AMHTinternrd qurdity
control system: cdbration, serum monitor,
laboratory responses; design a system of external
evahration.

~HER STUDIES OF MULTIPHASIC
HEALTH TESTING

1. ~ - Utflizing MHT to define the health status,
practices, and attitudes of a defined poverty popdation
covering a broad age range (12 yrs. +) from an absolute
standpoint and relative to a nonpoverty group in the
wme medicd care environment. Action to modify
adverse aspects of the health components is to be irrsti-
tuted and evaluation is in terms of change as compared
with what occurs in tie non-poverty group. An under-
lying question is whether through the MHT program and
activities generated by it, the anticipated gaps between
the two groups can be narrowed.

The program expects to begin processing patients in
November 1970.

2. Meharry Me&cal CoflegeMHTProject - Evaluation
of this project til be performed as part of the study on
comprehensivehealth servicesby Dr. Sam Wolfe.

3. North Florida. W, GainesWe, ,Florida, Dr.
Rchard Gordon and Co-workers.

In summary MHT is a complex, relatively expensive,
experimental system of health services. Evaluation in
terms of program effectiveness and efficiency is feasible
but the methodology for successful end result or out-
come evaluationhas yet to be demonstrated for the total
system. MHT is advetiely affected by two circum-
stances:

1. It appears to”o easy and ~amorous which is
probably the result of over-selling the technologicrd
developments, when in fact there are multiple techno-
logical problems stfll to be solved. The m~or program
problems involve the recruitment of the target popula-
tion and providing adequate fo~ow-up for the individ-
uals tested.

2. The latter relates to the major uncontro~able vari-
able in assessingthe value or benefit of MHT and that
being the lack of proven therapy for most of the chronic
conditions detected.

After struWlingwith evahratingMHTfor severalyears
I usually caution people about trying to implement this
system of health servicesand especiallyto think through
the planned evaluation.
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MpENDIx 1

NUMBERANDPERCENTPREVALENCEOF CLINICALLYSIGNIFICANTABNORMALITIES
ON 13,000SCREENEES

THEBROOKDALEHOSPITALCENTER
MULTIPHASICHEALTHSCREENINGCENTER

FEBRUARY1968- NOVEMBER1969

Test BrookdaleHospitalCenter
Totalall ages

No. %

KaiserPermanence*
Totalallages

% cost

Bloodpressure>160/95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4058 31.5 4.1

17,3 $5.90Electrocardio~am . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3203 25.0

1053 8.8 7.4 6.20ChestX-ray . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8 .13Cervicalcytolo~, III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

15.8 1.85VisualDistant ~20/40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
acuity:Near~20/50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1917 14.9
817 6.8

Tonometry:
~21,9 mm Hg: OD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
545
659

4.7
5.7

0.3 183.00

2.2 14.10

16.2

>23.8 mm Hg: OD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Spirometry:
Pred.FVC<8M0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
Pred.MW<80% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

194
255

1.7
2.2

24.1
22.4

2505
2327

Audiometry~30 db . . . . . . . . ‘, . . . . . . . . . 3050 28.3

1454 11.7Dental:Teeth, pooror bad. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
X-Ray

Edentulous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Alveolarbonelosssevere . . . . . . . “.. . . .
OtherX-ray abn.” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1333
1439
8785

18.0
19.5
37.8

CytologyII-IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

*NEJMVol280 No.9 p. 459463

31 .25
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1

CLINICALLABORATORYTESTS

Tests Abnormallimits

Hemo@obin:
Females .-. .“. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . <12 gins.%
Mrdes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . <13 gins.%
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Hematocrit:
Females . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . <38%
Males . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . <40%

Wc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . <4 &>12,000/
cumm

RBC:
Females . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . <4.2m
Males . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . <4.5m

Cholesterol:
>95 percenttiefor age . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Males . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Females . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~RL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Positke

Urine:
Culture:
Females . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . >16c01.
Males . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . >16coL

Glucose . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l+to4+
Protein . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l+to4+
Acetone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l+to3+

flinica~ysignificantabnormalities,

BrookdaleHosp.Center KaiserPermanente
TotalaUages TotalaUages

No. % % cost

737
249
986

614
122

622
235
387

81

679
63

780
550
155

9.5 10.3
5.3 3.1
7.9

7.9
2.6

3.4 2.2

5.0
.5.0
4.99

.7 1.5

8.8 3.3
1.5 0.4

6.3 8.2
4.4 6.4
1.2
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AssistantDirector for Organizational

Liaisonfor StrokeandRehabtiitation
RegionalMedicd ProgramsService

Evaluating Stroke and Rehabditation Programs:

An Overview

CHMES M. W~E, M.D.

At this late stage of the conference, evaluation is no
longer an attractive and novel word. The discouragedor
bored may suspect the reality of the Turkish proverb: If
a stone fails on an egg, alas for the egg; if an egg fails
on a stone, alas for the egg. If we fail to evaluate our
program, das for the program; if we do evaluate our
program, alas for the program.

To evaluate or not to evaluate - that is not the ques-
tion for those of us who wish to continue working in
WP’S. Society has always advised us to be critical of
what we do. ”The saying, au’s well that ends we~,
reminds us that even centuries ago activities were
considered good primarily when their outcomes were
good. Thus the salient question is: how can evaluation
be a constructive force which improves programs rather
than a destrtictive force for the eradication of programs?
It wfli destroy, for example, if it uses criteria which are
so strict that we camot meet them. [t wtit dso destroy if
it uses so much of our resources that we have little left
to run good programs.

Must evaluation affect us adversely,however? It wfll
if we insist that it be completely free from stress. It WN
if we expect it to resemble the French view of Iove, a
pleasant diversion between meals, or even more the
Swedish view, a pleasant diversion during reeds. But
evaluation won’t harm us if we expect and accept

moderate stress, and use that stress to galvanke us into
improvements rather than into fits of depression. This
might be regarded as the power of positive thinking
about evaluation.

WHOSHOULDDo THE EVALUATION?

First, a brief word about the site of evaluation. To
increase the likelihood of acting on the findings, it seems
essential that the effect of WP’S on the national health
levelsbe assessed by those working in the “federaloffice,
the effectiveness of regional efforts be evaluated by
those in regional offices, while the evahration of local
programs be carried out by local personnel. Too often in
their heaIth activities federd personneI evaluate state
activities, states evaluate the Iocd picture, locals don’t
evrduate, and little change occurs. Fortunately, W’s
havelearned from mistakes made elsewhere.

The evaluation findings are more likely to be acted
on when program personnelevahrate the effectiveness of
their- own activities: Examining evaluation realistically,
however, we must adm~t that the first priority of the
agency staff is to continue the program; program im-
provement is ody a secondary goal, and destroying the
program is their great fear. They may often feel that
“conventional wisdom” from which the program arose is
more important than negativeevaluation data. They will
correctly add that some decisions must be political and
humanitarian, neither of which viewpoints is considered
in evaluation.
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The likelihood of corrective action may be lower
with an outside evaluator, who may have other biases.
He may view evaluation as a chance to test theories or
methods which interest researchers. He may suspect the
evaluation effort, perhaps from bitter past experience, as
designed to give the program a legitimacy which it does
not deserve.He may suspect further that a critical evahr-
ation will be ignored, or that negative outcomes will be
quietly forgotten so as to ensure the growth of future
funds. Such events, we may hope, will be rare in RMP’s.

In evaluatingstroke and rehabilitation programs,our
efforts are tikely to aim at three levelsof information:

1. Changes in resources, including the number or
qutity of trained personnel.

2. Changes in the activities produced or the work
performedby these resources.

3. Changesin the end results of these activities.
tit us consider the strengths and weaknessesof each

levelof evaluation.

RESOURCECHANGES

RMP funds may improve the quality, quantity, or
both, of factiities, personnel, knowledge, or other re-
sources involvedin producing stroke and rehabilitation
activities. A new hypertension clinic may be supported
to prevent stroke, another clinic established for the early
detection and treatment of transient ischemic attacks.
Health persomel may attend new courses which review,
for example, the optimum care of stroke patients. More
rehabilitation personnel may be recruited to consult
with personnel in home care programs or extended care
facilities.

If RMP personnel document that such resourceshave
been changed, but go no further in the evaluation effort
(like some amual reports in the past), they imply that
these changes will inevitably improve patient care.
However, there are too many skeptics among politicians,
the general public, and the health professions to expect
that such a primitive evaluation, with its possible but
still unproved assumption, wfll go unchallenged. Too
many clinics improve the care of small numbers of
patients who are already under care, but have no impact
on the largeburden of ne~ected diseasein the surround-
ing community. Too many health personnel may fail to
act on new information, obtained in courses, or may
return to environmentsin which they cannot apply their
new knowledge.Too many rehabilitation personnel must
provide minute doses of advice or care to their large
caseload of personnel and patients. All of these relate
both to the EFFECTIVENESS of what we do (the
extent to \\hich we attain our objectives), and to the

ADEQUACYof what we do (how much of the entire
problem we are likely to overcome).

Documenting a change in resources is a step which
can be swift and cheap; in our concern to “get on with
the job,” it is ordy too easy to stop evaluation at this
point. To ensure the long term survivalof R~’s, how-
ever, and to gain information on how our programsmay
be improved, we must regardthis as only the first step in
providing more convincing information on the value of
stroke and rehabilitation programs.

ACTIVITY CHANGES

Many activities are held to be desirable when they
seem likely to delay the onset of stroke or improve the
function and speed the recovery of stroke patients. An
effective change in resources, as described above, wdl
result in more of these desirable activities; we should
show that this has truly happened. The process .ofevalu-
ation becomes more complete and impressive when it
shows clearly that the new or improved resources have
truly raised the output or quality of activities as well.
The steps to collect these data must be planned before
the resources are changed. This advance planning makes
it possible to contrast the activities before and after the
change occurs.

bt us take the situation where an educational pro-
gram has been shown effective in improving the knowl-
edge of the participants. We ,wish to show that this
change in resource produces a chmge in subsequent
activities. One goal of an education program may be,
for example, to encourage physicians to make better
diagnoses on their hospitalized stroke patients. A
regional committee of experts or of peers, let us say, has
determined the content of the optimal diagnostic
examination. The purpose of evaluation will then be to
show that physicians taking part in the educational pro-
gram perform an examination which is closer to the ided
after than before the program. Is such a step feasible?
When physicians may frown on taking a test of knowl-
edge and attitudes before and after the education
course, they will not rush to welcome an effort to assess
their methods of diagnosis. Compromises may be
needed, and we may have to monitor changes in groups
of health professionals rather than changes in the ac-
tivities of individuals.

CHANGESIN END RESULTS

Expert comrnittes have been known to err in the
past, and a change towards “optimal” care may not in-
evitably improve the health of the recipients of care. It is
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essential, therefore, that some ~P’s try to show that
health statlls is raised when a change in resources is fol-
lowed by more optimal activities. The evaluation of
chan@nghealth status has been reviewed in an earlier
workshop, and it is only too clear that this effort is

primitiveand diffictit. It seems likely, for example, that
most outpatient care must be evaluated in terms of ac-
tivities,since few tangible end results exist.

““Case-fatalityratios are high in the acute stage of
stroke. An improvement in diagnosis and treatment
shouldbe reflected in lower death rates among patients
in generalhospitals. This will not be the ody change in
end results, but it is the change which is most readfly
monitored. Moreover, it is a change which should occur
at the same time as the change in activities, and wi~ not
be delayed for years after the onset, for example, of
effectiveeducational programs.Wemust have a different
time perspective for programs of primary prevention,
however,and I shall discussthis in the next section.

In the field of rehabilitation, many measures exist to
reflect changm in the physical status of patients. Most
indices are based primarily on activities of daily living;
they range from those which describe a functional
profile of each patient to those which give one overall
score to reflect the degree of impairment. Most scoring
proceduresseem to be re~atable, but little attention has
been paid to their validity. The fact that no single
method has been used widely may su~est that each has
serious inadequacies. Nevertheless, we cannot wait for
perfection to occur; it is probably true that any one of a
number of indices is better than none at all, and can
contribute much to evaluating the end results of rehabili-
tativecare.

PRIMARY PREVENTION OF STROKE

Primary prevention of stroke involvesthose measures
tiken to prevent the onset of cerebrovascular disease.
From the more distant viewpoint, however, cerebro-
vasculardisease is merely a part of the natural course of
hypertensive and atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease.
Since these conditions begin at a young age, preventive
measures before onset are difficult to institute. In
practice, therefore, what we label primary prevention is
the taking of preventive measures before symptoms
beginof cerebrovascu}ardisease.

Probably the technic with the strongest scientific
support is the early detection and active treatment of
hypertensivedisease. How should we proceed to evaluate
this effort? We must first form the realistic perspective
that primary prevention is a long-term investment. The

cases prevented are mainly those which wdl develop
symptomatic stroke some five, ten, or twenty years
later, To expect an immediate and measurable fall in
hospitalization rates or mortality for stroke is to expect
too much of primary prevention. In its first few years,
this program must be evaluated in terms of its inter-
mediate activities and short range gods, the early detec-
tion and effective treatment of patients with hyper-
tension.Primary prevention is liable to be wron~y classi-
fied as ineffective if we evaluate it by an immediate fdl
in incidence.

The benefits of primary prevention must be balanced
against the costs involvedin this process. Whatmust we
includeamong the costs, in addition to the more,obvious
steps? Certaidy we should include the costs involvedin
diagnosing the false positives, tie referrals who are
diagnosed as normal by their physicians. Probably we
should include the costs involved in diagnosing and
treating hypertensive who do not respond to care, or
who respond adversely to it. And if we wish to be strict
with ourselves,we shodd dso count against the program
the cost of diagnosing those who are confirmed to be
hypertensive, but who are given no active treatment;
reassurance, supervision, and periodic office visits have
no magical abdity to control the adverse effects of an
elevatedblood pressure.

COMPARISONGROUPS

If evaluation were partly a research activity, pro-
ducing new knowledge that can be applied to many
simfiar situations, evaluators would have to insist on
strict control groups with whom study groups could be
compared. Evaluation efforts have the more practical
aim, however, of showkg whether or not a specific
endeavoris reachingthe gods which have been set for it.
Its generic value has secondary importance; the evalu-
ativestudy does not have to show that other simflar
endeavors are likely to be effective. Thus evrduatorsdo
not feel compelled to use the rigorous methods and
strict controls of those involved in experimental re-
search.

Nevertheless, evaluators must show that activities
changeand end results improve because of the program
being evaluated, and not because of an artifact occurring
throughout the region. The evaluation effort must
usually involve, therefore, a facility or group of patients
which have not received the service being evsduated.
Such a comparison group need not resemble the treat-
ment group so closely as it must in an experiment. It
must be simflarenough, however, to be exposed to the
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same extraneous factors which could produce the
changes under study. “Before and after” studies become
much more successfulevaluation efforts when they ihow
that the change occurred ody in the group under study
and did not occur in a somewhat similar group, perhaps
located in a different institution or community.

CONCLUSION

To seek a graceful end, perhaps I should tell you that
around 160 A.D. the Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius
gave this advice: “Thou hast embarked, thou h“asmade
the voyage, thou are come. to shore; get out.” At that
time, sailors feared to test the effectiveness of their
navigational efforts by jumping ashore promptly. They
knew ordy too well the uncertainties and errors involved
in sailing in those early years, and feared the unpre-
dictable welcome that might greet them on foreign
shores.

In the 1970’s, we may still expect some voyagemin
the ships of stroke programs and rehabilitation to be
dow to leave their vessels for fear that they may have
reached wrong and hostfle shores;,even more reluctance
to evaluate the situation may stem from doubts that the
vessel has actually left the port of embarkation; and
perhaps most reluctance to assess progress wfil stem
from realizing that it takes more than a brisk jump
ashore to determine whether we have or have not
reached our gords.

An Evaluation of a Stroke Program
in California

BERTRAML. TESMN, M.D.

Area VIII of the California Regional Medicd Pro-
grams consists of Orange County and, for this specific
program, Long Beach. This area incorporates approxi-
mately two mfllion people and includes 35 acute hospi-
tals and approximately 75 extended care facdities. To
promote effective treatment of patients with stroke, a
training program has bee~set up at MemorirdHospital of
Long Beach. Although dl disciplines of rehabditation
idedly are involved in stroke, the basic core of the
stroke team concept as implemented in Area VIII con-
sists of physician nurse~oordinator and physical thera-
pist. Each hospital in the Area is invited to send these
three members of the health team to MemorialHospital
of Long Beach to take special stroke training; back-up
teams dso can be trained. Hospital administrators also
are encouraged to attend the training session. The

,,
physician takes an intensive twoday course; the nurs~
has three weeks of training; and the physical thdrapii~
has two weeks. As of September 1970, seventeen teams;
plus selected guests, have been trained in Memorial
Hospitalof LongBeach.

The medical faculty to train these stroke teams in.
eludes specialists in fl aspects of the stroke problem.
The paramedical faculty includes dl standard rehabflita.
tion disciplines, i.e., physicrd therapist, occupational
therapist, nurses, speech therapist and social service
workers.

After completion of the training program the core
returns to its own institution to utdize the team
approach and to train fellow workers in the method-
ology. As a result of this experience, the team members
have improved not ody their own expertise but also
their awarenessof the techniques of the other disciplines
in dealingwith stroke problems.

The stroke team training divides stroke care and
rehabilitation into three phases. The first phase, Phase I,
provides the supportive care to the patient until his vital
signshave become stabtiized. This includes passiverange
of motion exercises, proper positioning and meticulous
skin care. The second phase, Phase II, consistsof a multi-
phasic patient evaluation and implementation of an
active rehabtiitation regimen designed to meet the
individud’s specific needs. The last level of care, Phase
111,essentially is a continuation of the second phase, but
emphasis is placed on the post-hospital needs of the
stroke victim.

The nurse-coordinator is the catalytic agent among
the various moddities in the stroke team. She visits and
assesseseach new patient in her facility, initiates Phase I
at the physician’s request, assists in developing the
patient care plan with the attending staff and demon-
strates proper care techniques when indicated. In addi-
tion she is prepared to complete forms which are
intended to elicit data for the stroke registry in Area
VIII.

The physician is the medical coordinator of the
stroke team who is responsible for leading the patient
care conferences. He servesas moderator at staff meet-
ings when stroke data at his particular hospital are re-
viewed and analyzed. He will be available for consulta-
tion about the team approach to care of stroke patients
for other membersof the medicd staff at his facility if it
is requested.

The physical therapist is responsible for a continuing
assessmentof all the stroke patients in the hospital and
he helps establish their active rehabilitation programs. ,
He dso is avaflableto rdlstaff membem for consultation,
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Presently, one year after the team training was
initiated, an assessment of the stroke teams in Area VIII
revealsthat only one hospital has an active program. We
would like to discuss some of the difficulties and obsta-
cles we have identified as a result of the evaluation and
we also would like to discuss our resultant plans for
increasing the number of effective stroke teams in this
Area.

The problems we confronted when attempting to
initiate the program were numerous. One year elapsed
between the time Area VIII submitted the grant and
funds finWy were available. This posed a recruitment
problem for us. Although I had visited every acute
hospital in this Area and discussed the program with
administrators, by the time the project was funded many
changes had occurred in all levels of personnel. There-
fore, most of the commitments for placing staff in the
training program were no longer valid when the course
actually began; so, again, we have to begin a recruitment
program. Moreover, as a result of the change in fiscal
policy in Medicd and Medicare funding, there was a
marked curtailment of avdable monies to extended care
facilities in our Area. This not only makes it econorni-
cai}yimpossible for them to send staff for an extensive
training program, but also 1imits their abflity to provide
optimum rehab~itation in their own facflity.

Although the team concept in rehabtiitation is not
totally new to the field of medicine, it is a new approach
in many of the hospitals in this Area. Because of the
emphasis placed on the active involvement of all team
members some of the physicians reacted to the program
with diffidence. Also, many of the nurses felt uncom-
fortable about suggestingthe proper level of care to the
doctor as the patient’s physical needs changed.

Analyzing all’of these difficulties, we believewe now
have some practical solutions. First, a follow-upfaculty
is being organized to aid and supervise the already
trained stroke teams in their own institutions. This
follow-up team wfll consist of a nurse and appropriate
therapists to aid and help organize the individud stroke
teams within the hospitals. They wfil remain in an acute
hospital for approximately two to three months untti
the training of all personnel has been accomplished,
team conferences and other aspects of the team
approach are underway and the total team feels
confident in their activities. They dso wH1discuss the
entire program at staff meetings to orient the physicians
in the new rehabilitative techniques. In this way we hope
to stimulate the physicians as well as the hospital per-
sonnel to institute the team approach to stroke care. At
the conferences, which wtil be on a weekIy or bi-

monthly basis, the personnel from the surrounding
extended care facilities will be invited. It is hoped that
personnel in the facilities wfll become more aware of
complete stroke rehabilitation and dso that the physi-
cians on the staff of the acute hospital wfllbecome cog-
nizant of those extended care facilitieswhich are walling
to cooperate in giving better care to their patients on
dischargefrom the acute hospital.

We dso hope to develop a mobile van unit which wtil
transport a stroke team to the various extended care
facilities in our community in an attempt to introduce
the phases of rehabilitation that we have been teaching.
Wehope that this demonstration pilot project may stirve
as a model for other communities to augment rehabilita-
tion care where it is not available.

In addition, we have instituted a stroke volunteer
training program. Ten volunteers have begun a two-
month intensive training program utilizing a carefully
selected faculty representing all disciplines of stroke
rehabilitation. These volunteers will function in a capa-
city to aid in the resocidization of the stroke patient
and, whenever possible, wfll assist him in his rehabilita-
tion program under the guidance of the special therapist
followingthe patient’s dischargefrom the hospital.

In 1969 the Collaborative Community Stroke Survey
was begun in seven counties throughout the United
States in an attempt to gather pertinent epidemiologic
data concerning stroke throughout our country and
compare various separate areas. Orange County became
involvedwith this study and we hope to use this data to
help us evaluate our stroke program concepts. The
mobde van team also wtilbe recordingtheir efforts with
patients and comparingthem with a control group to see
if a coordinated team can aid and improve rehabilitation
care in extended care facilities.

We shall begin a follow-up study on stroke patients
this Fall uttiizing a form which was developed by a
committee of members of rdlhealth disciplinesinvolved
in the delivery of comprehensive stroke care. It was
designed to extract the followingkinds of information:
the patient’s functional condition, types of medicd care
and rehabtiitation being rendered, social and economic
conditions, special needs of the patient and his family.
Follow-up visits wfll be made by public health nurses
from the Visiting Nurse Association of Orange County
from a random sampling of stroke patients six months
after their episodes, then again at twelve and eighteen
months.

It is our feeling that the level of acute care to the
stroke patient has improved in our Area as a result of the
stroke team training. However,we have also made many
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mistikes in attempting the introduction of the stroke
team as we have designedit. An analysis of our work has
given us approaches to solvingproblems relating to the
stroke team. The assessmentalso has helped us seek new
and innovative methods of meeting the health and
rehabilitation needs of the stroke patient beyond the
wds of the acute care facflity.

North Carolina ComprehensiveStroke Program

B. LIONELTRUSCOTT,M.D.

OBJMmVE

To offer the stroke patient increased opportunities
for early diagnosis and treatment, early hospital dis-
charge, and continued fo~ow-up through a community
stroke program.

Developmentof thePropam

Identifican.onof Subobjectives.The objective must
be reached as a result of accomplishing subobjectives,
and these must be (a) rerdisticwithin the limitations of
personnel and time of the average community hospital
and the area it serves, and (b) subject to measurement.
The major subobjectives thus identified were:

1. A community health team for comprehensive
management of the stroke patient: from diagnosis
through follow-up.

2. Profesiond health personnel knowledgeablein the
most advanced methods of diagnosis and treat-
ment of stroke.

3. Increased availability of manpower trained in
rehabilitative techniques.

4. Guidelinesfor high qutity, uniform, total manage-
ment of the patient.

5. Consultative support for communities lacking in
specializedpersonnel.

6. An evaluation mechanism to determine the extent
to which the subobjectives and activities had been
achieved.

7. Feedback of data to community, for measuring
impact of program and identifying needs.

8. Part-time Executive Secretary to administer dl
activities.

Activities.The activities to accomphsh each of the
abovesubobjectiveswere:

1
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Development of an organizational framework for a
community stroke program, with clearly defined
areas of responsibility: heal Stroke Program
Committee with Subcommittees (In-Service Edu-

2.

3.

4.

cation, Discharge Planning and Follow-up, Area
ResourcesDevelopment,and Pubhc Education.)
Developmentof a BasicTrainingCourse for Stroke
Teams and”ofan In-ServiceEducation Program for
other professionalhealth personnel of the comrnu.
nity.
Development of an In-Service Training Program
for paramedic~ personnel to make them knowl.
edgeablein rehabilitative techniques.
Development of guidelines (organizational, medi-
cal, nursing,and rehabtiitativel

5. Coordinat~onwith State Board of Health Physical
Therapy Consultants and with Medicd Centers for
consultative support to the community.

6. Development of a system to identify the accom.
plishments, problems, and breakdowns. (hospitali.
zation forms, discharge planning forms, fo~ow-up
reports, etc.)

7. Computerization of appropriate data and retrieval
for feed-backto community health personnel.

8. Determiriationof qualifications and procedures for
obtaining a local, part-time secretary.

ProgramDes@rrIt was not considered feasible to
involveeach community in the planning process of such
a complex program. In consultation with practicing
physicians and resource personnel from the three medi-
cd centers and the Stzte Board of Health, the Project
Staff accomplished the above”activities. To ensure that
all necessary steps were completed in correct sequence
for mnimum efficiency, a time-sequential work plan
was developed according. to the Program Evaluation
ReviewTechnique @ERT).

Establishmentof a Co~muniWStrokeProgram

Communi~ Approval. (a) The aims and proce-
dures of the Program are explained to a few in-
terested physicians.(b) The interested physician or
physicians appoint an ad hoc Steering Committee
representing dl deliverers of health care; Project
Staff describes details and responsibilities in the
local program. (c) A permanent Local Stroke Pro-
gram Committee is formed, and chairmen of Sub-
committees appointed. (d) Members of In-Service
Education Subcommittee (“Stroke Team”) are
selected by the ProgramCommittee.

A.EducationandTraining.(a) Stroke Team attends a
4day Basic Training.Course. (b) Project Staff and
Consultants conduct two In-Service Education
sessions (2 hours each) for community physicians,



and nurses. (c) Project Staff and Consultants con-
duct 5-6 practical sessions in rehabilitative tech-
niques (positioning, transfer, ambulation) for
nurses and physical therapists. (d) Community
hospital nursing staff, with aid of training aids
loaned by Program and help of Project Staff as
needed, conduct 34 practical sessionsfor licensed
practical nurses, aides and orderlies. (e) Project
Staff helps plan periodic continuing education
sessions.

‘implementation of Communi~ Stroke Program

Admission of Patient
1. Nursenotifies Secretary
2. Secretary notifies: Project Staff and State Board

of Health Physical Therapy Consultant.
Evaluationandinitialorders
1. Nurseand physician record admission clinical data,

consultation and laboratory requests on form lb.
2. Physicianwrites Stroke AdmissionOrders.
TreatmentofPatient
1. Guidelinesof Management followed.
DischargePlanningConference
1. Secretary notifies Project Staff and Conference

members of date.
2. Conferenceheld.
3. Copy of DischargePlan sent to Project Staff.
PatientDischarged
1. Secretary notifies Project Staff of date of dis-

chargeand of first follow-up.
2, Forms la and lb completed and sent to Project

Staff.
Follow-Up
1. Project Staff and physician receive follow-upeval-

uation reports.

;omeFeaturesof Evaluation

BasicTrainingCourse:Ev~uation by participants
In-ServiceEducation
1. Evaluationby participants.
2. Pre-andpost-sessiontesting.

HospitalizationData
1, Date of admission
2. Clinicaland administrative data

(Hospitalization Forms la and lb)
3. Date of DischargePlanning
4. DischargePlan
5, Date of Discharge
6. Date of first follow-up

~..FO11OW-UPDate: Periodic fo~ow-upreports

i!.
~“:,,,:.g
~
g:,
m.

ComputerizationandRetrievalof Data

Feed-Backto Communi~~

1. Periodicvisits
2. Annual Workshop

SummaWof Results

Improvement of, and accessibility to the health de-
livery system is apparent in the fo~owing brief sum-
mary:

1. Communip Strokeprogramspresently involve 22
hospitals and 8 nursinghomes, with follow-up con-
ducted by 19 county health departments. Over
915,000 people reside in the counties with Iocrd
stroke programs.

2. Education, training,and more effective use of
manpowerparticipatingin local programs:

Nf.D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125
R. N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . .’ 390
P.H.N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103
P.T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
L.P.N.sandAides . . . . . . . . . . . . . 314
Others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55

TotA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,005

3. Altered and improvedpatternsof careare indi-
cated by gradufly increasing precision and com-
pleteness of clinical and laborato~ evaluation,
institution of early rehabilitation, more organized
discharge planning, and systematic post-hospital
follow-up.Some pertinent facts, from the hospita-
lization forms used in this program, illustrate
changes after the start of a locrd program: (These
figures are based on 122 pre-stroke program and
145 post-stroke programpatients.)

fi~-stroke Post-stroke
“program program

Patientevaluation cohort cohort

1. Bloodpressure . . . . . . 71% 96%
2. Typeand speedof

onset . . . . . . . . . . 7@o 88%
3. Side,severityof

weakness. . . . . . . . 59% 72%
4. Functionalabtiity . . . . 46% 63%

Useof Mu[titests

1. EIectrocwdio~am . . . . 27% 51%
2. F.B.S./2hr. pp.

sugar . . . . . . . . . . 39% 63%
3. Other(skullx-ray,

etc.) . . . . . . . . . . 18% 27%
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Putient evaluation

Treatment

1. Stroke admission
orders. . . . . . . .

2. Rehabilitation beWn
within 48 hrs. titer
admission. . . . . .

MortaliW within 48 hours

Dischargeplanningdone .

Scheduled,follow-up care
to date . . . . . . . .

Pre-stroke
program
cohort

. . 7%

. . o%

. . 24%

. . 49%

. . None

Post-stroke
program
cohort

71%

22%

16%

61%

loopts.

‘{f
!;!/

Measurementof HealthStatus (side and ‘severity 0~
weakness, functioned abflities, etc.) at admission, d[~
charge, and at 3-month intervals thereafter is presend~
availableon approximately 200 patients treated accord;
ing to the Guidelines of Management. These data are
now being retrieved for evaluation.

Reduction of hospitalizationcosts. Comparison of
pre-stroke program cohorts with post-stroke program
cohorts indicate that the latter have a reduced hospital
stay of over 4 days (approximately $200 less per pa.
tient).

FuturePlans

1.
2.
3.

Consolidating gains of participating communities.
Stroke Prevention and Surveillance.
Training additiond manpower through new pro.
grams.
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EVALUATION OF CANCER REGISTRIES

Participants

CharlesR.Key,M.D.- Nfoderator GeorgeLinden
AssistantDirectorforCancer Chief,CaliforniaTumorRegistry
NewMexicoRegionalhiedicdProgram StateDepartmentof Health

AbrahamRingel
PublicHealthAnalyst,Operations

~~les R. Smart,M.D. ResearchandSystemsAnatysis
Director,IntermountainTumor Registry RegionalMedicd ProgramsService

Useand Evahrationof CancerRegistries

ABR~AM NNGEL

Service-oriented cancer registries are organized and
operated primarily to assist physicians and patients in
the care of the latter. This is accomplishedmost directly
with periodic letters to physicians, and sometimes also
to patients (with the physician’sconsent) to ensure rou-
tine surveillanceof the disease.Thus, one measure of the
effectivenessof a registry is the increasingpercentage of
successfulmedicd fo~ow-up of patients over time. The
advantagesof medical fo~ow-up are also reflected in the
increased diagnosis of additional primary malignancies
and recurrent cancers in the early stages of the disease.

Additional services may take the form of periodic
comparative reports to physicians to evaluate the diag-
nosisand management of cancer in the community and
in the separate hospitals. Patient information by age,
race, and sex by cancer site and histologic type, by
extent of disease (stage), methods of diagnosis, treat-
ment modalities, and survival may lead to improved
understanding and management of the disease in the
community. For example, the data collected by the
registrymay be used to deterfine the trend in the diag-
nosisand survivalof patients with varioussites of “cancer.
Thisinformation may also be helpful to hospital admini-
strators in the development of strategies for optimum
operation of their institutions, as well as to community
planners to determine priorities and the allocation of
resourcesfor facilities, equipment, and manpower.
.,4
{~t:.However,it must. be emphasized that statistical re-
~@rts without analysis and interpretation have little;:

value. Most physicians and other users of registry data
do not have the time or background to evaluate statis-
tical data.

A subsidiary value of a cancer registry is its effect in
the preparation of complete and accurate medical charts.
One way to measure this would be to evrduatethe com-
pleteness and accuracy of various items in medicd charts
prior to the initiation of the registry, with medical charts
completed after the registry was organtied. Comparisons
of the information recorded concerning diagnosis,extent
of disease, pathology, and therapy for the same sites in
the two periods might show sign~lcant changes for the
better.

Examples of measures to determine the effectiveness
of cancer registry programs are:

1. Improvements in the medicd follow-up of patients
in each of the participating hospitals;

2. Improvements in the proportion of cases hicro-
scopicdy confirmed in the participating hospitals;

3. Improvements reflected in the earlier diagnosis of
casesby anatomic site;

4. Changes in the length and/or qutity of survival,
by age, sex, race, and socioeconorrdc group for
each type of cancer;

5. Improvements in the completeness of reporting by
participating hospitals;

6. Improvements in the completeness and accuracy
of abstracted cancer cases (quality control);

7. The schedule of participation and compliance With
agreed upon procedures and definitions by partici-
pating hospitals;

8. The utility and value of the central registry in
intramural and community programs of profes-
sional and public education.
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Alternative hlethodolo~es for Evaluation
of Re@stries

GEORGE LINDEN

Let me first express my appreciation for being invited
to participate in this Regional Medicd Program special
session on evaluation of cancer registries. Let me also
make clear that I am not in any way an expert in pro-
gram evaluation. I am here today because of my back-
ground and expedience in the organization, operation
and use of a central cancer registry. My first impulse,
when Mr. Ringel invited me to participate, was to back
off as fast as I could; all I could think of was “I don’t
know how to evaluate cancer registries.” But Mr. Ringel
is very persuasive. He accepted my statement and then
went on from there to convince me to participate in this
session.

Evaluation itself is not new to me. My training as a
statistician and my position as Chief of California Tumor
Registry for more than fifteen years have forced me to
be continuously aware of the problem of evaluating
what I was doing or attempting to do. Most of it has
been informal-the one formal evaluation having
occurred when I first joined the Registry staff. The
Registry, which had been operating for seven years,
underwent a thorough evaluation of its activities. This
resulted in the deletion of many items which were
originally thought to be “nice to know about” and some
which were important but not obtainable and dso in-
volvedsome basic changesin procedures which made the
Registry more efficient and better able to meet its gods.

Our purpose here is to discuss means of evaluating
cancer registries which have been developed as part of
the Regional MedicrdProgram activities. Any such evrd-
uation must, of course, go back to the purposes and the
goals for which the registrieswere established. These wfll
differ among the various operations and each registry
will have to be evaluated in terms of its own precise
purposes and goals. There is, however, a common goal
that underlies the activities of dl cancer registries and dl
cancer programs and that is the benefit to the cancer
patient. The primary question therefore becomes: “What
effect does the registry have on the cancer patients?”
Since the survivalof cancer patients is usurdly the focus
of our measurements, the question can be narrowed to:
“What has the registry done to improve the sutivd of
cancer patients?”

It is precisely this question which led to my initial
reaction of ”pullingback and sayingI didn’t know how to
evaluate cancer registries. Can we prove that the activi-
ties of the registry actually led to the increased survival

of cancer patients and that this increased survivalwould’
not have occurred without the activities of the central
cancer registry? I can assure you that this is a very diffi-
cult hypothesis to prove directly and conclusively.

This does not mean,’however, that evaluation is
impossible; cancer registries can be evaluated by
dropping down to a lower order of evahration. There are
many areas in our work and personal lives where com-
plete scientific proof of a given hypothesis cannot be
obtained but where the preponderance of evidence leads
us to what we regard as a reasonable”conclusion and
action can be taken.on the basis of that conclusion. For
example–one of the goals of most central cancer regis-
tries is to provide data and information that is useful to
the medical community in its cancer educational activi-
ties. These data provide a resource for the physician in
describing and analyzing his experience or his hospital’s
experience and can also be used as a basis for clinical and
other studies. I would not want to take on the task of
provingconclusivelyand scientificdy that the use of the
data for medical education did in fact assist the cancer
patient. Conversly, however, there would be little dis.
agreement with the assumption that the continuing
education of physicians who are diagnosingand treating
cancer patients wfll help the patients with cancer. If we
can accept this as a reasonable assumption, we can then
say that one of the goalsof a cancer registry is being met
when we provide physicians with these data. The next
step is to decide whether the registry is in fact providing
such data, and here we are on much firmer ground. We
can review the activities of the registry and determine
whether the registry has or has not provided such infor-
mation for the use of the medicd community. Wecan go
one step further and try to determine whether in fact
these data are being used and how they are being used
by the medical, hospital, and pub~c lledth community.

Another example of the evaluation of a cancer
registry on what I crdl a secondary level has to do with
the following: Can we prove conclusively that medicd
follow-up increases the survival of the cancer patient?
Obtaining such proof may be possible(it certainly would
be difficult to do) and I’ve heard the statement cha-
llenged.I think I am a reasonable person. I think it rea”
sonable that medical follow-up of cancer patients will
result in longer survivalthan the survivalof patients who
receive no medical follow-up after their first course of
treatment. I am wflling to accept this assumption and
therefore would accept an increase in the level of
medical follow-upof cancer patients as evidence that the
registry activity had been beneficird (being dso hard
headed, I would want to see evidence showing that it
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was the activity of the registry which had increased the
levelof medical follow-up).

Weare on much firmer ground when we consider an
item of evaluation which the American College of Sur-
geons is planning to introduce as a requirement in their
cancer program–that is, the quality of survival.I think it
would be easier to prove and certainly easier to accept
the hypothesis that continued medical follow-up is bene-
ficial to the well-beingof the cancer patient.

The point of these remarks then is that whfie we may
not be able to prove directly and conclusively that a
cancer registry increases the survival rates of cancer
patients, we can on reasonable grounds show that the
successfuloperation of a cancer registry does benefit the
cancer patient.

The Regional MedicA Programs are a comparatively
young operation and the cancer registries organized as
part of this program even younger. Most of the registries
were organized during the last couple of years. It may
therefore be a little premature to attempt to evaluate
them in terms of the find gods for which they were
established. It may instead be necessary to look at the
registries in terms of their developmental gords during
their early organizational years. It is obviously not
possible to judge a registry in terms of publication of
five-yearend-results if it has ordy been in existence for
two years. The factor of time therefore becomes im-
portant. How long has the registry been established? If it
has been in existence for ody one year or two years,
what goalswere specified for completion within that one
or two year period?

Evaluation will therefore probably be in terms of
technical goals. Is the registry system itself organized
and operating? Does the registry have properly trained
staffl Have the details of the operating system been
worked out? Have they been documented? ISthe system
actually working? Are the various parts of the system,
hospitals, physicians, etc., cooperating fuUy?

Has the registry developed suitable forms for obtain-
ing the original data plus a handbook of instructions for
those who are charged with obtaining the data? How
good are the data being entered into the system? Does
the abstract or other form on which the data are entered
accurately reflect the patient, his cancer and his treat-
ment? What education means are being used to insure
that the personnel in the hospitals abstracting the data
are trained and knowledgeable? Are workshops being
conducted to assist these people? Has a program of
quality control of data been instituted? Is there review
of incoming records and independent abstracting of a
sampleof cases to insure a high quality of data?

Is the codil~gand classificationof the various pieces
of information entered into the registry system accu.
rate? Is there any check on the quality of coding? Is the
data processing system working as it should? Are the
data being processed accurately and on time? Are the
computer programs for processingand retrieval of data
functioning properly? Can data be obtained quic~y and
at minimum cost?

How current are the data? Are the hospitals reporting
cases early enough or are they lagging behind in their
abstracting? How good is the follow-up system? Is it
working as originally planned or are there difficulties in
carrying it out? What proportion of patients are actually
followed? What proportion of patients are followed
medicdly?

These are some of the questions which you will be
concerned with in evaluating the effectiveness of a
registry operation during the first organizational years.

Although the accumulation of information on sur.
vival may take a number of years, it is still possible for
the registry to feed information back to the hospitals,
the medical community, and the individualphysician (if
this is part of the reporting process) during the early
years of the operation. It can fairly early provide basic
information on the demographic characteristics of the
cancer patients, their cancers(site, histologic type, stage,
etc.) and treatment. Information on stage of diseasecan
provide an estimate of the level of early diagnosis of
cancer. This can be used to support a program to
improve the levelof early diagnosisand bring patients to
treatment earlier.

I don’t want to exaggerate tile output that a registry
can produce in its early years. A registry’s usefdness
increases with time and the early years are a time of
limited output. What is most important of course is that
the community and especially the physicians be in-
formed of the progressof the registry.and be the recipi-
ents of early output of information. This is an important
point for evaluation. Has the registry produced any
data? If so, has it been disseminated to the medicsd,
hospital and lay communities?How has it been used?

I would like to take a few moments to stress the
documentation of activities carried out by a central
cancer registry. At the beginningof my talk I mentioned
the informal evaluation which occurs almost continu.
ously. on occasion it becomes very immediate and
important. We were asked, severalweeks ago, to provide
documentation regarding the vahreof our actitity to the
Department’s program. I wti told, at 3:30 :P~. on a
Thursday, that the documentati
before noon on Friday. Wehave,
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O( (>peration,developed material which can be readif~
used for documentation. I wrote a very short statement
rtg~rding our program and attached to it two of the
documents which we had developed. One of these was a
Pr{>grcssReport which is compfled every six months. We
originally started this to keep track of and to evaluate
our own activities. Wehave since found it useful in many
other situations. A copy of this report is avdable for
observation on the table. The other document I attached
WJSa list of publications which the Registry has pro-
duced. I believe this kind of documentation is extreme[y
important in evaluation of a cancer registry.

The Progress Report for January-June 1970 shows
[he number of cases received during the first hdf of
1970 and the total as of June 30. It also shows the status
of current fo~ow-up efforts, including the number of
cases in active follow-up, how many died, the number
actually followed and how many were medicdly ex-
anlined. The report also contains a detailed description
of the requests for data which were completed during
this six month period. There were a total of 57 such
requests and I believe that the listing of the individurd
requests constitutes evidence useful in evaluation of the
activities of the registry. The annual reports which we
provided to hospitals during this period are also de-
scribed. There is a section on the Hospital Data Books
which we developed this year for each of the partici-
pating hospitals. The Data Books provide a compre-
hensive and clearly presented account of the cancer
experience of each hospital and are a solid example of
the usefulness of a central cancer registry. A copy of the
Data Book is also on the table. The ProgressReport also
includes a description of a number of studies in which
j>e were involvedduring this period, a Iistingof two new
publications, a description of the future plans of the
Registry, and an account of our activities with the
RegionsdMedical Programs in California. It also coversa
proposed central cancer registry in Los AngelesCounty;
hospitaI consultation, training and lectures carried out
by the Registry staff; the activities of the Nameda
County population based Cancer Registry; work per-
formed under contract with the National Cancer Insti-
tute’s End Results Group; the Third National Cancer
Survey; and a list of visitors to the Registry. The Pro-
gressReport has developed from very modest beginnings
to a very useful tool for orientation and for documen-
tation of the activities of the California Tumor Registry.
Other evidence and documentation of the Registry
activity is avaflable for your review on the table; there
are dso sign-up sheets if you want copies ‘of any of the
materiaI.

A few words about what one writer of the material 1
received in preparation for this session called “dynamic
evaluation”. 1 agree wholeheartedly that the evaluation
process should not be static. The placing of a value on
any part (or all) of the regist~ system should be fol:
lowed by the inquiry, “Does the evaluation indicate that
changes are necessary to improve the situation?” If so,
the evaluation should at least indicate the necessary
changes and possiblyinitiate action to make the changes.
Maybe we should propose that a future evahration be
made of the effects of the present evahration. Was it
worth the time and effort? Did it really result in an
improved registry program?

What I have said today is certainly not exhaustive in
terms of evaluation of cancer registries, but I hope that
the combination of your own discussions on program
evaluation and our presentations and discussions here
will make it possible for you to evafuate the activities of
your own cancer registry program.

Nlethodologiesfor Evaluating Effectiveness
and Value of Registries

CHARLESR. SMART,M.D.

Incidence and Epidemiological Registries study the
differences in geographic, racial, religious, environ-
mental, social and economic groups seeking etiological
factors leading to prevention.

End Results Registries study survivaf to determine
national baselines and to monitor change in survivsd
rates.

The Clinical Cancer Control ‘Registryhas in the past
been hospital based and patient oriented, attempting to
control cancer through encouraging life-time interval
follow-through examinations on dl patients having had
cancer. Through the regular follow-up examination it is
hoped that recurrences and second primary cancers wtil
be discovered at a time when they can still be cured.
This type of registry also seeks to serve as a self-evalu-
atory and educational mechanism for both the hospital
staff and individual physicians.

While these various registries are emphasizing one
phase of the problem or another, their functions greatly
overlap and their gods can be summarized under the
headings of sewice, educationor research.

In October 1965, CongresspassedPublic Law 89-239,
known as Title IX - Education, Research, Training, and
demonstrations in the fields of Heart Disease, Cancer,
Stroke, and Related Diseases, encouraging through
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;rants the development of cooperative arrangements
,mong medical groups and institutions in making avail-
lble to their patients the latest advancesin the diagnosis
lnd treatment of these diseases.This bi~ has givenrise to
nany new clinical cancer controI types of registries to
issist in clarifying the Iocd problem with solid facts,
:hus allowingIogicd planning of needed programsand
issuringa greater continuity of re-examination of cancer
?a tients. We shall concentrate upon and describe
nethods of evaluation of this type of registry.

OBJECTIVES AND EVALUATION

Analysis of gods and objectives must precede eval-
uation.

1. Decide upon the gods you intend to reach at the
end of the program

2. Select the procedure, content, and methods which
are relevant to the objectives

3. Carryout the program
4. Measureor evaluate the performance accordingto

the objectivesor gods originallyselected.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

oObjectives

/\

Cancer Control depends upon both Physicians and
Patients, The physician is busy and must find the inter-
action with the Cancer Control helpful and satisfying –
the re-enforcement must be meaningful. Knowledge,
skflls and attitudes developed on the part of the physi-
cian willbe transferred to better patient care. Evrduation
feedback from the physician and from patient care
should be utdized in adjusting the program’smethods or
objectives.

By modifying the evaluation measurements used in
educational programs (attendance, opinion, gain in
knowledge, change in behavior), one can develop the
fo~owing parameters for the evacuation of canwr
registries:

1. Participation
2. Opinion or Attitude of the physician
3. Improvement in life-time intewal follow-through

examinations
4. Improvement in patient management
5. Improvement in patient survival

EXAMPLE OF PROGRAM EVALUATION

UtahTumorRegktw

In October 1966, the tumor registry of the’ inter-
mountain Regional Medical Program was formulated on
paper. The registry was an integral part of a compre-
hensive cancer control program involving clinic$, semi-
nars, telephone - radio - TV programs, etc. The general
concepts are depicted in the diagrams on the following
page:

The objectives of the Cancer Control Registry were:

n“ ‘n’ 1. To survey and to establish local baselines.
2. To provide local practicing physicians with accu-

UEvaluation ~
(

Methods
)

DYNAMICS OF PROGRAM EVALUATION

Accentuate the positive
Eliminate the negative

(PROGRESSION)

Eliminate the negative
but alone leads to stereotyping

(STATIC)

rate, meaningfulfeedback.
3. To save lives through the systematic follow-up of

all cancer patients.
4. To identify deficiencies and design operational

projects accordin~y.
5. To evaluate operational projects.
At first the importance of No. 3 was not completely

appreciated. It now heads the Iist.

Methods

1. Gain the support of the medical profession, hos-
pitals, health department, cancer society and other in-
terested health agencies.

2. Enhance presently existing hospital tumor regis-
tries by providing:

a. Meaningfullistingsof their patients’ data
b. Survivalreports by site and stage
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c. Computer written follow-up letters to their physi-
cians on U living patienti not reported within the past
year.

d. Automatic updatkg from death certificates, read-
missionto other hospitals, etc.

e. Public Health Nurse tracer on d patients who
could not be found by the hospital tumor registry secre-
tary.

3. Divide. and conquer cancer by providing each
physician with his own patients’ data as derived from
mdtiple hospital registries, enabling him to evaluate his
own cancer practice - patient fo~ow-up, treatment and
survivrd.Listings of current medicd references and state
and national survival rates are included on the physi-
cian’scomputer report.

4. Merge and analyze the data from the entire state,
doting planning, evaluation, education and lost patient
follow-upon a regionalbasis.

a. Medical society articles are published in the Rocky
MountainMedicalJournal

b. Cancer society – developed rural cancer survey
cEnicsas a result

c. American Coflegeof SurgeonsStudy Committee on
Cancer

d. The State Health Department
e. The Regional Medical Program – for evaluation of

operational projects.

Evaluation

For the purposes of thissubject we will ded ordy
with the Utah data, although the entire regist~ now
serves sti states and is known as the Rocky Mountain
States Cooperative Tumor Registry. Many of the present
innovations in this regist~ were contributions from the
other five states. ~le the Utah Registry did not offi-
cia~y etist untd Aprfl 1967 when it received funding
from the DRMP, patient data from d 44 hospitals were
collected back to January 1, 1966, and in those four

MANPOWER

FACILITIES

EOUIPMENT

S= YOU-E ME-YOU REMOTE 1

~o>uLT<oN -’O”+’LLOwMAN”:”
RADIO TV V1OEO APE
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/\
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hospitals which had registries, data were included going
back to January 1, 1957.

TumorRegr”svReportof Accomplishments

April 1, 1969- Sept 1, 1970, “-

I~P& Sk state
Utahre~stry re@s@

Newcases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOUOWup letters . . . . . . . . . . . .
Casesfo~owedupby publicnurse. . .

Dead . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Referredto physiciancare . . . . .
Lost to fo~ow Up . . . . . . . . . .

In, process . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Patientlistingssentto physicians. . .
Hospitalprint outs . . . . . . . . . . .
Outputsfor specialresearch. . . . . .
Outputsfor articlesin Rocky Mountain

MedicalJournal . . . . . . . . . . .
Trainingsessionsfor registry

workers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tumor registryhandbooksprinted and

distributed

7,707 19,134
49,287

319
42

176
73
28

2,445
230
61

8

4

650

simulative casesin registries . . . . . 40,488 51,915

Since in evaluation one is primarfly interested h
determining whether gods and objectives have been
accomplished we wfll look at the resdts rather than how
they were achieved.

Objective No. 1. To save lives through systematic
follow-upof rdlcancer patients.

1. How many caseshave been registered? Eliminating
benign tumors there were 28,996 cancers registered asof
September 9, 1970 in the Utah Registry. Efiminattig
further those registered in more than one hospital, etc.
(the non-analytic cases),we are left with 23,183 andytj~
cases which were treated by 774 physicims in 44 hoi:
pitals. This is about 2500 new cases per year. Basedoh
the population of 1 tilion people in Utah, one would
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expect 2,850 new cases per year, or 12.3% more than
were registered. No attempt has been made to pick up
the cases diagnosed and treated in physicians’ offices,
which make up a high percent of au skin malignancies.
This is evidenced from the fact that the three leading
dermatologists in the state each have fewer than three
cases recorded. By checking the death certificates and
cross checking with the radiation therapists and
pathologists of the state and considering the number of
patients diagnosed and treated out of our state, it would
appear that we are missing 15 - 20%of the malignancies

“inthe Utah Registry.
2. IVhat fields of medicd practice treat the most

cancerpatients in the registry?

Fieldof practice

Surgery . . . . . . . . .
G.P.’s . . . . . . . . . .
Int. Med. . , . . . . . . .
RadiationRx . . . . .
OBGYN . . . . . . . . .
Urology . . . . . . . . .
Neurologyand Surg . . .
ENT . . . . . . . . . . .
Pediatrics. . . . . . . .
Orthopedics . . . . . .
Opthmology . . .

No. No.
Doctors patients

138
252
122

5
80
23
17
26
43
35
26

3.PhysiciansNon-Participationin &ncerPatientFollow-upProyam.

(Non-participation= over10%or 5 patientsnot reported2 Yrs.)

By Coun&of Restience

Non/ total

Gp’s 8 / 257 ( 3%)
Surg. 14/ 138 (10%)
OB-GYN11/ 80 (14%)
Urol. 2 /23 ( 8%)
Ortho. 2 /35 ( 5%)
Neuro. 2 / 17 (11%)
Opthd. 2 / 26 ( 7%)
ENT 1/26 ( 3%)
Int. M@. 4 / 122 ( 3%)
Radiation 0/ 5 ( O%)
Peal’s 1 /43 ( 2%)

47/772 ( 7%)

SaltLake Cty

2 I 77
11 / 87
10/ 54
0 I 15
1 /26
2 I 14
1 I 1,3
1 / 19
2 / 89
01 3
0/25

30/ 422 ( 7%)

WeberCty

O/ 26
1 I 20
1 / 14
2/ 4
1/ 5
0/ 3
0/ 5
0/ 3
0 I 20
0/ 1
0/ 8

5 I 109 ( 5%)

UtahCty

2 I 37
0 / 10
0/ 7
0/ 2
0/ 3
0/ o
0/ 5
0/ 2
21 9
0/ o
0/ 2

4 /77 ( 5%)

7,748
3,417
3,059
2,676
1,897
1,778

563
358
294
196
127

Other

4 J 117
2 /21
01 5
0/ 2
0/ 1
0/ o
1/ 3
0/ 2
0/ 4
0/ 1
1/ 8

8 / 164 ( 5%)

No.
patients~
Doctor

55
14
25

535
24
74
33
14
7
6
5

Sincethe abovedata depict the Non-ParticipationRate the overti participation rate accordingto the criteria set forth is 94%.

4. A telephone interview was carried out with 102
physicians’office staff to try to determine the manner in
which the foflow-up letters were being used and if they
were helpful. The offices were chosen according to the
sizeof community and the number of letters they were
receiving.23% of the officesfelt the letters were helpful
as a refinder of those patients not returning for re-
examination. 85% of the letters were completed by the
physician, 1I% by the nurse and 4% unknown. Only 8
officeshad a system that would contact the patient if he
fafled to keep an appointment, and most “offices de-
pended upon the patient to return at the time of his
appo~tment but have no fad-safemechankm buflt ~. ‘A
iumber of physicians known to be strong supporters of

the tumor registry were used as a control; yet two ftirds
of their secretaries said they knew nothing about it or
gavea negativeresponse.

5. In viewof the questionable vahdity of the above
study a survey questionnaire was distributed at a scien-
tific meeting of the Utah State Medicd Association.
Fifty physicians were in attendance (some outof-state
guests). Forty-one questionnaires were completed show-
ing 73% of the physicians felt tie registry had been of
value or assistance to them. Of the 27% that felt it had
been of.no value or assistance, three did not treat cancer
patients, two had not received any reports, two did not
use their reports, two were internists, and one physician
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Number of Letters per Office

1-1o

F

Yes 1
3,000 No 8

3,000to Yes 2
10,000 No 6

EYes 5
10,000 NO 16

8/38=21Y.

Yes 2 I Yes 1
No 9 No 3

I

Yes 3 I Yes 6
No 7 No 5

1

Yes 6 I Yes 6
No 17 No 9

1

1l/40=27Y0 7/24=29Yo

saw no advantage in the program. One wanted simplifi-
cation and remuneration.

6. Are the individud physicim’s cancer registry list-
ings of his personal cases of any vahre in the saving of
patient’s lives?

a. These listings are simply a compilation of the most
significant data which the registry has on W of a
doctor’s patients. It supplemenfi the tumor registry
fo~ow-up letters in reminding the physician of patients
who have not returned, but in addition summarizes his
experience with specific kinds of cancer. A prominent
surgeon in Salt Lake City said, “Before I received my
personal computer listing of my cases, I codd not
remember a sin~e case of cancer of the stomach that
was living. I found that I have five cases stifl tiving. I
operate with a different attitude on patients with cancer
of the stomach now!” One of the busiest urologists in
our city said, “Before 1’received my computer listing I
thought carcinoma of the prostate was a pretty benign

Type of Practice

GP’s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Surg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Int. Med. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OBGYN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Peals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ortho. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ENT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Opthal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Urol. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Neuro. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Radiol. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1149 50+

4/24=177.

5/24=21Y.
>,,,,

17/54=31 y.

24/102 =23Yo

disease. I was amazed to see the large percentage of my
patients who have died rather rapidl~ 0~this disease.” ‘

b. In assessingour success or failure in any ventureii
is important to have standards with which to compare
our performance. In the physician listings, medicd refer.
ences have been provided pointing out current thought
on the latest in the diagnosisand treatment of that par;
ticular disease. I have been of the opinion that thew
articles are little used and are likely a waste of effort. In
considering discontinuing them and utdizing the space
for a summary analysisof the states experience with that
site or for use in communicating education messagesto
physicians, a cry went up from the Wyoming Cancer
Registry. They found that their reprint serviceincreased
300 fold following the distribution of physician listings.
The last time we alternated every other site with sum-
maries of our state’s experience with fiat cancer. A
questionnaire in the form of a post card was prepared
and sent on September 9th with the physician’sreports.

ValueOfReportsToPhysicians
(postcardquestionnaire)

Questiomaire
Nos. Sent Nos. Returned Percent Returned

257
138
122
80
43
35
26
26
23
17
5—

59
42
38
15
10
4

10
3
4
0
0—

23%
31
31
19
23
11
38
11
17
0

Q,

Pereent Reporttig
Someor Frequent Value Little

74%
90
57
80
50

100
100
66
75
0

L,

20%
11
39
20
40
0
0

33
25
0

~

TOTAL 77 185 24% 75% 22%



The questionnaire indicated that 82 did not use the
references, 58 used them once or twice, 39 three or four
times and 17 over five times. 106 desired the future use
of both references and site summaries, 54 summaries
alone and 8 references alone, 16 indicated they wanted
neither.

c. The addition of State and National SurvivalFigures
is essential to the physicians’ report in order that he
might have standards for comparison as well as for devel-
oping a better understanding of the natural course of
that specific diseasesite and type. The latter will benefit
him in future decisionmaking regarding patient manage-
ment. One of the problems in our present reports is that
we are comparing absolute with relative survival– which
willhave to be corrected.

7. In attempting to evaluate (measure) whether we
are saving lives through systematic follow-up of dl
cancer patients, we have been skirting the issue and
measuringthe methods rather than the objective. There
are a number of studies showingwhere second primaries
are nearly as curable as the primary and where isolated
metastasis have been cured in as high as 257~in some
selected series and where subsequent therapy to re-
current or metastatic disease has sometimes resdted in
cures. Rather than trying to document each of these
cases in the registry, it should suffice to demonstrate
that because of the registry, patients are now being fol-
lowed and re~xamined who otherwise would not be.
TheGovemorof the American Collegeof Surgeons, Utah
Chapter, is a man of long experience in the surgery field.
He thought the tumor registry was just a s@tistics-
gathering tool, for which he had neither time nor
patience and persistently threw d of his foflow-up
letters in the waste basket as soon as they arrived. He
agreed to try the experiment of pufling dl of his records
and fallingout the reports on those he had seen within
the past year and then ctiing the others in for re-
examination. Several months later at a surgical staff
meeting he presented his experience with carchoid
tumors of the sma~ bowel. Following this some figures
from the hospital tumor registry were referred to and
the doctor interrupted the meeting to say, “I thought

the registry was nothing but a bunch of busy work, until
I tried the experiment of calling the patients I had not
seen for reexamination. Many of those I thou@t should
have been dead were ahve and many that I thought
should be alive had died, and some patients were able to
have further treatment and hopefuuy would be cured.”
He said, “The importance of this Progam is not sta-
tistics but GOODPATIENTCARE!” He encouraged~
present to try the same experiment.

If we accept the word of the office secretaries before
discussed, then 23% of offices receive SOnZC help in
follow-upfrom the registry. If we accept the opinion of
the physician questionnaire at the State Medic~ Meet-
ing, then 73% and it helpful. If we look at the per-
centage of doctors participating in the follow-up pro-
gram then 94% is the figure. The real question is how
much do these letters help or how much could they help
in a ddigent conscientiousdoctor’s office?

One can see that even in the most dtiigent doctors’
offices cancer patients wU1be lost unless there is some
type of fafl-safe technique which will cau to the at-
tention of the doctor that the patient has not been in. In
the best offices the number of patients who will be thus
called in for re-examination will be in the range of 10 to
35%.

Objective #2 of providing practicing physicians with
accurate, meaningful feedback has been discussed and
evaluated through the post card questionnaire and the
response for reprints, etc. In addition to the above,
articles are being published every other month in the
Rocky Mountain Medicd Journal by various medicd
societies. These articles are attempting to answer the
questions: where are we? where should we be? how can
we get there? Sixty-one requests have been filled in the
past year for speciaJstudies for physiciansand hospitals.

Objective#3 should now be the development of local
baselines. This has been accomplished through our
computer summaries and survival curves which are run
every 3 to 6 months on the entire region and on each
state. In addition a specialmatrix run will summarize W
information which we have on the computer for a
spectilc site or for au states grouped together.

Suwey OfFourPhysician Practices

Phys. TotalPts Dead Altie Notrep.2years No.letters

A . . . . . 2,588 1,461 1,077, 26 2.4% 385
B. . . . . 709 270 436 1 0.2% 125
c . . . . . . 244 129 115 1 0.9% 28
D. . . . . 137 45 92 2 2.2% 43

,,,,(~
f!:’,,-...

Ptk calledin

110(28%)
12 (lo%)
6 (21%)

15 (35%)
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Objective #4 of identifying deficienciesand designing
indicated operational projects is in constant action. A
cancer of the head and neck survey was conducted in
Price, Utah, because of the increased number of these
carcinomas in this area. Also a special study by the
American College of Surgeons study committee in Utah
is investigatingcarcinoma of the stomach in this area due
to increased incidence as identified by the tumor
registry. The American Cancer Society undertook cancer
of the breast and ceMx surveys (detection clinics)
throughout the rural areas of Utah because these are the

,~r
,:{’;

first and second most frequent malignanciesin this s~’
““&A special investigation of cancers of the lip is presen, y

being done due to the poor survival rates obsefi~~
through the registry. iw$

. :ri*
Objective#5 of evaluatingoperation~ cancer Projects

is under way to see if specific”malignancies are getting
the best primary and palliative therapy. The Sdt Ne
area is being compared to the Ogden area and boti’”of
these are compared with the Soufiern Idaho area where
we have put on continuous monthly cancer cIinics and
seminars.
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Regional AdvisoryGroups as a Factor
in the Regionabzation Process

DAVID A. PEARSON, Ph.D.

It is important to examine three key phrases used in
the title of this paper. The first is “regional advisow
~oups.” The impficatiori is that RAGs have a major

policy-making role which allows them to both affect and
effect regionalized activities. Such is the case, as each
RAG is charged with responsibility for planning and
operating each Regional Medical Program (~).
Further, each RAG has a specific role in developing pro-
gram objectives and for reviewing, guiding and evahrating
ongoing planning and operating activities. Concerning
regionalization, Regional Medical Program Service guide-
lines require that “the Advisory Group, through the

grantee, must submit to the Division of Regional Medic~
Programs an annual statement giving its inde~ndent
evaluation of effectiveness of the regional cooperative
arrangement (regiondization) established by the
Regional Medicd Program.>’l Clearly, the RAG h~

responsibility in the regionalization process and, [as
stated in the above quote] it must make an independent
evaluation of regionalized activities. Logic, rather than
official guidelines, dictates that RAG evrduation is in-
dependentof the RMPCoordinator or his staff.

1USDHEWHeflth Servicesand Mentaf HealthArfministra-

1“

>
~, tion, Guidelines,Regr”onalMedi~a!Provams 1968,p. 9.
7,,,
;;

The second term needing examination is the word
“factor.” As used in the title, it implies that the RAG is
but one of various elements which combine to promote
or retard re@onalization. obviously, there are other

factors of an extrinsic and intrinsic nature- A decade
ago, Masur wrote about the regiondizati~ aspects of
the Hill-Burton program stating that “facto~ of medic~
economics, civic pride, institutional autonomy, and
professional chauvinismhave retarded the initiation and
development of coordinated hospital systems.”2 “The
Hfll-Burtongoal of coordinated hospital systemsand the
RMPgoal of cooperative arrangements contain many of
the same concepts and principles of re~ontization. If
there is objectivity, it wfll be found that hlasur’scom-
ments about Hill-Burton’s regiona[ization apply un-
nervinglyto RegionalMedicd Programs.~erefore, each
RAG, in keeping with its charge to produce an in-
dependent evaluation must ask such probing questions
as:

1.
2.
3.
4.

what regionalizationactivities have we planned?
how many havebeen implemented?
how are they progressing?
of 41 our RMP activities how” many are truly
“regionalized” as opposed to “regioml”? TOthis
extent the term “regional” implies simply those
RMP activities that happen to take place in a

2Df. Jack Masur, “RegionalPlanningmmot Remaina paper
Pattern,” Hospitals, 34, Jan~Y 1, 1960,p. 48.
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geographicarea or region, and the term “regional-
ized ” implies vew definite well-defined, co-
operativeactivities.

These questions lead to the third phrase whichneeds
explanation–’’the re~onafization process.” It might
have been better to use the phrase “re@ondization
concept” rather than the “regionaEzation process,” as
“concept” means an idea whereas “process” implies an
ongoing, continuous activity or development. Clearly in
the continental United States we do not as yet have a
regiontized approach to the dehvery of medid mre;
nor do we truly have a definite for~l regionaked ap-
proach on a national basis to any component of health
services,be it continuing education or hospital planning.
At present, we are more in the world of applying
regional concepts or ideas to the field of health.

Many individuals are familiar with earlier efforts at
applying the regional concept to the bioad field of
health and medical care; the Bingham AssociatesPro-
gram, the Rochester Regional Health and Hospital
Council, the Abany Regionaf Hospital Program of
Nbany MedicalCo~ege, and the regionalizedprogramof
medical care in Puerto Rico stand out as “benchmark”
efforts. In the United States, these programs were the
initial application of the regional concept. They were, to
a considerable degree, based upon an earlier phase of
conceptual development, a phase which beganin serious
fashion in En#and when the Report of the Consultative
Council on Medicaland Mlied Services(DawsonReport)
was published in 1920. This report contained a recom-
mendation for regionalizing the delivery of personal
health services. The characteristic regional format of a
medical center as a base facility, a community hospital
as a district facflity and a health center in an outlying
area with a two-way flow of service and education
between the institutions had its modem day origins in
this 1920 report.

Individuals, public and private committees and com-
missions have been influenced by this report and its
format for regionalization. Similarities are found in the
1932 final report of the Committee on the Costs of
Medical Care, reports by the Senate Subcommittee on
Wartime Health and Education in the mid 1940s, the
report of the Commission on Hospital Care in 1946, the
Commission on Financing Hospital Care, and in such
Federal government efforts as the EwingReport and the
MagnusonCommission. The writings of such individuals
as Graham Davis, Joseph Mountin, and John Grant
contain a ptiosophy similar to that of the Dawson
Report.

One must not gain the impression that au these
rep orts, individuals and programs defined or im-

,,,4

.,,,

,:&’:,,
plemented regionalization in the same manner; “theydid’~:
not. Perhaps our present inability to state specifically”!>
what regionalization means in the health field comes8
from these varied approaches. At least three models
result from a historical analysisof health regionalization:
(1) patient care; (2) planning and coordination; and (3) a
continuing education model. The patient care model is
more or less a composite; however it preceded the de-
velopment of the other models. The Dawson Report, the
report of the Committee on the Costs of Medical Care,
and the regionalized health service program in puerto
Mco fau within this category. The patient care model is
characterized by such program operations as: (1) direct
service patient care; (2) regional planning; (3) co-
ordination of servicesand facilities; (4) post-graduate or
continuing education; and (5) clinical and administrative
consultation. The regional scheme has such
characteristics as: (1) a coordinated network of com-
prehensiveregional health and medical care services;and
(2) cooperative relationships between local, district,
state and (frequently) national planning agencies. The
“coordinated network” results from a process of inle-
grati)~gservices through cooperative efforts which are
directed at relating spatially separated health care re-
sources and activities to one another within a defined
servicearea.

The planning and coordination model has simflarpro.
gram operations, but excludes direct patient care

services.Whereasthe regionalschemeof the patient care
model is foimal and somewhat rigid, the planning and
coordination model contains voluntary relationships
between local, district and state planning councils, plus
voluntary relationships between facilities within a given
service area. Another distinction between the two
regional schemes is that the patient care model has
relationships amongall health servicesresources, whereas
the plaming and coo:”dinationmodel limits its concern
primarily to facilities. Examples of this model include
various hospital planning councils and the report of the
Commissionon Hospital Care.

The continuing education model is derived from the
numerous programs of postgraduate education de-
veloped and administered by medical schools beginning
at the conclusion of World War 11.Although this model
justifiably belongs in a discussion on the evolution of
health regionalization, such programs are “regional”
only in the sense that relationships exist between a
medical school and certain hospitals within a defined
area, or certain organizations offer educational activities
for the health manpower of a givengeographicalregion.
Thc only progra”mactivity is continuing education and,
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usually, it is difficult to pin-point ch3r2cttristics of a

regional scheme.
1f we in the health fie!d are objecti!e, \\e will recall

that application of regional concepts had been done to
other industn”es, and with greater su~~?sj, before we
“found” this approach. Such being the cast. ond through
the study of various t}pes and forms of application, it is
not difficult to develop certain ess~ntis[elsments which
characterize a regional scheme that can appl>’generally
to any activity. The regional concept is not static; it is
flexible and its application varies depending upon the
type of activity. Therefore, in this author’s mind, the
essential elements of regionafization in the broad sense
can be divided into two categories: structural elements
and functional elements.

Structural elements are common amorrgall regional
schemes, whereas functional elements jai]’ and relate
specifically to the activity which is to be regionalized.
The three common structural elemenrs are as follows:

1. the region must be demarcated so that the area is
economically and spatially detlrred:

2. there must be a sin~e organizational structure that
involves the complete region wherein administra-
tion is undertaken by a sin~e agency with
authority to undertake its responsibilities through
centralization of policy rmd decentralization of
activity or programsoperations; and

3. there must be a single financingmechanismwhich
supports completely the entire regionalactivity.

The functional elements specific to health regional-
ization are, again in this author’s eyes:

i. direct servicepatient care;
2. maintenance and improvement of professional,

technical and administrative practice;
3. rational pianning, coordination and integration of

resources and services.
Unlessa scheme contains these six essential eIements, it
fa~sshort of the ideai.

Obviously,RegionalAdvisoryGroupshavehad a major
impact in determining both the regional scheme and
regional activities of RMPs. }~at is the result, then,
when a comparison is made between RflP regional ac-
tivities, the three models of health regionalization and
the ideal model? Comparing RMP activities with the
patient care and ided models results, generally, in a
failing grade for the operating RJIPs. One must agree
with Bodenheimer’s3 evaluation that RhlPs have not

3mOma~S. Bodenheimer, “Re#ond }fedicatPrograms:No
‘” Road to Retionaltiation,” MedicalCareReview, 26, December

gene rated “c[)i~~l]le}lensivelegionalizarion.“ He stztcs
that “comprehensive regionalizatioo would provide a
mechanism t[)r allocating resources, includingmanpower
and facilitics, amL)ng all health institutions in a rcgit)n
and it woold link the region’s central and peripheral
institutions in order to facilitate patient referrals, tlow
of paticnt cccords, consultation by specialists and
gene ra1is ts, and continuing education.”4 Clearly.
Bodenheimcr’suse of the term “comprehensive regional-
ization” parallels tllc functional elcments of the patient
care and ideal models, and clearly the operating R\fPs
and their RAGshave failed to implement comprehensive
regionalization.

Have RhfPs had any successes,and do they deserve u
passinggraclefor any implementation of regionalization?
Clearly, this tinle, the answer must be yes. Although the
following information is based on 1969 clata, the current
percentages arc about the same. Almost a year ago, the
Division of Regional Medical Programs had approved
536 projects; of this total number 55 percent were in
continuin: education and training, 26 percent were
demonstrations of patient care, 11 percent were con-
cerned with planning, coordination and evaluation, and
8 percent were in the area of research and development.

The author does not have first-handknowledge of all
536 projects; howeverhe has visited variousWPS out of
professional interest and as a consultant for the Division
of Regional hledicd Programs. Further, progress reports
and other descriptive materiaIs have been perused on a
number of funded RMP activities. From this composite,
the author has a comfortable feeling that his knowledge
about RMPs and their activities is representative. This
being the case, it is a fair judgement to state the RMPsin
general have addressed themselves to various aspects of
reglonalization, or “cooperative arrangements,” as stated

in the Federal guidelines.
Over half of the funded RMPactivities are in the area

of continuing education, and many involve cooperative
arrangements among institutions, agenciesand other re-
sources in the regions. Cooperative arrangements are
more characteristic of patient care demonstration
activities where, frequently, there exists a coordinated
effort of patient referral and a flow of patients and
patient services between institutions. Examples of
regional cooperation are not difficult to find among8
percent of the total funded activities in the area of re-
search and development. Not au of the planning, co-
ordination and evaluation activities (11 percent of the

41bid.,p. 11S5.
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total) are conmrned with cooperative arrangements
because many such projects support RMP core staffs. Orr
the other hand, various projects can be isolated in this
area where there are definite efforts to identify the
characteristics (health, economic, social, demographic,
etc.) of a region; further, numerous projects address
themselves to coordination of facilities, manpower and
other resourcesin the regions.

Federal guidelines explain that the terms “coopera-
tive arrangements” and “regionalization” are synony-
mous, although they atso state that regionalization can
connote more than regional cooperative arrangements.
In support of a more broad connotation for regionaliza-
tion beyond the. timited idea of cooperative arrange-
ments, the guidelines list several other facets: linking
patient care to research and education; sharing of re-
sources;coordination among and between public, p.tivate
and voluntary health agencies and organizations. This
broadening of the term approaches the functional
elements of the patient care and ided models discussed
above.

If this distinction is only partly true then there is
confusion. A personal opinion hoids that the Federd
guidelines explain the broad facets of the regiondization
concept but emphasize ordy one segment (“cooperative
arrangements”) of the regional process. However, “co
operative arrangements” can exist, and many did, before
PL 89-239. Continuing education relationships and co-
operative arrangements have existed between medic~
schools and community hospitals for years; simflarly
between he~th agencies and organizations and the
health manpower within given geographic areas. Formal
and informal cooperative arrangements for patient care
also existed prior to RMP. As must be obvious by now,
regionatization means more than developingcooperation
between the resources of a given area. Further, it means
much more than undertaking activities for persons, insti-
tutions or agencies simply because they happen to be
located within a defined geographicarea.

The delineatiori of a region is one of the easier aspects
of regionalization in the health field. Relatively tried and
true economic, epidemiologic, and demographic tech-
niques can be applied to designate a particular geo-
graphic area as a district, region or health service area.
Given a quatified and capable staff, the RAG can
delegate delineation responsibilities. More serious ques-
tions and problems involving policy come about as to
what is to take place within a geographically and
economica~y delineated area. It is here that each RAG
has not only significant responsibility, but a major effort
which transcends mere planning to include an appraisal

of performance or operations; each RAG plans an~ .,,!:’
evaluates. :f~~:,i

Cooperative arrangements are the distinguishing~f~
characteristic of the Regional Medical Programs’ a@i~~~,.:’;!:
preach to regionalization. To go beyond this approach ,

toward the patient care and ideal models may possibly
go against PL 89-239 Section 900c, which requires that
RMP activities cannot interfere with the patterns or the
methods of financing patient care or professional
practice or with the administration ofhospita~s.

Each RAG, as one of the contributing elements in the
regionafization process, must determine whether the
patient care and ideal model runs afoul of this require-
ment. There appear to be no official regulations or guide-
hnes to determine how far an RMP can go without
interfering with existing patterns.

Each RAG wfll undoubted face this chrdlengein the
near future, not necessady from Regional MedicalPro-
gram Service itself but from outside influences such as
organized community and consumer groups, tech.
nologicd, scientific, and organizational accomplistients
and progress in the health field, and propods for
national .health insurance.

mat will become of Regional Medical Programs
when one or a composite of existing legislation and
proposals for national health insurance is enacted into
public law? Havethe RAGsmade any evaluation of such
existing proposals and legislation? Is regionalization and
the organization of health services included within these
activities?

Currently, there are about 10 to 15 legislative
proposals for national health insurance. A number of
these contain specific components which are directed,at
changing the organization, delivery and financing of
health services. Health le~slation during the 1960s
contained wording to prevent change. Regar~ess of
personal feelings about whether the nation’s health
service system should or should not be changed, it is
obvious that the authors of health legislation in this
decade see things far differently than those of the past
decade. The boldness of the current proposals to change
the “system” should provide some evidence of the neces-
sity to alter existing practices. The prediction is made
that the patterns of organizingand financinghealth and
medical care services and programs wfll change within
the next five years. Therefore, it is not whether change
wifl come, but rather the extent, scope and type of
change.

The composition of each RAG represents significant
leadership in each of the regions. Collectively within
each region, and collectivelyfrom a national standpoint,
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the RAGs can have a significant impact on the direction

of public policy in relation to health services. fie nation
is obviously in a transitional period regarding all of
health services–its provision, financing, education,
research and planning. Now, more than ever, is the time
for objective and independent evaluation of the regional-
ization process in each of the planned and operating
RegionalMedical Programs.

The underlying reasons for the generic approach to
regionalization involve principles of optimal allocation,
distribution and use of resources, maximization of out-
put, and the concept of providing goods and servicesto
persons within defined locales. Application of the
regionalapproach to any field or activity is done because
it holds promise as a way of achievingbalance.

Regionalism results out of a basic need or require-
ment for a more structured approach. In our society,
this need is caused by complexity and the related neces-
sity to obtain benefits which have economic or social
vahre; i.e. the need for greater efficiency which, in turn,
is related to prudent allocation of such resources as man-
power, equipment, facilities, money and natural re-
sources. The organized approach to obtain greater ef-
ficiencies is planning, and it is here that the process of
planning and the concept of regionalization come
together. This is why Comprehensive Health Planning
Programs and Regional Medicd Programs should work
together.

In general, regionalism is seen as the natural out-
growth of progress, and is associated with better service
to the consumer and maximkation of output for the
producer. The regional concept is viewed as a tool of
logic to reduw certain intangible factors to more under-
standable components. Those of us in the health field
have an opportunity to apply this concept. In this
respect, regionalism provides the basis for scientific plan-
ning and operation in the health field. Herein lies both
challenge and opportunity for each regional advisory
group.

Re@onalAdtisory Group
Basisfor Evaluation

PAUL E. WHITEand VAN HOVE

In considering the question of RAG evaluation it is
necessa~ to distinguish between evsduation and re-
search, Although evaluation may involve research, it is
essentiauy a process of comparing scientific aspects of
reality with preconceived norms. The norms reflect

‘i valuesand are usua~y expressed in terms of priorities we

set for our behzvior, both individuauy and collectively.
These priorities also take into account the likelihood of
their being achievedand represent in effect a selection of
ends from a number of alternatives. Research may serve
severalpurposes for us. It may indicate the various alter-
nativ~s open to us and it may help us to decide on the
feasibility of achieving them, but the final selection of
ends is governed by our values, i.e., what we feel is
desirable. Some organizations are fortunate in having
consensus among their members’values. Others are less
fortunate and are not able to decide on priorities.
Research cannot create values. It can, however, facilitate
their application.

Once values are explicit, priorities can be set and
evaluation is possible. Evaluation is a process of deter-
mining to what extent goalshave been realized, and, at a
secondary level, why a degree of success or faflure has
come about.

1wo caveats should guide our consideration of evahra-
tion. One is that the common practice of assessinga
chaotic situation in search of a measure or measures to
justify a program is not, by our definition, evaluation.
This procedure is more a process of post hoc rationa-
lizationor of documentation to provide legitimation. A
second point is that once indices of successhave been
devised, they sometimes can be the tati that wags the
dog, while, ironically, no longer reflecting the achieve-
ments originally desired. The measures or indices, in
effect, lose their validity. An example of this occurs in
the field of rehabilitating the handicapped, where the
measure of “number of patients processed” has often led
to the rejection of persons requiringlongterm treatment
and the acceptance of persons with negligiblehandicaps.
In this case, the type of “score” has displaced the
direction of the program.

One must therefore periodically reassess the va~dity
of measures one chooses and rdsomust not aflow them
to become the criteriafor selecting a course of action.
This is the problem of the meansbeco@ng the ends and
of. the “rigged game.” In such situations, the criteria
may lose any meaningful relationship with desired ends.

For these reasons, evaluation seldo,mcan rest upon
single measures. The meaning of each measure must be
ascertained periodically, and the validity of a measure or
index can be ascertained ody by its interrelationships
with other indices. For example, the number and kinds
of organizationsrepresented on a WG tells us very little
about “whatwe reafly wish to know when we ask about
the representativeness of the RAG. We must, through
research, determine the consequences of various forms
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of “representativeness” on
ments of the regions.

The research we have
evaluative. We have been

the activities and achieve-

been conducting is not
studying the behavior of

selected Ws in an endeavor to understand some
aspects of why they behave as they do, not whether they
behave wefl. In the course of our research, however, we
have employed methodological techniques and gotten
some results that have significancefor evaluation.

Let us now consider RAG evaluation. Evaluation
generally is expensiveand should therefore be done only
with a clear purpose or purposes in mind. In the case of
the RAG, a reasonable purpose would be to reveal its
shortcomings in given respects and to correct them. It is
assumed that someone is interested in and has the power
or sanctions to correct these shortcomingsshould they
exist.

Intensive evaluation of a singlelocal RAG is probably
not advisable for several reasons. One is that the work-
ings of the local RAG are aheady well known to local
participants. Another is that the value or import of
possible changes in RAG structure or function can .be
ascertained only by comparing the characteristics and
functions of a number of RAGs. Researchfindings from
the study of a number of RAGs can provide us with the
means, i.e., methods and criteria for evaluatingparticular
RAGswithout undue effort or expense.

We shd focus on three major functions which RAGs
can perform and which are likely to be valued. Weshall
call these representation, legitimation (within the region)
and decision-makingon two levels: one, decision making
with regard to setting explicit poficy and, two, decision
making with regard to particular tasks. In evahsating
these particular functions, baseline data are not neces-
sary, for, being themselves aspects of RAG activities,
they obviously did not exist prior to the organization of
the RAG. The principle task in evaluating these
functions is in determining, (1) whether or not they are,
in fact, carried out and to what extent, and (2) the
validity of the indices we employ to measure these
functions. Essentially, the problem is one of whether the
indicesmeasure what we believe they measure.

Representation is an interesting aspect of the RAG. A
frequently used measure is membership of various or-
ganizations and professions in the RAG. Yet the
meaning of representation is more complete than this.
We imply by representation, not ody membership per
se, which may be token, but involvementas expressed in
iltterestand ntea}lillgfulrole. In our research, therefore,
we have compared the characteristics and activities of
several RAGs in an effort to understmd the relation-

ships among these characteristics. Because our
co~ection was concluded only recently, the finding
report are tentative and may not be borne out by a mor
complete analysis of the data. The tentative findings,~~i
permit some interesting speculation, however.

One tentative finding is that ‘RAG membership tends~~
to reflect the target populations of the Ms in terti;j
of grant applications approved and possibly in tel.msof.
core stfiff activities as well. In areas with large metro.
Politan areas, those RAGs whose membership reflect
omy state level organizations (with the exceptions of
hospitals) tend not to be involved with urban health
problems. One tentative explanation for this is that, state
level organizations overrepresent rural or ,suburbu
interests.

Beyond mernbershj.pper se we have documented at.
tendance at meetings of the representatives of various
organizationsand professions. An example of attendance
in one RAG is givenin Table 1. Inspection of a number
of cases such as these wti permit us to detect trends in
particular Ws in relation to such variablesas fun@ng,
grant awards, core staff activities and RAG functions.
(In our analyses, state and local organizations will be
separated.)

A provocative finding which requires further in-
vestigation before being interpreted is that as the
proportion of physicians on the RAG increases, their
attendance decreases.,Conversely, as the proportion of
lay people increasestheir attendance increases.

We are at present consideringattendance as a measure
of member’s interest and are investigating factors
conducive to greater or lesser attendance. One factor
1ogicallyrelated to attendance or interest is the function

of attendance for the member. Severalof these functions
may be enumerated. Narrow organizational interests
may be furthered by procuring money for the organiza-
tion, by monitoring the distribution of funds among
competitors, and on another level, by keeping abreast of
changes in the inter-organizational field. The setting of
Po}icyfor achieting collective goals is another function.

This policy may range in scope from establishing criteria
for grant approval and core staff activities to deciding on
particular proposalsas they arise without explicit criteria
for their determination being stated.

Comparisons of attendance with the dispersd of
funds and with the explicitness of goals and the
consistency or departures from the goals of fund alloca-
tions will allow us to assessvarious kinds of involvement
in the RAGs. Tables 11 and IV illustrate a content
analysis of the meetings of six RAGs. These data
represent a preliminary attempt to characterize meeting
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topics on a scale from narrow to broad interests. We
shall in our analysis try to relate these different concerns
to other ~P characteristics.

In relationship to our discussion of the analysis of
decision making, which has been the major focus of our
research, we should like to consider briefly the question
of WP Iegitirnation. The RAG may play an important
part in legitimation. Interestingly, while legitimation,
which we sha~ define as “the perception of the activities
of an organization as reasonable and useful,” is vital to
the survivalof the organizations, the basesof legitimacy
are generally not well understood. We have used two
measures of M legitimacy, (1) consensus on WP
functions and (2) submission of proposals for grants.
The RAG is important in this respect for we are
comparing consensus (a) among RAG and ~P com-
mittee members with (b) consensusamongorganizations
involvedwith W, and (c) among organizations that are
not involved with WP. From these comparisons,
contro~ed statistictiy for other WP characteristics, we
hope to learn whether and under what conditions RAG
membership contributes to WP legitimacy.

Our anrdysisof decision-makingis perhaps the RAGs
most important function. It reflects representation in its
fullest sense and is possibly conducive to WP
Ie#timacy in the community (contingent, of course, on
the range of organizations on the RAG). Wehave severrd
measures of decision making. One is a measure of who is
perceived as influential in decision making. (See Tables
V and VI.) These asse~ments WMbe compared with
actual decisions made with respect to grant applications
and core staff activities.

Another measure is provided by the course of grant
applications from submission to (1) rejection or (2) ap-
proval by the Ms. Characteristics of the applicant
organization, the proposal, W staff, RAG and com-
mittee composition in relation to the acceptance or

rejection of applications wU1 permit us to” make
inferenms about the decisiofi making process and about , .
the role of the RAG. Core sjaff activities wifl similarly
be analyzed in terms of RAG and committee involve-
ment in decisionsaffecting the staff activities.

What kinds of questions inight be answered by such
analyses? We can i~ustrate with our finding on regional
responses to the WS. The WS has two major means
of communicating policy to the regions: (1) through
directives and (2) by its dispersal of funds. Our analysis
of project applicationsindicates that the regions respond
tittle to directives,whfle,on the other hand, the national .”
level’s awarding of funds in particular areas stimulates
the submission of project applications in those areas.
The implications of these findings for policy are obvious.

Other questions to which we hope to have answers
include, “What are the consequences of RAG
membership for the dispersal of funds in terms of
recipients and programs?What’isthe effect of frequency
of meetings on RAG attendance, of RAG functions on
programs? Is, for example, a RAG that actively screens
applications, as evidenced in the selective rejection of
project applications, related to a consistent regionaliza.
tion poticy?”

The types of questions we are posing reflect a
concern with understanding the unintended or un-
anticipated consequences of organizational policy,
structure, and activity. This paper is intended to
illustrate the use of measures and their interrelationships
to discover organizational processes and outcomes. We
have selected for consideration three aspects of the
RAGs: representation,, ,legitimation, and decision.
making. Mthough our research is not evaluation, we
trust the findings will have implications for evaluation
by indicating the validity of given measures and facil-
itating corrective action, once norms and desired ideal
consequenceshave been decided upon.

.
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Table 1.–RAG imposition andAttendanceby Institutionof Affiliationand
hofessionofMembers

Affiliation:

Federal Agency . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
State/Local Ag. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Heart/CancerVol. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other Vol. Org. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Phys. Org. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other Prof. Org. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
University . . . . . . . ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Non-Affd. . . . . . .“. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

fiofession
Physician . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Administrator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nurse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Health Prof. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Non-Heflth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

c’

.03

.06

.06

.06

.03

.06

.13

.06

.48
(31)

.38

.06

.03

.03

.50
(34)

WP#6

Year
67

A’

1.00
.38

1.00
.25
.75

1.00
.94
.75
.60
.69

.71

.88
1.00
.75
.59
.68

Year
68

c

.03

.06

.08

.09

.03

.09

.14

.06

.46
(35)

.34

.08

.05

.03

.50
(38)

A

.00

.62

.87

.25
1.00
.75
.65
.75
.45
.56

;76
.50
.86
.50
.48
.59

IComposition:PropofiionofRAG membersin thatcategory
2Attendance: Averageattendarrceby the membersineach category

c

.03

.06

.08

.08

.03

.08

.17

.08

.38
(36)

.38

.08

.05

.03

.47
(40)

Table2.–ScaleofRAG TopicsAccordingtoNarrowr
(l)or&oader(~ConceptionoftheRo~ ofthe~G

Topic Value

StrrrctureofRMP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Applicationand reviewprocedure . . . . . . . . . . 2
Specificproposds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
StaffirrgofRMP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Stafffunction and duties . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Budgets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
(Other) brdividurdcommitteefunction
and/oractivities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Goalsand priontiesofRMP. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Housekeeping. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Relationw/Washington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
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Year
69

A

.75
.75,
.92
.s0
.75
.70
.87
.66
.48
.65

.75

.66

.87

.50

.53

.64
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TABLE 3.—Frequency Distributions of Matters Discu~sedin RAG’Meetings

Matters ScaledAccordingto a Narrower or Broader
Conceptionof the Role of the RAG

Meetings 6=8 Meetings 69-70

2 3

50

40
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4 5 6 7
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I

1 2 3 4 5 6
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“40

1
30
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0

I I I
, ,
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I

1 2 3 4, 5 6 7

*

,
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Table 4.–MeanScoreson TopicsScale

66.68 69.70

1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.5 3.5
2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.5 3.8
3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.6 3.0
4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.8 3.4
5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.9 3.6
6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.9 4.0

Table4.–MentionedasInfluentialPartofMPOrganizatiofl byPrincipalStajj’and
Committeeaairmen

Staff . . .
RAG . . .
Board ,.
Steering

Corn. .
CategorL

cal . . .
Other.. .
Outside .

N.,..

RMPNo. 1

SCT

.66 .13 .36
.13 .07

.33 .25 .28

.25 .14

.13 ,07

.13 .07
(6) (8) (14)

RAIPA’O.2

SCT

.20 .~~ .21

.40 .22 ,28

.40 .55 .50

(5) (9) (14)

RfirPNo.3

SCT

.42 .45 .43

.32 .09 .23

.05 .04 .07

.11 .09 .10

.05 .27 .13

.05 .03
(19) (11) (30)

RAIPNo. 4

S C T

.55 .83 .62
,~o .15

.25 .17 .23

20) (6) (26)

~lPNo.5

SCT

.50 .42 .46

.25 .14 .~o
.14 .07

.25 .14 .20

.14 .07.

(8) (7) (15)

Total

SCT

.49 .38 .48
,25 .12 .~o
.05 .10 .07

.07 .10 .08

.05 .21 .12

.09 .05 .07

.00 .05 ,o~
[57) (42) (97)

S=Staffresponses
C=Committee Chairmenresponses
T=Totilresponses

Table 5.–CoordinatorandUG ChairmanMentionedasInfluentialby &ncipalStaff
andCommittee~airmen

RMPNo. 1 RMPNo. 2 RMP No. 3 RMPNo. 4 RMPA’o.5 Total

SCT SCT SCT SCT SCT SCT
Co@rdRMP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 4 123 114 15 144 18 448 34 1448
RAGChrrrsrr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 112 2“ 2 112 527
# Respondents. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 459 6 8 14 121022 166 22 549 433376

S=Staffresponses
C=CommitteeChairmenresponses
T=Totalresponses
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ABCDStrategy on Patient Care Axessment*

JOHN W.WLLIAMSON,M.D.

One of the most important questions to be asked of
any health care system is: WHOneeds to learn WHATto
most improve health status of the population receiving
care?

Previous study has demonstrated there is an im-
portant relationship between patient care assessmentand
education that might provide a framework for answering
this question.1 Systematic investigation is needed to
identify educational objectives that specify the indi-
vidud who needs to learn as well as the goals to be
achieved in the learning process. The doctor, nurse, ad-
ministrator, patient or general pubfic might each con-
tribute important elements of change to achieveneeded
improvement. After “instruction,” the same methods of
inquiry used to identify the problem can be reapplied to
evaluate the impact of educational effort exerted to
soIvethe problem. FinaI1y,from this second evaluation,
new objectives can be identified for repeating the educa-
tion cycle, if warranted, to achieve further improvem-
ent.

Systematic application of this approach Fequires a
priority Iist of h~aith problems to be studied. Methods
for developing such a list to encompass conditions in-
volvingthe most preventable (or remediable) impairment
are described in a subsequent publication.2 Givensuch a
health problem of high priority, a strategy is then
needed to identify preventable impairment not being

*Developmentof this paper was supported by ResearchGrant
PH4348-948 from the National Center for Heafth ServicesRe-
search and Development, Heafth Services and Mentaf Heafth
Administration and the MflbankMemoriaf Faculty Fellowship
Fund.

prevented by current medical care. This paper wdl de-
scribe and dlustrate such an approach as applied to
patient care research; it will be referred to as the “ABCD
Strategy.”

DESCRIPTION

Those who have faced the task of evaluating patient
care and have contemplated the hundreds of variables
that can be measured have probably recogntied why a
systematic approach is needed. The ABCDStrategy was
designed to help identify those variables which might
have “the highest probability of effecting significant im-
provementin the health status of a target population.

Figure 1 describes the elements of the strategy. Areas
A and B represent the outcomes of care; C and D rep-
resent the processes of care that are associated with
those outcomes. It is important to note that these areas
are lettered in the order of their priority for evaluation
and HOI in their chronologic sequence in clinical
practice.

FIGURE 1.—ABCD Strategyof PatientCareAssessment

OUTCOMES PROCESS

DIAGNOSIS A >.-.- C

THERAPY B ‘- -+ D
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–Area A represents DiaglfosticOutcomes,,the con-
ceptual base required by the physician to formulate
therapy and prognosis. It could be as simple as a
singte symptom or laboratory result (e.g. “cough” or
“hyperuricemia”) or as complex as a diseasediagnosis
together with major treatment or prognostic consider-
ations (e.g. Lobar Pneumonia due to pneumococcus
in a non-compliant patient allergicto penicillin).

–Area B represents TherapeuticOutcomes,the ef-
fect of treatment on the health status of the patient
(e.g. whether the patient lived or died, remained
ambulatory or was bedridden, returned to “work,” or
remained dependent, etc.).

–Area C represents DiagI?osticProcess or the pro-
cedure carried out to formulate the conceptual base
symbolized in “A” (e.g. history taking, physicrdex-
amination, ordering laboratory tests, analyzing data,
arrivingat a diagnostic synthesis, etc.).

–Area D represents the TherapeuticProcessin-
volving planning, implementing and evaluating thera-
PY (e.g. prescribing, operating, instructing the
patient, follow-up, compliance of the patient, etc.).
The strategy depicted in this figure suggests that the

areas most important for assessmentare Diagnostic Out-
comes (Area A) and Therapeutic Outcomes (Area B).
The data obtained from these assessmentsmay indicate
whether subsequent effort to study and improve patient
care process (Areas C and D) is warranted. Note that the
arrows leading to C and D are dotted; this is to indicate
that if the outcomes are within previouslyagreed upon
standards, fu}ther study of care process can be deferred
for that particular problem in favor of an outcome study
of t%e health problem with the next highest priority.
Finally, it should be borne in mind that subsequent
process study might possibly reveal the outcome criteria
or standards were unr~a]istic rather than indicating re-
mediable deficienciesin patient care.

To implement this strategy, outcome crife~ianeed to
be developed and compared to outcome measuremet?fs
to determine whether process srt~d,v is required. If
process study is indicated, resulti}lgactiofl should then
lead either to revision of the outcome criteria or
eventudiy to improved care outcomes.

OutcomeCriteria: Many sources of information can
be used in synthesizing such criteria or standards. For
instznce, to determine the maximum acceptable one-
year case fatality rate for patients with a given health
problem, data from any of a number of sources might be
used: general mortality or actuarial statistics; mortality
studies of populations similar to one’s own; previous
mortality studies of one’s own. population; peer

estimates. Our work and that of investigators
Beverly Payne indicate that the latter source’
estimates) may offer the most practical basis fors
standards.3’4 Naturally, Al sources of ~formatio
to be considered in developing a final synthesis
formulation of such criteria should be prior
independent of outcome measurements activity.

outcome measuremetlt: To measure diagnostic ‘“
outcomes represented in Area A, it is important to deter-
mine the proportion of tie population requiring care for
a given health problem who do ltot receive it (false
negatives) and similarly, the proportion of those
receivingcare for the same problem WhO~0 rrot needit
(false positives). To measure the therapeutic outcomes
represented in Area B, follow-up study is important to
investigate the patient’s resulting functional condition. If
the follow-up interval is sufficiency long as to ensure
stabdization of health status, each patient can be clas-
sified by level of maximum overall impairment. In this
study, the fo~owingsix levelswere used:

1. No impairment
2. Measurable impairment or risk (though asymp-

tomatic)
3. Symptomatic (though working)
4. Not at “work” or “major fife activity” (though

ambulatory)
5. Bedridden
6. Dead

ProcessStudy: Comparing measured findings with
established criteria reveals whethe[ detafled study of
medical care processis indicated. It is recommended that
95% confidence intervals about measured findings”be

used, especia~y if one’s sample is less than one hundred
patients. (For example, if a maximum acceptable case
fatality rate were set at 5%, a measured rate of IO%,
with confidence limits of 4 to 1570,would not be sig-
nificantly different from criteria and process study
would not be indicated.) Finally, the specific objectives
and methods of processstudy will vary widely according
to the content and seriousness of the outcome defi-
ciency leading to such inquriy.

Resl[ltingactio}~:As a result of process study, the
clilcction and priorities for action to improve outcomes
should be revealed. If improvement were not found in-
dicate[i by such study, then the outcome criteria would
secm to require modification. If the critelia proved ac-
curate, then improvement of the health care system
\\’ould be necessary to correct those factors found
causally related to the deficient outcomes. Later, a
repeat cycle of criteria, measurement, comparison, and



possibly another process study, would be done to
evaluatethe effect of the preceding effort to improve.

ILLUSTRATION

AssessingDiagnosticOutcomes(AreaAj

A-xampie1: Area A study of Urinary Tract Infection
management in a community hospital in the Midwest
was done by prospective examination of over 6,000
consecutive admissions. This investigation was
conducted in co~aboration with the Department of
Medicine of a nearby State University School of
Medicine. Criteriawere independently established by
groupjudgment, taking into account the sensitivity and
specificity of methods for detecting urinary tract in-
fections (UTI’S)and the implications to the patient of a
“missed diagnosis” or a “misdiagnosis.” The maximum
acceptable percentage of false negatives was set at 15V0.
The maximum acceptable number of false positives was
set at 20%. Measurementrevealed that 265 of 6,145
consecutive non-new born admissions probably required
management of UTI; 187 of these patients did not
receive this care from the regular hospital staff, yielding
a false negative rate of over 70%. Of 110 patients diag-
nosed by the hospital staff as hating UTI, 32 had urine
test results negative for pyuria and/or bacteriuriaj yield-
ing a false positive rate of 29%. fiocess Study (Area C)
in this example was indicated for two reasons since
maximum acceptable criteria for both falsenegative and
false positive diagnoses were exceeded by measured
findings. The process study consisted of testing the
physicians with a series of brief simulated patient
tignettes (describing a patient’s history, physicrd and
laboratory findings) requiring a decision to treat or not
to treat for UTI with antibiotics. It was found that the
doctors tested would usually prescribe antibacterial
treatment for all patients who complained of classical
UTI symptoms regardess of the results of urinalysis or
urine-culture. Chart reviews and follow-up study con-
firmed “this finding in actual practice. Clinical studies
have established that many patients with UTI wfil not
present with classical symptoms, and that many patients
with such classical symptoms as burning and frequency
of urination wfll not have bacterial infections. It seems
possible that a practice of diagnosing ordy patients with
overt symptoms could account for many, if not most, of
the false negatives and false positives found. It was clear
the tiproved outcomes would depend upon the physi-
cians learning to uttiize urine test results in the diagnosis
of these infections. Resultingaction, in this instance,
included several meetings of the medical staff with the

faculty from the State University in continuing educa-
tion programs related to the diagnosis of UTI. ~en
subsequent study revealed little or no improvement in
performance, the physicim staff, nurses and administra-
tion solved the problem by instituting routine bacte-
riologicscreening (by smearsand cultures) of urine from
d] admissions to this hospital. This procedure includes
follow-up verification of bacterial infection of patients
with positive screening test results, thereby effectively
reducing both fa!se negative and false positive results
wellbelow diagnostic outcome criteria.

Example 2: Area A study of UTI was dso carried out
prospectively in the Lledicd Out-Patient Clinic of the
same State Universit}rmentioned above.s Criten.aof
“maximum acceptable” outcomes established for the
Community Hospital study were applied here: faIse
negative, 15%; false positive, 20%.Measurementof diag-
nostic outcome was accomplished by an independent
Study Team who examined 133 consecutive new
patients admitted to the Medicd Clinic. They obtained
from each patient a detafled histo~ and urine specimen
for urinalysis and culture. After receiving this special
workup, patients were admitted to the Medicd Clinic for
routine management by the regtdar clinic staff. Over
three months later, the patients’ charts were examined
and recorded results werecompared with the findings of
the Study Team. Gf 18 patients requring management
for UTI, according to the Study Team, 10 were missed
by the clinic staff. Although there were no false
positives, it is interesting that the upper limits of the
95% confidence intervals about the proportions of 0/8
and 10/18 are the same as the upper limits of the
proportions found in the Community Hospital. In other
words, with 95% probabfiity, it is possible that in both
institutions, there could be as many as 77% false
negativesand 3670false positives.Process Study of Area
C was clearly indicated in this instance. me Study Team
identified one or more major UTI screening indications
in 108 of 133 consecutivenew patients admitted to the
Medicd Clinic. (Examplesof major screeningindications
are: previous UTI’S,recent pregnancy, history of pelvic
surgery, catheterization, rend calculi, etc.) The Medicd
Clinic staff found and recorded such indications in the
charts of only 69 patients and followed Arough with the
indicated screeningin ordy 31 of these. To determine
whether the problem was a matter of “not knowing” or
“not doing,” each staff member completed a written
examination (simflar to specirdityboard exams) to test
his knowledge of urinary tract infection diagnosis and
treatment. The average score was 83%; subscores
indicated that these physicianshad adequate ~owledge
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of UTI screening indications and diagnostic require-
ments. The education~ problem identified here was of a
different nature than that found in the Community
Hospitrd, but had equally serious implications for the
patients concerned. It is surmised that continuing educa-
tion, consisting of formal courses, information, and
admonitions to improve, would probably be as in-
effective at the University as it was in the Community
Hospital described above. Resultingactionhas consisted
of discussion of the problem in one staff meeting of the
Department of Medicine. Unfortunately, unlike the
persistent and ultimately successful effort in the Com-
munity Hospital, to our knowledge, no action has yet
been taken to solve this problem at the University.

Example 3: Area A study of heart faflure was
conducted at a City Hospital in the East by a group of
fu~ time internists who were also faculty members of an
internationally recognized private school of medicine.
They were interested in applying these same principles
to the study of patients in the EmergencyRoom of their
institution. The first cohort they investigated consisted
of 113 consecutive patients suspected of hating acute
coronary artery disease. Criten.awere based on peer
judgment. The staff identified 5% as the maximum ac-
ceptable level for both false negative and false positive
diagnostic results. Musurement of diagnostic outcomes
was based on retrospective chart review since sufficient
information about critical positive and negative findings
was available in the chart of nearly every patient. The
findings indicate a false negative rate of 3% and a false
positive rate of ~.. Processstudy of Area C was not
indicated since criteria were not exceeded. Resulting
actionhas not been indicated or undertaken.

Example 4: Area A study of diastolic hypertensive
patients requiring heart faflure management was con-
ducted prospectively by screening approximately 2,000
consecutive medical patients who visited the same City
Hospital’s Emergency Room” Criteriaof maximum ac-
ceptable rates of diagnostic outcomes were established
by the staff at 5% for false negative and 10% for false
positive diagnoses. Mmsurement of diagnostic outcome
was carried out on each medicd patient found to have
diastolic pressure of 110 mm HG or greater on the
routine blood pressure examination. Whensuch a patient
was discharged from Emergency Room care, a member
of the Study Team took him to an adjacent room for an
independent workup for cardiac faflure, which included
a history, physical examination, EKG and chest film.
From this study, 98 patients were found to require
management related to heart faflure. Only 8 of these 98
(or 8%) were missed by the regular Emergency Room

staff. Process study of Area C was not indicated since ~~~
the 95% confidence interval about the 8% included the ““
5% ~~mum acceptable level. Resulting actfon was ~
taken in this example because tie medicd staff was
sufficiently disturbed by the finding of 870 false
negatives.They carried out an education program on
heart failure diagnosis for the Emergency Room staff.
This implies that themaximum acceptable criteria estab-
fishedby the staff,may have been too high.

Having illustrated tie assessment of Area A @jag.
nostic Results), using methods which employ the in-
dependent diagnostic assessment of a cohort of patients
to identify percentage of false positive and false negative
diagnoses, attention will now be given to illustrative
examplesconcerning assessment of Area B (Therapeutic
Results).

AuessijlgTherapeuticOutcomes(AreaB)

Example1: Area Bstudy was conducted by a one.
year follow-up of 75 patients having management needs
related to heart faflure among the 113 consecutive
Emergency Room patients in the above City Hospital
suspectedof havingan acute coronary occlusion. Criten”a
of the maximum acceptable case fatality rate set by the
medical staff by peer judgment techniques were 30%,
Measurement of therapeutic outcome on one-year
fo~ow-uprevealedthat 23 (31%)had died. Process study
of Area D was not indicated since the 95Y0confidence
Iitits about the measured findings did not exceed
ctiteria. Resultingactionhas not been necessary.

Example2: Area B study of the 75 acute coronary
suspects having “heart fadure” management needs
included the fo~ow-upof the 46 patients who were dive
and ambulatory one year following their coronary care
unit admissionOitena were set by staff judgment. The
maximum acceptable proportion of patients ambulatory
at the end of one year who were not back to thiir major
socirdactivities, e.g. at “work,” was 20Y0.Measurement
indicated that 17 (3770)of these 46, had not returned to
“work.” Processstudy of Area D seemed warranted
becauseof the marked discrepancybetween the standard
established and the measured findings. Study revealed
that 12 of the 17 individualswho had not returned to
“work” had not had a coronaw occlusion at the time
they were in the coronary care unit. These patients,
dthou@ suspected of having an acute corona~ oc-
clusion, proved to have other explanations for their
symptoms. Of these 12, ten had been leading active lives
prior to admission to the Coronary Care Unit. .~e fact
that more than two out of three of the patients who had
not returned to their previousmajor activity and had no
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discernible organic reason for that level of impairment
seemed an important finding.Resultingactionconsisted
of staff review of this problem and the conclusion that
“work” evaluation studies of patients discharged from
tie CoronaryCare Unit are indicated.

Example 3: Area B study of the 98 patients with
heart failure management needs related to diastolic
hypertension was also based on a one-year follow-up. In
this example, mortality was the therapeutic outcome
studied. Complete information was obtained from 87 of
these patients one year fo~owing their Emergency Room
visit. Nearly half of the group was below 50 years of age
and most were active working-classindividurds.Criteria
were established by first referring to standard mortality
rate for Maryland, adjusted for age, sex, race and a diag-
nosis of hypertensive heart disease.’ These statistics
indicated that of the 87 followed, only two should be
dead within a year. Individud case-by-caseprognostic
analysisby the medicd staff indicated as many as seven
might conceivably be dead within a year. It wasdecided
that nine (IO%) wodd be maximum acceptable case
fatality rate. Measurementrevealedthat on one-year
folfow-up, 18 (21%) were found to have died. Process
study of Area D was definitely indicated. Preliminary
analysishas revealed that of the 18 deaths, 11 may have
been preventable; dl but three of these 11 involved a
cardiovascdar death (stroke, coronary occlusion and/or
heart failure). Data obtained revealed that only one of
the 11 was receiving regular care from a physician and
ordy two were taking antihypertensives and/or digitalis.
There wouId seem to be serious administrative and
educational implications for improving the foflow-upof
such patients. Restiting action taken at this institution
willbe described in the next example.

Example4: Area B study in this instance focused on
symptoms found among the 45 patients back to “work”
one year following their admission to the Emergency
Room. Criteritiestablished by the staff would indicate
that, if more than 50% of the patients returning to their
major tife activity had overt cardiovascular symptoms
after one year, further inquiry would be required.
Measurementrevealed that 38 (84%) had such symp-
toms. Processstudy of Area D was indicated since, as
with the case fatality rate, the symptom rate far
exceeded staff criteria of maximum acceptable results.
In this instance, investigation revealed that ordy 13 of
the 38 symptomatic patients who had returned to
“work” had seen a physician more than once in the
precedingyear and were taking needed antihypertensives
and/or digitafis.~irteen others were receivingcare from

their physicians but Wcm no{ takiltg ~dication ‘or
hypertension or hcarl ra~un, ~W rtminder were
neither under a phy$i~’$ mm nor taking needed
medication. T}lcrc ~cmd t. ~ M question Ulat a

patients. As with the ~rc@~& aml+e, thereappar
be administrative ~nd ~uado~ ~mpljcatiom for both
patients and physiciam, jfnottheen[itc prc$ent$Ystem
of medical care, Whjc}},la ~ttn, dtw$ not ~~nd to
the patient’s Sc]r.ncg]cctof ~ ~lwlt“lcdic~ problems.
Resulting ac’ti(~n,since the tim t}( this study, h~
included in~pro}ed~c~h~$ for ~t~ua~io$ and foiiowing
diastolic hyp~rterlsi;,e ~t~ni$ ~ell jlt []lc En~rgency
Room. These p~[ie[l[~,s ~~~ ~ ~)t~te~~~h SCflOUS

chronic probl~llls, ~rc ~ ~efertcd t. ~ ~ptii~ ciinic
which has rcsponsib~ity f~~ t~Q ]~~g.[crm fOUOW.Up of
these individu~[s, 1:1o[li~ ~~, ~( (~lt ~~{idnt iS to be
managed by an OU[~Ue~~n, 111~~ily I{ospitai
clinic wtil SIii] rluiftl~~ ~Wmibdi~y for periodic
monitoring of the ~~t~n;’~ ~t~ Md condition. BY
concentrating rcspondbtiity ~ s ~cfin~ ~n[c(e$tgroup
and stressing follow.up ~u~~n of care, it is hoped
that subsequent sIudy wui tw~~ ~mpftlt~ patient out:
comes.

R~AL CONSIDERATIONS

This approflch to ~[ka! mm~smcnl mises
concern regarding the tdiab~iiyand wlidi!y of the
criteria used to dctetmi~ th~ Md for study of “care
process.” Since there is Mttk.~Icotnc *I8 in the 1itera-
ture, medicd staff, udn8 ~rfidpnt methods,must
usutiy develop their own cdtcds snd standards.To test
the reZiabili~yof these td cdleda, the 80ff mcmbers
in the heart failure stti~$fit@-mbld three dif-
ferent times, at three tnoq~ btlctvak, to obtain their
estimates of “maximum*~@b16” outcomesfor the
same group of patients. Alti~ thc~ ws moderate
variation of individualcsti~t~ th@mx!mumvariation
about the group mean W * t~n 3%comparingthe
three independent cslimatw Of* d~ffcmntcdteria.The
staff members inferred ~~ Whether or not their
estimates were. valid, tiCY at lc~~t ~Cm~ to be con-
sistent. TOrest Validi[yof. - c$tf~~~, ~C teamwas
assembledto provide ifld~d@ Pr~W~~ foreachof the
100 patients in the hy~fia cohoti, A@rr, the in-
dividual variation *$ Mdc, btit the g~ttp=timates
proved specific and mca~~ul ~hcn ~mpred to
empirically measured fo[iow.up findings. The
comparisons indicated tit ~uP PmWOStiC =timates
were surprisk~y valid.



The overall valueof the ABCDStrategy appears to be
supported by three factors: 1) It requires that the pro-
viders of care focus on prognostic judgments, probably
the most critical element in clinicaljudgment subsuming
both diagnosis and therapy. 2) It focuses attention on
overall patient impairment and stimulates search for any
of the multiple”determinants (medicd, social, cultural,
economic, etc.) of such impairment that may be
important. This approach is in contrast to the usual
preoccupation with correcting only pathophysiologic
causes of impairment. 3) Since this strategy focuses
continuing education resources on solving red prob-
lems in medicd practice, it would seem to efiance
education effectiveness in two specific ways: a) it
identifies learning needs, not only for ‘thephysician, but
other health care personnel and patients depending upon
the problem; and, b) it lends itself to education assess-
ment in terms of the objectives of the total care process
–the improved health of those receivingcare.

Finally, if we focus on. the ultimate purpose of the
evaluation of a health service system, namely, to facil-
itate improvement, the results of our experience would
lead us to infer that the ABCD Strategy is definitely
feasible and probably practical for this purpose. It offers
an approach that may prove superior to the present
haphazard method of plannkg patient care studies and

continuing education programs. It is hoped that sub-
sequent use of this strategy may factiitate development ~
of practic~ methods for and renewed interest in answer- ~~•

ing the critical qu:;stion: WHOneeds to learn WHATto
most improve the health status of the population receiv-
ing care?
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Evaluation of New Categories of hlanpower

HARWET KITZMAN

With the stress to prepare new health professionsdsto
assist in meeting the growing health care needs.comes
the challenge to evaluate the new health profewionds’
contribution and their impact on the health care system.
The program which I wtil discuss today is the Pediatric
Nurse Practitioner Program at the University of
Rochester. This program, formally begun in 1968,
prepares registered nurses (primarily those who have not
beerr employed during chfld rearing) to provide direct
patient care in ambulatory health care settings. The
settings most frequently have been the private pedia-
tricians’offices.

During this session evahration of the pediatric nurse
practitioners’ competencies at the end of their educa-
tion program wifl be discussed, as weli as the effects of
the care on the population being served.

With precise definition of expected behaviors in
measurable terms, the task of evaluation is well under-
way. Expected behaviom of the graduating pediatric
nurse practitioners were defined prior to the course.
These behaviors were known to students as the course
began. Periodic discussion assisted the students in self-
evaluation during the course w~e curriculum flexibility
enabled the students to find learning experiences that
met their needs. Clinical preceptorship allowed for
continuous feedback to students and faculty during the
course. Video-taped patient visits aflowed students and
preceptors to critically review student-patient inter.
action. This was used both as a learning measure and an

evaluative tool. Objective criteria for rating the inter-
action has not as yet been developed.

At the completion of the course a written examina-
tion was given. This test examined the components of
patient care process: problem definition, plan with inter-
vention and evahration. The test aimed at identifying
process components and rating the components accord-
ingly.

Another method of evacuatingthe competencies of
the gradtlating pediatric nurse practitioners dealt with
the graduates’ perception of their abflitiesafter reaching
the work setting. Approximately one month after the
nurses began practicing in their new roles, a research
assistant interviewed each nurse to determine the nume’s
judgment of her abilities. The questionsdeveloped for
the interview were based on the expected behaviors as
definedin the course objectives.

To evaluate the impact of pediatric nurse practi-
tioners on the health care system two settings were
used–a rural setting (a community with a population of
15,000)with no pediatricianand a Rochester suburb.

Two nurses who lived in the rural community were
prepared as pediatric nurse practitioners and then
established as well-child care providers in the com-
munity. Effects of the pediatric nurse practitioners on
the level of preventivehealth care servicesto chijdren in
the community and the physicians’ acceptance are
presently under study. Baseline community data was
obtained by interviewing mothers of dl chfldren who
were born in the area six and seven months prior to the
pediatric nurse practitioners’ arrivaf to determine the
level of well-chfldcare‘the infants had received in their
first months of life. The interview included a question-
naire which was pretested in a private pediatrician’s
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practice where records were available.One year after the
nurses began practicing in the community (both in a
well-chfldcenter and in general practitioners’ offices) the
population then six and seven months of age wdl be
studied by the same method. By comparing the group
studied prior to the availability of the pediatric nurse
practitioners with the group studied after the pediatric
nurse practitioners were established, the impact of the
pediatric nurse practitioners on the total preventive
health services to children wfll be determined. Physi-
cians’ acceptance of pediatric nurse practitioners is being
studied by use of interview questionnaire both before
pediatric nurse practitioners were established and one
year after they began practicing in the community.

The study involving utfiization of pediatric nurse
practitioners in suburban Rochester private pedia-
tricians’ offices began in July, 1968. Four pediatric
nurse practitioners were prepared and placed in four
pediatricians’ offices sharing the well-chfidcare with the
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pediatricians. The care given by pediatric nu
practitioner–pediatrician tea-ins was studied to dete~~~~

‘t
mine quality, quantity, cost and acceptance to consume~:,%

k,\:b,vfi..l$.,~.,,,
and professionals.A control group of patients cared for!~!t,
by pediatricians done Wm- used. Chart review ani’:ffi
telephone cdl samplingshowed the number and purpose‘;’:’
of patient contacts and visits which provided informa- ~
tion on the quality and quantity of care. Total cost of
the care givenwas determined by an accountant. Patient
questionnaires provided information about the ac-
ceptance of care given to the experimented and control
groups. Individud interviews of the pediatricians and
pediatric nurse practitioners involved protided informa-
tion regarding the acceptance of the new role and .
relationships.

I have briefly described the methods which have been
used to evaluate the pediatric nurse practitioner’s contri-
bution to the health care of children. Data wfll soon be
avaflable.
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Dr. @orge Miller and Dr. Donald Pochyly addressed
themselvesto issuesrelating to the functioning of evalua-
tors vis-a-visRegional Medical Programs, In providing a
framework for discussion, Dr. Mfller described briefly
the Rolesof the Evaluator and his need for training:

1. The Evaluator as Trainer:

a. to train the staff of a RegionalMedicd Program
to understand and to use the evaluator:

b. to generate ~e conviction in staff that evalua-
tion is a process, therefore evaluation should be
an integral part of planning and implementa-
tion; e.g., planning for evaluation begins with
the specification of objectives;

c:” to train staff in the use of data (a prerequisite
to the effective use of evahration).

2. The Training of the Evaluator to function within
the RegionalMedicd Program:
a. he needs to understand the Regional Medicd

Program objectives;
b. he needs to understandhealth professionals;
c. he needs to learn how to provide leadership in

that setting.
In the discussion that fo~owed tie participants

seemed to indicate that their perception was that they
were supposed to recruit and hire “evahrators” without
knowing what their functions were. In the absence of
articulating their own problems in evaluation they,
therefore, could not specify the kinds of competencies
or resource needed. The group agreed that it wodd be
more useful under the circumstances to ded with the
concept of “evahration” rather than a person “eva-
luator.”

A number of inquiries were made by participants
about training opportunities in evaluation. Some
indicated that they had not been aware of the resource
represented in the Center for Education Development
headed by Mtiler.
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